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Tile Edinburgh Tram Inquiry
Witness Statement of Martin Foerder

My full natne is Martin Heinz Foerder. I am aged 54, my date of birth being
My contact details are known to the. Inquiry. I have previously
provided a statement dated 10 December 2015 to the Inquiry and this

c

statement should be read in conjunction with that statement.
My current occupation is Member of Management Global Projects, and I am
employed by ltnplenia Construction GmbH. My role in the Edinburgh Trams
Project (''ETP") was Project Director, employed with Bilfinger Construction UK

("BCUK") between 1 March 2009and 31 May 2014. My main duties and
responslbll[ties concerned the overall managemenlof the work that BCUK
were Involved in with the Project.
Statement

Introduction

{'',,

Experience

1.

Prior to March 2015, .1 was employed by Bilfinger for almost 28 years:

•

I started with Bilfinger in 1987 in \he Head Office in Wiesbaden.

•

From 1992 until 1997 i was Site Manager for the Metro Project Chungho Line
in Taipei, Taiwan.

•

In 19971 was transforred as a Site Manager/Construction Manager to the
Metro Project Chalaem in Bangkok, Thailand and became the Project Director
in 2000, I successfully completed this Project which was handed over and
went ii1to operation in 2004.

•

From 2005 until February 2009 lwas the responsible Project Director for
Malmo City Tunnel in Sweden.
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2.

The challenges constructing an underground metro 1;1re similar to those
constructing an over-ground rail network. The former is even more complex,
due to itbeing underground. In both cases, it ls necessary to deal with the
stakeholders around the construction site, and there are public utilities which
must be altered within the construction area.

Joining Project

3.

I was requested by my superior in December 2008 to take over the Project
Director role in Edinburgh, due to the contractual and commercial difficulties

(

the Project was facing. Itwas felt that additional resources were required to
help address some of these issues.
4.

Colin Brady, who had previously been the Project Director, remained as my
deputy and Technical Manager. I was also supported by a Contract Manager,
Kevin Russell and a Commercial Manager, David Gough. We had a large
team of additional commercial and technical support.

5.

In late January 2009, I visited Edinburgh forthree days to get a briefing about
the Project by Colin Brady and Richard Walker, at th'<lt time the incumbent
Managing Director of BCUK. I was then on holiday for the month of February

(

2009. I was, in .general terms, aware about the contractual difficul!les which
had arisen - but not the·specifios.
6.

I was told that BCUK were in a consortium with Siemens plc ("Siemens") and
Gonstrucctiones Y Auxiliar de Ferrocarriles S.A ("GAF") to build the Edinburgh
tram hetwork. BCUK would carry out the clvil engineering works. Siemens
were the system designers and system providers. OAF were building and
providing the trams. Collectively we were known as lnfraco. The original
consortium and tendering party had been BCUK and Siemens ("BBS"). At the
request of our client, Transport Jniti.itives Edinburgh (''TIE"}, OAF had been
novated to the consortium (''$SC") at the same time as the lnfraco Contract

(CE;C00036952) was signed on 14 May 2008 ("the lnfraco Contract").
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7.

I formally joined the Project in March 2009. As Prnjact Director, I nwnaged the
whole Project on behalf of my Company, Colin remained as my deputy, with
the new title of Technical Manager. Due to the number of commercial issues
being raised, it was agreed that I would focus on these and Colin would
concentrate on technical issues. Colin left the Project in 201 O.

Reporting Lines
8.

Siemens did not report directly to BCUK - they were a partner. Partners
typically exchange views and look to establish common ground. We had a lot
of meetings to ensure coordination. The meetings involved people from the
management of our partners.

9.

I was never employed by BCUK. I was a German employee of the parent
company seconded to BCUKfor my $pell as Project Director on the ETP. As
Project Director, I had to report to our Regional Manager, Richard Walker. I
also reported to our Managing Director in Germany, Mr Enenkel. The
management team in Wiesbaden were concerned about this Project, and I
reported back to them through Richard Walker; We were reporting directly to
Joachim Enenkel, who was the Managing Director of the Bilfinger
Construction GmbH. When Mr Enen.kel moved. to a new position within

(

Bilfinger SE, we then reported to Dr Keysberg in relation to key issues. arising
on the Project.
10.

ThiSc was a large project for BCUK to be Involved in, and management had to
sign-off on entering into the lnfrapo Contract(CEC00036952) in the first place.
The Bilfingeir SE board

in Ma1111heim would have providad the final sign-off.

Involvement of Germany
11.

Bilfingar Constru.ction UK Ltd are an independant lagal anlity within the l)K.
When it came to the day-to-day business everything was passed through me ..
In turn I reported back to Richard Walker when it was necessary. In 2009
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there was very little involvement from Germany. However, I did provide
monthly reports back to Germany. This was normal procedure for all on-going
projects Bilfinger were involved in. At that time there was certainly no
influence from Gennany.
12.

At the start of the Project none of the decisibns I was making had to be
reported back to head office in Germany for approval. However, when the
Project became more critical in 2010/11 I had to report back. I did not receive
instructions from Germany, but I was provided with guidance as to how things
should progress, This did not c;,iuse any difficulties to me or any del;,iys to the
Project

c·
13.

Richard Walker was also reporting to the German management team. Alrfines
of communication were open at all times, and on occasion I would also report
directly to Germany as I was on a direct secondment. We had regular monthly
reporting back to Germany, but our discussions with the management team
were much more regular than this, particularly at certain critical stages of the
Project. The management team in Germany were. aware of and took part in
the deeisions which were made on the Project.

14.

We could not and did not operate independently from Head Office. They
became more heavily involved Where they thought it necessary, and there

(

was quite a bit of management and guidance from senior management at the

'·

critical stages of the Project. Dr Keysberg, in particular, engaged in direct
communication with David Mackay. I was pleased to have Dr Keysberg's
support in relati.on to the many issues which arose, but at times this was
clearly not appreciated by Tl E.
15.

In addition, the Bilfinger in-house legal team in Germany were very much
involved in the Project. They worked closely with our lawyers in Edinburgh,
Pinsent Masons. After the Mediation which took place in March 2011, the
Project was considered to be back-on-track and management were m1,1ch
more 'hands-off' in terms bftheir day to day involvement.
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16.

TIE was a limited company set up and wholly owned by the City of Edinburgh
Council ("CEC"). Its purpose was lo deliver projects, of which the ETP was
one. CEC were guarantors of the Project, but lnfraco had no direct contractual
relationsllip with them.

17.

When I joined the Project, TIE's interim Chairman was David Mackay. He had
replaced the previous Chairman, Willie Gallagher, who had resigned in
November 2008. Shortly after I joined, Richard Jeffrey took up the post of
Chairman. He resigned in 2011. From the point I joined until. the point of

(

Mediation, the Proj1;Jct Director was Steven Bell. He was supported by Frank
McFadden as Construction Director, and Susan Clark as Deputy Project
Director.
18.

The design for the Project had been procured by TIE directly from the
Systems Design services Provider ("SOS"). The SOS was made up of a
number of engineering firms led by Parsons Brinckerhoff ("PB"). The original
TIE programme provided that the SOS design was to be finished by the Hine
that the lnfraco Contract was awarded. It was not complete, and I understood
that I.here had been concerns at the. lack of design detail at the stage of
tendering. SOS was novated to Jnfraco -which would complete the design

c

and carry out constructfon of the ETP. There were various pricing
assumptions which related to the status ofthe design at the time that SOS
was novated. I discuss these further below and in my original witness
statement.
19.

TIE separately conttactei:l with Carillion plc (previously known as Alfred
McAlpine pie) to carry out what was kn.own as the Multi Utility Diversion
Framework Agreement Works ("MUDFA") . These works wer<;i al$0 to have
been completed prior to the Infraco Works commencing. They were not, Which
was a major issue for us.

Infra co
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20.

As I understood it, BCUK had experienced problems from almost the first day
of the Project. There seemed to be a complete misalignment between BCUK
and TIE as to the meaning and operation of certain key aspects of the lnfraco
Contractwhich the parties had entered into.

Uncertainties

21.

As it was explained to me - and as I subsequently catne to understand - the
lnfraco Contract contained provisions which had been required due to the
remaininguncertainties at the time of tendering. Most of these risks were
contained in Schedule Part 4 of the Infraco Contract (USB00000032) entitled
'Pricing'. Within it, certain assumptions were made for the purposes of arriving
at a Contract Price, even though it was known that these assumptions were
incorrect. For example, it assumed that all the preceding MUDFA Works
would be completed before the lnfraco was due to commence its works . .It
also assumed that the design would .be substantially complete, .even though it
was known during tendering that this was not the case. Schedule Part 4 took
precedence over other parts of the lnfraco Contract Cl;;iuse4,3 provided that,
"Nothing in this Agreement shall prejudice the lnfrw;o's right to claim
additional relief or payment pursuant to .Schedule Part 4 (Pricing)". This is an
um;suaf clause, because in a design and build contract the primary obligation
is usually to build to the Employer's Requirements,

(
22.

There were further uncertaintie;;, such as the design not having been
integrated with the BCUK and Siemens. proposal, third party approvals not
having been obtained, and concerns about thf;l ground conditions in various
locations. These are just so,me of the issues which I understood had
concerned the BCUKteam involved in the tender.

Pricing Assumptions

23.

The problem that this had posed for the team at tender stage was how to
arrive at a price. This led to the pricing assumptions which were Included. in
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f.

Schedule Part4. I had understood that, notwithstanding the uncertainties that
continue(! to exist, TIE were .insistent that the contract be signed when it was.
This was certainly earlier than I would have recornrnended given these on°
going uncertainties. However, I uncletstood that the lnfracotender team had
reassured themselves that the tisk allocation and the protection in Schedule
Part 4 allowed lnfraco to enter into the lnfraco Contract at that time.
24.

Once the lnfraco Contract had been signed, if the facts and circumstances
differed from what had been assumed then the intention was thatthis would
entitle the lnfraco to more time and money. This is explained in the body of
Schedule Part 4 itself at 3.2.1.

(
2o.

There were 43 Pricing Assumptions in total, covering a wide variety Of
uncertainties. The key pricing assumptions concerned design and completion
ofihe MUDPA Works: for pricing purposes it was 'assumed' that these matters
were completed when, in reality, the parties knew that they were not. The key
Pricing Assumptions were set out at 3.4.

26.

The operative clause in Scheclule Part 4 is clause 3.5 which provides
that: "The .Contract Price has been fixed on the basis of inter afia the Base

Case Ass11n1ptions noted herein. ff now or at any time the facts and

c

clroumstances differ in any way from the Base Case Assumptions (or any part

of them) such Notified Departure will be deemed to be a Mandatory tie
Change requiring a change to the Employer's Requirements and/or the
infraco Proposals orotherwise requiring thelnfraco to take account of the
.Notified Departure in the Contract Price and/or Programme in respect of which
tre will be deemed to have issued a ·tie Notice of Change on the date that such
Notified Departure is notified by either Party to the other. For th1;1 i:ivoidat,oe of
doubt tie shall pay to the lnfraco, to the extent not taken into account In the
Estimate provided pursuant to Clause 80.24. 1, any additional Joss and
expense incurrod by the (nfraoo as a consequence of the delay between the
notific!;ltion of the Notified Departure and the actual date (not the deemed
date) that tie issues a tie Change Order, such additional loss and expense
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pursuant to Clause 65 (Compensation Event) as if the delay was itselfa
Compensation Event".
Base Date Design lnformatlcm ("l3DDI")
27.

The BODI was defined. as the design as it stood and had. been issued fo
lnfraco at 25 November 2007. The Base Tram Information was rea(ly
concerned with GAF, and was not so relevantfrom a BCUK perspective.
Clause 3.3 of S¢hedule Part 4 contained 'Specified Exclusions', being other
things which were specifically excluded from the Contract Price (the
Construction Works Price) including utility diversions (other than a small

( .

amount which lnfraco had unde1iaken to carry out) and ground conditions
which could not reasonably have been foreseen from ground conditions
reports available pre-tender.
28.

Notified Departures were defined as being, "where now or at any time the
facts and circumstances differ in any way from the Base Case As1,r.;mptior,s
save to the extent cau1>ed by a breach of contract by the lnfraco, an lnfraco
Change ora Change in Law'. So, as clause 3.2.1 envisaged, the price was
based on a statement of a factual position (the Base Case Assumptions)
which did not reflect the 11ctual facts and circumstances which the parties
knew of. In these circumstances, a Notified Departure would occur and this

r

was deemed to be a Mandatory TIE Change, to be dealt with via Clause BO of

\.

the Contract and reiqqiring TIE to issue a Change Order (once the cost and
time irnpsict of each Notified Departure h.ad been 11greed),
Alleged BSC refusal to carry out works

29.

Clause 80. 13' of the contract made It clear that lnfraco was not permitted lo
'Commence work prior to a TIE Change Order being issued as part of the
lnfraco Contract. Therefore, there is no truth to any suggestion that BSC
unreasonably refused to commence works Involving a variation until a price
had been agreed for the varied work.
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30.

BSC csirried out On-Street Works when a proper instruction from TIE was
issued in compliance with the contractual requirements. BSC also carried out
certain goodwill works, even when an instructionWa$ not received. The main
issue was that m<1ny of the on-street areas still required the utilities work to be
\.lhdertaken. I was informed that this was the case in 2008, an<:l it was still an
issue when I took up my post In 2009. TIE could not provide What the lnfraco
Contract stipulated and that was why the on-street work we could do was
limited, An example of this was Leith Walk, where we had tried to commence
work in an area where the utilities were still present. We were stopped byTIE
as they had not fulfilled their obligations under the MUDFA oontract They
latterly realised that it was too difficult for us to work around the utilities
contractor in a piecemeal .and inefficient manner. On 6 March 2009, TIE

( -.

realised this and asked us to stop work on this area. I deal with this in more
detail at paragraph 5.21.5 of my original witness statement.

31.

It was an inner-city project, and it was impractical to commence work when
utilities were .still present. If you had a five,metre area free, by the time you
reached six metres you would encounter more utilities. The utility provider
would have to be cs1Jled in and through MUD FA it would have to be relocated.

ll. w1o1s a very sttlp-start operation .
. 32.

(

In response to TIE's assertion that BSC delayed Off-Street Works, I would say
that they always had Gil agenda. This was not just directed at our company,
but.also at showing us in a bl:ld light with the public. Progress WfilS not
hindered by any reiucrtanci3 .on our part to l!ndertake work.

Allegation that asc failed to mitigate delays and other ac.c.u!'lations

33.

I would also refute the statement that BSC failec;l to take re.!lsonable steps. to
mitigate c;lelays. Tl8 had a different vrew from ours.as to.what mitigation
meant. We mitigated where we could. TIE believed that BSC should spend
our own money ta mitigate, anc;l Introduce extra resources to avoid any .delays.
This is actually acceler:;ltion, and.has to be paid through the contract
mechanism as the delays were not our fault: The lnfraco Contract provided
Page 9 of 113
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that we should be able to undertake outwork in areas which are ready for us.
It was not incumbent on us to spend more money to make it work,

34.

BSC did not fail to manage and progress. the design proces$ after SDS
novation. We managed the SOS team, but design did not cause. the majority
of the delay. The continued presence of the utilities and the fact that design
had not been completed were the issues. The design should have been moreor-less completed at the time ofnovation. This was clearly notthe case. The
difficulty arose from TIE's failure and ref1wal to acknowledge that certain
design changes were a Notified Departure with reference to the fir;;t Pricing
Assumption at clause 3.4 of Schedule Part.4 and thereafter to instruct the

(.

changes. They would not do so.
35.

Richard Jeffrey sent an email dated 19 January 2010 (CEC005!17959). Steven
J3ell sent a letter dated 19 February 2010 (CEC00574090) and a spread
sheet, dated 12 March 2010 (CEC00590422). These documents suggest that
BSG delayed the provision of Estim;,tes for most of the lnfraco Notification of
Tl!:: Changes ("INTCs"). I refute this suggestion. There was a procedure In
place in relation to how INTCs are dealt with. J deal with this in detail at
paragraph 11.7 of my original witness statement where I discuss the problems
caused by the she.er number of changes which we had to deal with. Each
INTC required an extensive amount of work to produce an Estimate. Once this

(

is submitted it may still require correspondence back and forth before
agreement is reached. 'fhe high number of Estimates we had to provide in
response to the INTCs may have given the impression that we were the cause

of the delays. In reality, to deal with such a large number of INTCs requires a
lot of resources to prepare them c1nd provide the Estimate. It was impossible
to deal with all the requests within lhe required tirneframes. At a later stage we
tried to encomp&ss a number ofthe IN'fCs in one overarching submission
where all the issues were covered. We were permitted .under the lnfraco
Contract to ask for extra time for submitting Estimates but TIE would generally
never accept any delay.
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36.

There was inflexibility on the part of TIE to fulfil their obligations in respect of
the lnfraco Contract The other side of this was that they attempted to
demonstrate failures on the part of BSC.

Allegation that BSC Estimates were excessive

37.

Regarding whether Estimates submitted by BSC were excessive, I would say
thatwas. not the case. BSC's Estimate for INTC 1, Design delivery
programme, was just over£7 million ..Agreement was reached at around £3.5
million (CEC00590422). In BSC'$ opening statement by Richard Walker, at
the M&r Hall Mediation process in March 2011, the example of the Russell
Road Retaining Wall was provided (TIE00670846). It details that lnfraco
submitted an Estimate of £4.5 million, which SSC reduced by £2.5 million, and
then again by £180k. The adjudicator then awarded £1.46 million. There were
various adjudication decisions, where the sums sought by BSC were reduced
by the adjudicator. This has been misunderstood by someone and was
misreported by TIE as I explain !Jelow.

38.

TIE lost the Russell Road adjudication on an important point of principle.
Rather than accept that they had lost, they went to the pre$s and Mught to
misrepresent what had happened. The issue of the Russell Road Retaining

c

Wall was first put .foiward to TIE iri October 2008. In his opening statement at
M.ir Han, Richard was explaining this as part of his presentation. In October
2008 it was clear that there were changes to the original anticipated design. In
May 2009 we submitted an Estimate of £4. 5 million. This basically identified
the changes to .the original BODI design. It detailed the additional work
required. There was a requirement to constructfoundations on large piles. It
was now a retaining wall system. This wa$ a considerable Change to the
original proposition (the design as contained in the BODI). The original
Estimate referred to al) components. When it was referred to dispute, the. soil
contamination part of the Estimate was removed as TIE accepted this was
their respon$lbillty. The amount of the Estimate put forward to adjudication
was therefore .£1.84 million not £4,5 million. The resulting adjudication clearly
ruled in our favour With an award of £1.46 million. That was a considerable
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degree ofsuccess. When you compare this with the submitted figure of £1.84
million there is not a great deal of a difference. In addition all the costs of the
adjudication were to be borne by TIE which shows that it was a clear win for
BSC.
39.

TIE continually used the public domain and the media to misrepresent what
had really happened. It was an attempt to show themselves in a positive light.
TIE presented to the public, through the media, that the Russell Road
adjudication was a win for them. TIE stated that the BSC Estimate of £4.5
million had been requced to ;£1.4 million. The fact was the amount taken to the
adjudication was £1.8 million. TIE used the figure of £4.5 million to make the

(

result appear to be a big win for them. So in answer to your question, we did
not believe or agree that our Estimates were overstated but this was the angle
that TIE took-to Justify the fact that they lostadjudications (i.e. that it was
technical!y a win for them as SSC was not awarded all the money it was
looking for).

Events in 2009

40.

When I arrived on site, there were many Notified Departures and lnfraco
Notifications of TIE Change ("fNTCs"), which were not acknowledged as such

c

by TIE. For example, in relation to design changes which relatecl to changes
of tlesign principle, shape, form and/or spec/ficatio11", TIE refused to accept
that these were Notified Departures and that the lnfraco were entitled to
additional payment. TIE's position seemed, in the majority of cases, to simply
be that all ch,mges were 'design development', which lnfraco were obliged to
carry out in any case.
41.

BODI to Issue for Constt.uction ("IFC'') changes were brought about due to the
progression of the design from
progressed

BODI to IFC status . The design had been

in this period by SOS, and moved on from a prelimina_ry Issued for

Approval status to an IFC status. In a lot of cases, the IFC design had
changed considerably from that shown in the BODI information. Examples
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irn::lud!;l: (i) larger diameter and deeper drainage pipes due to the incorporation
of third party requirements necessary for approval; (li) diff!;lrent foundation
details following detailed analysis of actual ground conditions; and (iii) an
increase in the numbl')r or type oflighting columns.
42.

The impactof this was that there were a growing number of disputes even at
this early stage. When I arrivl')d, approximately 350 INTCs had been raised.
These related to changes acr9ssthe entire contract site. Of those which
related to design changes, .early ones included Carrick Knowe and
Gogarburn. These are the first matters which dealt properly with the impact of
design changes which were ri;,ferred to adjudication. It was TIE who referred

c

these matters to adjudication in an attempt to undermine the position which
the lnfraco had adopted, and which we belfeved was in accordance with the
lnfraco Contract. TIE lost both of these adjudications.

INTCs
43.

.1 have not experienced similar numbers of INTCs (or Variations as they would
commonly be. known) on any of my previous projects. Th.a major reasons for
the volume of INTCs were the continued presence of utilities and the fact that
the. design was incomplete. This W<JS ai, a result of SDS failing to complete the
design at the time o.f the contract award contrary to what had initially been
expected, In addition, third party consents were not in plaC!;l and CEC
planning approvals were still outstanding.

44.

My opinion is that the contract should never have been signed .in the current
,format. It was clear that there was motivation (on the part of TIE) to get the
contract signed, and thatthere would be ·ccmslder.;1ble changes. The issues
that were created wi;,re not handled 111 accordance with the lnfraco Contract,
which. caused furth(;lr delay.

45.

The original programme which h.ict been included in the lnfraco Contract
showed that the works to lay the tram tracks on Princes Street were to be
carried out between January and August 2009. This time period was chosen
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because it was period between the winter festivals and the Edinburgh Festival
in August The programme duration for Princes $tree! assumed that all
MUDFA Works had been completed.by this date,.and did not have any
allowance therein for utility .diversions or impacts to the construction wo.rk due
to utility conflicts.
46.

The Contract Programme had slipped at the point the lnfraco Contract was
signed. That was because lnfraco had based its price on the Design
Programme version 26. However, by the time of contract exec1,1tion the design
programme was at version 31. lnfraco was already entitled to an extension of
time ("EOT'') of almost two months at the point of signing the lnfraco Contract.

(
47.

TIE initially disputed lnfraco's entitlement to an extension of time, which was a
typical example of the way in which they approached the lnfraco Contract. An
EOT would be a 'bad news' story, and so their initial position had been that we
could mitigate to avoid any delay. By the time I joined the Project, they had
conceded this point (!believe an EOT of slightly over seven Weeks was

I
1

awarded in December 2008).
Princes Street

c

48.

Although the ContraQt Programme slipped, the dates for Princes Street were
maintained due to the importance of carrying out these works at a tim.e th.at
would be least disruptive for the city.

49.

However, by the time that the start of th!'lse works was approaching Jt was
clear that the MUDFA Works would not be completed on time and in adviejnce
of our works. There were also ground condition Issues at Princes Street, due
mainly to the poor cond!Uon of existing utillties (i.e. leaking water mains). This
resulted .in some sections requirlhg deeper excavations and extensive ground
improvement Works prfor to installation ofthe tram infrastructure.

50.

There were also other Notified Departures whic;h related lo changes, the
impact of which had not been agreed. Some elements of the design affecting
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Princes Street had not yet reached IFC stage or the change from the design
on Which we had priced had notbeen agreed with TIE. I understoocl. thatthe
continued presence of the utrlities on Princes Street and these design
changes lwd led to lnfraGO r<1ising INTCs which TIE refused to accept.

51.

The point .ibout Princes Street was that we were going to have to commence
works when the MUDFA contractor was still present. We were going to have
to work around each other and carry out the works in much smaller sections,
when in factwe were entitled to exclusive access to Princes Street. It is clear
to see that this was going to be much more difficult, and also that it would
delay the period available to us to cany out those. works. TIE continued to
refuse to accept the Estimate reflecting that situation. TIE was also refusing to
agree the value of the Notified Departures which related to BODI to IFC
design changes, Our concern was that if we proceeded to carry out all of
these works without agreement on the impact of these changes, we would
end up in a very bad situation financially. We were not obliged or permitted to
start these works until the value of these Notified Derrartures had been agreed
(with reference to clause 80.13).

52.

At this point, TJJ:: used the media to state that BCUK was refusing to proceed
with the works hi:wing demanded £80 million before we would start .. This was
noHrue. In reality, BCUK was only doing what it was contractually required

C

to

. do. This was one ofthe first major examples of TIE using the media against
BCUK In a very public way.
Princes Street Supplemental Agreement("PSSA")

53.

Shodly after I Joilieci the Project, we attended a meeting with TIE to see If we
cou Id fihd a way through the impasse, Princes Street had been closed but no
work was progressing and this was attracting a huge amount of media
attention. Siemens ahd CAF were also represented and the senior members
of TIE were present. We also had PlnsentMasons in attendance to assist With
drafting lfwe reached any agreement. This meeting went on until after 10pm
at night, but we managed to reach agreement.
Page 1\i Qf113
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54.

We signed the first version of what became known as the PSSA
(CEC00302099) on 20 March 2009. The first version ofthis document referred
to works having to commence on Monday 23 March 2009, which we achieved.
It only dealt with the work required in the first week !hereafter. There were
various subsequent iterations of this document to deal with comments from
others, including I believe Siemens and CAF, and some Appendices had to be
added. The final version was signed on 29 May 2009 (albeit the Works had
actually commenced on 23 March). ft was part of my remit and my intention
on arriving on the Project, that we would find a way through the difficulties
which had arisen. This was a good first .step.

c
55.

In terms of thePSSA, lnfraco were entitled to be paid on a Demonstrable Cost
basis for the works to be carried out on Princes Street. What that meant was
that we wotJld be paid for all ofthe work carried out by our subcontractors
(Crummock and MacKenzie Construction) on the basis ofactual time spent
carrying. out the work, at rates which were agreed and were set out in the
PSSA.

56.

This.was a workable agreement, allowing works to proceed even though we
didn't have agreement with TIE on the consequences of the Notified
Departures which affected every element of these Works,

(
Qnsgoing obstacles re Princes Street

57.

The Programme which was submitted with the PSSA showed. works
commencing on 23 March 2009 and going alltheway through to March 2010
without a break for eitherthe Festival or Christmas. But TIE and its
stakeholders made it clear early on at the project management panel
meetings (meetings ofthe Parties' senior management to addres$ il:ISues
Impacting the delivery of the Project as a whole, not just the Princes Street
Works) that Princes Street would need to re-open to traffic on 29 November
2009. We were therefore instructed to use whatever resources we needed in
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order to make this happen, including working twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week, This ls what we ended up doing towards the end of that period.
E:venthen, works were not fully complete in November 2009, and so we had
to return in January 201 Oto complete the Princes Street Works and to carry
out certain remedial works.
58..

It is worth noting how difficultfhe Princes Street works were to perform. Areas
of Princes Street, particularly The Mound junction, were not made available to
lnfraco at the outset of the works as the MUD FA Works were incomplete. This
section, when eventually handed over to lnfraco, still had incomplete MUD FA
utility works and was subject to considerable disruption during our works.

c

Outstanding MUFDA wor.ks
59.

It proved very difficult to assess the incomplete MUDFA Works as TIE were
not particularly open when advising of outstanding works, unresolved issues
or reviewing programmed MUOFA Works or completed MUDFA Works. Atthe
commencement oHhe lnfraco Works on Princes Street, It wa:, clear that there
were considerable. MUDFA Works still wholly incomplete. Examples include;

a.

Scottish Power infrastrvcilire transverse crossings were not at the correct
height to accommodate the track slab at various locations (e.g. Fred,erick St,
Castle St, South St David St).

(
b.

BT infrastructure transverse cro:;;sings were not iitthe correct height to
accommodate th.e track slab at various locations with major works not
completed at The Mound. In addition there were other longitudinal locations
impacting the construction of the carriageway works (e.g. South St David St to
Waverley Bridge Junction).

c.

Scottish Gas Networks Infrastructure works were not completed at various
locations with major works not completed at The Mound impacting track slab
construction.

ct.

Scottish Water Jnfrastructuraworks were not completed at various locations
with major works not completed at The Mound and other longitudinal locations
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impacting track and carriageway construction works (e.g. South St David stto
Waverley Elridge Junction and a vvater maln running the IE';lngth of Princes St).
60.

The on°golng MUDFA issues also impacted the infrastructure design and
hence the infrastructure construction works. As an example, once Jnfraco
obtained access to the area of Princes Street atthe junction with The Mound,
the Crawley Tunnel was uncovered. This was an existing tunnel with a Jive
water main running through it an.d it clashed with the train infrastructure.
WhJlst everyone was aware of the tunnel priorto the works, the exact
dimensions, depth etc. were unknown. ltw1;1$ not until lnftaco uncovered the
tunnel that we could see that there was a clash with the tram infrastructure.

(

This proved to be a major issue requiring identification and redesign to come
up with a design solution which could b.e approved by Scotti:,h Water. This
element was overlooked in the MUD FA work scope. It fell to lnfraco to
develop options, design and implement the preferred solution to which
Scottish. Water subsequently agreed. From a !:lite peff:lpective, lnfraco seemed
to be caught up in outstanding MUDFA/Scottish Water issues which
complicated .and protracted the design and construction process. Indeed, fhis
element of the Princes Street Works Was the last to be completed. It is not
clear why, during the MUDFA Works, a survey of the tunnel was not
undectaken and those details then not provided tothe designer so that.the
clash with the infrastructure design could have been resolved prior to

c

commencement of the lnfrc100 Works on site, This issue resulted in fucther
delay and cost to the ptogramme.
Payment
61.

Despite carrylhg 01.1! the Princes Street Works In these difficult circumstances,
TIE subsequen!ly refused to honour the PSSA agreement. They refused to
pay us monies which we were entitled to in respect of the Princes Street
Works - totalling in excess of £2 million. This matter had been referred to
adjudi.cation at the point at which we went to Mediation .in March 2011. This
seemeq typical of TIE to find reasons not to pay us what We were
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contractu&lly entitled to, even where they had previously reached a written
agreement with us.
62.

The reasons they relied uppn for not paying us In full for the Princes Street
Works included ('lrgumentswhich were Just not sustainable. For example, they
st&ted that the PSSA only covered our works up until when we handed
Princes Street back. over to CEC on 29 November 2009 (when there is no
such cut off). They argued that they would not pay for staff who were 'not
seen on site' even although all of the records submitted showed tlwt those

individuals were present. On such a large and busy site, It is ridiculous that all
staff need to have been 'seen' by TIE representatives before their costs were
( .

·payable (particularly given that the TIE representati\les were not on site all the
time), AlthQugh we referred this matter to adjudication, in the end no decision
was reached by the adjudicator as this was swept up in the agreement
reached following the Mediation in Maroh 2011. We had had a separate
mediation on Princes Street alone in November 2010 as part of the dispute
resolution process, but this had not resulted in an agreement on what was due
to us.

Quality of Works
63,
(

I have been aske.d why the tram track on Princes Street needed to be re-laid.
My response is that the tram track did noeneed to be re-laid. I deal with this
further below and it fa also covered by paragraph 7.18 of my original witness
statement. In relation to the issue of quality control, BCUK had full ISO 9001
certification .in place prior to and for the duration of the Project. Byway of
background, ISO 9001 is a certified quality management system ("QMS") for
organisations who want to prove their ability to consistently provide products
and services that meet the needs of their customers and other relevant
stakeholders. This is audited internally arid externally and we fully complied
with and met the requirements of ISO .9001. throughout the Project In
accordance with any good and competent main contractor, we had ih place
through our Integrated Management System robust quality control procedures

fo .ensure that all works were carried out properly by our sub contractors. On
0
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each 0 and-every Bilfinger job, we have processes in place to make sure that
we appolnt the right subcontractors who also .have ISO 9001 Q(;lrtification and
a similar approach with regards to quality. MacKenzie and Grummock are well
known subcontractors in the Scottish market. They have worked for CEC on
many other jobs (before and afterTrams) and are competent and. experienced
subcontractors.
I

64.

Regarding the element of the Princes Street Works that had to be redone by
reciultement that Princes Street reopen on 29 November 2009 (in advance of

I

completion of the works). The month of November 2009 was extremely wet

I

BCUK, part ofthe problem was the pressure we came under to meet th(;)

(

and frosty and these are not ideal conditions for laying tarmac, particularly
with 24/7 working. In addition, the work was finished very early in the morning
of 29 November and TIE/CEC allowed buses to run on the newly completed
surface just hours later contrary to our advice.
65.

We also had a long debate with TIE over the reasons why the roe,d-rail
interface on Princes. Street was subject to cracking. The cracking that
displayed on Princes Str!;let occurs on the majority, if not all, of the tram
systems that use this trackform system (which is called 'Rheda'). The cracking
was also exacerbated py the volume of buses that utilise Princes Stn;1et and in
particular the turning forces of the bus axles brought about by the constant

(

requirement of buses having to pull out onto the. tram tracks to pass other
stationary buses.
66.

Ultimately, however, we reached a position at Medi<1tion Where lnfraco agreed
to redo Princes Street at our own cost and to an enhanced trackforrn design
(te. concrete shoulders rather than asphalt). This work was successfully
carried out post-Mediation.

67.

I

We had ISO 9001 compliant management structures in place within BCUK
lncluding quality control procedures and guidelines to make sure their works
were carried out to the required standards: this included good site
management and presence, d<1ily oontrol meetings, interface meetings,
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~

inspection and test plans and records and quality inspections and audits.
Where necessary, Non-Conformance Reports ("NCRs") would be raised that
identified works .or elements ofworks t})at, for example, were not constructed
in line with the requir(:)d standards. In order to close out the NCR, the subcontractor would be required to carry out remedial works. I would refute that
there was any mlsmanagementby BCUK of its subcontractors. In any c.is€!,
defects are part of construction contracts - there will also be some corrective
action to take befor(;l the Project is considered complete. The fact that there
were defects on Princes Street does not mean that lnfraco was in breach of
contract.
(

Subcontractors

68.

In addition and in relation to our su.bcontractors generally, there were of
course problems (which woU.ld be expec;ted due tQ the complex nature ofthe
Project) but we mana,ged to avoid major disputes with all of them. This was
despite the fact that we were aware that they suffered becaui,e of .the nature
of this job - in particular its stop I start nature. For example, Cr\Jmmock
geared up for work on Leith Walk, onlyforthe work to be stopped before it
had properly starte<;I. Barr Construction were similarly disrupted with their work
at the Depot.

(

69.

All of our subcontractors understood the difficult situation with TIE. They were
on-board and were part of our team. This can be seen by the factthaf many of
them .came back on-board after the majority of worlq, had bel':n suspended,
following the settlement which we reached with TIE/CEC following the
Mediation. If relationships had not been as good, I do not think they would.
have agreed to return to finish the works. We did have some issues with our
subcontractors along the way, but we managed to negotiate a Way through
With them, following Mediation and after the Works restarted.

Developrn!lht Workshops
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70.

l

Colin Brady1,ent a letter to Steven Bell, TIE, titled Development Workshop;
Road.sand dated 27 February 2009 (CEC00999080). I i;ent a letter to Steven
BsJII titled. Development Workshop RsJport, OverhsJad Line Equipment and
d<1ted 9 April 2010 (CEC:009'71086), I ssJnt a further letter to Steven Bell titled

9 April 2010
should be
9 April 2009

Issue 2 of the Development Workshop! Road and dated 1OAugust 2009
(CEC00793517). These fetters refer to the on,going Development Workshops
in respectof full road reconstruction. There wa.s a procsJss required to align
the lnfraco proposal with the SDS design, The original SDS design was
difforent from the lnfraco proposals that were to be integrated into it TIE failed
to issusJ the timsllY instructions that would have allowed the dsJsign process to
progress in the right way. I deaf with this in more detail at paragraph 10. 1.4 of

(

my original witness statemsJnt,
Physical aspect of Utilities

71.

We could not physically proceed with our works where.utilities were still in
pi<Jce beneath the ground (In positions that clashed with the tram
Infrastructure), when these were supposed to have peen rel)1oved or
relocated by TIE's contraoior MUDFA before we commenced works;

72.

Our understanding and the position on which the tram it1frastructure design
was fuken forward was that any utilities wlthiri the area requited for the

(

installation of the tram infrastructure (i.e. the tracks, OLE foundations, ducting
and drainage etc.) would be diverted by MUDFA in advance of our Works. Thls
would allow lnfraco to have a cJe.ir corridor with!ri Which to install the. tram
Infrastructure. Our price and prograrnrne was based on this understanding.
The "utility free zone" w.as understood to be the width required to install the
tram infr.istructure (trackforrn, OLEs, ducting, drainage etc.) to a depth of
1.2ffl below finished road level. The exception to this was at the location of

tram structures, At structures, the utilities would be diverted clear of the area
required for the structure including its foundations. !twas assumed at.the
commencement of the Project that the utility free zo:)he wo1.1ld be Clear of
utifilislS to allow a straightforward installation of the trarn infrastructure.
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73.

The BCUK works involved initially excavating to a .depth of approximately

1..2m below existing ground levels and ensuring the ground conditions at this
level met the design reqt,tirements. This meantthat on occasion ground
improvement works were required. This entailed deeper excavations (a further
0.3m to 0.6m) and subsequent teinstatementto formatiorHeliel with imported
granular materials. The width of the excavation differed between on and offc
s!re(;lt for various reasons, including traffic management requiremf;lnts.
However, the minimum width would be of the order of 8.0m. FolloW)ng this,
the ducting and drainage were installed and the initial track improvement layer
constructed. Once the track improvement layer was in place, Siemens. would
place the sleepers, rails and fixings prior to the track slab works being carried

(

out by BCUK. Following this, the final adjustments to the rails were carried out
by Siemens to allow the coverage layer and road pavement tiecln works
(where applicable} to be carried out by BCUK The joint sealant works would
then be carried out by Siemens to complete this element of the works.
74.

In simple terms, ifthe utilities were still located within what was supposed to
be theutilitycfree zone then we did not have the clear corridorwhich was
needed to perform our works. The MU DFA Works were nowhere near
cornpleted when I arrived on site, and \here were few s1reas where we had
unhindered access \o proceed with our works in a sensible and economically
viable way. Tlt; were very keen that we work wherever we could, even in

(

extremely small sections, in order to be seen to be making progress- even
where the MUDFA contractor was still present We believed that working in
extremely small &ections was not an economic way to proceed and that it was
not in accordance with !he lnfraco Contract. In Clause 18.1.2, TIE had granted
to lnfraco,

"a non-exclusive licence ta .. ,enter ancf remain upon the Permanent

Land for the duration of thf1 Term and an exclusive licence to ... enter and
remain upon the Designated Working Area for the duration of the time
'fequired(pursuant to Schedule Part 15 (Programme)) for oompletfon of the
Infra co works .to be executed on such Designated Working Area... ". This
meant thatwe were entitled to exclusive access, with no other contractors
present, to the key areas of the site where we planned to carry out works,
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during the periods noted in our cc;>nstruction programme (Which was Included
within '$chedule Part 16).

I

Workarounds
75.

lnfraco had tried to be accommodating and to work around the MUDFA
Contractor, Carillion, who were very much still on site. One .area where this
occurred was. at.Leith Walk. As I was arriving on the Project, it was explained
to me that, in relation to Leith Walk, we had proceeded with works at TIE's
insistence despite the fact that the MUDFA Contractor was still. present and
performing its works. It was very inefficient to work around other contractors,

(

and large areas of the site were effectively frozen while utilities were diverted.
Working.in very small areas is also very inefficient. Resources tend to be used
in a disruptive and inefficient manner. My predecessor as Project Director had
written to TIE in relation to these works on Leith Walk. This didn't work, and
TIE instructed us on 6 March 2009 to cease work on Leith Walk in order to
mitigate overall delay to the Project. We were told to concentrate efforts
elsewhere, and that in the meantime we would be reimbursed our actual costs
for th$ works carried out on Li>ilh Walk at that tirni> to tak$ account of the
disruption.
76.

(

We dJd undertake works elsewhere . On-Street Work was carried out In
Princes Street between March and September 2009. There were other
sections where work was taking place but not on-street. It was more
preparatory work that was carried out. There were On-Street Works
undertaken at Edinburgh Park Bridge, and other areas where there were no
complications similar to those on Leith Walk and Princes Street

Raising issues with TIE
77.

I

ln various areas, the deaign could ei.ther not be completed or constructed due
to the incomplete MUD FA Works. For example, at the location of South Gyle
Access Bridge, TIE had not diverted an existing sewer. The IFC design was
issued on 23 May 2008 and tile design highlighted a clash with an existing
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sewer. lnfraco had planned to Cdmmence works in June 2008. This clash was
raised with TIE by lnfraco. TIE stated that the sewer was to have been
diverted under MUDPA but that this had not been carried out as the traffic
management would not work. We were informl:ld unofficially that the actual
reason was that the TIE team responsible for the MUDFAWorks wanted to
avoid the spl:lnd coming out oftheir budget, and wanted to pass responsibility
to the TIE team dealing with the lnfraco Contract, TIE did not then issue a
Design Change Otder to amend the infrastructure design as it. should have
done, and so no tangible lnfraco Works could proceed at this location. We
altend.ed numerous meetings with TIE at various levels in an attempt to
resolve the issue. Each proposed solution put forward by lnfraco (e.g. a

(

review of traffic management proposal for diversion of the sewer, revised
infrastructure design options etc.) was rejected. The sewer was finally diverted
by TIE in late 2010. Following Mediation in March 2011, the IFC design was
su!Jsequently constructed by lnfrac;o.
78.

We were aware that TIE had failed to relocate or remove all. of the utilities
from the utility free zone. In some instances, they had merely reloc.ited
utilities within the zone - ler;iving future issues requiring resolution to oonstn.wt
the tram infrastructure works. This information was observed on site by oLw
site teams. There was a requirement for TIE to provide the MUDFA as-builts
to lnfraco under the Construction (Desig11 and Management) Regulations. We

(

subsequently requested the MUDFA as-builts from TIE. When these Were not
issued, we formally requested the as.-builts in August 2009. These were
necessary from a health and safety perspective to ensure that our site teams
were informed as to likely utility positions prior to digging works commencing.
They were also required to allow Infraco and SDS to cheok tor cl.is hes
between the tram infrastructure and utilities. Identifying these priorto
commencing works mitigated cost and delay. TIE responded in March 2010,
some $even months later, providing only a sm<e1ll percentage of as-puilts with
limited and inaccurate information contained therein.
Contractual aspect
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79.

Another problem with the on-going presence of utilities arose because of the
way in which tnf3 lnfraco Contract was intended to operate. All Notified
Departures were to be dealt with through the Tl E Change m13chanism which
was contained at Clause 80 of the Contract Having notified a TIE Change via
an INTC, or having received a Tl!: Notice of Change .("TNC"), Jnfraco were
obliged to submit an Estimate outlining the cost and time implications of the
Notified Departure. Clause 80.13 clearly states that, E1xcept i)1 the situation
where an Estimate had been referred to the Oispute. Resolution Procedu.re for
determination, "the lnfraco shall not commence work in respect ofa TIE
Change until instructed through receipt of a TIE Change Order unless
othe,wise directed by TIE". Accordingly, until there was an agreement in

(

relation to the cost and time implications of a particular Notified Departure and
a TIE Change Order was issued to reflect that agreement, we were not
permitted to proceed.
80.

The meaning of Clause 80.13 and the operation of the TIE Change procedure
became .a major bone of contention. It remained a significant issue until
lnfraco's interpretation of the clause was found to be correct at the
adjudication before Lord Dervaird in relation to the Murrayfield Underpass in
August 2010. Nevertheless, TIE did not acknowledge the decision upto the
Mediation in March 2011.

(

Design Changei,

81.

Changes to design were still being instructed a year after contract close as
there was still a lack of clear definition of what was required. This was a result
of the failure of TIE to close all third-party agreements in a timely manner.

82.

The consequences of these changes were the subsequent delay to the
lnfraco Works .. The MUD FA .design was carried o.ut directly by TIE so I cannot
comment on 1hat. It Was not under our jurisdiction. There were multiple utility
design changes required due to the delay of the completion of MUDFA Works,
which were then subsequently delaying the lnfraco Works.
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83.

The lnfraco design (e.g. OLE design, track design etc.} was subject to the
approval of TIE under Schedule Part 14 - the contractual Design Review
Process. This was envisagf:ld as a TIE-lei;!, 4 week review process as set out
at Section 2 of the Design Management Plan (Part C of Schedule Part 14 to
the lnfraco Contract). It required the design to be submittl'id to TIE, who would
thenreview and either approve (level A), approve with comments (Level B) or
reject (Level C). However, TIE also mismanaged this design Approvals
Proc;ess, not managing it ih accordance with the programme. Comments Were
provided late or after the design had been issued at IFC status, resulting in
requests for further- at times "superficial" - changes that then became 'tiedup' in the contractual change process. Furthl'irmore, ·TIE c1ttempted, contrary

c

to the provisions of the Design Revll'iw Procedure, to 'downgrade' the level of
approval given to design deliverables - preventing work being progressed
which had previously been approved. TIE's role as a design reviewer and
approverwas halted following Mediation. Schedule Part 14 was amended as
part of the Settlement Agreement to streamline the Approvals Process.

sos
84.

SOS were procured by TIE and CEC in 2005. They were not in position to
issue the finished design during the novat1on period. This Indicates that a
considerable amount of mismanagement by TIE had already ocourred. The

c

basjq design should have been coordinated through the so-called authorities,
TIE/CEC. What emergl'id was a very preliminary BDDI design. This had not
really incorporated the circumstances regarding third party approval. It
required approvals on specific aspects, including integration of the CAF
element and the lnfraco proposals. There were. a lot Of issues in relat1on to
MUDFA. Where utilities could not be relocatl'id, the designs had to be
adapted. This resulted in design delays.
85.

When the design was novated into our contract the novation was undertaken

·1n accordance with the contractual requirements. However, there remained a
lot that TIE and CEC had to deliver. As a contractor, we had to make
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reql,lests to CEC. We had the management of the designer- but you can only
manage to a certain extent if what needs to be provided by others is not there.
86.

I believe thatthe peoplewho negotiated andsigned the lnfraco Contract were
fuUy aware of what they had signed. The people who administered and
managed the contract were either stupid or completely ignored what others
had signed for them. They had completely and deliberately misinterpreted the
way the contract is written up.

87.

There were issues, errors and omissions within the design which was
provided by SbS. To a certain extent this was understandable, considering

(

the circumstances, complexity and the magnitude of all the design changes.
These issues were dealt with between SOS and lnfraco without any delay,
impact or additional cost to the Project.
MUDFA Completion

88.

In general, MUDFA delays always led to a Notified Departure. It was
stipulated in the lnfraco Contract. The anticipated date for completion of
MUDFA Works appeared realistic. However, it transpired that this was not the
case. It subsequently became clear that TIE never fulfilled what they said they
would. From April 2009 to the time of Mediation, which was almost two years

(

later in 2011, a huge number of utilities had not been relocated. MUDFA was
not completed. At the. start of the Project we never received programmes
identifyin9 the status ofth1:1 MUDPA Works, During various meetings with TIE,
we requested an overview to enable us to plan our works. As it was clear that
the MUDFA Works had a significant impact on our work, an overview was
required. However, it soon became apparent that TIE would not provide such
information or overview.
89.

It is difficult to say why the MUDFA Works were not completed within the
agreEJd .programme. We were not in contrar::t with the MUDFA contractor. This
was TIE's remit and so only they can really answer why the MUDFA
contractor failed to complete within their programme. Within the contract Page 28 of 113
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Schedule part 4" it. ls cle.irly stipulated when and which areas should have
been completed. Comparing these dates with the dates when we were
subsequently advised by TIE that the MUOFA Works might actually complete
(as per a programme issued to us c.iUed MUDFA Rev 8) then It is clear that

I

l

'

there was a huge delay;
SSC and SOS

90.

BSC had a full understanding of why and where the SOS programme had
J.11ipped. The team rel.lponsible for designs would hc1ve met regularly with the
SOS. There would have been weekly meetings Where all the is.sues would

(

have been discussed.
91.

BSC did manage the SOS. In general, the SOS provider was responsible for
the production of the design. Their own design teams dealt with this and any
issues regarding design. We had an over-arching managing role to control
them.

92.

I am .confident that there were no failures onJhe part of BSC that resulted .in
any delay with progressing and completing design, ,here were some normal
issu!;!s encountered but these had no impact on the construction programme.
SDS always delivered what was required to keep the job progressing. This

(

was achieved through technical queries when there was uncertainty about
certain elements, There was a quick mechanism in place to achieve a prompt
response before new drawings were issued.
93.

BCUK or Siemens did not fail or delay in providing design information to PB.
BCUK were not a designer and did not provide design information to PB ..
Siemens and CAF provided design information to SOS on behalf of BSC.

CAF, which deUvered the trams, and Siemens who were the M&E (Mech,:mlcal
and Electrical Services Contractor} for the track plus all the M&E functions,
provided their own design which required to be incorporated into the overc1rching design from SDS. I cannot recall any late issue of design information
impacting the construction works.
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94.

As far as I am.aware, nl=litherBGUK nor Siemens delayed in carrying out an
lntegr.ited Design Review ("IDR").

On Street Works Supplementary Agreement
95.

The On Street Works Supplementary Agreement followed on from the PSSA
being agreed. This was a proposal that all other On-Street Works should be
carried out on the same basis as the PSSA. We had the s~me problems on
other on-street sections with the continued presence of utilities. This led to
changes, resulting in the Estimate process not being completed. Incomplete

,"

(

design and changes between BODI and IFG also occurred in the on-street
sections of the ETP; and on-street was also affected by outstanding consents
!:IOd third party approvals. Generally, the on-street sections were more prone
to pricing assumption changes and therefore Notified Departures. The
proposal for an On Str1c1et Supplementary Agreement was an opportunity to
unlock all these problems to allow works to proceed (in the same way as they
had done on Princes Street). This would be the case even if those works were
disruptive because we had previously worked µoder disruptive circumstances.
If required, we would also work around existing utilities or get involved in their

removal. This cOLild have been done on a cost reimbursement basis, but we
could not price it ih advance.

(
Provision of Information re MUOFA

96.

"fhere were a number of sporadic MUD FA programmes, In December 2009,
We were still working with the MUDFA Programme from Aprll 2009 whlch was
now out of date, 1. believe that we should have received monthly updates ln
respect of MUD FA Works. In reality, Jtwas every sixmonths. !twas Tl E's
resppnslbility to provide this information to

u:.. We did request progress

reports but to no avail. As a result, it was impossible to align our work with
MUDFA. I believe that the reason wnywe did not receive regular updates
was because "flE did not want to recognise and acknowledge the delay that
MUDFA was clearly causing,
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97..

The two main cont1·actors engaged in the MUDFA work were Carillion and
then, later, Clancy Docwra. There were a few other firms engaged in minor
work.

98.

TIE replaced Carillion with Farrans Construction and Clancy Docwra, but gave
the lnfraco no notfce of this. At no point did TIE provide the lnfraco with: (i) the
reasons for the delay to the completion of the MUDFA Works; (ii) when TIE
became .iware of such delays; and (iii) reliable anticipated completion dates
for the MUDFA Works(which would have allowed us to know when we could
expect reasonable access dates for the commencement of our Works). Had

(

TIE proviqed us with this information, it would have made our job muGh easier.
The closest we got was sporadic marked up drawings from Tl E's sectional
Project Managers on site regarding anticipatad completion dates for certain
MUDFA activities in various locations. There was no formal communication of
this information from TIE.

99.

As it was, we simply had to make assumptions about when the MUD FA
Works might complete. Any dates from information we did get {e.g. from the
site managers), or assumptions we made about anticipated completion dates

for the MUD FA Works, were missed wU:houtany explanation from TIE. Most of
the time we had no reliable information on when the MUDFA Wotks would be

(

completed and when we could get access to the site to enable ourworksto
proceed. This made it impossible to plan works or engage meaningfully with
subcontractors.
100.

In February 201 o- and at our insistence"' JJE started to provide, on

a

monthly basis, access maps showing where lnfraco had aGcess to areas of
the site. They also included forecasts of when Infraco would get access to
other areas of the site, However, evet1 this information was misleading and
differed from other it1formatton we received. By doing a cross-check again&t
other documents, letters, Change Orders etc., we prepared another INTG (no.
5:36). This was submitted in January 2010. We followed that

up With a further
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Estimate, which this time included costs ofcirca £40 million plus €4 million,
on 17 September 2010. This new Estimate approached matters in line with
the adjudicator's decision 1n.lhe first adjudication on MUDFA ("MUDFA 1").
The previous adjudication had been basl;)d on MUDFA Pro.gramme Revision
8. By September 2010, we were reporting a delay of almost 15 months to the
final completion date (for Section D) from MUDFA qelays alone.
101.

Even at this stage we were reporting delay against lnfraco Programme
Revision 1 as TIE steadfastly refused to acknowledge the delay we were
reporting and had not agreed an updated Programme. We were. reporting

(

against a very out of date Programme. Again, TIE refused to accept our
Estimate and raised many of the points they had raised in MUDFA 1. It is
worth putting some of this into context. By the time we went to Mediation in
Match 2011, we were 34 months into the origin1;1l 38 month lnfraco Contract
period. Even at that stage, TIE could not provide. any certainty as to the
sequence and timing for completion of all the MUD FA Works. This had a
massive effect on our ability to progress the works. By refusing to even
acknowledge the effectthis was having, and continually stating that we could
mitigate any delay, TIE were simply exacerbating an already very difficult
situation.

(

Conflicting Planning and Technical Requirements
102. In many instances, there were conflicting planning and technical
requirements, or conflicting requirements between the approval authority and
a third party. These were outwith the control of lnfraco or SOS to manage.
103. The design for Picardy Place was tlelayed due to c;onflictlng requir$ments
within CEC's Technical and Planning depc'\rtnients. The Planning Department
wanted to minimise the impact fo t.he existing footway widths. However, the
traffic· modelling element (CEC Technical) could not be approved witho(lt
taking some existing footway to provide additionaljunc(ion capacity. TIE failed
to manage CEC, leading to delays in completion of this design package. This
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element of work was not approved or completed during the duration ofthe
Project This is de::.pite numerous meetings between CEC and

sos as well as

considerable money being speht by the Project on numerous iterations of
design.
104. The Airport Canopy and Kiosk element of design could not be completed prior
to Mediation due to TIE's fai.lure to manage the approvals and third pEJrty
requirements. At the time of Mediation, TIE had still to issue to lnfraco a clear
and defined scope to allow the Airport Kiosk and Canopy design to be
finalised. This had knock-on Impacts to. the completion of Gogarburn
Retaining Wall W14C. Atthis time,TIE had still to agree the interfaces

(

between BAA and the Airport Tram Stop to allow the design to be completed.
Only when a design change was instructed by TIE:, on 16 February 2011,
were the Airport Kiosk and Canopy and W14C deemed sufficiently acceptable
to CEC Planning for them to reeomrnend the design to the Planning
Committee for Approval.
105.

In addition to conflicting requirements, comments were often provided after
approvals had been obtained as me11tioned above. This constituted a
contractual change, as SDS were entitled to recovery of the costs to amend
the design to reflect the late comments. However, TIE rarely agreed the valid
.ch::mges '-- when they did, this Was geneti;dly afier a protracted period that

(

impacted the completion of the design and ultimately the constructton works.
This can be seen from the minutes of the Design Change Meeting held
fortnightly between Tl~ and Jnfrc1co, When compared with the Control
meetings held post-Mediation c1nd the progress made therein, the lack of
progress made Within the Design Change Meetings is even more startling.

Betterment and Preferential Enginet;1ring
1Oo.

CEC, through its Technical and.Planning Departments, sought additional
improvements to the city centre (new road pavements; higher specification
materials etc,) that, in other projects, would not normally have formed part of
lhe core tram works or tram budget. Usually, additional requirements to be
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carried out at the same time fotc6st efficiencies would be funded by separate
budgets. Examples incl.Ude high specification OLE poles and street lighting
columns, setts, etc. Whilst lnfraco did not have sight of the original tram
budget, it would be highly unlikely for it to have allowed for the high
specification materials ultimately requested through the Planning Process .. TIE
made few, if any, attempts to control CEC or value engineer any of the high
specification items.
107.

For example, with regards to road pavementworks, lnfraco's initial proposal
was to only remove and replace the wearing course on the on-street sections:
Pricing Assumption 12 of Schedule Part 4. TIE and CEO did not acceptthis,

(

and a design was developed for full depth reconstruction of all of the
associated roads on which !ht;) tram tracks were to be installed. This resulted
in a contractual entitlement for lnfrnoo to claim the resulting additional costs
and time. This Was subsequently changed post-Mediation in a value
engineering exercise, and the initial proposal was restored.
Approvals

108. Planning and Technical Approvals were not sufficiently complete to allow
lnfraco works to proceed. We could not proceed without planning ,ipprovals that would be against the law. SOS could not Issue any IFC drawings without

(

having technic.al or planning approvafs in place. There is. a procedure which
requires to be adhered to in line wifh the CEC regulations.
March 2009

109. A documfinUltlecl framework Concflpt (for discussion) was produced by
Siem(;)ns around March 200.9 (TRS00016833). This docurnentwas produced
as. a suggestion for how the dispute coUld be unlocked. 1 ihinkthat it was
produced shortly before I arrived. However, I was Involved in various
subsequent discussions. I was part of the Framework Team, which was 1;111
attempt to try and resolve and unlock the disputes. The group identiflE:!d
.certain issues that should h.ave been resolved, but I recall that this was
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unsuccel.lSM. The meetings involved more senior people In an effort to obtain
results. This did not work out, and there was escalation to a11 even higher
level of management. There were about three or four Framework
Management Tearn meetings that I attended. After this I had discussions
directly with Steven Sell, but again these were not successful. As a result of
the foregoing, a decision was made to stop holding the meetings.
11 O, Steven BEalli senta let\¢r to me dated 6 March 2009 (CEG00630202). I
mention this at paragraph 30 above and in my origin;:il witness statement. Part
of this letter suggests that it would be more appropriate to Concentrate efforts
outside the Le.Ith Walk area. This is a contradiction. On the one hand TIE had

(

complained that we were not working. Now, in March 2009, they basically
instructed us to stop work in Leith Walk because it was not efficient to work
there. The main reason was the presence of the utilities in Leith Walk. TIE had
to recognise that they needed to fulfil their obligation to us before a proper
work rhythm could be achieved on Leith Walk.

111. I sent a letter to TIE dated 11 March 2009 (CEC00940980). This intimated a
Compensation Event to TIE due to the failure of SOS to release IFC Drawings
by the d.iles identified in the Programme. This was in relation to section 2A,
roads, kerbs, footways, paved areas and drainagE;l. BSC also intimated other
Compensl.ltions Events in relation lo similar failures to achieve the release of

(

IFCs by the dates identified in the Programme. This was in relation to other
sections and works. As well as drawings not being released on·time, these
could have been rel_ated to SOS design changes from BODI to IFC. They
could also be issues related to .delay in Tl E's provision of instructions.

112. BSC produced a Period Report dated 26 March 200.9 (CEC01002684). At
page 3, it is noted thfit "Virtually all oonstruotion works are impacted by

ext1;Jrnal issues which require resolution through the change process of the
oontracr. A full explanation for this statement is within 5.1 o to 5.23 of the
Appendix. This provides information in respectthe Issues pteventihg work.
This was around the time that I joined the Project.
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113,

Minutes were ta.ken ofa meeting dated 31 March 2009 (CEC00942613). I
refer to item 2.0, "5.0 Design Programme. /twas notedthatfhl$ has no(been

issued as per the previous minutes. BS[Bob Bell] confirmed this had been
raised with Colin 8rody who stated at weekly meeting that this would not be
issued 1o1s it is deemed to be commercially sensitive at th/$ time". I think that
this relales fo Tl E's request for an integrated design programme. We had
multiple meetings with Siemens .and SOS to develop this integrated design
programme, which .I think was issued to TIE around April 2009. The indiVidu.al
programmes meant that Siemens designs were integrated Into the SOS
design Programme. These were then issued to TIE in each period. I do not
understand the statement around commercial sensitivity.

(
114. There were difficulties producing a finalised design Programme. This was
mainly because of the need to understand when the SOS design would be
issued. This was continually delayed. in part .because TIE did not issue
instructions for changes following on from Development Workshops (resulting
in mandatory TIE changes). Delays were also caused by TIE failing to obtain
thir<.l party approvals. Further, CEC had an obligation to issue their consent for
certain elements - but there were delays with this. When one party is not
delivering ii has an impact on the other interested partners and the wider
programme.
(

,.

April 2009

115. Therewas a BSCfflE meeting on 16 April 2009 (BFB00056177). The minutes
refer to a number of priority areas highlighted by BSC for redesign. The.se
areas were Princes Street, Victoria Bridge, Leith Walk and the Tower Bridge.
There was a letff!r from Steve Reynolds, Parsons Brinckerhoff, to myself
dated 6 May 2009 (PBH0.0003626). This states that, "It is now c/earthat the

scope of the work to be provided und?r the novated SOS Contract is
signiflcanlly different from that envisaged at Novalion. Changes are still being
instructed and it is currently not possible to df!Jfine an end date for Phasf;) Ill
[Detailed Design]". Regarding the changes being instructed, all
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correspondence in respect of these matters was recorded within thedNTC
register and the. Post Mediation Changes ("PMC") register.
116. There was l'l progress rneeting on 21

April 2009 (CEC00420522). Item 6.0,

Procurement, noted TfE's c:oncerns in relation to BSC's procurement of subcontractors. Regarding BSC's procurement plan, I stated that it was
"compliant with the Contract and is the productive and cost effective method
of procurement in the current circumstances". These are all relo1ted to subcontract issues. There was also an allegation by TIE which led them to i<Jsue
under-performance notices because they said we had failed to enter into
subcontracts. in the correct format. This allegation even resulted in an

(

adjudication, where they believed we had not chosen the tight mechanism to
secure the sub-contractors. The statement that l made In the progress
meeting was high lighting that we had all these changes and no clear scope.
The arrangements we had. with our sub0 contractors at that time was that they
were all working on a scope defined in letters ofintent (not formal
subcontracts). This was done for the benefit of the Project. If we had not
followed this procedure, our subcontr.tctors could h.t.Vl;l issued a massive
amount of claims against us due to the fact that they would have been unable
to get on with theirWOfk$ as intehded. This would not have been beneficial or
cost-effective for the client. If we received these claims and they were caused
by obligations which TIE or CE;C had to provide, we would have had to claim

(

this back.
117. The letters of intent basically defined that we Intended to go into a r;;upcontract relationship with the sub-contractor for a certain scope. They would
not define the full scope and full outline of the work to be undertaken. Thl;l
. sub-contractor would then invoice us for the works executed. Letters of intent
were only ever used for a specific part of work. B$C had multiple subcontractors. Each individual section of work ttad its own sub-contractor. We
had six main sub-contractors. There were then sub-contractors for the smaller
areas of work.
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118. There was an email from Tony Glazebrook dated 30April 2009
(TIE00037854). This highlighted continuing problems with design. Th1;Jre were
minutes of a meeting dated 6 April 2009 (CEC00354164). Item 053 noted
problems with design. These relate to very detailed design is.sues. Regarding
the Design Assurance statement, there was a fundamental misuncterstanding
within TIE. The. design could not be fully assured until it was complete. If we
had issued a complete Design Assuran<;e Statementat such an early stage
our designer would have asked for money, so that was the most cost-effective
way to do ii.
119. I received a Jetter from Steven Bell dated 30 April 2009 (CEC00322635). This

(

letter attached a copy of revision 8 of the MUD FA Programme. The document
outlined a revised Programme which det1c1iled Project-wide completion of the
MUD FA Works by Pee.ember 2009. I :;dso sent a letter to Steven Bell dated 8
July 2009 (CEC00322640). Within that letter, I advised Mr Bell that this
constituted a Notified Departure because the access dates were at variance
with Schedule 4 Pricing Assumptions 3.424 (diversion of any utilities) and
3.4.32 (Schedule Part 15 (Programme) programming assumptions). There
was further correspondence between myself and Steven Bell. My letter dated

6 August 2009 (Cl$C00322634) contained an Estimate for the Notified
Oeparture, It also demonstrated that this would be undertaken in the most
cost effective manner. Steven Bell responded by letter dated 3 September

(

200.9 (CEC00322639), With.in this letter, it was Intimated that TIE did not
acceptthat BSC's proposal was demonstrably the most cost effective solution.
I deal with this whole issue in more detail at paragraph 7 of my original
witness statement The MUPFA Revision 8 Programme subsequently became
the subject of the MUDFA 1 adjudication referred to above.
May2009
120. There was an email from David Bill, Mackenzie Construction Ltd, to Jim
Donaldson, Bilfinger, dated 15 May 2009 (BFB00058190). David Bill
highlighted that due to design failings there was a Jack of progress. Our
subcontractor had to undertakl:) "p/eoemealwork" as a result of the design
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coming out in bits-and-pieces.As a result otthls, McKenzie had to work to
very io1te provision Md sometimes even wrong provision of documents in
relation to their role in Princes street. The 9ther maln issue was the SOS
design for the overhead elecMfication poles. TIE had accepted the lnfraco
proposals for this and certain elements of the Siemens design had to be
Incorporated with the original SOS design; There were allgnments required to
adapt the designs to each other. This was not instructed by TIE in time so that
caused delay in the construction, and complaints from our subcontractors.
This was all covered by the PSSA. The issue was that everything should have
been in place before we started. This meant that we had to undert<1ke this
work during construction. Although we were obliged fo make sure that the
original SDS design and the Siemens design were aligned, this was again a
pricing assumption where the cost consequences of this lay with TIE.

121. I ,ient a letter to Steven Bell dated 15 May 2009 (CEC01004773). This. was
titled BSC's Extension of Time Entitlement Programme~ 31 March 2009 Revision 0. The letter intimated that an extension of time was required. This
wa,i due to the programme being delayed, which entitled lnfraco to the
extensiori. The main reason, again, was MUOFA delays, The .exi;ic;:t details of
our request are within hard copies of.our programme documentation.
122, TIE would never accept any EOT request which showed late completion. This

(

was seen as a major area of dispute, and we spent a lot of time and effort
trying to get agreement on the programme extensions required but it was
hopeless. TIE never acknowledg€ld the real impact of things like the. delays
c.aused by the late MUDFA Works. It was onJy resolved <1fter the Mediation at
Mar Hall. Prior to this, they were just not recognising that they had oaus.edthe
majority of the delay and were not able to grant anything.

123. Had TIE agreed an extension of time, then the consequences of this. would be
obvious ~ a.II of the milestones would have been extended; The delivery of the
lnfraco Co.ntract was one such milestone . There were other milestones which
were defined throughout the .contract on different sections. Without
extensions, the dates remained as per the current programme but the reality
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was that the$e dates were impossible to achieve because of the delays
caused by MUDFA and changes to the design (amongst olher matters).
124. There was a TIE/BSC meeting on 25 May 2009 (TIE00361999 item 01 o,
Design Programme). It is noted in the minutes that, ''8$0 have now submitted
ail 'Entitlement' programme and a 'Recovery' programme tor overall contract
works. A design programme to /Je read with the Recovery programme Is
presently being finalised Within 8$0". The Entitlement Programme Olustratl'ld
the extension oftlme we consid.ered we were entitled to at the point of time.
That is why it is titled "Entitlemrmt Programme". The Re.covery Programme
demonstrates the other steps. that we planned to try and reduce the impact.

(

However, the problem was that this was not always possible - albeit that TIE
refused to accept this.
125.

Reference to the design programme in the minutes of 18 May 2009 referred
to, are references to when the design would be.available and whatimpact that
would have on the construction programme. For example, construction of
block P.iles al Russell Road Retaining Wall could only commence once the
design for Russell Road Retaining Wall Was available.

126. There was a TIE/BSC m'i)eting on 19 May2009 (CEC00939625). ltem7.2
noted Frank McFadden's statement !hat, "BSO had 1100 metres betwerm

(

Haymarket and Russell Road where Grahams could be working; however, Jim
Donaldson had advised that t.JSO felt if was not eqonomical to commence
these works. until a msolution had been achieved tor Russell Road". This
sounds like a significant number, 1100 metres, but the position was
overplayed and misrepresented by TIE I think the section available to
Grahams was 3% cubic metres of volume. TIE always wanted to push.us to
make progress although they did not deliver on their obligations. Haymarket
rE)mflined, evenafter Mediation, busy. Jim Donaldson's point was that putl!ng
resources in very short sections without unhindered access would replicate
the problems on other sections.
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127. It is not just a matter of arriving ala site ;;ind commencing work. Machinery
;;ind resowrces have to be put in place, which takes time., lfthere is not
sufficient work then everything comes to a standstill.
128. Alastair Si:;ott, BCUK, sent an email and attachment to me and others dated
25 May 2.009 (BFB00056224 and BFB00056225}. The email and attachment
outl.ine concerns relating to SDS. l would not say that the SOS provider was
perfect, but they generally performed well ill challenging circumstances. There
were errors and omissions within the design, but this is to be expected in a
project of this scale.
(

129. There was an internal TIE email from Richard Jeffrey, TIE, to Alastair
Richards and others dated 28 May 2009 (CEC00985815). This emaH appears
to summarise a meeting attended by Richard, Steven Bell, Miguel Berrozpe,
Project Director, Siemens and me. I did not see this email at the time. I would
agree that the meeting was good natured and businessalike. It was very
clearly identified in the email that TIE and BCUK did not trust each other. This
I believe was due to the differences between us. TIE believed we were not
moving in.the direction they wanted. In fact, we had undertaken many goodwill
exercises and had tried to, make certalnthings work. We would then discover
that TIE. were not keeping their word in relation to what had been discussed
and agreEld. This led to a lot of mistrust. In addition, the fundt;imental

(

dlsagreements,aboutPrinces Street had not been resolved. This was the £2
million dispute that remained ~ven after having agreed a demonstrable cost
mechanism. fhls mechanism clearly stipulated that such a ht.1ge difference
should not have arisen. Siemens aI.so had a lot of is:;ues, so this led .to the
high level meeting referre.d to in the email. Richard Jeffrey had arrived around
May 2009. Richard was not involved In the PSSA. When he arrived, Richard ·
attempted to identify what the issues were. Within the email Richard refers to

the Project Management Panel ("PMP"),
130. The PMP was the reason why it was. Steven Bell, Miguel and mys(:llfthat were
discussing issues. It was at a high level. Richard states at the end of the
email, "II seems to me we have a choice, We can tough this out, grinding out
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1=1ve,Y point along the way or we can take the whole relationship (rather than
each issue) to mediation {marriage guidance!) In doing this / think we will very
quickly get to the issue of the unfinished design tisk. We can address the
Issues of the unfinished desr"gn in a contractual level as above or we can go
through a couple of dozen examples and see if we can resolve pragmatically,
Each approach has its risks." I think Richard Jslffrey had .realised tha!there
were a number of verY tough issues between both parties. I recall Richard

mentioning to me that the issues would need to be resolved in a similar·
manner to marriage. gu1dance. Richard again referred to this concept at
Mediation and later with the disputes, In relation to the disputes, Richard
believed that whichever party had the correct standpoint would then provide

(

guidance to move forward. The problem was that TIE lost all these cases and
they would not take anything on board (they would not honour ths! principles
determined at adjudication). This resulted in matters esc:.ilating further. Noting
the content of the email, it Is clear that it has been discussed internally. The
conclus.ionis Richard details were not discussed during the meeting I was
prest:!nl at.

131. I believe that- If Steven Bell hs1d acted on the issues raised within Richard's
email- then we mlght not have had two years of disagreements between .ys
and TIE
(

132. I sent a Jetter to Jason Chandler, PB, dated 28 May 2009 (TIE00697032).
Within this letter, I advised that there were areas of Phase III (betajled
besign) work scope that PB required to c:omplete under the $0$ Agreement.
There were a Jot of Issues raised Jn the lt:!ltef, SOS believed that they wersl
entitled to additional monies .due to further design changes. In theory, they
· were correct. However, there were elements where they had not completed
their design yet These were covered by their origln11l lump sum payment. TIE
would not make any additional payments for these additional design changes
because they did not instruct them. As a result, we made the decision to maJ<e
some additional payments to SOS. This was despite the fact we had no
recovery from TIE for these situations. This so-called agreement which we
made with SOS was subsequenlly sent to TIE in error by private email. TIE
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were challenged on this, and confirmed they had rec!;lived the email and
subsequently deleted .it. It w&s mistakenly sent as the correct recipient had a
similar name to a TIE employee.
133. At various times, we thought there might be scope for some progress. For
example, following reaching agreement on the PSSA (in March 2009) we
attempted mediations with T.IE to see if we could unlock issues. We had a
mediation before Eileen Carroll on 29 May 2009; the same day we signed the
final PSSA. This was about the percentage uplift - to cover overheads and
profit -which was to be applied to the Actual Cost associated with the Notified
Departures, and sums due to us via Appendix G to Schedule Part 4. We

(

reached a settlement which was recorded in a Minute of Variation dated

3 June 2009 (BFB00053622) that we would get an uplift of 17.5% in respect
of the civil element in valuing these changes,
June 2009
134. [sent a letter to TIE and dated 1 June 2009 (TIE00339741). This letter
advised TIE that we would issue an Invoice for £3.2 million. This followed
Tl E's acknowledgement that it would not proceed with the construction of
Phase 1b. On 1 July 2009, BCUK issued TIE with a sales invoice for £3.2
million plus. VAT of £480,-000, in relation to, ''.Cotnpe11satio11tor lnftaco's work

(

in theprocurementperiod on Phase 1b in acao1dance with Schedule Part 37
of the Jnfraco agreemenf' (TIE00339743). This was part of the Kingdom
Agreement, which was subsequently incorpor!'\ted Into the lnfrewo Contract
This payment was stipulatect to be made if the 1bphase was not proceeding.
!received a letterof response to this. invoice from TIE dated4 August2009
(TIE00339746). That letter intimated that TIE would pay the sum in the invoice
under re$ervatlon. There was no reason for this letterc We were contractually
entitled to the payment and there was no question of misinterpretation.

13.5. B.SC's proposed fixed price for phase 1b was £134 million. This was almost
three times the bid price of£49.7 million. It was clear to us (BCUK) and TIE
that 1b was

not proceeding. We had never had the opportunity to undertake
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properpricingfor 1b. There was not a gn~at deal of time spent to fine-tune any
exact costing.
136, Richard Jeffrey sent an email to various recipients dated 8 June 2009
(CEC00986$47). An earlier email from Michael Heerdt, Bilfinger was part of

this chain. Michaelstates that he anticipated additional Project costs in the
range of £80 million to £100 million, excluding any additional costs of Siemens
and CAF. Michael also predicts a project overrun of around 18 months.
Michael Heerdt was the Managing Director of Bilfinger Western Europe, which
was located in Wiesbaden. It was not the UK organisation, it was the
overarching organisation. When Richard Jeffrey started with TIE Michael met
with him. This was an attempt to build a relationship at a high level.
137. The reference to a cost overrun rel;;ited to the build part of the ETP. Thiswas
a Bilfinger element and not Siemens.
138. The Executive Summary of BSC's period report to 20 June 2009
(CECQ0624393} noted that production of civil and building drawings in

accordance with the original design was 80% complete. In general,
earthworks, roads, track and structures drawings were available but drawings
for the depot and tram stops were Incomplete. It also noted that meetings
were in progress to agree a new programme. At that time, a total of 409

(

changes had been notified to TIE with a submitted estimated value of
£47,500,000. It was, again, noted that, ''Virtually a/I oonstwction worf<S are

impacted by externafissues which require resofµtion through the change
process of the oontraof'. This report was issued under my authority and I fully
agreed with th.e content.
July2009

139. We attempted afurther mediation from 29 June to 3 July 2009 which was
much more ambitious in scope. This dealt with 12 isstJes identified by the
CEOs of lnfraoo and TIE following a meeting on 22 .June, covering all of the
major issues then in dispute. Th.is included: the valuation of EOT 1, which was
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the 2 month initial cle[ay due,to the SDS programme moving from version 26
which was what the price was based on, to version 31 by the time of signature
ofthe Contract; the time due to us In respect ofEOT 2 (MUDFA delays as at
March 2009); how to interpret Schedule Part 4; the valuatjon of BDDI to IFC
Changes etc. Thls was also the start of the dis.cussions on what became
known as the 'On Street Supplemental Agreement' which was a proposal that
all On,Street.Works b!'l d!'laitwith on a similar basi.s to the PSSA.
140. Unfortunately, we were unable to reach agreement with TIE at this mediation
because ii became clearthatwe had fundamental disagreements on the
interpretation of key aspects of the lnfraco Contract, We folfowed the
(
\

mediation up with a 'Without Prejudice' offer to TIE on 8 July 2009
(CEC00531230}. In this letter, as well as making proposals in relation to many

of the things disc.ussed at mediation, I also urged TIE to, 'abandon Its passive
behavio1.1r in favourofan active decision mflking process', By this I tneant that
the issues between uswere only likely to getmuch worse if decisions on how

to proceed were not taken early. In response in a letter dated 9 July 2009
(CEC00531239), Steven Bell took the position that.TIE remained open to

taking decisions but it was lnfraco's failure to provide information which was·
maklng thi$ htipossible, It was clear that we were very far apart on many
Jssues,

(

141. The minutes of a progress meeting were sentto me by Steven Sell, dated 14
July 2009 (CEC0042$610). Item 5.5. provides that TIE had noted that the SDS
programme was falling b.ehind With no explanation. This was due to design

CEC00429610
should be
CEC00423299

related issues, There were gener.il complaints about the SOS prograrnrne
slipping. There W!!S morl'l than one reason for fall1ng behind. The design
contained rnany individual parts and each part had a different impact. ltis
therefore difficult to quantify precisely why the programme had slipped; it will
have been the result of many .c!Jfferlng reasons ancl so I cannot provide an
answer now to s.uch a general question. Certainly, failure by TIE to issue
instructions and the MUDFA delays will have had a significant impact on why
the. SOS programme was slipping. There was .always a variance statement
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provided with the design programme,.... this would identify and define. the exact
reasons why things had been delayed.
142, An internal TIE. ernail wall sent from Richard Jeffrey to others dated 31 July

2009 (CEC00667242). This email noted that Richard had met with me the
previous evening. The email .indicates that I had, amongst other things,
indicated that BSC would not start anymore On-Street Works without a much
improved supplemental agreement. I sent an email to Richard JeffrE!y dated
30 July 2009 (TIE00031088). This email had a document attachment which

30July200 ·
should be
31July200

outlined a Final Settlement Proposal. A further email was sent from Richard
Jeffrey to myself dated 4 August 2009 (TIE0.0033401). This email intimated

(

that TIE Would reject the Final Settlement Proposal,

143. BSC did not refui,e to commence any more Oncstreet Works without
supplementary agreement. BSC carried out works on a 'goodwill wotks' basis .
An example of this was not requesting a TIE Change Order before
proceeding. This was maintained up until September 2010, whe.h the situation
had become so bad that we could not continye Oil that basi:,. The exchange of
emails referred to was as a result ofthe mediations. TIE then attempted to
force us to work beyond .the lnfraco Contract without following the contract
contlitlons. We did undertake work but, of course, there were areas where we
raised a Change Order rE)quest. There was also the issue of the lnfraco

(

Contrc1ct, which did not permit us to work without a TIE Change Order (clause

80.1.3).
144. There was no difference In BSC'.$ PO$iti0Ji h1 relation to Off-Street Works. The
Off0 Street Works were easier because they wern generally not subject to the
i,c1me extent of ptoblem; as On-Street Works, There were fewer utilitlei,
presElnt and this meant fewer problems in the:,e arElaS. However, we still had
a lot ofissues with design. There were changes from BODI to IFC c1nd
consents and approvals outstanding, but we continued on the off-street during
thfs period (as we did with elements of On-Street Workl>),
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145, The Final Settlement Proposal (TIE00031089) sent with my email of SO July
2009 does not differ greatly with whatw.is .ichleved .it tnedh:dion with CEC.
This Is very disappointing, given that it took two years to achieve what was a
sensible way forward. An example was the proposal to have an independent
QS and a simplified change procedure in respect of the Clause 80.13 hurdle.
This becam19 part of the agreem.int with CEC later on. As stated previously
TIE refused to accept .iny upi;laled programme that would have shown delay
and proved our entitlement to an EOT. This meant that we were working
against a completely outof date programme. The proposal was to give us
what we thought we were entitled to with some payment - but with lnfraco
taking a hit on certain prolongation costs. The BODI to IFC relates to our

(

fundamental disagreement with TIE as to the meaning of Clause 3.4.1 of the
Schedule Part 4. BSC maintained that; where. th.ere was .<'l change from BODI
to .IFC noted in that clause, this was a Notified Departure. We were therefore
entltledto extr.i tirne and money under Clause 80. TIE werern.iintaining that it
was all design development. BSC were subsequently found to be correct on
this polnt at two very important adjudications. These were in relation to Carrick
Knowe and. Gogarburn. What we were proposing was that WA would accept
the 4% deduction from the value of the change to account for a degree of
design development. However, the proposal was rejected by TIE.
August2009

(
146. An email was sentfrom Kevin Russell, Contract Manager, BSC, to me and
others dated 3. August 2009 (CEC()()805091). Attached to the ernail was a
draft schedule of services (CEC00805093). This draft was in relation to a
proposal to appoint an Independent Quantity Surveyor to verify and determine
di$puted Estimates for changes to works. This proposal was not Implemented.
From what I can rec.ill, TIE did not want to relinquish 'slriY control.
147. My view was that It was sensible to utilise an independent certifier. This w.is
implemented after Mediation and w,is succl;lssful, so It Was clear that this was
a sensible way of determining matters. This pro.cess, if implemented earlier,
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courd have achieved agreements. This role was l!hdertaKen by Corin Smith as
well as Turner &Townsend ("T&T") po$taMediation.
$eptem!)er 2009

148. The adjudications which commenced in September.2009, dealt directly with
whether changes which had occurred between the. BODI and the IFC
information were properly to be considered as Notified Departures. Tl E's
position was that the identified changes in respect of the design at each of
these locations were simply the nqrmal evolution of the design which lnfraco

c

was obliged to carry out in order tq meet its design obligations in terms of the
Employer's Requirements. Whilstwe acknowledged that we were of course
obliged to develop and complete the design and constructthe IFC. design, the
issue was whether we wt'}re entitled to additional payment for doing so given
the Pricing Assumptions which had been agreed and were contained with
Schedule Part 4.
149. This was the first real test of the. Schedule Part 4 Pricing Assumptions and we
wer,;i very relieved thatltwas determined in lnfraco's favour,atbeit that TIE
<iPPeared subsequently not to accept that finding. The adjudicator on these
two adjudications determined that a distinction had to be made between the
general obligation to meet the Employer's Requirements and a commercial.

(

agreement that reflects the factthat the detailed design requirement for that
obligation had not been completed at the date of the contract agreement. That
is, there was a distinction between lnfraco's obligation to design the worki,
and the price that they were to be. paid. He also highlighted clause 4.3 of the
lnfraco·ContractThe provisions of Schedule Pa.rt4 took precedence over any
other part of the lnfraco Contract as fara_s lnfriilcO's entitlement to payment
was concerned. He therefore determined both the Carrick Knowe and.
Gogarburn disputes. in favour of lnfraco.
150, There are minutes from a TlE/BSC meeting on 8 September 2009

(CEC00429610). I received <i copy of these by letter from Steven Bell on
21 October 2009. The minutes noted at item4.3 that, "Section 18 - Leith
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Walk; works now planned to commence on 4 January 2p10 after completion
ofBTworks, RB[Robert Bell] stated that it was hoped that BT would be
completed prJor to 27 December 2009, however BSC advised that very little
work could be undertaken prior to stated commencement date." ltern 129 of
the MUDFA Programme noted that the latest programme had been issued for
Leith Walk and that BSC had requested similar information for the whole
Project. I do not know the extent to which the MUDFA Works had been
completed by thistime. It was the responsibility of TIE to engage the
contractor, so Infraco would have no direct knowledge of what had be.en
completed at any given time. Whatwewere aware of was that MUDFA was
delayed considerably.

(
151. The Executive Summary .of BSC's period report to 12 September 2009
(CE;CQ0624408) noted that production of civil and building drawings in
accordance with fhe original design was 86% complete. It also noted that in
general, earthworks, roads, track and structures drawings.were .available but
drawings for the depot, substation and tram stops were incomplete. It also
noted that a total of 464 changes had been notified to TIE with a submitted
estimated Value of £71, 199,000. I cannot really recall the details of this after
so Jong but this will have been an accurate snapshot of progress at the time.
152. The document also noted thatTIE had referred four disputes to the Dispute

(

Resolution Procedure. The$e were Flnanc.ial Aspects to EOT, Hilton Hotel Car
Park, Carrick Knowe Bridge and Gogarburn Bridge. However, BSC did not
consider that the$e four issues would resolve the overall global. issues which
would allow the construction of the Project to move forward. The first two
issues were minor. We did not have decisions on matters three and four. We
did however go on fo win these at adjudication. Despite this, TIE refused to
acknowledge the decisions. 1.n addition, there were. a lot of other issues
including the continued presence of the MUD FA contraotor tind how to deal
with and progress Estlmetes. Therefore even if TIE had accepted the outcome
of these adjudications (which they didn't), then these issues alone would not
have resolved all of the issues between the parties.
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October 2009

153, An adjudication decision was ls.sued on 13 October2009 by Robert Howie QC
(WED00000026} This was in relation to the Hilton Hotel car park works.

Further adjudication decisions were Issued on 16 November 2009 by
Mr Hunter in respect of the Gogarburn Bridge (CEC00479432) and Carrick
Knowe Bridge (CEC00479431). Then, on 4 January 2010, Mr Wilson issued
his adjUdica\ion decision fli relation to the Russell Road Retaining Wall Two
(CEC00034842). I was fully involved in all these decisions from the point Of

knowing they were being progressed. In respect of the day to day matters with

c

the adjudications these were dealt with by Pinsent Masons and my
commercial QS learn. If there was any documentation to be signed I haq to be
fully aware of the content.
154. The Hilton Hotel was a very minor issue With no effect at all. We lost, and I
acknowledge this. We did, however; win the adjudications for Gog;;irbum and
Garrick Knowe. These were about to change from BDDl to IFC and I have
discussed these above. Ail of the adjudication decisions are dealt with in more
detail iti.Appendix 1 to my original witness statemi,nt. This was also the oasa
for Russell Road ret<1ining wall. The problem was that TIE.did not accept the
outcome of these adjudications and they were not prepared to accept !hat the
decisions reflected the proper interpretation ofthe lnfraco Contract. This was
even when an adjud[cator had ruled on the facts which were stipµlated in the
contract. This was one of the main reasons why it was not easy to proceed.
Indeed, therewere more issues than just the four referred

to.

155. The decisions, even for someone not Involved in the process, lclra relatively
c.lear when you read the sutnmaries. The adjudicator has ruletj very clearly on
who the decision favours. This is also claarly illustrated when the adjudicator
records who Will be responsible for costs. ff TIE had to pay the full amount,
then it was clear they have lost the case completely. On occasion the costs
may have to be shared as a percentage dependant on tha ruling, When we
lost, we paid the costs. The difference was that we acknowledged this, even
though the case that wa Jost was minor on a principle which was very isolatecL
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I think there was a strategy from TIE:'\l Side not to acknowledge decisions
which went against them.
156. I sent Steven Bell a letter dated 23 October2009 (DLA00001692), It related to
on-going disputes with TIE in re\,peot of delay in submittin9 Estimates and the
difficulties caused by the fact that we didn't have agreement on a programme
that reflected the impact of the MUD FA delays. Within the letter I am
highlighting my opinion that the dominant cause of delay in the Project was
the delay caused by the Incomplete MUDFA Works.

I

November 2009

(
157.

I sent an email to Steven Bell dated 10November 2009 (TIE00399860). I
advised Steven th£1t itwas BSC's intention to commence work on particular
sites l;>etween.November 2009 and January 2010. At this time, we were still
discussing the way forward regarding the On Street Supplementary
Agreement. There was also discussion between David Darcy and Richard
Jeffrey. David Darcy had taken over from Richard Walker as the Managing
Director UK. On several occasions. David had direct discussions with Richard.
This was an attempt to achieve progress. On our part this showed a degree of
goodwill, despite there still being unresolved issues.

(

158. The sites we had identified to commence works at were selected because
they were high value for TIE. Haymarket Viaduct .still had utilities present at
that time, so there was a lot of work to be undertaken,
159.

Ith, my understahding that work did commence on the sites identified within
the email.The progress reportsfromthistimewould confirm this.• This was
evidence ofa goodwill .gesture by BSC, despite the oncgoing contr<1ctual
issues, We were,attempting to find a way for the Project to move forward. The
On Street supplementary Agreement was still under heavy discussion, and a
lot of time and work was spent on this. 1herewas also a commitment to move
forward on the Off Street Works so that progress could be made.
0
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December 2009

160. There was a progress meeting on 1 December2009 (CEC00429454). The
minutes were submitted to me by Steven Bell. Item 5.1 noted that 92% of
Planning Approvals and 84% ofTeChnic.il Approvals h.id been granted.
These issues were TIE's responsibility. TIE orCEC would need

to provide a

reason why they were not complete.
161. Therewas an internal email from Baltazar Ochoa, Change Manager 13CUK,
dated 9 December2009 (CEC00328711). Attached lo the email was a draft

(

Memorandum of Understanding between BCLJK and PB (CEC00328712). The

I

email trail also contained an email from Suzanne Moir of Pinsents. Ms Moir

f

set out her understanding of why the memorandum was required, stating,
"because /nfraco believe SOS may have a successful defence in relation to
any claim under the SOS Agreement for late delivery of the design - as a
result of BB/Siemens failure to provide design information, carry out fh1;1 CIDR
etc in time and in accordance with the current design programme. This could
result in lnfraco being exposed under the Infra co Contractif as a result of the
OSSA or success in the Adjudications, TIS instructs or lnfraco become
obliged to proceed With the works - for which there is no de.sign at this time as
a result of the lnfraco failures a.s set out above". This is an example of grossly

(

unfair behaviour by TIE. It is clear from the email chain that it was internal
legal advice provided by Suzanne Moir of Pinsent Masons. In error Colin Neal,
TIE, has reoeived a copy rather than the intended recipient Colin 13rady.
Baltazar went to TIE on realising the mistake that had been made, There was
an attempt to recall the email but this was .unsuccessful. Colin Neal confirmed
that he h,id received the email but a.ssured Balli,1zar that it had been deleted
from the system. In faot, he circ.ulaled it widely wlthln TIE.
162. At a subsequent TIE/BSC meeting on 2.1 June 2010 (TIE00369812), it was
noted in the minutes that Kevin Russell advised that there was one additional
agreement in place between BSC and the SOS ProvidE:Jr_ Its purpose was to
unlock the design change issue which was held Up by TIE. This is reference to
the agreement I refer to in the preceding paragraph. The agreement
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incentivised PB t9 speed up the completion of the desigh, and reduced the
risk of havihg a claim against us, In normal circumstances, we should have
received the design Change Orders prior to progressing. The money should
have passed throµgh us to SOS to accommodate all the changes. TIE,
however, did not pay and so we had to find a mechanism to get SOS working.
It Was Only natural that they did not wantto work free of charge. This was
referred to as incentivisation - finishing off design without Tl E's knowledge.
Otherwise, TIE would never have Issued these Change Orders. This
agreement was discussed at meetings between BCUK and

PB. I cannot recall

the conclusion of the agreement, but my understanding is thatit was produced
and signed.

(
163. I cannot remember whether Siemens were involved in th.ese discussions. I do
not believe that they wanted to be involved whilst there remained issues
mainly related to civil works.

Events in 2010
Au.di.ts

164. Olaui,e 104 oHhe lr)fraco Contract (CEC00036952, p<1ge 229) il;l headed
'Information and Audit Access', Clause 104.2 provides as follows: "The items

(

referred to in. Clause 104. 1 (alt Deliverables, and invoices, timeshe1;1ts to
supporl claims for refmbwsemenL ..) shall be kept In good order 1'Jl1d in such
form so as to be capable of audit (Including by elect1Pnic mei'Jns) by TIE's
representative, TIE, CEC, TIE'$ auditors or CEG's .auditors or any olher third
parly. The lnfraco shall make i,uch records available for inspection by or on
behalf of T/E's Rf)presentalives, TIE, CEC, TIE's auditors or CEC's auditors or
any other thitd patty at al/ reasonable times during normal working hours on
not less than one Business Days' notice..... "
165. The freqllencyof such audits was to be reasonable. Clause 104.2 also stated:

"In addftion to the requirements of Gia.use 104.1 and 104.2, the Jnfraoo shall
provide to TIE's Representative, TIE, CEC, TIE's auditors, CEC's auditors of
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their successors, any oth&r itJfqnr,ation, doownents, records and the like In the
possession of, or available to the lnfraco (and to this end, lhe Infra.co sh£J,/{ µse
all reasonable endeavours to procure that all such lt1;1ms in the possession of
the lnfraco Parties shall be avaifable to it) as may be reasonably requested by
TIE's Representative, TIE, CEC, T/Ets auditors of CEC's auditors for any
purpose in connectio11 With this Agreement and/or the lntraco Works,"

166. I discussTIE's misuse of the audit process at paragr.iph 16.3 of my original
witness statement. In short, TIE tried to use the audits to get .information from
BSC to use against us. The whole process became very contentious.
(

TIE Relationship

167. There was ah emi!il from Ri.chard Jaffrey to Dav.id Darcy elated 19 Ja,n1.1ary
2010 (CEC005879!:i). David Darcywasthe Manai;J(ng DJrE:lctorof BCUK.

CEC0058795
should be
CEC00587959

Richard highlighted concerns within his email, There was further
correspondence in rel,1tioh. to this matter by Richard Walker dated
3 February 2010 {CEC00655626}and Steven Bell, TIE, dated 16 February
2010 {CEC00578867) .. David Darcy was 13econded by Richard Walker who
was the previous Managing Director. David was basically his deputy 130 they
had a double function Within thE:l l)K. David attempted to build up a
· relationship on another senior management level with Richard Jeffrey to gel
(

things moving forward.
168. In response to the correspondence between the individuals statEl<i, l sent a
letter to Steven Bell dated 1 March 2010 (CEC00578328). In my opiliion, this
leltet provided an accurate summary of all the problems which existed with
TIE. We had a very dlffic;i.!lt.relationshlp With them in2010 and it later
escalated fl!rther, l! felt likel', campaign by TIE to bring BGUK to its knees
(!his is what I refer to at paragraph 16.2 of my original witness statement).
That is also what a few individuals, including Tony Rush, have intimated
directly to u13. Thl13 incitJded. the on-going audits and refusal to accept
programmes that would allow us to realise .our complete entitlement to s1n
EOT. In addition, there were complaints .about our approach to E.stimates and
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sending us hundreds of letters every month, I think the re.cord wo1s receiving

l

close to 100 items of correspondence In one day. TIE also disputed the
adjudication decisions: disputing what we thoughtwas the clear wording of
Ciaus.e 80.13. I believe that my letter illustrates what a difficult position we
were in at that polnt of time.
169. There was a breakdown in trust between the personalities involved, together
with the contract issues. It was the same personnel involved over a 14 month
period. The only person who came in afterwards was Richard Jeffrey, in May
2009. In my opinion, the way .in which TIE administered the lnfraco contract
was unprofessional. I had tried to build a relationship, which included

(

undertaking goodwill works. We also implemented the PSSA. However, it
always appeared that TIE would turn their back on what was agreed. This
would result in threats being rnade in respect of the contract. Then they would
not even pay for what was agreed. This was clearly a major obstacle in
allowing trust to be built.

On-Street supplemental Agreernent
170.

I senta letter to TIE dated 19 February2010 (CEC02084034). This letter
detailed an offer for a.Supplemental Agreem1.,nt covering the remainder of the
· On-Street Works. The basis for the proposed agreement was almostidentical

(

to the PSSA which had allowed the works on Princes Street to proceed. This
had been prepared by us but based on a jointly proposed strategy to try and
overcome the effect of the much delayed MUD FA Works which were badly
.affecting the on-street sections of the Project, as well as the changes (Notified
Departures) which remained unresolved and which were therefore holding up
our ability to progress with the Works. We got so far with this proposal and we
belfeved that it would be a good workable agreement which would allow works

fo progress even where the cost of changes and the impact ofthe MUDFA
delays were not agreed. The basis for this agreement was that all the OnStre1.,t Works would be paid for on a 'demonstrable cost', 'open-boo!<' basis
(the 'On Street Supplemental Agreement' or 'OSSA').
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I

171, I received a response by letter from Richard Jeffrey dated 26 February 2010
(CEC00368373). Within this resp.ollse, Richard rejected BSC's offer. There

were 11 'background factors' that he considered were relevant to a
forthcoming meeting between TIE ;,nd BSC. These incl.uded the following
;,ssertions. ''6, ... The recent audit carried out by TIE shows that lntraco has
failed to appoint key-subcontractors for any Civil Engineering Works required
by Clause 28 of the lnfraco Contract. 7• ... the SOS Providershould have
completed the desi9n in January 2009, TIE are not satisfied that lnfraco haw~
complied with their obligations under the lntraco Contract in managing the
SOS Provider. 8. CEC asserts that .Jnfraco has been responsible for delays in
obtaining approvals". I replied to Rich;,rd Jeffrey by letter dated 3 March 2010

(

(CEC00648426).

172. Of Mr Jeffrey's 11 factors in his letter dated 26 February 2010,;
I agr<:,e with point one - there is an acknowledgement ofthe delay.

The second point was that, "any extension of time will have to take account of
mitigation measures petiormed or lost by lnfraco". I generally agree, but we
had taken mitigation measures into account in the pmgramme.
The third point Wa$ that, "Infra.co have been offered an extensioh of lime of
nine months in addition to the 7. 6 granted". We had been offered nine
months, but only six months cost if I recall this correctly. We had shown a full
entitlernentto time which TI.E simply ref~1sed to f'JCc.ept.. If we h<1d accepted

c

then we would have peen contractually liable.
The fourth item was that, "lnfraco's current roughprogramme shows that
lnfraco arn intending to seek a further 16 months of an extension. The third
extension has not been substanti<!tednor does TIE believe that it could ever
be substantiated". We denied this - ft could be. and was substantrafed.
Item five was that, "TIE has confirmed that six months of prolongation costs
will be valued, (See 1/E's /elterdated 13 November2009)". This was
unacceptable to us.
In relation to number six, there was no delay or issues that flowed from the
fact that we hadn't entered into subGontracts with key subcontractors. We tried
to proceed on the basis of letters of intent to .avoid unnecessary cost.
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In relation to item seven, the sos delay - I could also ask why the design was
not complete by 2008 when the novation took place. We were not in breach Of
the contract, so it was not really damaging the Project as a whole.
Item eigl1t was that, "CEC ass(Jrt that lnfraco has been responsible for delays
In obtaining approvals';. 11 was a failure by CEC Planning and Technical

Department, and their preferential engineering request. I strongly refute that
we were responsible for the delays in getting approvals, and we were
vindicated In this respect at Mediation.
Item nine was that, "Representatives oflnfraco and TIE have been unable to
agree on the value of on-street works and give certainty of costs. They were
making it impossible for TIE to fulfil their duties to obtain best value''. I agree

(

that we could not re<1ch an agreement on the costs ani:l that that was the
whol.e reason for neei:ling a revised approach for the On-Street Works.
Under item 10, "lnfraco rnembershave expressed the desire for alternative
arrangement for procuring civil engineering works to the on-street". I would

agree that this was a sensible approach. This would probably allow works to
proceed.
Item 11 related to EU employment law, as discussed below.
173. This l.;ist polntw.is the most significant as far as thEJ OSSA was concerned.
Tl E declared that the 0$SAwould have be(;ln a breach of its obligations under
EU .procurement legislation. Discussions on such a proposal were therefore

(

abandoned at the end of February 2010. It was frustrating that we had put so
much effort into this for TIE subseguenUy to cut the proposal dead, on the
basis of EU legislation which, if correct, was something that they should have
been aware of six months earlier.
Dil:1putes over l:;stimat~s

174. Steve Bell, TIE, sent a letterto me dated 19 February2010 (CEC00574090) .

.This correspondence set out the findings of their review of the Estimate.s
provided by BSC In relaiion to the INTCs. It was very difficult for us to fully
comply with the contract. This was due to the refusal of TIE to accept general
principles. This letter also strc1ys Into Clause 80.13 and whether we were
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obliged to proceed with work in the absence ofthe TIE Change Order. This.
then became the subject oftheMuJrayfield Underpass adjudication which we
won and which therefore clearly demonstrated thatTIEwerewrong Jn their
interpretation that we would have to proceed with works in the absence of a
TIE Change Order.
175. Steven Bell sent me a further letter on 1.9 February 201 O(CEC005306\;9).
This letter s1:1t out TIE's Interpretation of clause 65.2 of the lnfraco contract. In
response, I replied to Steven 81:111 by letter dated 1 March 2010

(CEC00578327). TIE continually hid behind the process of dealing with
Estimates and Compensation Events, rather than accepting the underlying

(

principles..A major dispute was INTG 429, which was the major delay caused
to March 2009. This was because MUDFA was not complete. What we had
intimated was that until we got an <1greement on the effoct of MUD FA, there
would be significant issues and it would be impossible to submit Estirnates or
Compensation Events which could properly deal with lhe time impact of these
events. Individual Compensation Event applications should have sought extra
time in relation to these individual events. lfwe were to review programme
revision 1 and st,lect at random .individual events, this would demonstrate an
entitlemel'lt to an EOT, butthis would be the wrong approach. In reality, that
event was unlikely to cause any delay at all because works had not been able
to start because of the on-going presence of the utilities - the latter belng the

(

critical. cau$e of delEJy.
Remediable Termination Notice$

176. On !l August 2010, we received the first three (often) RetnAdiable
Termination Notices and the first of!hree Underperfonning WarnlngNotices
from TIE. The letters continued up until late OctobAr 2010. This was.
happening at the $ame time as we were frying to negotiate a soli,lt[on with TIE
through the Project Carlisle Land II proposals. It wa& also happening atthe
same time as the flood of correspondence, audits and on~going adjudications
occurred. I believed then, and still do, that TIE was trying to exert as much
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pressure on lnfraco ;,;is they possibly could, to force us to agree to a
compromise arrangement with them.
177. The first Remedlable Termination Notices, and the Underperformance
Warning Notice received on 9 August 2010, all related to defects on Princes
Street (CEC00378692). We treated the receipt of these notices very seriously.
The.consequences of a contract termim;ition c;ould have been extremely
expensive for Jnfraco given that, if it were right in its decision to terminate, TIE
would have LJltimately been entitled to bring in another contractor to complete
the Project and Infraco WOL!ld have been liable for all the additional costs .

c

incurred in having to do so. We would also have been required to pay the
difference between what TIE would have to pay to that new Contractor, over
and above what it would have been obliged to pay lnfraco, It would have led
to a huge and complicated dispute. We did not accept the basis for any of the
Remediable Termination Notices served on us and we would have disputed
TIE's entitle.men! to terminate had it subsequently gone on to do so.
178. Some of the Remediable Termination Notic;es were for trivia.I matters, others
related to matters which were atttie very heartofthe disputes between the
Parties. For example, the .other Remediable Termination Notice. of 9 August
2010 {CEC02084518) related to lnfraao!s alleged failure to keep documents in
· an orderly fashion, to allow Tl!': access to thoae documents and to set up an

(

Extranet. The Remediable Termination Notice of 16 August 2010
(TIE00252793), dealt with allegations that lnfraco had failed to update the
Programme and had failed to take all measures to mitigate the effects of any
delay.
179, Another ex,3.tnple of a Remedlablf?Termination Notice which reflected a
dispute which went to the heart ofthe lnfraco Contract was the Notice sent on
29 September 2010 (Cl:C0007941 O) Which dealt with Clause 80 and TIE
Changes, TIE repeated all ofits arguments about lnfraao allegedly submitting
INTCs without detail, not submitting Estimates In time, not delivering
Estimates at all, submitting incomplete Estimates and again refusing to
comply with mitigation measures. We were also accused as we had been
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before, of over-valuing Estimates, The biggest.bone of contention was
lnfraco's refusal to carry out work before a TIE Change Order had been
issued. By thfa time we. had already had a series of adjudications which dealt
with Clause 80 issues, not least the decision of Lord Dervaird on Murrayfield
Underpass of 7 August 2010 which mad.e it clear that lnfraco was both
required and entitled to refuse to carry out changes where there was no TIE
Change Order issued. In our response of 9 November 2010 (CECQ0133622),
we made it clear that Tl E's refusal to i,ven acknowledge that matters were
changes (let alone acknowledge the delay caused by them) had rendered !he
process unworkaple and frustrated production of Estimates. We did not sut:imit
a ri:ictification plan in response to this letter because we believed that we were

(

complying with the Infra co Contract. Tl E were simply wrong to keep insisting
on an interpretation of the lnfraco Contract which had already been
determined to b.e wrong through the decisions in several adjudications.
180. Perhaps the most extreme Remediable Termination Notice we received was
on 30 September 2010 (CEC00130712), being the .allegation of breaches,

'evincing a cowse of conduce. It appeared that someone had sat with the
lnfr<1co Contr<1ct doing a page turn. Whenever ;:in lnfraco obligation was
found.we were accused of being in breach ofthat obligation, this ranged from
allegations of a lack of supervision, disr!'lgsrd for contracfual mechanisms, an
unwillingness to resolve difficulties or the lnfraco's breaches, non-delivery of

(

the works (with no reference of course to the reasons why we were deliwed),
disregard for the client's public accountability and best Value. Attached to this
lelter, at Appendix A, was a schedule which listed out 100 clauses of the
lnfraco Contract we were .said to be in breach of. If the consequences of
receiving a termination notice had not been so serious, this would have been
laughable. The breaches we were aecusedof included lots of malters already
the subject of other notk:es or already decided elsewhere. For example,
paragraph 2.5.2 again repeated that we were in breach of contract for failirig

to 'continue with any works which are the subject of a TIE Change or Notified
Departure prior to the issue of a TIE Change Order or the referral of the
relevant estimate (if thwe is one) to the Dispute Resolution Procedure', This
was just another example of a refusal to accept Lord Pervaird's decis.ion in the
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Murrayfield Underpass dispute. This Jetter also continued to ac.cuse us of
'delinquency' which had by this time, becomeTIE's term of choice for
describing lnfraco's 'behaviour'. Again, we did not submit a rectific,ition plan ih
respect of this lefter.

BCUK response to RTNs
181. On 17 September 2010 (CEC00044543), we responded to the first of the
Remediable Termination Notices. This response was drafted in conjunction
With our internal team arid our lawyers. In fact, we established a group to keep
track of all the Notices we received and to make sure that we took a

(

consistent approach in these responses. This group also looked at the
consequences of the immediate steps we would need to take to protect our
position in the ever\! of a termination. It was a matterwhich senior
management in Wiesbaden were heavily involved in. Termination of such a
large and important contractwould have been a majqr Issue for BCUK, and
the line we took reqlslired Board involvement and approval.
182, lh the letter of 17 September 2010 (CEC00044543), we refuted that there had
beeh a breach of contract in .relation to the defects on Princes Street (which,
we considered at that time, were due to the manner in which the works were
carried out and the road being opened premature!y to traffic). We also made

(

the pointthat, although it was den.ied that there was .a preach, it did not
'materially and adversely affect (he carrying out and completion of the lnfraco ·
Works'. This was on the basis that the timetable that we proposed in the
Rectification Plan showed that rectification of the Princes Street works would
riot affectthe carryihg out.and completlon ofthe Works as a whole. We
disputed the validity ofthe two Remediable Termination Notices which related
to Princes Street and we .made clear that we did not considerthat 'flE had any
grounds to terminate on the basis of these Notices. Our Rectification Plan was
submitted on the basis thc1t it wae without prejudice tq our position that the
Notices were. not valid.
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18.3. My letter of 17 September 2010 also contained the following statement: ''.As at
the date of writing you have served Remediable Te.rmination Nbtk;es in
respect .of another 4 matters. None of these matter$ have been the subject of
referrals to dispute resolution. 11 appears la us that T/Ehas abandoned the
contractual mechanism for resolution of disputes. This may be because eve,y
major issue of principle has been .decided against T/Ein adjudication.
However that is no Justification for now abusing the tertninationprovisions of
the contract. It is clear that TIE is now pursuing a policy of serving a
Remediable Termination Notice in respect of each and eveiy grievance it may
have, regardless of the significanoe of eaoh grievance and its it11p/ications for
the lnfraco Worl<s. Whifst we will respond to each Remediable Termination
(

Notice in turn, we object to TIE's adoption of this policy."

18.4. The letter concluded: "such matters as require attention in Princes Street are
being attended to. In no way do these merit the instigation ofa process to
terminate the /nfraco Contract Sucb a course of action is wholly
disproporlionaf13 to the matters in question. We assume that the Notices have
been served to advance a taclioal position on TIE's parl, rather than any
· genuine belief/hat thes'3 matters merit .the termination of the lnfraco Contract.
This is entirely contrary to the parties' obligations at clause 6. 1 of the Infra.co
Contract''

(

1.85. BSC's response to the Notices was to strongly refute the basis for serving
them. However, we did attempt, without prejudice, to offer Rf:lctification Plans
where we could under the terms of the contract.
186. None of the Remedial Termination Notices or Underp13rforming Warning
Notices were taken any further by TIE. TIE must have.known how high the
stakes were .and how risky such decisions would have been in relation to the
Notices. hi my View this is the reason why they c!id not proceed with them. TIE
flagged the Notices. up to scare us @nd try to ensure we bought into their
approach. If any of the Remedial Termination Notices had been proceeded
with then this would have led to the termination of the lnfraco Contract. I
would not say an of the Notices were without foundation. However, any issues
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were very minor and Would not normally lead to the situation we arrived at in
this instancei,

V<>lume of TIE correspondence
187. I sent a letter to TIE dated 1 March 2010 (CEC00578328). Within the letter, I
highlightthat TIE had sent 312 leUers in the month of February 2010 alone.
This was one ofTIE's<campaigns. It was obvious they had just increased the
number of letters issued and were complaining ifwewere not responding in
time. TIE knew that under the contract we were obliged to respond to .all
correspondence that we received.

(
188. This was indicative of a change in approach by TIE. They appeared to have
adopted a very aggressive approach. In my opinion, they had a campaign to
try and make us accept their position.

189. The volume of correspondence was maintained by TIE in the following
months. It was very labour intensive to respond to all the letters. It was a
distraction from the real issue of getting the ETP built. Many of our staff, ·
commercial, operational, design and lawyers, were completely tied up with
responding to letters. It was very Jabour intensive. The majority of letters
repeated the same nonsense over and over again. It was noway to run a

(

project like this .
Design Assurance Statements ancl Vall.le Et:1gi11eerin9

190. Design Assurance $taiernents ("DA$s") were requested by TlE when TIE
realised that It could not review the design in a timefrarne ihat would meet the
de!Sign programme. The DA$ wa~. c;r€ated as a statement of assurance from
the Designer that the final design met the Employer's Requirements, the
requlredei;tandards etc. It was not possible to provide a compleited DAS until
thei design was complete (including the incorporation of all design changes).
However, TIE continually tried to hold it against lnfraco that the design was
not fully integrated or assured as the DASs had not been issµed.
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191. Whilst nota contractual requirement, lnfraco. and SOS issued dl<)ftDASs to
TIE to demonstrate as mu.ch as posslble that the design was as integrated
and assured a.s itcoulq be .given the slgniflcantdesign changes to be
instn.icted by TIE.
192. Schedule Part 4 also contained certain value engineering proposals. We oid
what we. could to review these. A lot of the best value considerat.ionswere
subject to major interference by TIE and CEC. Reql.lirements from CEC or a
particular third party did not always align with the best value. for the Project.

l

Dispute Resolution

(
193. The dispute resolutton procedures in the lnfraco Contract were contained
within Schedule Part 9 to the lnfraco Contract. They provided that, where a
dispute had arisen, the Parties were to follow a staged process to try and
resolve the issue. This staged process included:
•

A meeting between TIE and lnfraco's Representatives to be held within
three business days. of eithe.r party notifyihg th(;) other of a dispute.

•

If that meeting either didn't take place or didn't resolve mattera, the
parties were to serve a written Position Paper on each other within
seven days of the notification of the dispute. That Position Paper was
to state in rei,sonable detail that party's position and what it was

(

Jooking for from the dispute, as well as commenting on the other party's
position.
• · Once the Position Papers had been exchanged, tbe Chief Executives
of lnfraco and TIE were to rneetto seek to resolve the dispute in good
faith.
•

lf that didn't work and there was no settlement of the dispute within 20
business days of the original notification of the dispute, then the Chief
Executives of both companies had a further 5 days to agree how to
resolve the dispute. That could be by -

L

mediation ('ls set out in Schedule Part 9;

II.

adjudication as perSchedule Part 9; or
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Ill.
•

litigation in the CourfofSession.

Ifthey could not agree how to resoh/e the dispute, then mediation
beoame m!lndatoty before the party wishing to raisethe dispute could
refer ilto adjUdioa!ion.

•

Normally, we would have welcomed a staged dispute resolution
procedure like this, because if parties can properly air their differences,
there is always a possibility that the dispute can be resolved without
having to resort to formal adjudication or court proceedings,. However,
here there Was never any agreement at meetings, nor w&s there even
an agreement on which method of dispute resolution the parties wished
to adopt to resolve the issue, It is perhaps understandable why this

(

came to be the case. TIE refused to accept what the lnfraco Contract
said, and in particular refused to accept the risk allocation as per
Schedule Part 4 of the lnfraco Contract. This was not something where
concessions could be made in a meetlng between the Chief
Executives.

194. The result was that the meetings were perfunctory in order to get to the stage

of mediation. The medJations were almost exclusively before Eileen Carroll,
and were a wa.ste of time because TIE refused tcrconcede that our
interpret.ition of the lnfraco Contract was correct and we could not
compromise on our clear contractual. entitl.ernents. The mediations Which tc;iok
place never lasted the whole day they were set down for and were really only

(

held in order to allow the party wishing to refer the dispute to adjudicatfonto
do so.
Adjudication Decisions

195. There were 12 adjudications in tolal between the lnfraco and TIE during the
Project. A number of adjudication decisions were issued in .spring and
summer 2010:
•

Tower Bridge adjudication by Mr Hunter dated 18 May 201 O(CEC00373726
and CEC00325885).
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•

Section 7A - rrack Drainage by TG Coutts QC dated 24 May 2010

(llE00231893).
•

Delays Resulting from Incomplete MIJDFA Works by R Howie QC datE1d
4 June and 16 July 2010 (CEC00375600 and CEC00310163).

196. The adjudications were 28 .day processes, which could be extended by up to
another 14 days With !he approval of the party referring the dispute or longer
with the approval of both parties. The adjudicators were obliged to issue
reasons for their Decisions.
197. The adjudication decisions were temporarily binding, They became fully

(

binding on the settlementbeing reached post-Mediation. On major points of
principle, the decisions without e)(ception were in favour of lnfraco. ltwasvery
frustrating for us that, right up until Mediation, TIE refused to accept the
validity of these decisions and refused to implementthem, bOth on an
individucil basis and by refusing to accept that they set broader precedents for
how other.disputes woulc:l be determined. Had they done so, this. would have
unlocked the on-going batt.les and disputes, It mciy also .hcive led to TIE
confirming to CEC at a much earlier stage, that It did not have suffiqient
funding to complete the whole of the planned ETP.
Murrayfield Underpass

(
198. We had taken the decision in mid-2010to refer the issue of the effect of
clause 80.13 to adjudici;itiOil. We did this in the hope of unlocking the dispute
and in the beliefthat we were tight in our interpretation of the fnfraco
Contract.
199. The dispute referred related to the Murrayfield Underpass (BFB00053462),
which was a relnfotoed concrete structure at Murrayfield. The design shown
oh the IFC drawings differed from the design shown on the BDDLTIE was
notified by way of INTC 109 in September 4008. The cost of this TIE Change
was estimated by lnfri'JCO at £134,296. 71. On this issue, TIE accepted that a
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Notified Departure occurred but disputecl th<> value. However, TIE had then
issued us with a letter on 19 March 201 o Instructing us to proceed with these
works under Clause 80.13 of the lnfraco Contract. We believed that thls was
an instruction, which TIE: were not permitted to give us. We believed that we

were precluded from proceeding with these works qntH the Estimate had been
agreed.
200, This was referred to Lord Dervaird, one of the adjudicators named in the
contract. He issued his decision on 7 August 2010 and found entirely in our
favour. In short, what he determined was that In the absence of an agreed
Estimate, lnfraco is not obliged or permitted to commence or carry out works

(

associated with a TIE Change (Mandatory or otherwise). As a result of this
adjudication, we were relieved and pleased. However, we were also
disappointed that TIE refused to accept Lord Dervaird's decision. This was
another case of TIE refusing to accept a ruling in our favour.
201. TIE issued a letter to us on 1OAugust 2010, following Lord Dervaird's
decision. Thi;; letter intimated that TIE believed they could still rely upon
clause 34. 1 whlGh provides that: 'The lnfraco shall construct and complete the

lnfraco Works in strict accordance with this Agreement and shalt comply with
and adhere strictly to TIE andTIE's Representative's instructions on any
matter connected therewith (whether mentioned in this agreement or not)

(

provided that such instructions arr:, given in accordance with the terms ofth/s
Agrer:,ment and will notcause lnfraco to be In breach of this agreement... "
. 202. TIE's position was that, where It disputed whether a Notified Departure had
occurred and irrespective of whether there was an Estimate, it was entitled to
rely upon Clause 34.2. We did not consider that to be correct and it was not in
accordance with Lord Dervaird's decision. He makes the point that the
question here is whether an instruction given by TIE under Clause 34.1 would,

"l)e in accordance with this Agreement". He concluded that partie.s were
directed to clause BO where there was a Notified Departure, and that in terms
of clause 80.13, TIE could only issue an instruction where an Estimate had
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been agreed (the last part of80.13) or where Clause 80.15 applied. TIE's
interpretatioh of Lord Oervaird's decision Was Wrong .
.2D.3. Where works were not held up by T.IE's refusal to accept what the lnfraco
Cohtract said and to 1:1pply its provisions correctly, we did proceed with them.
But the whole site was generally held up by delays caused by a lack of
agreement tocritical changes, late completion of design and Incomplete
MU DFA Works. There were large stretches where there was very little that we
could do at all.
Project Carlisle

(
· 204.

In May 2010, the parties entered into discussions to reach an agreement
whereby the scope of the works would be reduced, a new programme agreed,
risk re"allocated In the lnfraco Contract and a new price agreed. These
proposals followed on from discussions which had taken pl1;1ce between Tony
Rush, Tl E's consult1;1nt, and Siemens' Michael Flynn. The discussion took
place I.n Carlisle, hence the name of the initiative. lnfraco produced two
proposals on this basis ("Project Carlisle 1" and "Project Carlisle 2") which
were followed by detaUed i:Jiscussions on how the Project might be completed.
The proposals were b1;1sed on clelivering a reduced scope for the fl)ncling
Which was available fo TIE, and seeking to simplify the contractual procedures

(

which had been at the heart of many disputes betwe.en the parti:es.
205.

Por BCUK, we brought in Ed Kitzm1;1n to lead the discussions with TIE on Ql)r
behalf. He mainly dealt with Tony Rush and his colleague, Jim Molyneux (they
were both from the Gordon Harris. Partnership). Our original proposal was
Sl)bmitted on 29 July 2010 (TIEQOBB5457). Tl E's reqye1;,t h1;1d been for us to
propose a Guar1;1nteed Maximum Price ('GMP') based on a reduced scope
and an accelerated programme. Our proposal envisaged that the tram line
would run from Edinburgh Airport to the East end of Prine.es Street. Atthl$
time, TIE w<1s disou$sing .bringing In a replac.etnent con\rac.tor for civli works
east of Princes Street. We proposed an amended change mechanism
whereby work in respect of ach1;1nge could progress even where it was not
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agreed. However,there were $!ill many uncertainties and although TIE
wanted a fully fixed and final GMP, there still remained risks Which we could
not accept.. We therefore proposed retaining certain Pricing Assumptions: the
key ones being in relation to the discovery and replaGE'lment ofutillUes, oind
ground conditions. However, the majority of the oth()r pricing assumptions
would go, including those that related to design change. Our accelerated
programme envisaged completion of construction and commissioning in
August 2012 (Section C Completion).
206.

I sent a letter to TJE dated 29 July 2010 which included an attachment in
relation to BSC's "Project Carlisle 1" proposal (CEC00183919). Under the

(

proposal, BSC offered to complete the line from the airport to the east end of
Princes Street.for a GMP of£433,290, 156 and €5,829,805, less the amounts
previously paid. This was subject to a shortened list of Pricing Assumptions.
207. The total sum of£433,290, 156was broken down as follows: £234,331,022 to
Bilfinger, £126, 901,621 to Siemens, £55, 781,634 plus €5,829,805 to GAF and
£16,275,879 to sos.
208. We received a response from Richard Jeffrey dated. 24 August 201 O

(CECOQ221164) .. This letter provided that BSC's proposal was rejected by
Tl8. TIE responded to BSC With a counter-offer for a construction works price..

(

This was for a linefrom the airporttoWaverley Bridgefor£216,492,2,16, with
£4.5,893,997 to CAF. The amount to SDS was to be.determined. Finally a sum
of just under £4, 922;4 i 8 would be dedicated. to lnfraco maintenance
mobilisation, Tram maintenance mobilisation and lnfraco spare parts.
209. TIE'sresponse,seemed to take us backward rather than forward. This letter
propqsed an alternatiVE'l

GMP proppsal, b.ut the proposed GMP was entirely

unrealistic and all Pricing Assumptions were removed. Rather than looking at
an achievable programme, TIE went back to asserting that lnfraco had not
proved an EOT but that TIE would allow the time already awarded by Robert
Howie QC and a 9 month EOT which TIE had 'offered' previously etc. Tl E's
proposalwouid have meant that lnfraco took

an remaining risk for utilities
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which might still be present. Schedule. Part 4 woulq effectively be deleted, It
was an entfrely unrealJstic proposal and one that could not be accepted by
lnfraco. TIE: had also requested BCUK not to do any further civil engineering
works, except the remedial works on Princes Street In discLJssions, TIE had
stated that it was reflecting CEC's desire 'not to have Bllfinger Berger in
Edinburgh Streets'.

i

I
t

210. All communications really broke down after the rejection Ofthis propo.sal. This
meant that there had been no resolution of the issues between us on some,
fundamental matters. In addition, this came together with the receipt of the
Remedial Termination Notices.
r

l

Project Carlisle 2
211.

However, discussions continued and on 11 September 201 OWf! submitted
Carlisle 2 ('Project Carlisle~ Revised lnfraco Full and Final Proposal') to TIE
(TIE00667410), This letter made reference to attempts to incorporate TIE's
requirements but that we had not been able to incorporate all of them (for
example; TIE had made assurances about Third Party Approvals being
resolved but they had not managed

to resolve a single outstanding issue).

There were therefore remaining risks which, again, we could not ta.ke
ownership oL Jalso confirmed in this letter that TIE's 'Counter Proposal' would

(

not be considered by us further.as we considetec! it to, be, 'wholly and totally
unrealistic both in terms of its pricing structure and level of risk transfer bac;k
to /nfraco'. Our new proposal was to stop work at Haymarket. We took the

transfer of ri$k in relation to matters which we considered were quantifiable,
but again, could not take other risks as we stlll believed that these could
potentially 1ncrease our costs substantially.
212.. TIE respon<;ted with a letter dated 24 September 201 O (CEC00129943J. rt was
as if they continued to refuse to believe what we were telling them about not
being prepared to .give a truly GMP given the risk that remained. This letter in
essence repeated much ofTIE's previous counter.proposal and continued to
insist that any agreement must provide price certainty for TIE and its
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stakeholders. TIE also wanted a complete veto over Who lnfraco's
Representative would .be going forward, and to request that only Key
Personnel as approved by them be allowed to have day-to-day responsibili!y
forthe Contract. Unhelpfully, TIE also never provided a detailed breakdown
which would all.ow us to see Where their numbers came from. Their proposed
GMP rtimained entirely unrealistic. I. made this clear in a rtispomie to TIE on 1
October 2010 (CEC00086171) when I concluded that 'Untifsuch time that TIE

formally proposes increased amounts, we fee/ that Project Carlisle will most

(

i

Following this, we received a further le1terfrom TIE on 12 October 2010

. (CEC00079851) with further proposals in relation to Project Carlisle. We
received. this on the same day thatwe received yet .another Remediable
Termination Notice. After this, relationships deteriorated very quickly. our
letters to TIE of 14 and 29 October 2010 (CEC00079531 \'lhd CEC00133316)
show that we believed that the.rE! was very little point In continuing the
discussions; on Cl.Jr analysis,. and based on Tl E's proposed GMP, TIE were
askif.19 Infraco to 'donate<(that is, lose), around £45 million if we entered into

thE! type of agreement it wai;; propoi;;ing. TIE had ali;;o stated In conversations
that 'lnfraao must reduce its price by £45 million to avoid termination'. Tl E's
approach was ent\rely unaccepl1;1ble and we saw no polnt in continuing with
these discussi¢ns. My lettertoTIE of29 October2010 referred to the impasse

(

!
,I

likely fail}
213:

I

between the Parties which I described as: ".,, fnfraco will not agree to re.duce

its price, T/E's non-payment of Preliminaries to Which /nfraoo is entitled, T/E's
non-payment of£3M for the .demonstrable costs on Princes Street to which
lt)frar;o is entitled, TIE's non-payment of other parts ofagreed changes or
Clause 80, 15 instructed works to which Jnfraco Is .entitled; TJE's constant
threat to lnfraco ofterminatioh and TIE's general fa/lure to act

in a falr and

reasonable manner in administering the Contract. Clearly TIE has difficulty
accepting the entitlements arising for lnfraco therefrom."

Events in 201 O
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January 2010

214.. Steven Bell sent a letter to me dated 11 January 2010 (TIE00728750). Steven
noted certaih concerns in relation to Design Issues Support from Halcrow.
Although SDS were the design provider, it was a joint venture between PB
and Halcrow. Halcrow were responsible for very minor parts of the design, It
was administered through-PB. There was very little contactb!;!tween BSC and
Halcrow ~ the who.le design management for the SDS was undertaken by PB.
PB encountered similar issues to those we at BSC had dealt with. There was
a huge amount offrustration on the designer's part as they cou.ld not complete
the design due to the multitude of change, delays In approvals and attitude

(

and behaviours of TIE that would have cost the SDS parties money in terms
of having to keep large learns of people in place. The whole design was
executed In challenging circumstances due to multiple design changes. It was
a lengthy process with TIE to agree Estimates and receive payment, due in
the most part to Tl E's unwillingnees to recognise their obligations under the
lnfraco Contract. It should also be remembered that the design should have
been completed prior to novation and the signing of the lnfraco contract.
215, We had some concerns as to the performance of Halcrow. A number of issues
were recorded in correspond1:mce between ourselves and sos. These were
mainly highlighting the late Jssuing of design. Parts of the design package

(

which were originally assigned to Halcrow were reallocated

to PB. This was to

ensure that the design progressed satisfactorily.
216. "fhere was a TIE/BSC meeting dated 11 January 2010 (CEC003.54155). In the
minutes, item 129 Intimate$ that.tfJei MUDFA Programme information had
been outstanding since

14 September 2009 and would be sent to BSC that

week. This again demOn$trates that the reports were not being submitted to
us regularly. It is recorded in the mlnute.s to allow us to update our records
accordingly.
217.

BSC did receive MUD FA Programme information, but this was never on a
regular basis. We always .had to force tfJe issqe to receive the information
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from TIE. I discuss this extensively .i.boVe ahd in my original witness
statement.
218. There was. .i meeting between TIE, BSC and SDS dated 19 January2010
(CEC00589332). This meeting took place as part of a TIE audit of the

structures dei;.ign. I wa1:1 not present at the meeting, as can .be seen from the
minutes, The minutes show the contentious nature of these audit meetings.

As rdiscuss above, this was part.of TIE's campaign to use audits to obtain
information to pursue further adjudications. It was an ;,!tempt to come up with
design-related failings that could be used against us. I do not know what the
outcome of the meeting was.

(
March 2010

219.

lsent a letterto Steven Bell dated 1 March 2010 (CEC00578330). Within the
letter, at paragraph 3, I noted. that prior to contract award the parties had
agreed.that lnfraco would.incorporate the SDS Design Delivery Pro{lramme
V31 Into the Schedule Part 15 - Programme and the result would be the first
TIE change. It was further noted that the proposed revised Programme was
submitted to TIE on 2 June 2008 but remained Without agreement until
17 December .2008. This letter demonstrates the difficulties we had and the

(

reasons why. We agreed a process with TIE, but fundamentally they would
never accept a programme. that showed delayed completion. They
continuously required us to mitigate. Mitigation is one thing, but they wanted
us to ac;c;eierate. This means spending our own money to reduce their delay.
They would not accept any obligation to pay for this. The whole programme
experience wae a mess.
220.

No revised programmes were agreed beyond rev1sion 1. Revision 1 was the
incorporation of the change from v26 to 31 of the SDS programme. The
Contract Programmewas completely out of date. We started recording
progress against programme revision 3a. This was to make it more realistic,
but TIE did not formally approve the programme.
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221. Had we agreed a revised programme it would have shown the massive delay
due to MUDFA. It would also have shown the ih.crea.se in costs commensurate
with this.
222,

I received a letter frorn Steven Bell dated 19 Mamh 201 O (CEC00405690).
The letterins:tructed. BSO lo commence, carry out and complete the INTO
works listed within the letter. In response, I sent a letterto TIE dated .31 March
2010 (CEC00405689). I think this correspondence is centra.1 to the whole
dispute between lnfraco and TIE on clause 80.13 and this is the issue Which I
have already discussed above at paragraphs 80, 174, 179 and 198~203 of this

(

witness statement.
223. There was a reporHo CEO's Tram Sub-Committee, dated 22 March 201 O
(CEC01891483). This provided an update oh the MUDFA Works. The report

stated that the MUDFA Works had commenced in July 2007 with a planned
duration of70Weeks and that additional unforeseen works had required to be
carried out in many l.ocations. It wanton to state that 97% of the MUDFA
Works were now complete, ancrthat the remaining 3.% on-street MUDFA civil
engineering works would be completed by September 2010. It further noted
that, ''Thi$ Work doe$ not generally require any excavation work to be carried
out and therefore should be unlikely to present any significant obstacle to

(

progress on streef'. There is a further report to Council on 24 June. 2010
which noted that 48,000 metres ofan expected 50,000 metres, 96%, of utility
diversions had been completed (CE;C0:!083184).
224.

It is not for me to have a v[ewas to what extent the MUDFA Works were
complete and to What extent they remained outstanding. That I belleve is a
question for TIE and those responsible for MUDFA - not lnfraco~ However,
from my knowledge and experience, the statements provided in the CEC
report are not true.. These l:lgain are a further example of TIE misrepresenting
the posiiion to OEC. The MUDFA Works were still not complete when we
entered into the Mediation in March 2011. Therefore, I would doubt that six
months beforehand this is accurate, A quick review of the extent of the. utility
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works completed post-Mediation clearly demonstrates that the percentages
recorded by TIE were inaccurate.
225. TIE would have sufficient relevant information to report accurately. l believe
that they were deliberately misreporting. TIE did not want to disclose the tr1,1th
to CEO or to the public.
226.

I received a letter from Steven Bell dated 25 March 201 O (CEC00142686).
This detailed an Audit undertaken by the Nichols Group, on Design
Assurance, System Integration and Best Value. I responded to this by letter
dated 6 JUiy 2010 (CEC00212143). Jt is clear that the auditor had

(

misunderstood some issues surrounding the programme. This included that
the current version was a very out of date revision. As to Design Assurance
Statements, please also see paragraphs 10.41 and 10.42 of my original
witness statement.
April 2010

227.

I received a letter from Steven Bell dated 2 April 2010 (CEC00197190). This
letter related to a Design Audit dated January/February 2010. It was
undertaken by TIE under clause 104 of the lnfraco Contract. I note that the
Ex:ecutive Summary of that document highlighted that certain things provided
the audit team cause for concern. These were:

(

•

Li!Ue evidence that lnfraco ha.d properly m,:1naged the design process in a
timely 111anner.

•

Lack of evidence that lnfraco had paid serious attention to Best Value design
solutions.

•

The final outputs of design were in E;Jxcess of the needs of the Client

•

No acceptance of liability for pre-novation issues.

•

Lack of engagement with the audit process.

228.

I would dispute these statemen,ts. It was a concerted campaign, including
sending ),:1wyers from DLA Piper, for example, to internal audits so they could
take notes. Our management of SDS on these projects was not the issue. It
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was the incomplete MUDFA Works and the incomplete design when we
commenced work.
229.

In a letter from Steven Bell oi:ited 28 April 2010 (CEC00210506), Steven
intimated that, ata meeiing on 14 April, Richard Walker had made. a
statement to the effect that the sos Provioer was not designing with Betit
Value in mind. I was not in attendance at this meeting and cannot comment
on whether he said this or not. I hiwe discussed our Value Engineering
obligations above. I believe that the point that Richard was making was that
the requirements of CEC and other third parties did not always align with Best
Value for the ETP. When issues surrounding betterment or excessive third

(

party requirements were raised with TIE:, these were ignored despite these
being additional costs to the Project.
May 2010

230.

I sent a .letter to TIE dated 21 May 2010 (CEC00328161). At numbered

paragraphs two and three, I noted that TIE had proposed that, "after the issue
of this instruction lnfraco proceeds on a demonstrable cost basis /or all

Notified Departures,'' and that, "your offer to reimburse our reasonable costs
on a 'without prejuc/ice basis' In respect of the On-street works is somewhat
unsatlsfaofory'. My letter was In response to a letter received from TIE and

(

dated 1 April 201 o (CEC!l0570730). This was a long and particularly nasty
piece of correspondence, pa.rt of the chain where TIE trieo to circumvent the
true meaning of Clause 80.13, It also relates to the issue referred to in
adjudication in respectofthe Murrayfield Underpass. Ourtundamental
problem was that TIE did not <1ccept some of the key concepts in the lnfraco
Contract. There was 110 ttust between us whatsoever. We would not do i:is TIE
requested, which meant that we would probably be requested to give up all
contractual rights and entitlement.
231.. The issues covered in this chain of letters included the following:
•

Our complete inability to agree a workable Construction Programme with TIE.
This was because of their failure to accept the. delay which we were reporting.
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In reality, we believed that the real rt'.la$on TIE would not accept a reVi$ed
Programme was that they would then have to report to CEC and others that
the Proj!'lct was at least two years behind (for reasons which were not
lnfraco's t:e$ponslbility).
•

•

Continuous disagreement about the operation of Clauses 65 and 80 and their
interaction. lnfracowas subsequently fQund to be correct in its interpretation of

I

the lnfraco Contract on these key issues.

I

TIE continually insisting that we were oblige(! to comply with instructions they
issued to carry out works, either LJnder Clause 34, clause. 8.0.15, 80.16 or
based on other interpretations of clause 80.13. Again, TIEwere subsequently

c .

held to be wrong in their Interpretation of the lnfraGo Contract.
TIE Gontinually alleging that lnfraco'$ Interpretation of Clal)Ses 65 and

80

made 'no commercial sense'.
•

Continuous assertions that lnfraco would have to prove that delay had not
been caused by its own mismc\nagement of the .SDS Designer.

•

Allegations that one of the reasons TIE could not issue the TIE Change
Orders that wererequired by Clause 80.13 was because lnfraco was inflating
the amount it was looking for as contained within Estimates.

•

TIE stating that it could not issue TIE Change Orders because of the absence
of competent Estimates .submitted. by lnfraco. If TIE rejected the principle of a
change having occurred, then the matter of the Estimate is irrelevant.

(

•

By this point, TIE was repeatedly .referring to lnfraco as a 'delinquent
contractor' and was accusing us of responding to their letters in 'abusive and
inflammatory langl!age'. I accept 1hat the Weirding ofthe letters going back and
forth between TIE and lnfraco was more aggressive that J am used

to using in

contracts of this nature. However, our need. to r1Jspond robustly was <!riven by
the VE:lry aggressive position adopted by TIE and its complete refusal to accept
what the lnfraco Contract said.
232. lrecelved a letter from Steven Bell dated 213 May 2010 (CEC00313328).
Wlthln the letter, Steven set out certain concerns and allegations by TIE in
relation to BSC's management of the design post.novation. Agslin, this was
TIE attempting to. throw mud in our direction and a criticism of our
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i

managemehtof SDS. To suggest that !hi!:> wa$ the exclusive reason for the
delay was completely fal.se. I dei;il with our response on all issues associated
with design at secti<m 1o of my original witness statement
June. 2010
233. Anthony Rush, TIE, sent a letter to Nick Flew, Managing Director, PB
(Europe), dated 4 June 2010 (CEC00298078), This letter advised thatthe
qesign was still incomplete, including the on-street track. I note a further letter
from DLA Piper to PB dated 5. AugList 201 O (CEC00337893). DLA Piper wrote
to PB expressing concern, "over the programme and cost fmplloations of the

(

unusually high volume of design changes or alleged design changes that are
still appearing and causing claims related to deslgndevelopmenf'. This would

c\Ppear to be another attempt by TIE to obtain the agreement between SDS
and BSO by formal means, so they have directly written to PB. This is fhe
agreement which I discuss above at paragraphs 161 and 162. This is clearly
not acceptable as PB were contracted to us.
234. There wc1s a draft report titled Tram ProjectA_ssurance Review, pri;iduced by
Marshall Poulton, CEC's TramMonitorlng Officer, and dated June 2010
(CEC00230821). I did not see this document aJthetime. What is of note is the

bonus culture that prevailed up until 2008. My view is thatthe key reason the

(

Infra co Contract had .been signed when it was {prematurely), was.to en;iure
th!Jt the consultants employed by TfE would receive their bonuses. 1his led. to
them entering into the contract far too soon, when the utilities were not moved
and the design was not complete.
235. The report also summarises the issues with the technical approval process.
This caused many of the i?sues Qil the Project with the different steps put In
place f:>y the Road Departments. These delayed the completion of the design,
because the issues were around the technlc;al approval process for the roads
design. ltis my opinion that i.h.is was dlie to the, failure of TIE to have a robust
and streamlined process in place. There were fewer issues and confusion
around structures and planning approval. The conclusion on p1;1ge 41 ofthe
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reportwas very Interesting. It refers to initial findings that the lack of a fully
coordinated and complete de$Jgn was a significant factor that caused many of
the contractual. difficultfes, I agree With this statement. If the design had been
completed on time and managed better prior to Financial Close, then many of
the i$sues would not have arisen.
236. There are other criticisms of BSC and BCUK in this document, which I do not
accept.
July 2010

f

237. From mld-2009,. TIE started to request a high frequency of audits and audit
meetings. From the start, the way in which TIE managed the Audit process
was confrontational. It engaged a plethora of outside consultant:;;, at further
expense to the Project, to attend these meetings. The audits were also
attended by lawyers, and we instructed Pinsent Masons to attend on our
behalf. ln·my opinion, the approach which TIE adopted at these audits was
entirely unreasonable; They were not looking for information to aid the Project
in any constructive way; instead they were looking for evidence. which they
could use against us in their on-going campaign to deny our entitlements
under the lnfraco contract. In the audits held In 201 o, therewas a clear
design slanlto the issues raised by TIE. They were trying to find evidence to

(

prove that Infra.co was not managing the design process or fully Integrating
th.e design.
238.

1-etters were issued during this process, Including one from TIE to me on
30 June. 2010 (CEC00161476) and my response of 5 July 2010.
(CECOQ439115). ln Tl E's letter of 30 June 2010, \hey accw;;ed inftaco of not
co-operating and engaging in the audit process. Attached to the letterwas a
schedule of addi.liona1 information required. This was aU focused on our
dealings and di::.cusslons - commercial and otherwise -with $PS. The list is
huge - it too.k qays of our flme to pull information together, and even where
we stated that we did not have some of the informationTIE were looking for
(such as hand written notes of commercial meetings between SOS and
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lnfraco), they did not accept this as an answer. ,IE had also been asking for
information about compensation events. ,hrough Pinsent Masons, we had
confirmed that we would be following the proc:edure in the lnfraco Contract i.rt
re.laUoti. to Compensation Events. and .Clause 65. The gf,neral tone.ofthis
letter was to complain about our lack of reactiveness to the audit request.
239.

My response of5 July 2010 (CEC00439115) sets out our poi;ition on a lot of
these Issues. We pointed out that there did not seem to be any clear audit
objective, .and that the time spent in trying to comply with these audit requests
was time which would h,we been better spent in progressing the Project. In
addition, the schedule that TIE produced of the documentation they were

(

looking for made it clear that they must already have been ih possession of
much of the information. My conclusion in this letter sums up lnfraco's position
in response to these audit requests - we thought that the time that it was
taking us to comply with the audits was excessive and unnecessary and that
TIE were trying to interfere and disrupt ol!r al>ility to perform our contractual
ol>ligations. I referred TIE to clause 6;3.4 of the lnfraco Contract, whereby
under the partnering obHgations neither party was to interfere with the rights of
the other party or hinder or prevent the otherfrom performing its obligations
under the lnfraco Contract. 1. a.lso referred to the duty contained in Clause 118
which stated:. "Wh.irever In this Agreement a Party is required to mak<, any
d<,terminatiot1 .otglve any decisions, instructions, opinions or consents ot to

(

express satisfaction or approval or otlwrwi$e take any action, that Party shall
act fairly and reasonably within the terms of this Agreement (save when~ the
Agreement expressly slates that TIE is to have absolute discretion), and
having regard to all the circumstances,"
September .201 O

240.

I sent. letters to TIE dated 17 September 201 O(CECQ0044543 ahd

CEC00044544). Th€lse letters outlined the position of BSC in relalion to the
dispute conoernlng defective worl<s at Princes Street. BSC's position in
.relation to Prinoes Street is commented upon at paragraphs 7.17, 7.18. 7.20
and 7.21 of my original witness statement.
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241.

Mr Porter issued his adJudication decision in relation to Depot Access Bridge
$32 on 22 September 201 O(8!=800053391). TIE accepted thatthis was a

Notified Departure. It wai, a dispute about the valuation of the work. BSC were
largely successful on this adjudication, and I was pleased with the outcome.
242.

I sent a letter sent to Steven Bell dated 22 September 2010 (CEC00084813). I

advised Steven that, "The recent behaviour of TI.Einhow Project Carlisle is
being approached and the aggressive campaign of Notices belng seNed on
lnfraco, is symptomatic of the tniserythat has persisted throughout this
Profecf'.

r

243. l Sent a further letter to TIE dated 23 September 2010 (CEC00159509). This

was to advise it of certain consequences .of the adjudication decision of
Mr Howie QC, Issued .on 28 July 2010. My understanding was that Mr Howie's
decision to award us an EOT for section A meant that the completion dates for
sections 8, C and D also had to change.
244.

I sent another letter to TIE dated 29 September 201 O(TIE00409574), I

advised Tl E that BSC were no longer prepared to carry out "goodwill" works.
For .example, the works. which were the subject of .94 outstanding INTCs listed
withln the letter - in respect.of which no TIE Change Order or an agreed .

(

Es.timate existed. In addition, BSC considered that they were not required to
carry out this work under the lnfraco Contract. The consequences of this
decision were to make our staff tedcmdant and terminate the .subcontractors.
245. This decision was made. reluctantly and against the backdrop of all of the
other correspondence and communication we were having with TIE at this
time. We had come to build a tram system for Edinburgh, notto get embroiled
in disputes. However, faced with the intransigence of TIE, we fe.ltwe had 110
other option but to minimise. the risk to lnfraco of proceeding with Works
where TIE Were refusing to recognise (Jurcontractual entitlement to payment
and extensions of time.
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I

October 2010

246, Further correspondence took place between BS.C and TIE between Octol:let
and November 2010. There was a letter from TIE to BSCdated 190ctober
(CEC00132507); aletter from BSC to TIE dated 29 October 201 O
(CEC00133316); and a letter from TIE to. BSC dated 3 November 2010
(CEC00133317). Project Gar/isle stood no chance of success when we were

so far apart on fundamental issues. TIE seemed blinded by their on-going
campaign, which W<l.s designed to try arid force BSG to accept a vety bad

I

de<JI. We could notagree with their proposals.
(

November 201 O

247. An adjudication decision was issued by Lord Dervaird around 26 November
2010 (BFB00053475). This was in relation to Landfill Tax. This again was an
adjudication where we were successful. The landfill issue was a complete
sideshow, andjustanother example of TIE taking an unreasonable attitude.
The Jandfi/1.tax related to who was responsible for the payment oftc1x in
respect.ofthe disposal of contaminated material,

Events in 2011 to September 2011

(

Preliminaries

248.

Lord Dervaird lssued a decision on 14 February 2011 (BFB00053489), This
deGision wa,s in relation to payment of preliminaries. This, again, was a
successful outcome for BSG.

249. There was perhaps c1 misunderstanding of what preliminaries really were.
Prellminaties related to the time-related fixed costs that we would incur. This
would pe whether works were being carried out or not, and related to office
costs and general everyday outgoings not directly related to the aGtualProject
work. We were entitled to these payments, as they were a running cost written
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into the contract These are flat payments and not measured against
variables., such as how much electricity is used per month. Tl E's argument In
relation to thi$ was found to be totally wrong. TIE misinterpreted what the
contr:;,.ct stipulated. They challenged the requirement to pay these monthly
preliminaries. TIE stopped m<1king thes1;1 payments and that was why we
challenged it. The decision issued clearly showed We were correct.

250. Two drawings were produced by BSC ln early 2011 (drawings ULE90130SW-DRG-00803 and ULE90130-SW-DRG-00804). These were to

demonstrate the number, subject matter and location of the disputed Notified
Departures. They show that there were only very small sections of the works

(

which were not affected by noncagreed IN1Cs. I would dispute that we didn't
try to mitigate delays·where we could by proceeding with work that we could
do.
Project Phoenix

251. This was a continuation and amendment of the previous Project Carlisle
Proposals. lnfraco proposed amending the lnfraco Contract on the basis of a
truncated Project scope that could fit within a budgetthat was available to TIE,
finding .:;i sustainable solution to the matters which divided the parties and
proceeding on a new agreed basis. The key advantages of Project Phoenix

(

included not wasting CEC's £400 million invested to date, prQviding greater
price/time certainty to CEC, providing revenue-earning services to CEC and
avoiding a costly and very protracted public dispute.
252.

BSQ produced a document dated 24 February 2011 (BFB00053258}. The
proposal was to complete the line from the Airport fo Haymarket for a total
price of £449, 166,366, subject toa shortened list of Pricing Assumptions, 1he
totiil price comprised a payment of £231,837,822 to Bilfinger, £136,881,719 to
Siemens, £65,306,030 to GAF and £15, 140,795 to SDS. Project Phoenix was
a follow.up to the other two submissions, Project Carlisle 1 and Project
Carlisle 2. Phoenix was a concerted. effort by BSC to obtain a solution and
allow t.he Project to move forward. The reason why this proposal only went as
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far as Haymarket was the continued presence of utilities and the On°Street
Works required. We could not put in place an estimate of cost for this.
ApprQach re. Mediation

253.

Having received the Remediable Termination Notices, and having made the
decision to cease all goodwill working, we fully expected that TIE. would
terminate the contract. We were therefore surprised when TIE suggested
mediatlon, albeit that I .believe this may have been driven by ·a Council
Leader's Emergency Motion dated 18 November 201 O rather than by TIE
themselves. By this point iii time, Sue Bruce had .been appointed as OEC's

(

new Chief Executive. I first met her at the Mediation and l believe she was a
key driver behind the disputes being unlocked at the Mediation Which too.k.
place at Mar Hall ln March 2011. She was assisted by Colin Smith of Hg
Consulting. We und?rstood that Colin hadworked with Sue on previous
projects.
254.

Our approach to the Mediation remained solutions-orientated. We had not
oome to get Into disputes. We had come to build the ETP for the City of
Edinburgh. If this oould not be achieved, which was looking Increasingly likely
in the latter part of 2010, find then we wanted to agree an amicable separation
from TIE.

(
255.

lnfraco and SDS worked as an internal team to prepare our Mediation
Statement along with our legal team (BFB00053260). We could have made
this a very accusatory document, and gone on at length about how we had
'won' at adjudication and how unreasonable TIE. had been. However, we
decided that the document should be far more op?n aml. forward-looking.
Whilst we thought that our interpretation of the lnfraco Contract was correct,
we recognised that neither party ,could continue as matters currently stood.
We recognised that TIE and CEC had budgetary constraints. If they could not
afford to build the entire Network at this time, we proposed what ¢ould be built
forthe budget that we belfeved was available - Project Phoenill. If TIE could
not agree to this. or some form of amended deal, then we wished to discuss
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how we could best extricate ours.elves from the lnfraco Coht.ract (referred to
by TlE: as Project Separation).
256. In contrast to the position adQpted by Jnfraco in its Mediation Statement, TIE
submitted a docutnentwhich was very contractual,. very confrontational and
accusatory (BFB00053300). It presented many contractual arguments (some
with a slightly different slant) that had already been dealt with in adjudication.
The Mediation Statement was also accompanied by. 31 exhibits, which were
obviously prepared by Tl E's lawyers and which covered Issues such as their
view of how Clause 80.13 should be Interpreted. We then had to work with our
internal team and external legal team to prepare. detailed responses. to each of

(

these exhibits. lnfraco was fully.prepared to present the evidence to the
Mediator and TIEJCEC at.Mediation to demom1trate the inadequacies ofTIE's
arguments. However, this was not necessary,
Conduct of Medi.ation

257. The Medlation started on Tuesday 8 March 2011. Tfie Mediation was probably'
attended by up to 60 people, all of whom had had to sign personal
confidentiality agreements prior to even being present. The fact that the
Mediatit;in was even happening had attracted a huge amount of media
attention. Sue Bruce deliverecl an opening statement on behalf of CEC

(

(CEC02084575). Richarcl Walker subsequently delivered an opening

statement on behalf ofBSC (BFB00053256), I. would like it noted that the
Edinburgh Trams Inquiry refers to a document With number TIE0067084? as
being Richard Walker's Qpening statement. That is not correct as it.appears to
be the notes taken by someone within TIE. It iS' inaccurate in various respects.
Following

cm from these statements, the Mediator went with TIE and CEC first

to discuss their position. The Mediator came back some hours later and stated
that CEC were looking for a sorutlon to progress and deliver the Project. It was
evident that CEC were taking the lead inthe .Mediation talks rather than TIE.
The subsequent talks were between CEC and lnfraco with limited
contributions from TIE..
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258.

Although there was discvssion atound some of the Issues which had divided
the parties, the focus through Mediation quickly became abouthow to deliver
the Project (subject to funding), using Infraco's Project Phoenix subm'ission as
the basis for the discussions. The key issues and blockers were discuss.ad
and pathways to resolution set out. The new approach by CEC (led by Sue
Bruce and Colin Smith) was to repainelationships, build trust and work in a
spirit of partnership. The challenge set at Mediation was to turn the Project
around and to jointly deliver the Project µnder a new governance structure
that would be a success and could ultimately.be a model for other projects.
This was the challenge communicated to me following discussions between
Sue Bruce and Dr Keysberg at Mediation.

(
259. This was the first time that I had met with Sue Bruce. She had a certain
openness. You could see.that she had a different view on the issues to what
we had encountered previously.
260.

Over the course of the week there were numerous discussions which were led
by the mediator, Michael Shane. ,here remained dispµtes between both
partie$. There was, however, a very quick acceptance by 1IE/CECthat a
revised model needed to be identified. This would h.ave to fit in with their
budget. It was very clear, from the statements provided, that they had limited
budgets available, It was also necessary to identify a revised model to r$ally
return to operation. I think the opening .statement of Sue Brl!ce indicated very

(

Clearly that there was i.ome openness and maybe not the very fixed opinion
which we had encountered previously through TIE. There were discussions
on these issµes to

try to find a way forward. Over the course of the week

ihere were different working sessions. It was, however, a very healthy, open
and transparent atmosphere, It was quite positive. Right from the. beginning
we had the feeling that there seemed to be. a different mood to what we had
faced before.

Terms
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261. Ultimately, a way forward was found With CEC at Mediation. Heads of Term
were agreed on. Saturday 12 March 2011 at the end of the week-long
Mediation (CEC02084685}. The Mediation had by this time moved from Mar
Hall to another hotel nearby with far fewer parties involved. The Heads of
Term covered the agreement reached at Mediation. We would enter into
immediate further discussions with CEC to get 1;1greementofwhat were to be
known as the Prioritised Works. The iram line would end at St Andrews
Square. The price for the Off-Street Works portion was negotfated and
reflected in the Heads of Term. This price was based on the Project Phoenix
dr<1wings with some exceptions. The price was £362. 5 million. It was 1;1 lump
sum price tor completing the section from Haymarket to the Airport.including

(

the. Siemens element and the SDS works. This price included everything,
including preliminaries.
262. The remaining on-street·section (Haymarket to St Andrew's Square) was to be
further negotiated but was to be based on a target sum of £39 million, based
on assumptions. we would not have t6 wait for a TIE. Change Order. Clauses
65, 80 .'Ind Schedule Part 4would be renegoti<1ted, TIE would retain the risk
associated with the removal ofthe utilities Jnttie on-street section. GAF were
to leave the consortium and be novated back to TIE. Everything beyond the
prioritisecl works was conditional on TIE/CEC securiqg additional funcling and
so there was a cut0 off date. If additional funding to complete the truncated

(

scdpe could not be found, th!;) lnfrac6 Contract would automatically terminate
on 1 September2011. lnfraco would be entitled to all sums due to be
determined by 1 July 2011, including sums in respect of materials etc.
purchased for the section of the line whk:h was not hoW going to be built (St
Andrew's Square to Newhaven). There was to be a concerted effort involving
CEC to cl.ear all outstanding technical and planning approvals required, and
for all other barrier$ to progression and completion of the design issues to be
removed. The cleslgn for the full line (to Newhaven) would be c6mpleted,
albeit the St Andrew'1:, Square to Newhaven section would not be built.
263.

Clause 13. 1 Cifthe Heads Cif Term provided: "There will be. a oultural shift in

the behaviour of all parties including interaction, co-location and
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empowerment. "This change in attitude and behaviour was crucial to how
matters then progressed. lnfraco was very keen to see .i;i change of the. TIE
personnel. .In fact, TI.E were then phased out with CEC taking .over the running
of the rslma.incler of the Project.
264. There was not a requirement for BCUK. to obtain approval from Bilfinger
Germany before any agreement could be reached. Dr Keysberg, the CEO of
Bilfinger Construction., was present at the Mediation so we had the full
authority fo make any decisions on agreements.
PostMediation

(
26$.

I was pleased with the outcome of the Mediation. We now had a platform to
move forward. Bilfinger Germany were also pleased with the outcome. Before
Mediation they had look.ed on !he ETP as. a disaster. From their point of view,
they had a Project in their order books with so many problems on the legal
side. That is not what a construction company stands for. They looked on the
outcome of Mediation as a way tp move forward. Even though it was not
100% fixed, there wi;is positive mornentum which we could take further.

266. I believe a lot of the issues that were dea.ltwith at Mar Hall could have been
resolved much earlier. M13diaUons on a smaller scal13 had already occurred.

c

We had all the adjudi0<1tion decisions which had provided clear guid,mc!=l
about the waythe lnfric1co Contract was to be interpreted and executed, The
opportunities which were there to find away fotward werejust not followed by
TIE. They preferred to proceed with their own agenda.
267.

l sent an .email to David Gough and others dated 18 March 2011
(BFB00094672). This emc1H had certain programme documents attached that

l.. had provided to OoUn Smith. These documents were the Programme
following M!=ldiation (BFB00094673), Priority Works Programme Following
Mediation (BFB00094674), the ETN Summary of Progr.,,mme following
Mediation (BFB00094675) and the Accompanying Narrative (BFB00094676}.
Th!:1 prioritised works programme and its outline was discussed, as we .had to
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commenc,e work as soon as possible. As a result of the Mediation talks and
furthar discussions during summer 2011, we had developed a complete
programme. This Is referred to as the 'ETN SummaryofProgrammefollowing

Mediation'. This identified not only the on-street but also the Off-Street Works,
including all the Priority Works issues. They were part of the programme to
ensure that they were delivered, bound into the contract and therefore would
adhere to the timeframe.
Misalignment Workshops

268,
(

During the Mediation, TIE requested certain additional information from

asc

(BFB00095823 to BPB00095830). This included a schedule of the Changes

that had arisen as a result of the MisalignmentWorkshops post novation
(BFB00095824). TIE had previously refused to issue instruc,tions for most

rnandatory-type changes. These included development workshops, and even
when instruction had been issued TJ.E had not paid monies due to SOS. This
was despite an Instruction being in place.
269. The Development Workshop Process (defined within Schedule P<1rt 23 of the.
lnfraco Contract) involved holding workshops to identify misalignments, The
workshops were to be held as soon as reasonably practicable and attended
by all parties. Attlme of contract award, it was known that misalignment$
existed between the SOS design and the lnfraco proposals, The workshops
were held to determine the development of the lnfraco proposals and any
consequentil'll amendl"lientto the design deliverables. A misalignment report
would then be prepared and signed off by all parties. It would identify the
rnisalignments; detail the conclusions in respect of each matter and payments
to be made to SOS in respect oflhe work to be carried out by SOS as a result
of the conclusions set 04! in the report. The work to be carried out by sos to
address the misalignment was a Mandatory TIE Change. TIE Sh9Uld then
have Issued a TIE Notice of Change requesting an Estimate from Jnfraco to
carry out the necessary design works. Following receipt and agreement of the
Estimate, Tl.E would then issue the corre.sponding TIE Change Order. TIE
also had the option of instructing the design in advance of agreement of the
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Estimate through the appropriate contractual mech.;mism (see Clawse 10.18 .of
the Jnfraco contract).
270. The total value of these changes is detailed at the. J:mUom of the schedwle
document(BFB00095824}. It should be noted that these are just the (lesign

changes, notthe lnfraco changes.
Remobilisation Payment

271. An internal emailwas sent from Colin Smith to Sue Bruce and others within
TIE/CEC dated 5 April 2011 (CE:C01927616). The email provided that .BSC
had accepted a cash flow proposal to mobilise. An attachm.ent to the email

(

outlined that the total re-mobilisation payment would be £49 million
(CEC01927617).

272. There appears to have been a misunderstanoing as to what the payment of
£49. million related to. This was not really a remobilisation payment, even if it
was quoted as such. Thia was actually a payment of the settlement sum which
was agreed at Mediation to bring us back to a so-called cash-neutral position.
We had not received any monies from TIE for a consider.able time. This meant
that we were completely cashcnegative as a result of having to J,end the
payments to SDS .and to the contractors. The £49 million was a fixed amount

(

to bring us bac.k to a point where were not cash-negative. The payment also
covered the agreed amountfor the off-street and Prioritised Works. These had

to commence from early May 2011. In addit[on, the payment covered the first
certificate of th.e settlement sum as described in Clause 6 of the Prioritise.d
Works Agreement (known as 'MoV4'). It included the payment of some sums
agreed at Mediation in relation to all extensions of time, other claims and .in
respect .of Siemens materials; This was Why the payment to them was so
much more than the payment to Bilflnger - Siemens hao incurred
considerable costs.
273.

The payment made after Mediation was a standalone payment, and not
connected with any other payments. The payment of £45 million, paid after
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Contract Close in 2008, was completely separate. There was not a do1,1bfe.
payment made for mobilisation, When the con\ract started in 2008, the
c()n!ract .arrangements were $1,1ch that we received a mobilisation payment to
commence work. That was completely separate to the payment of £49 million
which was part Of the total settlement sum.
Collaboration

l
I

274. After Mediation, a more streamlined procedure was established. TIE was
essentially not involved. We now had buy-in from CEC and other authorities.
We had weekly design and consent governance meetings. These were
chaired by Colin Smith, and attended by all parties contributing to the design
as required. This included Scottish Water and Network Rail, who were
concerned with key problem areas. This new governance helped to overcome
problems and there was far more input from CEC. All the roads and consents
with third party s1pproval now had to be dealt with by CEC. It w1:1s hands on
and suddenly worked.
275. With all the parties working In a collaborative partnership approach, thf;l
remaining problems were overcome. Thisworked very well. If the will had
been present earlier, it c.ould have worked earlier.

(

Funding
276. The main settlement agreement was dependent on CEC obtaining the
necessary funding to c;omplete the truncated Project. CEC were aware that
this would take some time to obtain. So as not to lose sever1:1J months, it was
decided to proceed with those works for which there was funding available.
This would ensure momentum was not lost; and was the reason why .the
agreementwas entered into In advance of the m1:1in settlement agreement.
This agreement also facilitated the Initial payment of :;;ome Of the sums agreed
at Mediatlon. Jt covered the Prioritised Works that were agreed at Mediation.
We now had a contractual basis to move forward with the Projec;t. The Heads
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of Terms is notreally a contractual document, it just reflects the main issues
. identified and agreed.
277.

All parties entered into a Minute of Variation dated 20 May and 1o June 2011
(CEC01731817). This was the Minute of Variation 4 (MoV4), which varied the

lnfraco Contract to allow certain Prioritised Works to take p.lace. The
Prioritised Works were listed, along with planned completion dates. The
Heads of Terms was transformed into the MoV4 because we really required
time until September to renegotiate the remainder - including this target price
arrangement for the on-street. The Minute of Variation was an official change
to the existing contract so that it became a formal contract document. It is not

(

the final settlement document or the overall. amendment to the Contract - that
oame in MoV5.
278. The timescale for the conclusion of negotiations was extended to 31. August
2011. This was to accommodate CEC and their need to confirm funding. This
. took them longer than anticipated, as a result of having to deal with Transport
Scotland along with. other authorities. They needed to ensure that the funding
was fully Sf)cured. It may have been that 1he earlier date for agrel;lment of 30
June 2011 wa$ overly .optimistic.
Design Issues

(
279. Damien Sharp sent an email to me and others dated 19 April 2011
(TIE00376423). Attached to the emall was a list of outstanding design issues

and concerns (TIE00376424). BSG's Design and Consents report datl;ld
7 June 2011 was attached to the minutes ofa design (clnd consents meeting
held on.8 June 2011 (BFB00096931), The design had not been completed
pre-contract and post-contract we had all the problems and disagreemflnts
with TIEabo1,1tthings whiQh affe.oted the design, .such as: ovtstanding utility
works which affec(et;l design; disagreement about whp paid for design
changes; outstanding third party approvals and. consents; CEC involvement
and interference and .a very cumbersome design approval process. This is
really why there were outstanding design issues, at this very la.te stage,
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280. Simon Nesbitt, Design Manager, BCUK, sent an email to Jason Chandler, PB,

<:lated 6 July 2011 (eFB<lOCl97124J. It included a.h attachment relating to a
table of Review Comments (BFB00097126). Within this document, there. was
comment on a number of on-going problems with design. This highlighted that
there was ''signifioanf slippage" between the current draft of SOS design
programme v72 and.a previous version. There was no explanation provided
for this. In providing an explanation for on-going problems with design, It is
necessary to remember that after the works stopped prior to Mediation there
was effective demobilisation. Outing that time, the design slowed down. We
commenced the priority work in May, with the new governance approaches in

(

place. SDS had issues when work was commenced under the new structure.
This was quite normal, as all the necessary resources had to be assembled.
This is the reason elements of the design were not issued in line with the
programme. This was to be expected in a project of this size, scale. and
complexity. Some of the issues are directly attributed t!) SOS, and others. due
to incorrect infonnation being provided on occasion by l;,iemens. This is what
the emails refer to, What sh.ould be noted is that these issues di.d not result in
increased Project costs for CEO, nor did they delay the completion of the
Project. Indeed, the. Project was delivered ahead ·Of the revised programme
and was within CEC's revised budget.

( ·

281.

In every contract, desfgners tend to be late or provide incorrect information.
This requires a very strictfollow-up. BSC pushed the new governance
models, and .also methods to get it operational. We provided office space
within the consortium office for our designers. Previous to this, SDS worked
separately ih thelr own office space. CEC resources were. now able to work in
partnership with SDS, and CEC staff were .able to deal with approvals. This
worked well. We even provided spaca for Network Rail and Scottish W:;iter so
their staff were also now working closely with the rest of the partners involved
in the Project ·
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282.

With senior SOS mana.gement now involved, issues were resolved quickly.
The fact all the pi,irtners were working closely together meant that when a
problem arose, everyone worked tog€!ther to icJ€)ntify a solution.

MoV5

283. The document titled Settlement Agreement (Minute of Variation 5) is. dated

15 September 2011 (BFB00005464). This was the full and final version of the
agreement entered into by TIE. CE:C and BSC. CAFwere negotiating
separately-they were already negotiated out by the oral agreement at Mar
Hall. GAF had their own contractual relationship with CEC, although there was
interaction with us as a result of the crossover. I was responsible for leading
the whole team along with out legal team from Pinsent Masons. l was heavily
involved from May to September 2011. I would say that I. was an integral part
of the negotiations.
284. This Settlement Agreement introduced the full contract amendmentwhioh was
necessE;try to reflect the agreements reached. The key points to note about !he
Settlement Agteement .Eilre as follows:
a.

The lnfraco Contract was 'unpiol<ed' to remove CAF as a Party to the lnfraco
consortium. Th.e Tram Supply and Maintenance Agreements were effectively
novated back to CEC as Employer, with Vflrious indemnities and waivers of
claims which could have arisen being dealt with. The Agreement held that

(

GAF was to have no further liability under the lnfraco Contract, and TIE and
CEC waived any claims against CAF accordingly.
b.

The Tram Supply and Tram Maintenance Agreements required to be
amended to deal with the fact that CAt==: would now be carrying out its
obligations under these Contracts directly for CEC.

c.

Clause 3 ofthe Settlement Agreement dealt with the fact that it was entered
into by a.II the parties to it In full and fimiJ settlement of "a// Disputes claims and

entitlements, whether pa$t, pre"ent or future, of any kind whatsoever and
howsoever arising, ... " with a .few exceptions (including in relation to disputes
in relation to the Prioritised Works which .had been carried out under MoV4,
third party claims, claims by TIE in respect of systems integration and claims
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in rel.ation to the underlying construction of the Project (i.e. l.itent defects
etc.)). This meant that by signing up to the Settlement Agreement, all of the
adjudication decisions pl"E)viously issued became finalised. It was not open to
eithEair lnfraco or TIE to revlslt or challenge those Decis.ions by taking the
underlying disputes to Court.
285.

Schedule Ato the Settlement Agreement, dealt with all of the amendments
required to individual Parts and Schedulestothe lnfraco contract, to reflect
the renegotiated deal. It was a major task to reach agreement on all of this
and l deal here with some of the major changes:

. a.

(

Schedule Pa.rt 2: the Employer's Requirements were amended to deal with
the tnmcated scope of what would now be delivered by lnfraco,

b.

Schedule Part 4: this now contained an Off Street Works Price which was
genuinely a fixed price (ofcircar362.5 million), and the On-Street Works
Price (cirqa £47 million) which was deal! with by a new Schedule to fhe
Contract - Schedule. 45 (On Street Works). A Schedule of Rates was inserted
for arriving at the value of TIE Changes (other t.han .those that related to the
On-Street Works), and a process was detailed for agreeing the value of those
Changes.

c. .

Schedule Part 45: this was the mechanism for dealing with the Pricing for the
On-.Street Works· Price. ThIs was where some of the terminology and

c

concepts which had previously beet) in the unamended Schedule Part 4,
could still be found. This was to deal with TEaimaining uncerta.inties in respect of
the On-Street Works where TIE retained the risk, i.e. the fact that it was
known that utilities remained tobe diverted and a number of other matters
required lo be finaJised s~1ch as third party approvaJs and outstanding
consents, This nieat)t that Clause 6 of Schedule Part45 still had the concept
of Pricing Assumptions butthere were now for fewer of them . Although clause
80 remained in the main lnfraco Contract, all changes to the;price and
programme for the On,Street Works were only to be dealt with throµgh the
Schedule Part 45 mechanism, which effectively meant that Clause 80 w.is no
longer relevant for changes to the On-Street Works. The changes were now
known as Pricing Assumption Variations and not Notified Departures.
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d.

The other very importan1 change introduced by Schedule Part 45 was that the
prohi!Jltlon on proceeding with On-Street Works before the value of the
Change was agreed, was removed. The concept of an On-Street Works
trigger date was introduced, This meant that if changes occurred as a result of
the Pricing Assumptions (i.e. the facts and circumstances differed from the
remaining Pricing Assumptions), and lnfr<1co applied for time and money,
Which was then not accepted by TIE/CEC so that the gulf between what was
applied for and what was certified rose to more than 21 days in time, or
£750,000, then the Trigger Date occurred. What thaJ meant was that the Joint
Project Forum was to meet within 4 weeks of the Trigger Date to discuss the
claim. If those differences rose to more than £1.5 million outstanding, then by

(

clause 8.1, lnfraco could suspend the On-Street Works and would only be
obliged to recommence once the difference .gotback to £750,000 or below.
e.

Schedule Part45 also introduced a de!E1iled Variation Mechanism and a
Schedule of Rates. and Prices for calculatingwhatwas due in respect of
Pricing Assumptions Variations. It was a far more work<1ble mechanism that
the previous Schedule Part 4 .and Cl<1use 80 mechcinlsm which ha.d been at
the centre. of so many of our disputes with TIE.

Governa.nce Structur!i!

286. There were many other parts of the lnfraco Contract which required to be

(

amended to reflect the agreement reached. Following on from Medi<1tion, a
new Governance Structure (agreed at Mediation) was put in place. The new
Governance Structure and changes from thl;l pre-Mediation situation are
briefly outlined below:
a.

The Project would be Jed by CEC and directly overseen by the Council CEO.
TIE would in effect take a step back prior to f:leing phcisect out. There were
clear lines of communication set up between the parties with El commitment at
the highest .levels to work together In an open manner and spirit of
partnership. It was agreed that an Independent Certifier (Colin Srnith) would
be appointed and would.be charged with making determinations.on issues
that could not be resolved swiftly by the parties.
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b.

A series.of Control Meetings chaired by the Independent Certifferwereset up
for eacn of the key work streams (Le. Utilitle$, Design & Consents,
Construction, Commercial, Princes Street etc.). The Control meetings
encouraged and ;:11iowed open .and frank discuss.ions on any and all issues.
The meetings were held in "the room without comers'' as phrased by the
Independent Certifier. The expectation wc1s that any Issues were to be aired in
this forum rather than through formal correspondence. The aim was two-fold:
to reduce the amount of Projecl correspondence and to allow for i$sues to be
raised, discussed and resolved face to face. The Control Meetings were

'

attended by the key Project representatives of each party.

c.

Key stakeholders (e.g. Network Rail, Scottish Watereto.) were also invited to
all or parts of the relevant Control meeting. This was a positive move to create
a spirit ofownership of the. Project by third parties and forthem to Understand
the.challenges faced by or from the perspective of the tram project team as
well as outline the issues from .their perspective. This greatly assisted in
unlocking a number of key issues and encouraged open communication
bi,tween all the parties.

d.

Any issues that could not be resolved in a timely manner through the Control
meeting process werf,! then escalated. The escalation process, whilst nonoontraotual, was agree(;! to by the parties to ensure swift and oost~ffective
resolution .of issues. For any issues that could not be resoived through the
Control meeting, briefing papers were prepared by each Party and issued to
the Independent Certifier. The lndepend(;!nt Certifier would then make his
decision promptly thereafter. Should the decision of the lndepi,ndent certifier
notbe accepted, the issue could be escalated to the Joint Project Forum. The
Joint Project Forum was chaired l:>y the CEC and attended by the. senior
representatives of each parfy including Transport Scotland. Whilst items and
updateswere reported to the Joint Project Forum, all issues were resolved by
the Independent Certifier and no issues were taken to the Joint Project Forum
for a decision. I recall that there were .only a handft\l ofJS$Ues that
necessitate.ct briefing papers being prepared -the vast majority of issues were
resolved through the Control meetings.

e.

The formal contract dispute mechanism remained in place and available for
any partyto use; however, this was not required post Mediation.
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287. In addition, a number of initlatives were set up. immediately .following
Mediation. r"his included the following:
a.

A number of Prioritised Work .areas were identified to be st€1rted as soon as
possible after Mediation. These included the Depot l:lnd mini testtrack and
Haymarket Yards. The intent was tc;, make <1 start on key areas (Le. Depc;,t) as
well as demonstrating that the parties could work together <1nd in tum support
the case for the additional funding that was required to deiiver the truncated
line as far as St Andrew Square. The Prioritised Works were completed on or
ahead of programme and with.in the allowable budget.

b.

The CEO Project Management team as well as Planning and Technical
Officers rEJ-located to the Consortium Project Office. Additional CEO resources
were added to the Projectto allow for the c;,utstanding approvals tobe
progressed as quickly as possible.

c.

New office sp<1ce was added to accommodate CEC andthe Netwc;,rk Rail
team who. were brought in, to allow for open and Immediate dialogue to
resolve issues quicker and face-to,faoe without unnecessary correspondence
or through intermediaries. The same offer was made to Scottish Water,
How1:,ver, they declined to take office space.

d.

The CEO Approval bodies and lofraco worked seven days a week during April
2011 to progress and resolve th.e vast majority of design approval Issues. TIE
were excluded from these meetings and the CEC and lnfraco teams were

(

charged to reso.lve the issues, which they did successfully. This was clear
evidence of the new spirit of working and partnership. There was a clear "re,
energisation" of the Project at this time.
e.

A new 1;1pproach was t<1ken foiward to changes post Mediation. Changes
("PMCs") were identified, discussed and agreed in a timely manner through
the Control meeting, or separate ad-hoc rneetinQs where necessary. Where a
change was agreed, the correct contractual process was followed to allow the
works to proc1;11;1d and mitigate any impact to the programme. AS an example,
"time sheet" PM Cs were t1;1ken forward to allow some design changes (i.e. due
to thsl considerable utility .conflict issues still to be resolved) to be progressad.
Coming out of Mediation, a number of design changes were identified th.at
could not at that tirne be fully quantified .. In order to avc;,id ;:iny delay to the
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completion .ofthe design, Clause .80.15 Change Orders were issued by CEC
with a noUo"exceed v11lue to allow the design works to progress. The costs
were then tracked through submission of weekly time sheets, and costs
agreed and tracked on a weekly basis.
f.

The aim of lnfraco at Mediation was for TIE to be removed from the Projectto
ensure a successful delivery. This w11s because lnfraco and SOS did not have
any belief that the Project could be delivered with TIE 11s Project Manager.
B.etween March 2011 and September 2011, TIE were phased out and T&T
were brought in to assist CEC in managing and delivering the Project.

g.

There were still substantial utilities diversion works to be carri.ed out (at the
Utilities Control meeting dated 30 June 2011, TIE stated that 600"700

(

potential conflicts had been identified). CEC Jed the new approach, under
which all parties worked together to identify clashes and determine the most
appropriate solution {Le. diversion of the utility, dispensation from the statutory
utility authority or amendment of the Infrastructure design). The period
following Mediation involved desktop review of the utilitie$ issues and trial
holes to Inform the next steps. The extent of the utility works still to be carried
out surprised CEC.
h.

Athorough review of the Project was undertaken, and value engineering
opportunities fdentified and taken forwards by the Project. The focus post•
Mediation was to deliver tne tram project. The value engineering opportunities
taken.forward included removal of the Crew Facility al Haymarket Viaduct,

(

removal of the Canopy and Kiosk at Edinburgh Airport, deletion of significant
quantities of setts and deletion of the requirement for full depth road
construction.
288.

In my opinion, the Settlement Agreement was good for the ETP. After all the
months of negotiation> we were able to get an agreement signed. This allowed
the ETP to be completed without further problems.

289. The agreement was also a good thing for the City of Edinburgh and the public.
In 2008, when the lnfraco Contract wa$ first signed, it was anticipated that the
tram network would be built. Wh<;n problems arose we were losing money.
There then began a period of negative reporting in. the media about the trams
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.l

and the problems llrourtd its construction. There was also the issue of the
utility problems Wh1ch caused a lot of del!ly and 1nconvenience tot.he
stakeholders and to the pubUc. This was also a concern for CEC who had
already invested a lot of money wit.bin the Project. We still- had three years to
go from May 2011 until completion. I would not say that everything ran totally
smoothly. However, we were now able to work in a coll;:,borative partnership
manner.

Events from September 2011 to Project Completion in 2014

.,.

Aftermath of Mediation

\'

290. . After Mar Hall, work progressed in accordance with the new budget and
programme, This was alrnost ;;r fresh start. Previously wewere struggling with
the way in which TIE were administering the contract. I would say that, as a
result of Mediation, both sides looked at their organisations. TIE was removed
completely. Our senior managem¢nt changed after Mediation. There was no
Richard Walker, There.was no·interference now from senior managers on
TIE's side. A complete new governance structure was in place, built.on
partnership and collaboration. It work!;ld well..

(

291.

The main difference was TIE did not exist anymore. I would not say the fssu1;1s
were all down to the personalities involved, I think the behaviour of TIE as a
whole was not compatible with the management of such a project. I was still in
place, as was Dr Keysberg. The overall and over-arching governance
structure was still there. We met, at a senior level, with Sue Bruce every three
months. Dr Keysberg als.o attended these meetings. It was apparent now that
all sides understood the lnfraco Contract. This was as a result of all the
interested partie:, having ah input into the new agreement.

292. The way in Which On-Street Works are different to Off-Street Works was
stipulated within the Settlement Agreement. This was as a result of having.,.
target price agreement with pricing assumptions for the on-street. This was
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achieved through working in a very collaborative manner. When work was
started again the conflict with utilities remained. The utililles required to be
relocated in parallel with our works, orjust In advance. There was very close
cooperatiori and coordination and thl$ ensured ltworked effectively. In relation
to the Off Street Works we. had a fixed price agreement for deHvering the
0

section between Haymarket and the Airport. Although problems were still
present, the new governance procedures were in place.
New approach to Utility Conflicts and Diversion Works

,·

293. There. was a new contractor, McNicholas, in place to carry out the utility worl<.

\

·1his was under the supervlsion of T&Talong with CEC. I think the contractor
for the utilities under MUDFA before w¢re McAlpin~ followed by Carillion and
Clancy Docwra.
294. We were not in control ofthe utilities work. The authorities carne in imct dealt
with matters directly. There WI.IS a good level of co-operation, with high level
meetings taking place. There was a commitment to working together and
ensuring the Projectwas completed.
295.

t=ollowing the.Mar Hall Mediation there were approximately 352, Post
Mediation Changes (''PMCs"). I think the number of PM Cs was a surprise to

(

all parties. However, there were still a significant amount of utility clashes and
conflicts to resolve post-Mediation. After Mediation, at one of the very first
Workshops there was still TIE involvement Ithink they had reviewed the
design against the uti.llties and they were identifying more than 500 clashes at
lhaf time. I recall

on one occasion that the number may have been as. high as

700. There were issuesthat MUDFA had not considered -for example, we
.understood that the TIE MUDFA team h.id notcons1dered the OLE positions
or some ducting when carrying out the MUDFA Works - this was the reason
why there were so many .clashes. When the work commenced, there were
between 500 and 700 PMCs. already identified. When excavl3tions on the
roads started, additional conflicts were identified.
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296. The strategy for the utility diversion works was changed. The intent was that
the new Utilities Contractor would go in just ahea.d of lnfraco. They would
excavate down to formation level .and resolve the utility conflicts before lnfraco
came on-site, This wa$ a morEl costceffective way to deliver the works.
297.

Following Mediation, the CEC leadership team were more open and honest
about the scope of incomplete utility works. This allowed for a more creative
and dynamic environment, where ideas and Value Engineering for both
parties (CEC and lnfraco) could be expanded. The more open 'partnering'
approach led to better planning .of resouri;es and, ultimately, less abortive
works.

c

29.8. The CECff&T team had a better relationship with the Utility providers,
resulting in faster turnaround on Issues. CEG were more open and realistic
when programming the utility works, and upfront on the issues and
constraints.
299.

Under TIE, a number of traffic management proposals put forward by BCUK
were rejected due to perceived disruption to local stakeholders. The propoi,als
taken forward through TIE resulted in more protracted works that impacted on
the local stakeholders for longer. The approach by C.E;G riost-Medlation was to
accept short term pain for long term g.:1in, delivering a more cost-effective

(

works plan that ultimately rEiduced prograrnrne durations. It was a more robllst
approach. A number of the traffic management proriosals developed by BCUK
for TIE, whilst reje.cted by TIE, were taken forward by CEC post Settlement
Agreement.

aoo.

Post-Settlement Agreement, we were allowed to explore and clei:nonstrate that
larger work sites were a positive for the Project ovi:!ran - and these were
better promoted by CEO. This also extended to all aspects, including City
Centre embargos and extended site hours. CEC Utilities Contractor
(McNicholas) took site possessions at weekends anq riighfs to reduce the
impact to the lnfraco Programme.
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301. CEC Utilised Clause 80.15 effectivelyto ensure that changes were progressed
ahead of agreeing an Esthnate. This ensured that there was no impactto the
Programme, and the works could progress. Valuation meetings were held
each period and the Independent Certifier ensured that no issues dragged on
beyond 1wo periods unless by prior i;igreement of both parties (perhaps where
the full extent of the Issue could not be determined within that timeframe).
There were no disputes or Estimates not agreed within an <:1cceptable
timeframe.
Further Issues

t
/

302.

During this period, whilst there were issues to be resolved between the lnfraco
parties as would be expected, the relationships between the parties remained
strong and the issues were worked through and resolved in a professional
manner and without impact to the Programme. There were no disputes
between the lnfraco parties.

303. There were still difficullfes with the OffcStreet Works. This Was mainly with
sfakeholders such as ScotraU, Network Rail, Sco!tlsh Water and the Airport
Authority. These issues were resolved through the new governance structure.
We had weekly-meetings, where we were addressing openly all the issues,
CEC along with T&T were also involved in thesei discussions. This allowed

(

solutions to be achieved through partnership working.
304.

When the Mediation proces::, commenced, there were still individuals at CEC
with strange ideas ..A lot of the design principles provided by CEC were for the
On"Street and Off<Street Works. This is where we required the consent and.
planning approvals from CEC. It is difficult to state exactly when the design
was fully complete. The progress was recorded utilising the design trackers. If
was now a much morestraightforvvard process to obtain the approvalsand
consents from CEO. This was due to everyone working within the same office
space.
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305. Colin Smith was the Independent certifier at this time and he was assisted by
T&T. Colin had a role within CEC, although I cannot recall thl'l title. Colin vvas
basically the person from CEC whose. responsibility was to deliver and ensure
others were also delivering. That was the biggest difference from what had
occurred in the past. Previously it was completely uncoordinated. You had the
feeling that TIE were not working closely with CEC or other authorities. This
was the biggest change between pre and post-Mediation.
306.

The other difference betwee.n the meetings pre and post-Mar Hall was. that
after Mediation there was a governanoe structure in place. Colin Smith would
chair l:lll these meetings, which were led by .CEC. Colin would address any

(

issues and look for solutions to ensure there was i.lways progress.
307. Following the Mar Hall Mecliation, a number of Compensation Events were
intimated J:iy BSC, in terms of clause 65 of the lnfraco Contract. This wai; in
relation to the failure of the SOS Provider to release the IFC drawings by the
dates Identified in the Programme. Any new Compensation Event would have
r1:1lated to the post-Mediation contract, which was bound into the Settlement
Agreement.
308, .In respect of one payment for £9.6 million In relation to. Prioritised Works, I
cannot recall if this was paid in full. It was not reduced sighiftcantly.
Progress Monitoring

309.

In the new programme there were intermediate $!ages when we had to deliver
the test tracks and the depot prior to the CAF ve.hicle;s being delivered. Other
key pointii to consider were the ernbargos af certain times for 011-stre1;1t
working .. This would be when the Edinburgh Festival was taking place and for
some winter events.

310.

In relation to the work streams in the new programme, this is dependent on an
understanding of the programme. It was a very detailed programme which
identified all the outstanding works at the time. l"his was from the point th1;1y
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commeho(:l(;l until completion. These 1:1re Primavera progmmmes """ very
detailed with thousands of on°going activities.
311.

The key dates in the Programme were met as a result of the new contract. We
did not have the delay that was previously present. It was a realistic
programme which was develope(i by both sides on terms that were
achievable to ensure the Projeotwould be delivered. In add.ition to the
meetings I hav(:l previously referred to there were monthly meetings with Sue
Sruce, Alastair Maclean, T&T and Colin Smith where items of concern were
addressed. All the senior managers from the partners involved In the Project
would work together to ensure its success. In the majority of cases, matters

r;r'

\

were resolved before there was a requirementto escalate to a more senior
level .. There were only one ortwo issues over the three years which reached
that level. The.re was no hidden agenda - where problems existed they were
just resolved.
312. The Key Milestone Tracker was a part of the Contract Settlement Agreement.

The tracker identifies the main sections and the progress being made. There
are individual milestones under each section. There were further delays
paused by utility diversions. We had to accelerate the work in mote
d{;}si(jnatedwork areas so as to reduce potential delay. T&T were now

c

managing the utility work. ln orderto meefthe tracker requirements, we
worked through the Festival periods with CEC's agre(:lment. By September

2013 the programme showed a completion date of July 2014. However, we
managed to open on

31 May ahead of schedule.

June 2012
313. Colin Smith sent an email to rne and others dated 26 June 2012
(BFB00095452). Within the ernail, Colin referred to thfi need to, "reset our

bebav]<:>urs,'' in relation to applicatlons for payment. I do not recall What
amounts were due on this. applicati<:>n. One of the recipients of the ernai1 was
Mike Mackenzie, the T&T Commercial Director. Mike would review our
payment applications. These were then forwarde(i to the independent certifier,
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who was Colin Smith. We then .had monthly meetings ;1fter the application
was sent to discuss iftherawere any questions in respect of the payment. At
th.at time In 2012, there was a tendency for T&T to try and act in a similar
fa1;,hion

to TIE pre-Mar Hall. T&T removed a number pf ltems from our

payment. Alternatively, fhey would certify specific areas fot!ess than What we
had applied for. This was despite lh!3 works having been completed. That'is
what Colin refers towhen )le mentions, "resetthe behaviours". We had
meetings and t.hat was basically where these matters were resolved.
314. Steven Sharp, Construction Planning Solutions Ltd, sent an email ta me and

,.
(

others dat!3d 28 June 2010 (SFB00094441). There was an attachmenttitled
Key Milestone Tracker (BFB00094442). This docurn13nt identified slippage at

28 June 2010
should be
28June2012.•

various locations. Steven Sharp was the BC UK's chief programmer; Steven
was involved throughout the whole Project, from the beginning in 200.8 until
completion.

i
'·

July 2012

315. · There was a qocument titled ·~ revised "Requirement Managemrmt Plan"
qafed ~ury 2012 (BFB00101909); and a dDctJmenttilled "Verification &
Validation Plan".(BFaoo101910}. These two <locume11ts are part ofthe.
system engineering approach adopted by BSC. The documents address the

(

1

system design. These are Siemens .ctocuments. - they were responsible for
the system integration, although lnfraca had to submitthe pl;:ms jointly. The
individual requirements are broken clown and apportioned to the relevant
subsystem. This enables techr'llcal requirements to be. traced aver the Project
life cycla and ensures safety approval system acceptance. The management
of both these requirements is also covered within the plans. These are
handled In a similar m1;1nner to the technical requirements. The responsibility
for .the allocation arid apportionment is different to that ofthe technical
requirements plan. These documents do not. cover the verification pli'in orthl;l
system assurano.e plan. In order to ensure dischatge of system lnlegration,
including tram supplyintegration cl-ligations, this plan was applicable ta CAF.
· This was partjciJlarly relevant in relation to the interfaces with BBS.
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August2012

316. Shabµ Dedhar sent an email dated 27 A1.1gust 2012 (BFB00100925J. It
included an attachment titled ''Design issues Tracker' (BFB00100926). The
outstanding design .isi;;ues related to elemehts of design that could not be
· progressed pre-Mediation. This was as a res1.1lt of a lack of instruction from
TIE, and a lack of clarity on progressJor third party agreements and
requirements. Following Mediation, these issues were unlocked. However,
each element still had to be designed and Integrated into the final design. The
main design items are listed within the document. Each design change had to

(

go through the lnfraco receipt process. This ensured that the designs were
fully integrated in the Design Assurance Statement and could be issued to
CEC on completion of the design.
October.2012

317, There was a Memorandum of Understanding entered into by CEC and BSC
on 8 October 2012 (CEC01933565). Post-Mediation we had a collaborative
approach to all. issues, and this document is recognition of this. It
demonstr<Jtes the ¢ontinued intention of all parties to proceed in this manner.

This rs basically a memorandum to record that the partnership was working.

(

The document played an important p<Jrt in improving working relations and
practices. It provided a platform to reinforce what had been agreed after
Mediation. It was signed off by me, and Alfred Brandenburger for Siemens.
318;

I sent an email to Alfred Brandenburger and others dated 19 October 2012
(BFB00101539). Within this email, J made note of a "political game" being

played in respect of the revenue start date for the ETP. This reference was in
relation to a modif[ed CEC report whioh had not re<Jlly incorporated all issues
as had been discussed. I was informed, through Colin Smith, that there was
not much merit in forcing these iss1.1es in, The "political game" was a phrase
used lh respect ofthe views. of the different political parties. The SNP wanted
good news stories and were not accepting accurate information in respect of
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I

when the tram would be ready for service. The different political parties had
their own agendas to ensure that they would Pe shown in a better light.
319. I did not feel that the revenue start date for the trams of spring 2014 was

realistic. If we were to agree. with a spring date this c.ould mean February
2014. This, in my opinion, would potentially provide the public with a false

promise as to a completion date. The scheduled date of July 2014 was more
realistic. There were still a number of iss.ues to be resolved. I Would say that
my discussions with Colin Smith address(ld my concerns. It should be noted
that we were referring to a CEC documentthat we were asked to provide
comment on. That was Why I raised the issues.

(.,

I

i
i!

3,20.

Steven Sharp sent an email to me and others dated 25 October 2012
(BPB00082546). Atta.ched to the email were two documents: "Deparlures to

Pricing Assumptions, recorded to 13 October 20.12" (BFB00082547) and a
"Prolongation Statement" (BFB00082548). The amended programme led to a

new contractual improvement programme. This was part of the Settlement
Agreement. It still contained pricing assumptions which resulted in changes, if
the assumptions·were not realised. Steven was reporting the impact, mainly in
respect of utility diversion delays. This had an impact on the programme. It
was an on-going issue, because you have to report and update your
programme in accordance with that The email is acknowledging that we had
[

adhered to that on a monthly basis.

\ .. _

321.

Steven Sharp s'ent another email to me and others on 25 October 2012
(BFB00062543). There were two attachments to this email, a "Revision 5o "22

week dr£Jwdown" analysis to 1.3 October 201.2 (BFBOQ082544) and an

ac<;:ompanying spread sheet (BF.E\00082545). These were part ofthe general
monthly updating of the programmes.
322.

BSC did not seek to maximise their claims for payment, either before or after

Mar Hall. The spread sheet explains this to a point. The draw down referred to
relates to the origin1:1I. anticipated progress. There Is a.n original schedule
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'I
j

I

·agreed with all the parties. Thereafter there are certain circumstances
occurring during constructfon. These would then be administered as lost days.
November 2012

323.

Steve Reynolds, PB, sent an email to rn!.l and others dated 2 November 2012
(BFB00095618). Within the email, Steve provided his views regarding SD$

Contra Changes. There was an omission within the SDS design postMei;liatioh. Some of these errors .and omissions were addressed prior to
construction. The drawings were modified for Technical Queries. This was the
procedure that we had in place. However, some of the errors and omissions
resulted in the Project incurring additional costs. The email refers to the
discussion between SDS and lnfraco on these issues. The issues were
discussed amicably and an agreement reached. These issues did not delay
the completion date or irhpact on the CEC budget lt was more an internal
arrangement between us and SDS. Where we had incurred costs they were
recovered from SDS through these contract charges and without any impact
on CEO.

324. l Teceived ;an email from Colin Smith dated 20 November 2012
(CEC02019588). This email high lightest a proposed meeting the next day with

Keith Brown, Transport Minister. Th$ meeting look place, and Transport

(

Scotland were also present. Most of the finance for the Project came from
Transport Scotland. Colin Smith, Dr Keysberg and I. also atterided. From the
Sienwns side, Alfred Brandenburg was there. I think Sue Bfuce was also at
the meeting. It was to confirm that everything was progressing well. It was

a

polite, non·formal brtef me.eling.
3:25. A document was produced and updi,ited to illustrate applications for
payments, datSQ 20 November2013 (CEC01984136). This is our n,gul;ar
payment application which occurred every month. 1he left-hand colun1n
provided our application for payment. This is What we prepared and
submitted. We used this common table with all parties. It was reviewed by
T&T, mainly through Mike Mackenzie. They would then input their figures in
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the relevanl column. The IC certificate is the view of Colin Smith as the
Independent Certilfer. The last two columns are the balances between the
T&Tassessmentand the application from lnfraco. The last column illustrates
what Was certified against the application.

326. The mobilisation payments do notjust relate to getting resources and
equipment on site. There was a contractualagreement for part payment Qf the
contract sum. These are the payments from the original contract. They have
not applied for any more after the Mediation.. In respect of the preliminaries,
we had received payment for certain aspects prior to Mediation. Then, of
course, post-Mediation, and based on the final negotiation sum, there was .an
assignment of preliminaries. These were then spread through the contract
period on a monthly instalment basis. In addition to the foregoing, there were
milestone payments for the inc!ividualWorks which were defined by the on-site
progress and submitted accordingly.

327. Ultimately the responsibility for the prepar!;!tion of the document was with our
.i
.c

Commercial Manager.

328, The cost of Section 05A, Roseburn Junction to Balgreen Road, was dictated
by the geography of that section. It was the longest road part of the Project.
This section was built-up, and the tram infrastructure had to be. constructed on

(

top of $ignificantly sized structures. There were a nu.mber of structures on this
section. For example, Murrayfield Stadium and then alohg the Russell Road
Retaining Wall. There are a lot of narrow access areas along this section.
Even Gogarburn, where the golf club is, was part of Section 05A. ltwas a very
long section, which was reflected in the costto complete it.
December 2013

329.

I sent an email to Colin Smith dated 1o December 201.3 (CEC02036775). I
express.ed certain concerns, but not anything major. Mike McKenzie was
again proving difficult to deal with. There had been an issue throughout 2013
In respect of payments, or uplifts. We had discussions on the uplift percentage
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to be applied to these changes. Altliough agreed, it was never really closedthat iswhy I had sent this email. .1 was disappointed about it as there w<1s ho
r!:lason why it could not be resolved with the agreement of all parties. It did not
relate to anything of any great value. It was a point of principle. The reason for
my contact with Colin with was because he w<1s the Independent Certifier and
had the final say on these matters. He was aware oflhe situation but was not
committing one way or another. We Just wanted it closed off. The sr;ime issue
was being repeated every month. The value of the uplift we were talking about
was £14, 000, which was minor given. the. size of the Project. However, these
matters had to be resolved before the Project completed because otnerwlse
tne final account could not be signed off.

(
330. BCUK and Siemens' continuing obligations in respect of maintenance for the

trams were detailed within the Operational Maintenance Contract.

Project Management and Governance

331.

I refer to Section 2.• 'Executive Summary' of my voluntary statement regarding
the Project Management and Governance of the ETP. I do believe the new
governance, which W?.s pot in place after Mediation, assisted in moving the
Project forw,1rd to a successful conclusion.

c

332. ltis my opinion that there was a great deal of mismanagement by TIE when I
joined the Project They Ignored the contr.,1ct which had been signed by bofh
partil;ls, Even if you interpret things differently which is, of course, the right of
every party, TIE still did.not adhere to the adjudication decisions. These were
made to obtain clarity on the different and conflicting interpretations of the
.contract.TIE havs1 not accepted any of the decisions. I cennot comment If this
was as a result of TIE being driven by r;iny otne.r party but the way TIE dealt
with us as contractors and in general, with the administration of tne lnfraco
Contract., wr;is completely unsatisfactory. I cannotcomment on TEL. or
Transport Scotland .. TEL. had a minor role with us and Transport Scotland
were not really an over-arching factor. CEC had responsibility to supervise
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TIE. This may have been the wrong decision as they installed TIE as ah
organisation. In simple words I think they may have left TIE alone for too long.
Both during and aft~r Mediation there was a cooperative co.llaboratlon
approach thatreally putthe Project delivery on top. There w;;1s a clear
indication to deliver this Projecttogetherand I think th;;1twas quitesuccessful.
333. There were no major concerns about the performance of BCUK and Siemens.
We knew each other quite well as a result of working together on other
projects. We would not have tendered for this Project if we did not believe that
we could deliver rt. We have a proven track re.cord worldwide on a number of
similar projects. There were a few issue.s with. PB but none of these have

(

really led to a delay or inoreai,ed cost for the OEC ortor the Project. I believe
·that SOS delivered what was anticipated under such a contract.

Final Thoughts
334.

In my 20 years' .exp.erience in relation to complex international infrastructure
projects I have notexperienced difficulties like those I encountered on the
ETP. I have never worked with people as unrnasonable as the people we had
to deal with at TIE.

336. The main reason for the failure to deliver the Project on-time, on-1:>udg(;lt and

(

on-scope was the wrong contract. In addition, it was not properly managed by
TIE. The timing of th(;) Infnwo Contract being sighed was also wrong, and for
the wrong reasons. Whal had been signed was not recognised. The lnfraco
Contract hacl very clearly stipulated what the ;Jgreflment w;;1s. This was just
ignored and challenged. I think ttie lnfraco Contract was probably signed two
years early. Even in 2011, ttiere were still a huge number of utilities pres(;lnt
and the designs were not at a stage where work on the Project could
commence in some areas. This was due to all the o.u\standing obligations on
CEC and TIE, in respect of changes ihat occurred. The advanced works
whlch W(;lf(;l originl;llly expected to be completed prior to commencement of the
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tram work .(utilities and the design), should have bean completed before the
Infraco· Contractwas entered Into.
336. If the full circumstances had been known to BCUK I do not think .that they
would have entered into the lnfraco Contract. When we first tendered, we
understood that the utilities were to have been relocated and design complete,
before the construction works would begin. Then, during the contract
negotiation until the signing of the Infraco Contract in May 2008, It was clear
that this was not the case. If you start bidding for a project, you invest quite a
lot of rnoney and have shown an interest. The only way that we could sign the

(

contract, as Elilflnger ;ind Siemens, was With the development of Schedule
Part 4 Which clearly set outthe pricing assumption$ upon which the Contract
Price was based.
337. I think that, at the time, TIE had two choices. One was to postpone the signing
' and to enter Into the contract when more of these advance works were
complet!3. The second option was to enter the (l()ntract, but follow what you
had agreed to and manage. it property,
338. I believe that ltwai; fhe delay to .the preceding utilities diversion works coupled
with Tl E's fundamental refusal to acknowledge the rl$k that they expressly

(

ret('.11.t'led under the lnfraco Contract, and \hereafter their Inability to properly
manage the lnfraco Contract, which Jed to all of the difficulties which we
experienced.
I confirm tfiat th.e facts to Which l attest in this witness sta.tement, consisting of
this and the preceding 112 pages are Within my direct knowledge and are
true. Where they are based on information provided to ma by others, I confirm
that they are true to lhe best of my knowledge, Information and belief.

..

·

Witness signature.

<f.f?..'..:..J.0./y.. ...?..'?..1r

Date of signing .......
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IN THE MATTER OF THE EDINBURGH TRAMS STATUTORY INQUIRY
SUPPLEMENTARY WITNESS STATEMENT OF MARTIN HEINZ FOERDER
PROVIDED ON BEHALF OF BILFINGER CONSTRUCTION (UK) LIMITED

1

TRI00000183 0001

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

I refer to my witness statements dated 10 December 2015 and 12 July 2017 which
have been previously submitted to the Edinburgh Tram Inquiry ("the ETI").

1.2

I am aware that certain witnesses, in particular Steven Reynolds and Jason Chandler
of Parsons Brinckerhoff, have given evidence to the ETI in relation to the design and
construction of the trackform. I have been asked by the ETI to clarify my
understanding of the issues surrounding the design and construction of the trackform,
particularly in relation to the works on Princes Street.

1.3

In preparation for making this supplementary witness statement, I have seen the ETI
Public Hearing Transcripts dated 12 and 13 October 2017. I have also seen the
witness statements of Steve Reynolds (both TRI00000124 and TRI00000124_C), and
Jason Chandler (TRI00000027_C) which have been submitted to the ETI.

2.

EVIDENCE PRESENTED TO THE ETI ON TRACKFORM

2.1

I understand that Steve Reynolds and Jason Chandler have told the ETI that the
consortium (''BBS") proposed a cheaper, shallow-form trackform design which was
less robust that the SDS design proposed by Parsons Brinckerhoff (''PB''). Their
evidence was that due to the risk of cavities or voids beneath the road surface, and
with heavy traffic running over the tram lines on the road, there was a risk of rail
breakage and tram derailment. To counter those risks, PB proposed that a reinforced
concrete slab should be constructed beneath the trackform layer.

2.2

Steve Reynolds and Jason Chandler were critical of BBS' trackform proposal and their
evidence was that it was unsafe, unsuitable and ultimately unbuildable. Jason
Chandler in particular expressed concern that the BBS' trackform would fail in
subsequent years due to the presence of voids beneath the rail track.

2.3

Additionally, both Steve Reynolds and Jason Chandler were asked whether the
acceptance of BBS' cheaper, shallow-form trackform proposal and the subsequent
need for full-depth reconstruction could have cost the project millions of pounds in
additional expense. There was a suggestion that remedial works were required
because of the decision to implement the BBS trackform proposal.

2.4

I disagree with Steve Reynolds and Jason Chandler's presentation of the issues
encountered with the design and construction of the trackform for the project. I do not
believe that their evidence has fully or accurately portrayed the full facts and
circumstances, and has instead confused two very different issues in connection with
the trackform design and construction. The two issues are:

•

2.4.1

the trackform design - the trackform proposed by BBS was Rheda
Trackform as shown on slide 1 appended to this witness statement. This
was accepted by tie. The reinforced slab (or trackform improvement layer)
upon which it sat was designed by SDS. The reinforced slab on Princes
Street never had to be replaced. It was installed when lnfraco carried out
works on Princes Street in 2009. The cost of the reinforced slab was not
included within the lnfraco Contract Price and was an additional cost which
tie had to cover (as a Notified Departure);

2.4.2

issues surrounding the road I rail interface on Princes Street and allegations
of faulty workmanship. lnfraco ultimately accepted the need to carry out
remedial works on Princes Street following mediation in early 2011. All of
this work was carried out at I nfraco's cost.

I now deal with each of these issues in further detail.
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•

3.

BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW OF TRACKFORM DESIGN

3.1

As part of the lnfraco Proposals put forward with the bid, BBS proposed the Rheda
Trackform as the proposal for the trackform design. The Rheda trackform required a
formation beneath it capable of achieving 120MPa for the life of the trackform. How
this was to be achieved was not part of the lnfraco trackform design proposal. tie
accepted the Rheda Trackform proposal and allowance was made for the cost of this
in the lnfraco Contract Price. In other words, the BODI showed only the trackform itself
and this is what was priced by BBS. Had due diligence of this being carried out prior to
contract award, it would have been identified that an "improvement" layer would be
required underneath the trackform due to the ground conditions within the majority of
the "on-street" sections of the tram route - voids, poor ground etc. tie were either
unaware of this due to their lack of experience and knowledge in tram projects or they
chose to ignore it to keep the overall "visible" project costs down until after contract
award.

3.2

To be clear on this, the design put forward by BBSwas for the trackform only and it
clearly showed that a suitable formation layer was required beneath the trackform.
The trackform proposal did not show the interface detail between the rail and the road
(running surface). This was part of the design integration that needed to take place
between the roads designer and the trackform designer as part of the Design
Integration process.

3.3

The trackform proposal put forward by BBS still had to be integrated into the overall
design. The trackform itself cannot be stated to be "unsafe". It was not suitable to be
installed without further works, which was apparently clear to SDS and should also
have been clear to tie. SDS had an outline Trackform design within their preliminary
design; however, as the Trackform was then determined to be a Contractor Proposal,
SDS did not detail this further. Ultimately, tie had gone with Rheda trackform as
proposed by BBS, even. though the requirement for and cost of an improvement layer
should have been apparent to tie.

3.4

Having selected the Rheda Trackform (as part of the lnfraco proposals), there was a
misalignment within the overall design and the process to address this was through
the Development Workshop Process as outlined in the lnfraco Contract. When the
Development Workshop for the trackform was held, it identified a misalignment in that
the Rheda trackform required a trackform improvement layer capable of providing
continuous support of 120MPa throughout the on-street sections of the track for the
lifespan of the trackform. Different options to achieve the required 120MPa support
were explored with SDS, but ultimately, the only solution that SDS would accept for
the on-street works was the reinforced concrete trackform improvement layer. This
was the 250mm thick reinforced concrete slab to be constructed beneath the Rheda
trackform layer.

3.5

The misalignment was as a result of the initial SDS design being based on a different
trackform that did not require a formation layer to provide a support of 120MPa.

3.6

Any SDS design that was required to be changed as a result of the identified
misalignments was a Mandatory tie Change. The need for this reinforced concrete
trackform improvement layer was a Mandatory tie Change (a Notified Departure), and
lnfraco were entitled to the additional cost of this (design and construction costs).

3.7

In addition, construction of the trackform improvement layer required ground
improvements through much of the on-street sections of the lnfraco works due to the
poor ground conditions beneath. Those ground improvements required increased
depth of construction which would take longer to construct, inevitably leading to an
increase in construction costs.

3.8

The SDS designed trackform improvement layer for the Rheda trackform, was
installed by lnfraco when the trackform works were carried out on Princes Street in
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2009. There was never any need for remedial works to the trackform improvement
layer and it did not cost the Project more that the Contract provided for. To be clear,
the remedial works which were carried out on Princes Street much later, had nothing
to do with the SOS designed trackform improvement layer.
3.9

BBS were paid additional sums over and above the Contract Price to account for the
design change required for the trackform improvement layer. Therefore, there were
additional costs borne by tie to install the Rheda trackform with the trackform
improvement layer. However, these were anticipa.ted by and allowed for within the
lnfraco Contract and there was no delay or costs for any rework or remedial works in
connection with the trackform improvement layer.

4.

THE ROAD/RAIL INTERFACE- INTEGRATION OF SIEMENS AND SDS DESIGN

4.1

During Steve Reynolds' evidence, Mr Reynolds was asked about faults in relation to
the trackform works on Princes Street and reference was made to remedial works
being required because BBS' trackform design was not suitable for the tram project.
In particular, Steve Reynolds said:
"The faults I think you're referring to with the initial implementation of the
trackform, yes, because a part of the trackform design, just to amplify what
You was talking about there, is the so-called shoulders that run alongside
the rails, and our preference was for concrete shoulders to contain the
trackform, as it were, whereas the initial BBS offer didn't have those
concrete shoulders.
"That then resulted in problems with the heavy traffic on Princes Street
cutting across the track, the buses and so on and so forth, and then you got
the cavities that you were just talking about." (ETI Public Hearing
Transcript 12 October 2017, page 43:7-17).

4.2

Immediately after this, Mr Reynolds was asked why BBS' trackform proposals were
not s.uitable for constructing trackform on Princes Street, and Mr Reynolds answered:
"In our view it wouldn't have been safe because a further characteristic of the
trackform design necessary for inner city circumstances like Princes Street,
you need what's called void spanning, because you've got to anticipate that
there will be cavities under the roadway ... So you need the trackform to be
capable of spanning those voids so you don't get rail breakage, and
obviously if you get rail breakage in an inner city environment, you get a
derailment. That's particularly unsafe. You need to be able to avoid that,
obviously." (ETI Public Hearing Transcript 12 October 2017, pages 43:22
to 44:11)

4.3

This seems to suggest that the absence of concrete shoulders in the initial trackform
construction on Princes Street is either connected to, or is the same issue as the
requirement for the track improvement layer (because of the risks of voids beneath the
road surface). The "shoulders" formed part of the interface between SOS' design for
the road and lnfraco' design for the trackform and is an entirely separate issue from
the track improvement layer.

4.4

Initially, BBS constructed the Rheda trackform on top of the track improvement layer,
and then an asphalt layer was installed to form the running surface as shown on slide
2 appended to this witness statement. This was the layer between the rails to bring the
"on-street" trackform up to finished road level. This design was signed off by the road
and trackform designers. At this stage, the designers (SOS) had not identified any
requirement for concrete shoulders.

4.5

Ultimately, the road/rail interface failed on Princes Street. We believed that a large
part of why this occurred was because the asphalt works were carried out in cold, wet
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weather conditions in late November 2009 in order to achieve the deadline for
handover of Princes Street imposed by tie. These works would not usually be carried
out in such weather conditions as the finished product is likely to be poorer in quality
and can often require to be re-done. Another reason for the road/rail interface failure
was that buses were permitted to run on Princes Street within only a few hours of the
asphalt being laid on the road.
4.6

After further investigations on Princes Street when the defects were noted (after the
work on Princes Street had been carried out), it was concluded that the design of the
trackform with the road was unsuitable for the volume of traffic on Princes Street,
including the loading of full buses turning over the tracks. This design issue was not
picked up by SOS or lnfraco until after the trackform had been installed on Princes
Street. It should have been flagged as a misalignment that the road/rail interface
needed to be more robust and hence required concrete shoulders rather than merely
asphalt. If this had been noticed during the Development Workshop Process, then the
need for concrete shoulders would have been priced as a Notified Departure and
lnfraco would have been entitled to the additional cost of this (design and construction
costs).

4. 7

Ultimately, as a result of both of these issues, it was agreed that remedial works were
necessary. The design was reviewed and the solution we arrived at was that concrete
shoulders should be installed to provide a more robust road/rail interface on Princes
Street as shown on slide 3 appended to this witness statement.

4.8

lnfraco therefore carried out remedial works on Princes Street. This involved replacing
the asphalt "coverage" layer with concrete shoulders at the road/rail interface. This did
not involve any works to the trackform or the trackform improvement layer. These
works were carried out entirely at the consortium's own cost. These works were
carried out after the mediation. There was no additional cost to tie or CEC in
connection with those remedial works, nor did this result in any delay to the project
given that the MUDFA works remained the critical delay throughout.

5.

CONCLUSION

5.1

The suggestion made by (or to) the ETI was that BBS' failure to comply with the SOS
trackform design could have cost the project millions of pounds in additional costs.
That is not correct. There were two distinct issues with the design and construction of
the trackform. tie accepted BBS' Rheda trackform proposal, although design and
costs associated with constructing a trackform improvement layer was to be
determined after contract close. Therefore, there was no failure on the part of BBS to
comply with the SOS design. lnfraco complied with SOS design from the outset and
constructed the track improvement layer when the works were carried out on Princes
Street. Although the design, where it related to the road/rail interface, did need to be
reviewed after the trackform had been laid on Princes Street in 2009, the subsequent
remedial works which were performed did not incur any additional costs to the tram
project.

•

•

I believe that the facts stated in this additional witness statement are true.

This document was
received by the
Inquiry on 15
November 2017

Martin Heinz Foerder
Date:

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• • • •• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • ••
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

My name is Martin Heinz Foerder. I am 52 years old and reside in
Germany. I am currently employed by lmplenia Construction GmbH as
Head of Large Projects and am specifically attached to the Scandinavian Business
Unit. I am currently involved in projects in Norway and Sweden, including Odenplan,
Sodra, NS 14, Kvarnsholmen, Johannelundtunnel (all in Stockholm), Vagstrandtunnel,
Tresfjordbridge, Harpe Bridge, Farris Bridge and Eiganestunnel (all in Norway). In
addition I am responsible for tendering to acquire new projects in both countries. I
have taken over the position of Managing Director for Scandinavia from 1 June 2014.
My currently employer, lmplenia, purchased the construction division of Bilfinger SE in
March 2015 which is when I transferred from working for Bilfinger to working for
Implenia.

1.2

Prior to March 2015, I was employed by Bilfinger for almost 28 years. I started with
Bilfinger in 1987 in the Head Office in Wiesbaden. From 1992 until 1997 I was Site
Manager for the Metro Project Chungho Line in Taipei, Taiwan. In 1997 I was
transferred as a Site Manager/Construction Manager to the Metro Project Chalaem in
Bangkok, Thailand and became the Project Director in 2000. I successfully completed
this Project which was handed over and went into operation in 2004. From 2005 until
February 2009 I was the responsible Project Director for Malmo City Tunnel in
Sweden. Between March 2009 and May 2014 I was the Project Director on the
Edinburgh Trams Network ('the Project' or 'ETN') for Bilfinger Construction (UK)
Limited ('BCUK') (the company was previously called Bilfinger Berger Civil (UK)
Limited and prior to that Bilfinger Berger Construction (UK) Limited). I was asked to
join the Project as Project Director to replace Colin Brady who was the previous
Project Director for BCUK. I joined the Project in March 2009. Colin remained on as
my deputy with the new title of Technical Manager. Due to the number of commercial
issues being raised, it was agreed that I would focus on these and Colin would
concentrate on technical issues. Colin left the Project in 2010.
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1.3

In terms of the arrangement I have with my new Employer, I have undertaken to assist
in relation to the Edinburgh Trams Inquiry ('ETI') based on the TSA (Transition Service
Agreement) between lmplenia & Bilfinger. I believe that I can assist the Inquiry as the
former Project Director and that I am able to contribute to the matters which concern
the terms of remit of the Inquiry. A set of questions which the ETI would like to discuss
with me were contained in a letter to BCUK's lawyers, Pinsent Masons, dated 18 June
2015. In preparing this witness statement, I have taken on board those questions and
have answered them as best as I am able.

67232357 .1 \lf2
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2.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2.1

This Witness Statement reflects the many issues which arose during my involvement
in the Project which covered a period of over 5 years.

2.2

To summarise my views in relation to the terms of reference of the Edinburgh Trams
Inquiry, I consider that the reasons that the Project was delayed, cost considerably
more than budgeted and delivered less than the original scope, are as follows:

2.3

In terms of the lnfraco Contract, Transport Initiatives Edinburgh ('tie') retained many
risks in respect of issues which the Infraco had not been able to price at the time of
entering into the lnfraco Contract.

2.4

In particular, tie retained the risk of delays to the preceding MUDFA ('Multi Utility
Diversion Framework Agreement') Works, required to move utilities out of the line of
the tram route. tie entered into a separate contract with the MUDFA Contractor and
there was no cross-over or interrelationship with the Infraco Contract at all.

2.5

Although the designer (SOS) had been novated from tie to the lnfraco, tie retained the
risk in respect of design changes between the design which the lnfraco had priced
(the Base Date Design Information ('BODI')) and the final design (the Issued for
Construction ('IFC') design).

2.6

tie also retained the risk of obtaining third party approvals which had not been finalised
prior to entering into the Infraco Contract, and many other matters which were set out
in Schedule Part 4 to the Contract (in a series of Pricing Assumptions).

2.7

All of these risks subsequently materialised. The MUDFA Works were seriously
delayed and had a huge impact on our ability to carry out the lnfraco Works. The
problems caused by the delayed MUDFA Works were compounded by tie failing to
update us on these delays and failing to advise when we could expect the unhindered
access to site that we were contractually entitled to. Likewise, the design changed
significantly between BODI and IFC stage. There were significant delays in obtaining
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third party approvals and consents. All of these matters (and particularly the MUDFA
delays) contributed to cause a huge delay to the Programme for the lnfraco Works.
2.8

The Pricing Assumptions effectively excluded these risks from the Construction Works
Price. Where the risks excluded by these Pricing Assumptions materialised, this
resulted in the occurrence of Notified Departures which were to be administered and
valued in accordance with particular provisions in the lnfraco Contract (all as per
Schedule Part 4). tie refused to accept that it retained responsibility for many of these
risks. tie had maintained in a report to the City of Edinburgh Council ('CEC') prior to
the lnfraco Contract being signed, that the Contract was 95 /o fixed price. This was not
°

true.
2.9

The lnfraco Contract is clear that until the valuation of the changes introduced by
these risks materialising was agreed (and tie had issued a tie Change Order reflecting
the additional time and money that lnfraco was entitled to), lnfraco was not permitted
to proceed with the affected works. tie portrayed this as Infraco refusing to carry out
works and accused us repeatedly of 'delinquent' behaviour. Whilst we had been
carrying out certain work on a good will basis (without agreement from tie on the time
and cost implications of changes), we subsequently ceased all such good will working
in September 2010 when it became abundantly clear that tie would never accept the
extent of our entitlements in relation to these works.

2.10

Infraco was found to be correct in its interpretation of the key provisions of the
Contract on this issue. During the period from late 2009 until March 2011, there were
12 adjudications between Infraco and tie which dealt with the major issues of dispute
between us, mainly focusing on the correct interpretation of the lnfraco Contract.
These adjudications on key issues of contractual interpretation and principle, were
almost entirely determined in lnfraco's favour. Despite this, tie still refused to accept
those rulings. This prevented agreement on a large number of changes and
exacerbated and compounded the delays to the Programme which had already been
experienced. tie took an entirely adversarial approach in all of its dealings with the
Infraco.

67232357 .1 \lf2
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2.11

Throughout the Project and particularly during the course of 2010, tie engaged in a
series of activities intended to wear the lnfraco down. This included its use of the
media to portray Infraco (and BCUK in particular) in a very bad light; engaging in
sending huge amounts of correspondence which were highly critical of many things
including our 'behaviour'; and sending us a series of Remediable Termination Notices
in which it threatened to terminate the contract for a whole host of reasons (some of
which were entirely trivial and others which went to the heart of the differences in
contractual interpretation between us). Throughout this period, we tried to look at ways
of delivering the Project to meet the budget which was available to tie. Ultimately
every attempt we made to find a breakthrough was brought to an end by tie.

2.12

It was only when there was a change within CEC with the arrival of a new Chief
Executive, that the prospect of mediation on the overall dispute was raised. Following
the mediation in March 2011, we successfully entered into negotiations to discuss with
CEC and tie, what could be delivered within the budget available to them, and the
constraints and other difficulties which would need to be resolved in order for us to
proceed.

2.13

This resulted in a renegotiation of the Contract which was finalised in September
2011. This involved a change in governance and management procedures, with CEC
effectively replacing tie and a Project Manger being brought in to administer the
Project going forward. The scope of the Project was truncated with the tram now
terminating at York Place.

2.14

After mediation and this renegotiation of the Contract, there were no further disputes
and we managed to deliver the Project ahead of the revised Programme and to the
revised total Budget which had by that time been agreed.

2.15

In short, I believe that it was the delay to the preceding utilities diversion works,
coupled with tie's fundamental refusal to acknowledge the risk that they expressly
retained under the lnfraco Contract, and thereafter their inability to properly manage
the lnfraco Contract, which ultimately led to all of the difficulties which we experienced.
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3.

BACKGROUND UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONTRACT

3.1

I joined the Project almost 10 months after the lnfraco Contract had been signed and
work had commenced. I had very little knowledge about the Project at this time. I was
requested by my superior in December 2008 to take over the Project Director role in
Edinburgh, due to the contractual and commercial difficulties the Project was facing
even by this time. It was felt that additional resource was required to help address
some of these issues. Colin Brady, who had previously been the Project Director,
remained as my deputy and Technical Manager. In late January 2009, I visited
Edinburgh for three days to get a briefing about the Project by Colin and Richard
Walker, at that time the incumbent Managing Director of BCUK. I was then on holiday
for the month of February 2009. Prior to my start I was in general terms aware about
the contractual difficulties which had arisen, but not the specifics.

3.2

As I was informe.d, BCUK were in a consortium with Siemens pie ('Siemens') and
Construcctiones Y Auxiliar de Ferrocarriles S.A ('CAF') to build the Edinburgh tram
network. BCUK would carry out the civil engineering works, Siemens were the system
designers and system providers and CAF were building and providing the trams.
Collectively we were known as lnfraco. The original consortium and tendering party
had been BCUK and Siemens (sometimes referred to as BBS) but at the request of
our client, Transport Initiatives Edinburgh ('tie'), CAF had been novated to the
consortium at the same time as the construction contract ('the lnfraco Contract' or the
'Contract') was signed on 14 May 2008.

3.3

tie was a limited company set up (and wholly owned) by the City of Edinburgh Counci I
('CEC') to deliver a number of projects, of which the Project was one. Whilst CEC
were guarantors of the Project, lnfraco had no direct contractual relationship with
CEC.

3.4

The design for the Project had been originally procured by tie directly from the SOS
Provider (Systems Design Services). The SOS Provider ('SOS') was made up of a
number of engineering firms led by Parsons Brinckerhoff. The original tie programme
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provided that the SOS design would have been finished by the time that the lnfraco
contract was awarded. It was not complete and we had concerns at the lack of design
detail at tender stage. As a result, the SOS Provider was novated to Infraco, with
lnfraco completing the design and carrying out the construction of the ETN.
3.5

tie separately contracted with Carillion pie (previously known as Alfred McAlpine pie)
to carry out what was known as the MUDFA ('Multi Utility Diversion Framework
Agreement') Works. These works were to have been completed prior to the lnfraco
Works commencing. They were not complete and this was a major issue for us which I
discuss throughout this statement.

3.6

When I joined the Project, tie's interim Chairman was David Mackay. He had replaced
the previous Chairman Willie Gallagher who had resigned in November 2008. Shortly
after I joined (in May 2009), Richard Jeffrey took up the post of Chairman of tie. He
resigned in 2011. From the point I joined until the point of mediation, the Project
Director was Steven Bell. He was supported by Frank McFadden as Construction
Director, and Susan Clark as depute Project Director.

3.7

For BCUK, I was supported by a Contract Manager, Kevin Russell, David Gough as
Commercial Manager and by Colin Brady, Technical Manger, until he left the project in
2010. Richard Walker was the Managing Director of BCUK and remained in that
position until 2011 when he left the company. We had a large team of additional
commercial and technical support.
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4.

RELATIONSHIP WITH BILFINGER HEAD OFFICE

4.1

I was never employed by BCUK and remained at all times, a German employee of the
parent company who was seconded to BCUK for the duration that I was Project
Director on the Edinburgh Trams Project. The management team in Wiesbaden were
concerned about this Project and I reported back to them, through Richard Walker.
We were reporting directly to Mr Joachim Enenkel, who was the Managing Director of
the Major Projects Division in Europe and then to Dr Keysberg (when Mr Enenkel
moved to a new position within Bilfinger SE) in relation to the key issues which arose
on the Project and which I discuss below. In addition, this was a large project for
BCUK to be involved in and management had clearly to sign-off on the decision to
enter into the lnfraco Contract in the first place. It would have been the Bilfinger SE
board in Mannheim who provided the final sign-off on the decision to enter into the
Infraco Contract.

4.2

Richard Walker was also separately reporting to the German management team. All
lines of communication were open at all times, and on occasion I would also report
directly to Germany as I was on a direct secondment. We had regular monthly
reporting back to Germany, but our discussions with the management team were
much more regular than this, particularly at certain critical stages of the Project. The
management team in Germany were very much aware of and took part in the
decisions which were made on the project. We could not and did not operate
independently from Head Office. They did become more heavily involved where they
thought it necessary to do so, and there was quite a bit of management and guidance
from senior management at the critical stages of the Project. Dr Keysberg in particular
engaged in direct communication with David Mackay, at certain times in the Project. I
was pleased to have Dr Keysberg's support in relation to the many issues which
arose, but at times, this was clearly not appreciated by tie.

4.3

In addition, the Bilfinger in-house legal team in Germany were very much involved in
the Project and worked closely with our lawyers in Edinburgh, Pinsent Masons. After
the mediation which took place in March 2011, the Project was considered to be back
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on track and management were much more 'hands off in terms of their day to day
involvement.
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5.

THE INFRACO CONTRACT

5.1

As I understood it, BCUK had experienced problems from almost the first day of the
Project. There seemed to be a complete misalignment between BCUK and tie, as to
the meaning and operation of certain key aspects of the lnfraco Contract which the
parties had entered into.

5.2

As it was explained to me and as I subsequently came to understand, the lnfraco
Contract contained some unusual provisions which had been required due to the
remaining 'unknowns' at tender sta.ge. Most of these risks were contained in Schedule
Part 4 of the Contract. Schedule Part 4 is entitled 'Pricing' and within it, certain
assumptions are made about various matters for the purposes of arriving at a Contract
Price, even though it was known that these assumptions were not correct. For
example, Schedule Part 4 assumes that all of the preceding MUDFA (Multi Utility
Diversionary Framework Agreement) Works were completed before the lnfraco was to
commence its works. It also assumes that the design will be substantially complete,
even though it was known at tender stage that this was not the case. These
assumptions, and many more, are included in Schedule Part 4. The lnfraco Contract is
clear that Schedule Part 4 takes precedence over other parts of the lnfraco Contract
(Clause 4.3 providing that 'Nothing in this Agreement shall prejudice the lnfraco's right

to claim additional relief or payment pursuant to Schedule Part 4 (Pricing)'). This is
unusual clause because in a design and build contract, the primary obligation is
usually to build to the Employer's Requirements.
5.3

As it was explained to me, BCUK had known during the tender negotiations that the
MUDFA Works were incomplete and that the design was also incomplete. There were
further uncertainties such as the design not having been integrated with the BCUK
and Siemens proposal, third party approvals not having been obtained, and concerns
about the ground conditions in various locations (these are just some of the issues
which I understood had concerned the BCUK team involved in the tender). The
problem that this had given the team involved at tender stage was how to arrive at a
price for the works. It was because of the need to have a baseline which BCUK and
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Siemens (as the other lnfraco member at that time) could price, that the pricing
assumptions which were included in Schedule Part 4 were arrived at. I had
understood that, notwithstanding the uncertainties that continued to exist, tie were
insistent that the contract be signed when it was. This was certainly earlier than I
would have recommended given these ongoing uncertainties. However, I understood
that the lnfraco tender team had reassured themselves that the risk allocation and the
protection in Schedule Part 4, allowed lnfraco to enter into the Contract at the time
that it did.
5.4

The price had been arrived at by 'assuming' that certain facts and circumstances were
true, when in reality all parties knew that they were not correct. After the Infraco
Contract had been signed, and if the facts and circumstances differed from what had
been 'assumed', the intention was that this would entitle the lnfraco to more time and
money. This is explained in the body of Schedule Part 4 itself, as follows:"3.2.1

It is accepted by tie that certain Pricing Assumptions have been necessary

and these are listed and defined in Section 3.4 below. The Parties acknowledge that
certain of these Pricing Assumptions may result in the notification of a Notified
Departure immediately following execution of this Agreement. This arises as a
consequence of the need to fix the Contract Price against a developing factual
background. In order to fix the Contract Price at the date of this Agreement certain
Pricing Assumptions represent factual statements that the Parties acknowledge
represent facts and circumstances that are not consistent with the actual facts and
circumstances that apply. For the avoidance of doubt, the commercial intention of the
Parties is that in such circumstances the Notified Departure mechanism will apply."
5.5

There were 43 Pricing Assumptions in total, covering a wide variety of 'unknowns'
which lnfraco had not been able to price. The key pricing assumptions concerned
design and completion of the MUDFA Works: for pricing purposes it was 'assumed'
that these matters were completed when in reality, the parties knew that they were
not. The key Pricing Assumptions were as follows:
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"3.4

Pricing Assumptions are:

3.4.1

The Design prepared by the SOS Provider will not (other than amendments

arising from the normal development and completion of designs):
1.1

in terms of design principle, shape, form and/or specification be amended

from the drawings forming the Base Date Design Information (except in respect of
Value engineering identified in Appendices C or D to this Schedule Part 4);

•••••

For the avoidance of doubt normal development and completion of designs means the
evolution of design through the stages of preliminary to construction stage and
excludes changes of design principle, shape and form and outline specification ...
2.

Design delivery by the SOS Provider has been aligned with the lnfraco

construction delivery programme as set out in Schedule Part 15 ( Programme).
3.

The Deliverables prepared by the SOS Provider prior to the date of this

Agreement comply with the lnfraco Proposals and the Employer's Requirements ...
24.

That in relation to the Utilities the MU DFA Contractor and/or Utility shall have

completed the diversion of any utilities in accordance with the requirements of the
Programme save for utilities diversions to be carried out by the lnfraco pursuant to the
expenditure of the Provisional Sums noted in Appendix B.... "
5.6

The operative clause in Schedule Part 4 is clause 3.5 which provides as follows:

''The Contract Price has been fixed on the basis of inter alia the Base Case
Assumptions noted herein. If now or at any time the facts and circumstances differ in
any way from the Base Case Assumptions (or any part of them) such Notified
Departure will be deemed to be a Mandatory tie Change requiring a change to the
Employer's Requirements and/or the lnfraco Proposals or otherwise requiring the
lnfraco to take account of the Notified Departure in the Contract Price and/or
Programme in respect of which tie will be deemed to have issued a tie Notice of
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Change on the date that such Notified Departure is notified by either Party to the
other. For the avoidance of doubt tie shall pay to the lnfraco, to the extent not taken
into account in the Estimate provided pursuant to Clause 80.24. 1, any additional loss
and expense incurred by the lnfraco as a consequence of the delay between the
notification of the Notified Departure and the actual date (not the deemed date) that tie
issues a tie Change Order, such additional loss and expense pursuant to Clause 65
(Compensation Event) as if the delay was itself a Compensation Event''.

5.7

To unpick some of the terminology here, Base Case Assumptions were defined as:
''The Base Date Design Information, the Base Tram Information, the Pricing
Assumptions and the Specified Exclusions''.

5.8

The Base Date Design Information was defined as the design as it stood and as it had
been issued to lnfraco at 25 November 2007. This date had been chosen to freeze the
design which Infraco could price, due to the fact that the design was evolving all of the
time during the tender phase. The Base Tram Information was really concerned with
CAF, and was not so relevant from a BCUK perspective. The Pricing Assumptions
were the 43 numbered items which I've referred to above. In addition, clause 3.3 of
Schedule Part 4 contained 'Specified Exclusions' being other things which were
specifically excluded from the Contract price (the Construction Works Price), and
included utility diversions (other than a small amount which lnfraco had undertaken to
carry out) and ground conditions which could not reasonably have been foreseen from
ground conditions reports available pre-tender.

5.9

Notified Departures were defined as being "where now or at any time the facts and
circumstances differ in any way from the Base Case Assumptions save to the extent
caused by a breach of contract by the lnfraco, an lnfraco Change or a Change in
Law". So as clause 3.2.1 envisaged, the price was based on a statement of a factual

position (the Base Case Assumptions) which did not reflect the actual facts and
circumstances which the parties knew of. In these circumstances, a Notified Departure
would occur and this was deemed to be a Mandatory tie Change, to be dealt with via
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Clause 80 of the Contract, and requiring tie to issue a tie Change Order (once the cost
and time impact of each Notified Departure had been agreed).
5.10

As can be seen from the above, there are some highly unusual clauses in the Contract
which dealt with BCUK's concerns about many things including the incomplete design
and the incomplete utility works. When I arrived on site, the position in relation to both
of these matters was as follows:

5.11

The position in relation to design

5.12

The design which had been priced, was the design as it stood at 25 November 2007 this was the 'Base Date Design Information ('BODI')' which is referred to above. Any
changes in 'design principle, shape, form and/or specification' from this date, would
amount to Notified Departures entitling the consortium to additional time and money
(via the mechanism set out in Clause 80 of the lnfraco Contract).

5.13

When I arrived on site, there were many Notified Departures and lnfraco Notifications
of tie Change ('INTCs'), which were not acknowledged as such by tie. For example, in
relation to design changes which related to changes of 'design principle, shape, form
and/or specification' tie refused to accept that these were Notified Departures and that
they entitled the Infraco to additional payment. tie's position seemed in the majority of
cases to simply be that all changes were 'design development' which lnfraco were
obliged to carry out in any case.

5.14

These BODI to "Issued for Construction" ('IFC') changes were brought about due to
the progression of the design from BODI status to IFC status. The design had been
progressed in this period by SOS and moved on from a preliminary or "Issued for
Approval" design status to an "IFC" status. In a lot of instances, the IFC design had
changed considerably from that shown in the BODI information. Examples of these
include larger diameter and deeper drainage pipes due to the incorporation of third
party requirements necessary for approval; different foundation details following
detailed analysis of actual ground conditions and an increase in number or type of
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lighting columns following CEC Approval etc. These issues are covered in more detail
below in section 10 of my Witness Statement where I discuss design.
5.15

The impact of this was that there were a growing number of disputes at even this early
stage in the project. When I arrived, approximately 350 INTCs had already been
raised. These related to changes across the entire contract site. Of those which
related to design changes, early ones included Carrick Knowe and Gogarburn. I
mention these because they are the first matters which dealt properly with the impact
of design changes which were referred to adjudication. It was tie who referred these
matters to adjudication in an attempt to undermine the position which the Infraco had
adopted, which we believed was in accordance with the Contract.

5.16

These adjudications, which commenced in September 2009, dealt directly with
whether changes which had occurred between the Base Date Design Information
(BODI) and the Issued for Construction (IFC) information, were properly to be
considered as Notified Departures. tie's position was that the identified changes in
respect of the design at each of these locations (Carrick Knowe and Gogarburn) were
simply the normal evolution of the design which Infraco was obliged to carry out in
order to meet its design obligations in terms of the Employer's Requirements. Whilst
we acknowledged that we were of course obliged to develop and complete the design
and construct the IFC design, that was not the real issue: the issue was whether we
were entitled to additional payment for doing so, given the Pricing Assumptions which
had been agreed and were contained with Schedule Part 4.

5.17

I summarise the result of these two adjudications, and all 12 adjudications which
resulted in a decision, in Appendix 1 to this statement. In summary however, the
adjudicator on these two adjudications determined that a distinction had to be made
between the general obligation to meet the Employer's Requirements and a
commercial agreement that reflects the fact that the detailed design requirement for
that obligation had not been completed at the date of the contract agreement, that is,
that there was a distinction between Infraco's obligation to design the works and the
price that they were to be paid. He also highlighted clause 4.3 of the lnfraco Contract
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which stated that ''nothing in this agreement shall prejudice the lnfraco's right to claim
additional relief or payment pursuant to Schedule Part 4 pricing' . In other words, the
provisions of Schedule Part 4 took precedence over any other part of the lnfraco
Contract, as far as lnfraco's entitlement to payment was concerned. He therefore
determined both the Carrick Knowe and Gogarburn disputes in favour of lnfraco. This
was the first real test of the Schedule Part 4 Pricing Assumptions and we were very
relieved that it was determined in lnfraco's favour, albeit that tie appeared
subsequently not to accept that finding. I cover this in more detail below.
5.18

The status of the M UDFA Works

5.19

As I've mentioned above, pricing assumption 24 related to the MUDFA Works. In other
words, the price for the contract had been based on the MUDFA Contractor having
''completed the diversion of any utilities in accordance with the requirements of the
Programme save for utilities diversions to be carried out by the lnfraco pursuant to the
expenditure of the Provisional Sums noted in Appendix B. . . . ''

5.20

In addition, the Contract also contained Programming Assumptions in Schedule Part
15 b), one of which states '' The programme is based on MU DFA having completed all
works and all utilities being diverted that would conflict with I N F RA C O operations by
the following dates'' [there then followed a series of .dates by which the MUDFA Works
were to have been completed for each of the sections of the Project, being Sections
1A, 18, 1C, 10, 2A, SA, 58, SC, 6 and 7A].

5.21

When I joined the Project and was being brought up to speed on progress to that point
in time, it was clear that the MUDFA Works were very far from being complete. This
was having a real effect on progress on all of the works (in particular the on-street
works although large sections of the off street works were also impacted - e.g. Depot,
Airport, South Gyle Access Bridge etc) and there were three main aspects to this:
5.21.1

The physical aspect: we could not physically proceed with our works where
utilities were still in place beneath the ground (in positions that clashed with
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the tram infrastructure), when these were supposed to have been removed
or relocated by tie's contractor MUDFA before we commenced works.
5.21.2

Our understanding and the position on which the tram infrastructure design
was taken forward was based on the assumption that any utilities within the
area required for the installation of the tram infrastructure (i.e. the tracks,
OLE foundations, ducting and drainage etc.) would be diverted by MUDFA in
advance of our works. This would allow lnfraco to have a "clear corridor"
within which to install the tram infrastructure. Our price and programme was
based on this understanding. The "utility free zone" was understood to be
the width required to install the tram infrastructure (trackform, OLEs, ducting,
drainage etc.) to a depth of 1.2m below finished road level. The exception to
this was at the location of tram structures. At structures, the utilities would be
diverted clear of the area required for the structure including its foundations.
Taking this further, it was assumed at the commencement of the project that
the "utility free zone" would be clear of utilities to allow a straight forward
installation of the tram infrastructure.

5.21.3

The BCUK works involved initially excavating to a depth of approximately
1.2m below existing ground levels and ensuring the ground conditions at this
level met the design requirements. This meant that on occasion ground
improvement works were required. This entailed deeper excavations (a
further 0.3m to 0.6m) and subsequent reinstatement to formation level with
imported granular materials. The width of the excavation differed between on
and

off-street

for

various

reasons

including

traffic

management

requirements; however, the minimum width would be of the order of 8.0m).
Following this, the ducting and drainage were installed and the initial track
improvement layer constructed. Once the track improvement layer was in
place, Siemens would place the sleepers, rails and fixings prior to the track
slab works being carried out by BCUK. Following this, the final adjustments
to the rails were carried out by Siemens to allow the coverage layer and road
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pavement tie in works (where applicable) to be carried out by BCUK. The
joint sealant works would then be carried out by Siemens to complete this
element of the works.
5.21.4

In simple terms, if the utilities were still located within what was supposed to
be the 'utility free zone' we did not have the clear corridor which we needed
in order to perform our works. The MUDFA Works were nowhere near
completed when I arrived on site and in reality, there were few areas where
we had unhindered access to proceed with our works in a sensible and
economically viable way. tie were very keen that we work wherever we
could, even in extremely small sections, in order to be seen to be making
progress, and even where the MUDFA contractor was still present. We
believed that working in extremely small sections was not an economic way
to proceed and further, that it was not in accordance with the Infraco
Contract. In terms of Clause 18.1.2, tie had granted to lnfraco ''a non

exclusive licence to . . . enter and remain upon the Permanent Land for the
duration of the Term and an exclusive licence to . . . enter and remain upon
the Designated Working Area for the duration of the time required (pursuant
to Schedule Part 1 5 (Programme)) for completion of the lnfraco Works to be
executed on such Designated Working Area. . . ''. This meant that we were
entitled to exclusive access, with no other contractors present, to the key
areas of the site where we planned to carry out works, during the periods
noted in our construction programme (which was included within Schedule
Part 15). The interpretation of this clause of the lnfraco Contract became a
real bone of contention between us in relation to an adjudication which
subsequently took place (the MUDFA adjudication which I deal with in
further detail below).
5.21.5

Despite having this right to exclusive access, and despite the assumption
that all MUDFA Works would have been completed by the time we were due
to commence our civil works on site, lnfraco had tried to be accommodating
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and to work around the MUDFA Contractor (Carillion) who was very much
still on site. One such area where this occurred was at Leith Walk. As I was
arriving on the Project, it was explained to me that in relation to Leith Walk,
we had tried to proceed with our works at tie's insistence despite the fact that
the MUDFA Contractor was still present and performing its works. It was
very inefficient to work around other contractors and large areas of the site
were effectively sterilised while utilities were diverted which would allow us to
proceed. Working in very small areas of the site at any one time is very
inefficient. There is very little working space and hence resources tend to be
used in a disruptive and inefficient manner. My predecessor as Project
Director (Colin Brady) had written to tie in relation to these particular works
on Leith Walk. Ultimately this didn't work and tie instructed us on 6 March
2009 to cease work on Leith Walk in order to mitigate overall delay to the
Project. We were told to concentrate efforts elsewhere and that in the
meantime, we would be reimbursed our actual costs for the works carried
out on Leith Walk at that time (to take account of the disruption).
5.21.6

The design aspect: In various areas, the design could either not be

completed or constructed due to the incomplete MUDFA works. For
example, at the location of South Gyle Access Bridge, tie had not diverted
an existing sewer. The IFC design was issued on 23 May 2008 and the
design highlighted a clash with an existing sewer. lnfraco had planned to
commence works in June 2008. This clash was raised to tie by lnfraco. tie
stated that the sewer was to have been diverted under MUDFA. However,
this was not carried out as according to tie, the traffic management would
not work. We were informed unofficially that the actual reason was that the
tie team responsible for the MUDFA Works wanted to avoid the additional
spend within their "budget" and wanted to pass the problem to the tie team
dealing with the lnfraco Contract to deal with. tie did not then issue a Design
Change Order to amend the infrastructure design (as it should have done)
and so no tangible lnfraco works could proceed at this location. We attended
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numerous meetings with tie at various levels in an attempt to resolve the
issue. Each proposed solution put forward by lnfraco (e.g. a review of traffic
management proposal for diversion of the sewer, revised infrastructure
design options etc.) was rejected by tie. The sewer was finally diverted by tie
in late 2010. Following Mediation in March 2011, the IFC design was
subsequently constructed by lnfraco.
5.21.7

We were aware that tie had failed to relocate or remove all of the utilities
from the "utility free zone". In some instances, tie had merely relocated
utilities within the proposed "utility free zone" leaving future issues that would
require to be resolved in order to construct the tram infrastructure works. I
should note that this information was observed on site by our site teams.
This was not advised to lnfraco by tie as we would have expected. There
was a requirement for tie to provide the MUDFA as-builts to lnfraco under
the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations. We subsequently
requested the MUDFA as-builts from tie. When these were not issued by tie,
we formally requested the as-builts in August 2009. These were necessary
first and foremost, from a health and safety perspective to ensure that our
site teams were informed as to likely utility positions prior to any digging
works commencing. Secondly, they were required to allow lnfraco and SOS
to check for clashes between the tram infrastructure and utilities and attempt
to mitigate issues (costs and delay) due to further conflicts by identifying
these prior to commencing works. tie responded in March 2010 (some seven
months later) and provided only a small percentage of as-builts with limited
and inaccurate information contained therein.

5.21.8

The contractual aspect: The final reason why we could not commence

works when Notified Departures arose as a result of the ongoing presence of
utilities, was because of the way in which the lnfraco Contract was intended
to operate. All Notified Departures were to be dealt with through the tie
Change mechanism which was contained at Clause 80 of the Contract.
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Having notified of a tie Change via an INTC or having received a tie Notice
of Change ('TNC'), lnfraco were obliged to submit an Estimate outlining the
cost and time implications of the Notified Departure. Clause 80.13 clearly
states that, except in the situation where an Estimate had been referred to
the Dispute Resolution Procedure for determination, ''the lnfraco shall not
commence work in respect of a tie Change until instructed through receipt of
a tie Change Order unless otherwise directed by tie'' . Accordingly, until there
was an agreement in relation to the cost and time implications of a particular
Notified Departure and a tie Change Order was issued to reflect that
agreement, we were not permitted to proceed and this compounded the
delay suffered in relation to both the design changes that I've discussed
above, and the delays caused by MUDFA.
5.22

The meaning of Clause 80.13 and the operation of the tie Change procedure, became
a major bone of contention between us and tie and remained a significant issue until
lnfraco's interpretation of this clause was found to be correct at adjudication (the
adjudication before Lord Dervaird in relation to the Murrayfield Underpass) in August
2010. Nevertheless tie did not acknowledge the decision up to the Mediation in March
2011.

5.23

The issues associated with incomplete design and incomplete MUDFA Works were
exemplified by two issues which were ongoing when I joined the Project in March
2009. These issues were (i) the Depot; and (ii) the Princes Street Works.
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6.

THE DEPOT AT GOGARBURN

6.1

One of the questions that the ETI posed in their letter to Pinsent Masons of 18 June
2015 concerned whether there was a delay in mobilising the workforce at the start of
the Project in May 2008. I was never made aware of such an allegation during my time
on the Project and the only thing I can think of is that this may relate to when we could
have started work at the Depot.

6.2

The depot at Gogarburn where the trams were to be housed, was one of the first items
scheduled for completion in April 2010. As at March 2009, this aspect of the Project
had been seriously delayed as a result of both .delays to the MUDFA Works and
changes to the design of the depot.

6.3

A large water main ran through the location of the depot. It had not been moved in
advance of the commencement of our works in this location, despite the contractual
assumption that it should no longer have been there.

6.4

Schedule Part 4, Pricing Assumption 21 states: '(ii) the depot excavation will be

handed over to lnfraco pumped dry with a firm sound formation'. This is one of the
Pricing Assumptions which I discuss above. tie issued a letter dated 12 December
2008 that stated access had been available to Infraco since 14 May 2008 (the date the
Contract was signed). This was not correct because in February 2009, tie was still
occupying the site at the west end of the Depot Area, attempting to divert the large
water main but at the same time insisting we should commence our works. This issue
resulted in an 11 month delay to the Project.
6.5

In addition, the Depot design had significantly changed since BODI stage, due to the
design being incomplete at this stage. There were design changes required due to
third party requirements being received after 25 November 2007. For example,
Scottish Water requirements resulted in changes to the external drainage design. I
discuss the Development Workshop process in further detail below.
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6.6

The works at the Depot were further impacted by tie not agreeing Notified Departures.
Furthermore, tie had to come back to site to carry out remedial works to utility
diversions as the initial works as installed by MUDFA (under tie's management) were
not accepted by Scottish Water.
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7.

THE PRINCES STREET WORKS MARCH 2009 TO NOVEMBER 2009

7.1

The original programme which had been included in the lnfraco Contract, showed that
the works to lay the tram tracks on Princes Street, were to be carried out between
January and August 2009. This time period was chosen because it was period
between the winter festivals and the Festival in August. The programme duration for
Princes Street assumed that all MUDFA works had been completed by this date and
did not have any allowance therein for utility diversions or impacts to the construction
work due to utility conflicts.

7.2

The Contract Programme had slipped at the point the Contract was signed. That was
because lnfraco had based its price on the Design Programme, version 26. However,
by the time of contract execution, the design programme was at version 31. lnfraco
was already entitled to an extension of time of almost two months at the point of
signing the Contract - again Schedule Part 4 provided lnfraco with this right (Pricing
Assumption 4).

7.3

tie initially disputed lnfraco's entitlement to an extension of time which was a typical
example of the way in which they approached the Contract. An extension of time
would be a 'bad news' story and so their initial position had been that we could
mitigate to mean that there was no delay. By the time I joined the Project, they had
conceded this point however (I believe an award of an extension of time of slightly
over 7 weeks was made in December 2008).

7.4

Although the Programme slipped, the dates for Princes Street were maintained due to
the importance of carrying out these works at a time that would be least disruptive for
the city.

7.5

However, by the time that the start of these works was approaching, it was clear that
the MUDFA Works were not and would not be completed on time in advance of our
works.
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7.6

There were also ground condition issues at Princes Street due mainly to the poor
condition of existing utilities (i.e. leaking water mains). This resulted in some sections
with poor ground conditions requiring deeper excavations and extensive ground
improvement works prior to installation of the tram infrastructure (a tie risk). This also
had an impact on Programme as well as cost. There were also other Notified
Departures which related to changes, the impact of which had not been agreed, and
some elements of the design which affected Princes Street had not yet reached IFC
stage or had reached IFC stage, however, the change from the design on which we
had priced hadn't been agreed with tie. Although I wasn't involved in it, I understood
that the continued presence of the utilities on Princes Street and these design
changes, had led to lnfraco raising INTCs which tie refused to accept. As noted
above, at this time tie's approach was not to acknowledge how the Contract operated
at all as regards Notified Departures.

7.7

In addition, tie refused to accept that the Notified Departure mechanism, and clause
80.13 of the Contract, meant that until tie had issued a tie Change Order in respect of
the Notified Departure (reflecting the time and cost implications of the Notified
Departure), lnfraco was prevented from commencing work in respect of that change.
The point about Princes Street was that we were going to have to commence works
when the MUDFA contractor was still present. We were going to have to work around
each other and carry out the works in much smaller sections, when in fact we were
entitled to exclusive access to Princes Street. It is clear to see that this was going to
be much more difficult and also that it would delay the period available to us to carry
out those works. tie continued to refuse to accept the Estimate reflecting that situation.
tie was also refusing to agree the value of the Notified Departures which related to
BODI to IFC design changes. Our concern was that if we proceeded to carry out all of
these works, without agreement on the quantification of the impact of these changes,
we would very quickly end up in a very bad situation financially. We were not obliged
or permitted to start these works until the value of these Notified Departures had been
agreed (with reference to clause 80.13). At this point, tie used the media to state that
BCUK was refusing to proceed with the works because we had demanded £80 million
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from tie before we would start. This was not true. In reality, BCUK was only doing what
it was contractually required to do. This was one of the first major examples of tie
using the media against BCUK in a very public way (dealt with in more detail below).
7.8

However, shortly after I joined the Project, we attended a meeting with tie to see if we
could find a way through the impasse. By this point in time, Princes Street had been
closed but no work was progressing and this was attracting a huge amount of media
attention. We had a meeting with tie, at which Siemens and CAF were also
represented and at which the senior members of tie were presented. We also had
Pinsent Masons in attendance to assist with drafting if we reached any agreement.
This meeting went on until after 1Opm at night but we managed to reach agreement.
We signed the first version of what became known as the Princes Street Supplemental
Agreement ('PSSA') on 20 March 2009. The first version of this document referred to
works having to commence on Monday 23 March 2009 which we achieved. This first
version of the PSSA also only dealt with the work required in the first week thereafter.
There were various subsequent iterations of this document to deal with comments
from others, including I believe Siemens and CAF, and some Appendices etc had to
be added. The final version was signed on 29 May 2009 (albeit the works had actually
commenced on 23 March). I had only been in my post for three weeks when we had
the first negotiation which led to this agreement being struck. It was part of my remit
and my intention on arriving on the Project, that we would find a way through the
difficulties which had arisen. This was a good first step.

7.9

In terms of the PSSA, lnfraco were entitled to be paid on a Demonstrable Cost basis
for the works to be carried out on Princes Street. What that meant was that we would
be paid for all of the work carried out by our subcontractors (BCUK's subcontractors
for the Princes Street Works were Crummock and MacKenzie Construction) on the
basis of actual time spent carrying out the work, at rates which were agreed and were
set out in the PSSA.

7.10

This was a workable agreement which would allow works to proceed, even though we
didn't have agreement with tie on the consequences of the Notified Departures which
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affected every element of these Works (being the ongoing presence of the MUDFA
Contractor and the fact that the MUDFA Works were far from complete, as well as
BODI to IFC design changes and the other ground condition issues).
7.11

Although the Programme which was submitted with the PSSA showed works
commencing on 23 March 2009 and going all the way through to March 2010 without
a break for either the Festival or Christmas, tie and it's stakeholders made it clear
early on at the project management panel meetings (meetings of the Parties' senior
management the purpose of which was to address issues impacting the delivery of the
project as a whole, not just the Princes Street Works) that Princes Street would need
to re-open to traffic on 29 November 2009. We were therefore instructed to use
whatever resources we needed in order to make this happen, including working twenty
four hours a day, seven days a week. This is what we ended up doing towards the end
of that period. Even then, works were not fully complete in November 2009 and so we
had to return in January 2010 to complete the Princes Street Works and to carry out
certain remedial works.

7.12

It is worth noting how difficult the Princes Street works were to perform. Areas of
Princes Street, particularly The Mound junction were not made available to lnfraco at
the outset of the works as the MUDFA works were incomplete. This section when
eventually handed over to lnfraco still had incomplete MUDFA utility works and was
subject to considerable disruption during our works as outlined below.

7.13

It proved very difficult to assess the incomplete MUDFA works as tie were not
particularly open when advising of outstanding works, unresolved issues or reviewing
programmed MUDFA works or completed MUDFA works. At the commencement of
the lnfraco works on Princes Street, it was clear that there were considerable MUDFA
works still wholly incomplete. Examples include:
7.13.1

Scottish Power infrastructure transverse crossings were not at the correct
height to accommodate the track slab at various locations (e.g. Frederick St,
Castle St, South St David St).
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7.13.2

BT infrastructure transverse crossings were not at the correct height to
accommodate the track slab at various locations with major works not
completed at The Mound. In addition there were other longitudinal locations
impacting the construction of the carriageway works (e.g. South St David St
to Waverley Bridge Junction).

7.13.3

Scottish Gas Networks Infrastructure works were not completed at various
locations with major works not completed at The Mound impacting track slab
construction.

7.13.4

Scottish Water Infrastructure works were not completed at various locations
with major works not completed at The Mound and other longitudinal
locations impacting track and carriageway construction works (e.g. South St
David St to Waverley Bridge Junction and a water main running the length of
Princes St).

7.14

The ongoing MUDFA issues also impacted the infrastructure design and hence the
infrastructure construction works. As an example, during the works, once Infraco
obtained access to the area of Princes Street at the junction with The Mound (late
handover due to delayed MUDFA works), the Crawley Tunnel was uncovered. This
was an existing tunnel with a live water main running through it and it clashed with the
tram infrastructure. Whilst everyone was aware of the tunnel prior to the works, the
exact dimensions, .depth etc. were unknown. It was not until lnfraco (BCUK)
uncovered the tunnel that we could see that there was a clash with the tram
infrastructure. This proved to be a major issue requiring identification and redesign to
come up with a design solution which could be approved by Scottish Water. This
element was overlooked by the MUDFA work scope. It relied on lnfraco to develop
options, design and implement the preferred solution to which Scottish Water
subsequently agreed. From a site perspective, lnfraco seemed to be caught up in
outstanding MUDFA/Scottish Water issues which complicated and protracted the
design and construction process. Indeed this element of the Princes St works was the
last to be completed.
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7.15

I cannot answer why during the MUDFA works, a survey of the tunnel was not
undertaken and those details then not provided to the designer so that the clash with
the infrastructure design could have been resolved prior to commencement of the
Infraco works on site. This issue resulted in further delay (and cost) to the programme.

7.16

Despite carrying out the Princes Street works in these difficult circumstances, tie
subsequently refused to honour the PSSA agreement. They refused to pay us monies
which we were entitled to in respect of the Princes Street works, that totalled in excess
of £2 million. This matter had been referred to adjudication at the point at which we
went to mediation in March 2011 (I discuss the mediation in more detail below). This
seemed typical of tie to find reasons not to pay us what we were contractually entitled
to, even where they had previously reached a written agreement with us. The reasons
they relied upon for not paying us in full for the Princes Street works included
arguments which were just not sustainable. For example, they stated that the PSSA
only covered our works up until when we handed Princes Street back over to the
Council on 29 November 2009 (when there is no such cut off); and arguments that
they would not pay for staff who were 'not seen on site' even although all of the
records submitted showed that those individuals were present. On such a large and
busy site, it is ridiculous that all staff need to have been 'seen' by tie representatives
before their costs were payable (particularly given that the tie representatives were not
on site all the time). Although we referred this matter to adjudication, in the end no
decision was reached by the adjudicator as this was swept up in the agreement
reached following the mediation in March 2011. We had had a separate mediation on
Princes Street alone in November 2010, as part of the dispute resolution process, but
this had not resulted in an agreement on what was due to us. I deal later in my
statement with the individual mediations we had on various disputes (which was a pre
requisite before we could go to adjudication).

7.17

I now move on to deal with issues of the quality of the works at Princes Street. One of
the questions posed to me by the ETI in the letter to Pinsent Masons of 18 June 2015
relates to what steps were taken to exercise control over the quality of work
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undertaken by sub-contractors and why did the tram track on Princes Street require to
be re-laid [see question 9 of ETI letter 18 June 2015].
7.18

I would first respond by advising that the wording of the question is not correct. The
tram track on Princes Street did not need to be re-laid. I deal with this further below.
However, in relation to the issue of quality control, BCUK had full ISO 9001
certification in place prior to and for the duration of the Project. By way of background,
ISO 9001 is a certified quality management system (QMS) for organisations who want
to prove their ability to consistently provide products and services that meet the needs
of their customers and other relevant stakeholders. This is audited internally and
externally and we fully complied with and met the requirements of ISO 9001
throughout the Project. In accordance with any good and competent main contractor,
we had in place through our Integrated Management System, robust quality control
procedures to ensure that all works were carried out properly by our sub-contractors.
On each and every Bilfinger job, we have processes in place to make sure that we
appoint the right subcontractors who also have ISO 9001 certification and a similar
approach in regards to quality. MacKenzie and Crummock are well known
subcontractors in the Scottish market. They have worked for City of Edinburgh Council
on many other jobs (before and after Trams) and are competent and experienced
subcontractors. We had ISO 9001 compliant management structures in place within
BCUK including quality control procedures and guidelines to make sure their works
were carried out to the required standards: this included good site management and
presence, daily control meetings, interface meetings, inspection and test plans and
records and quality inspections and audits. Where necessary, Non-Conformance
Reports (NCRs) would be raised that identified works or elements of works that, for
example, were not constructed in line with the required standards. In order to close out
the NCR, the sub-contractor would be required to carry out remedial works. I would
refute that there was any mismanagement by BCUK of its subcontractors. In any case,
defects are part of construction contracts - there will also be some corrective action to
take before the Project would be considered as complete. The fact that there were
defects on Princes Street does not mean that lnfraco was in breach of contract.
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7.19

In addition and in relation to our subcontractors generally, there were of course
problems (which would be expected due to the complex nature of the project) but we
managed to avoid major disputes with all of them, and this was despite the fact that
we were aware that they suffered because of the nature of this job - in particular its
stop I start nature. For example, Crummock geared up for work on Leith Walk, only for
the work to be stopped before it had properly started for the reasons I have dealt with
above (the continued presence of the MUDFA Contractor). Barr Construction were
similarly disrupted with their work at the Depot. I would say that all of our
subcontractors were understanding of the difficult situation we found ourselves in with
tie. They were on board and were part of our team. This can be seen by the fact that
many of them came back on board after the majority of works had been suspended,
following the settlement which we reached with tie/CEC following the mediation. If
relationships had not been as good, I don't think they would have agreed to return to
finish the works. We did have some issues with our subcontractors along the way but
we managed to negotiate a way through with them, following mediation and after the
works restarted.

7.20

As regards why an element of the Princes Street work had to be redone by BCUK,
part of the problem was the pressure we came under to meet the requirement that
Princes Street reopen on 29 November 2009 (in advance of completion of the works).
The month of November 2009 was extremely wet and cold (frosty) and this is not ideal
for laying tarmac, particularly with 24/7 working. In addition, the work was finished very
early in the morning of 29 November and tie/CEC allowed buses to run on the newly
completed surface just hours later (and contrary to our advice).

7.21

We had a long debate with tie over the reasons why the road-rail interface on Princes
Street was subject to cracking.

7.22

It should also be remembered that at time of handover on 29 November 2009, the
works to the trackform were incomplete. Due to programme pressures instigated by
tie, the final surfacing works (primarily the coverage layer) were rushed, completed in
poor weather conditions and then not afforded the necessary standing time to achieve
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strength prior to loading (i.e. driven on by buses too early). The above reasons
contributed to the cracking at the road-rail interface.
7.23

It should also be noted that the cracking as displayed on Princes Street occurs on the
majority, if not all, of the tram systems that use this trackform system (which is called
'Rheda'). The cracking was also exacerbated by the volume of buses that utilise
Princes Street and in particular the turning forces of the bus axles brought about by
the constant requirement of buses having to pull out onto the tram tracks to pass other
stationary buses.

7.24

Ultimately, however, we reached a position at Mediation where lnfraco agreed to redo
Princes Street at our own cost and to an enhanced trackform .design (i.e. concrete
shoulders rather than asphalt). This work was successfully carried out post mediation.
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8.

OTHER ISSUES THROUGHOUT DURATION OF THE PROJECT

8.1

As was well known, the Project suffered from many problems and was severely
delayed as a result. In this section of my Witness Statement, I deal with the major
issues as I recall them. It is not possible to deal with these issues in much of a
chronological manner, because many of them were ongoing throughout the period
March 2009 (when I joined the Project) to March 2011 (the mediation}. Before getting
in to this, it is worth explaining the relationship which existed between BCUK and tie.

8.2

Bilfinger Relationship with tie

8.3

The relationship which we had with tie was not at all good. Everything was a battle
and to my mind, seemed to stem from a basic disagreement about the background to
and interpretation of the lnfraco Contract.

8.4

When I arrived on site in March 2009, I was aware that relationships even by this time,
were not good. Kevin Russell, BCUK Contract Manager, had not long joined the
project at this stage (he joined I believe a month before me). I thought that with the
change of personnel on the BCUK side, this was a good opportunity to turn the
relationship around. We tried very hard to make this happen, even having a joint team
ten pin bowling night. It quickly became apparent that there was no good relationship,
and not even an acceptable working relationship. This was throughout the whole of
the tie organisation, from management down. Even at a design or a construction level,
the relationship was terrible. For example the construction section managers in BCUK
who worked under Jim Donaldson (our Construction Manager), had terrible
relationships with their opposite numbers in tie. At no level at all was the relationship
acceptable or appropriate. Even at social events, there was a real sense of tension.

8.5

In the beginning I tried to work closely with Steven Bell and Frank McFadden, thinking
I could build a working relationship with them. This quickly proved to be impossible.
We had very intensive meetings with them. My approach is always to try and find
solutions. We never managed with tie or with these individuals to find working
solutions. Even when we thought we had made some progress on a particular issue,
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tie would then come back in writing refuting that any agreement had been reached.
The result of this was that there was no level of trust between us at all.
8.6

Even by the end of 2008 prior to my arrival, and thereafter into 2009, tie started
sending letters which were very accusatory in tone, extremely lengthy and referred to
BCUK's 'behaviour' which is unusual for the kind of large infrastructure contracts that I
am used to dealing with. The people we were dealing with seemed to be very
confrontational and rather than looking at ways in which we could resolve the issues
between us, they continually looked at ways to block our progress whilst seeking to
blame us for everything which was wrong with the project.

8.7

At various times, we thought there might be scope for some progress. For example,
following reaching agreement on the PSSA as described above (in March 2009) we
attempted mediations with tie to see if we could unlock issues which were separating
us. We had a mediation before a mediator called Eileen Carroll at the end of May (29
May 2009, the same day we signed the final PSSA) which was about the percentage
uplift to cover overheads and profit which was to be applied to the Actual Cost
associated with the value of Notified Departures and sums due to us via Appendix G
to Schedule Part 4. We reached a settlement which was recorded in a Minute of
Variation dated 3 June 2009 that we would get an uplift of 17 .5 /o in respect of the civil
°

element in valuing these changes. We attempted a further mediation from 29 June to
3 July 2009 which was much more ambitious in scope. This dealt with 12 issues
identified by the CEOs of lnfraco and tie (following a meeting on 22 June) covering all
of the major issues then in dispute, including: the valuation of extension of time ('EOT')
1 (which was the 2 month initial delay due to the SOS programme moving from
version 26 which was what the price was based on, to version 31 by the time of
signature of the Contract); the time due to us in respect of EOT 2 (MUDFA delays as
at March 2009); how to interpret Schedule Part 4; the valuation of BODI to I FC
Changes etc. This was also the start of the discussions on what became known as the
'On Street Supplemental Agreement' which was a proposal that all On-Street Works
be dealt with on a similar basis to the PSSA. I deal with this in further detail below.
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Unfortunately, we were unable to reach agreement with tie at this mediation because it
became clear that we had fundamental disagreements on the interpretation of key
aspects of the Contract. We followed the mediation up with a 'Without Prejudice' offer
to tie on 8 July 2009. In this letter, as well as making proposals in relation to many of
the things discussed at mediation, I also urged tie to 'abandon its passive behaviour in
favour of an active decision making process'. By this I meant that the issues between
us were only likely to get much worse if decisions on how to proceed were not taken
early. In response in a letter dated 9 July 2009, Steven Bell took the position that tie
remained open to taking decisions but it was Infraco's failure to provide information
which was making this impossible. It was clear that we were very far apart on many
issues.
8.8

At other times, there were proposals made by tie, which, had they stuck to the original
intention, might have helped to unlock the position we found ourselves in. For
example, it was originally a tie proposal (I think Richard Jeffrey) to send some of the
bigger issues of contractual interpretation to adjudication. The idea was that if we had
3-5 decisions from adjudicators on some of the key issues, such as the proper
interpretation of Schedule Part 4, that would unlock the dispute and give us a template
for moving forward. However, when tie lost all of the adjudications which dealt with
these significant matters of principle (from late 2009 and into 2010), they then refused
to accept the adjudicators' decisions, or interpreted them in an obtuse way which
could not be supported. Our whole relationship with tie was like this. As I've said, we
really tried to make the relationship work but it was just not possible. I didn't join the
Project to end up in adjudications and court cases. From our side, and despite the
abuse we received, we were always trying to be open and to look for ways of making
the Project work: for example, I mention in greater detail below, our proposals in
relation to On-Street Working, Project Carlisle I and Project Carlisle II and Project
Phoenix (which was the basis of our mediation proposal and the agreement with CEC
post mediation). All of these proposals were aimed at simplifying contractual
procedures and allowing us to build to the budget that tie had available to it, mainly by
reducing the length of the tram line. Everything we tried and offered was killed by tie. It
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is perhaps worthwhile mentioning that we always tried to find solutions to the problems
for example, because of the high running costs the delays were causing, none of
which we were being paid for. It is always wiser to avoid additional costs than try to
recover them later.
8.9

My feeling was that everyone in tie was following orders. It is not clear to me who
might have been issuing those orders but it was clear that they were being followed by
everyone we dealt with. The orders mainly centred around refusing to accept what the
lnfraco Contract said, and insisting that this was a lump sum, fully fixed price contract
which it clearly was not. The opening paragraphs of Schedule Part 4 make that
abundantly clear. Steven Bell in my opinion was not the right person to be heading up
the Project on behalf of tie. You need to be open and professional in order to lead on a
project like this and Steven Bell was neither of these things - although I accept that he
may also have been following Orders (perhaps from David Mackay or Richard
Jeffrey). His whole attitude was not solutions orientated which is what we needed, but
was completely confrontational. He even was like this for the short period that he
remained involved, after mediation (although by this time, the presence of Colin Smith
and the new role of CEC meant that he was brought into line much more quickly).

8.10

We had a very poor relationship with David Mackay who openly called the Project 'hell
on wheels' and used the press against us, including when he resigned and used the
media to call us a 'delinquent contractor'. Richard Jeffrey was his replacement and we
hoped that he would take a different approach. My feeling was that he was less of a
confrontational person by nature. However, it was his decision to bring in Tony Rush
as a consultant, who was extremely aggressive and confrontational and used very
inappropriate language in meetings. He used to say things like he would 'push us to
the wall' so that we had to accept tie's position. After the mediation in March 2011,
when we had signed the heads of term which were the starting point of the detailed
renegotiation of the Contract, Tony Rush approached me to apologise for his
behaviour. He told me that he had been asked to behave in the way he had, and
assured me that I wouldn't be hearing from him again.
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8.11

I would say that until Sue Bruce, the newly appointed Chief Executive of CEC and
Colin Smith of Hg Consulting became involved (at and post mediation), we never dealt
with anyone in tie who was prepared to take a reasonable attitude. tie seemed to
either employ people who were of a similar mind-set or who they could control to be
the same as them. At one stage, there was some media attention on a survey which
had been carried out and which had identified how unhappy tie employees were. They
had a very high staff turnover. Willie Gallagher, who was the Chairman of tie, didn't
last long after the Contract had been signed. Some individuals who were employed by
tie and who were very difficult to deal with in the period before mediation (e.g. Andy
Scott and Tom Cotter) had a notable difference in attitude post mediation when they
were subsequently employed by Turner and Townsend. This would indicate that it was
tie management who were dictating the behaviour of all of their employees, and that
when tie were taken out of the picture altogether, things became much easier.
Generally tie's approach seemed to be to bully and apply very aggressive tactics, with
very little (or no) room for compromise.

8.12

Furthermore, I would note that tie also appointed persons into roles for which the
person did not appear to have the appropriate skills, knowledge or experience.

8.13

Whilst we were not directly involved in the MUDFA contract, tie appeared to, from our
position, treat this as a wholly separate project and not as advance works for the tram.
What I mean by this is that they diverted utilities without full or due consideration of the
purpose of the diversion. I was informed of services being diverted from a clash with
one piece of tram infrastructure into the location of another element of tram
infrastructure without any discussion to determine the impact to the tram
infrastructure. It was evident that the tie MUDFA team and the tie lnfraco team did not
work as "one tie team". Again, whilst we were not directly involved, there was clear
tension between the two tie teams. When this approach is compared with the
approach by CEC to deal with the utility clashes after Mediation it was night and day.
The approach by CEC was open, collaborative with the most appropriate solution
developed to minimise cost and impact to the overall programme.
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8.14

If I was asked what drove tie's behaviour, I would say that it seemed they had an
entirely different interpretation of the lnfraco Contract to us. Perhaps they understood
that they were not in a good position contractually and financially, and this was why
they had to be so aggressive and unreasonable. Willie Gallagher had reported to the
Council that this was a lump sum, fixed and final Contract Price and as I've said
above, this was simply not correct, as the top page of Schedule Part 4 makes clear. It
seemed that tie were trying to defend that position from day 1 of the Project. It was a
position which was not defensible.

8.15

tie's attitude meant that we did have to employ our lawyers, Pinsent Masons, to assist
with reviewing the Contract and advising us on our position on the various things we
were being accused of. Moving into the latter part of 2009 and thereafter, Pinsent
Masons ran and defended the 12 adjudications we were involved in, as well as
assisting with many other disputes in the background which didn't reach the
adjudication stage. In addition, we ended up with a large Change Management team
of around 10 Quantity Surveyors, whose job it was to notify of Notified Departures and
to subsequently evaluate and quantify the Change. This was approximately three
times larger than the team that I would normally have expected to see employed on a
job of this nature. It was not how the job had been planned and all of these people
were not employed from the very beginning. Instead, they had to come on board due
to the way that tie were driving the Contract, refusing to deal with Notified Departures,
insisting on more information from us continuously and generally refuting our
contractual entitlements. We also employed an additional planner full time (albeit he
was a consultant and not a BCUK employee) Stephen Sharp, in addition to our day-to
day planner (James Cowie). Steve's job was to help us assess the delay being caused
as a result of the significant level of Change on the Project, but in particular, the
delays caused by the delay to the preceding MUDFA Works. The team on this Project
was therefore significantly bigger than we would normally assemble for a job of this
size and nature which meant we were incurring higher costs.
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8.16

tie, until their demise, persisted in characterising the Project problems as being solely
of lnfraco's making. As documented in brief above, this is clearly not the case. Had tie
recognised and accepted their role and obligations at the start of the Project, the
Project would have incurred fewer delays, been built for substantially less than the
final outturn cost and perhaps delivered a greater scope.
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9.

OTHE R ISSUES FROM MARCH 2009 TO MARCH 201 1

9.1

Ongoing delay

9.2

As I noted above (in relation to my comments on Princes Street), the lnfraco Contract
was based on certain pricing assumptions and some of these related to both
programming and the MUDFA works. The relevant pricing assumptions are found in
Schedule Part 4 to the Contract and include:

"no 24: That in relation to Utilities the MUDFA Contractor and/or Utility shall have
completed the diversion of any utilities in accordance with the requirements of the
Programme save for utilities diversions to be carried out by the lnfraco pursuant to the
expenditure of the Provisional Sums noted in Appendix B.
no 25: That the Possessions (as defined in Clause 16. 1) shall be available as noted in
the Programme at Schedule Part 15 (Programme).
no 32: That the programming assumptions set out in Schedule Part 1 5 (Programme)
remain true in all respects"
9.3

Further, more assumptions were made in the body of Schedule Part 15
(Programming) including:
"3. 1: The Programme is based on MUDFA having completed all works and all utilities

being diverted that would conflict with lnfraco operations by specified dates which are
in advance of commencement by lnfraco of any of its Works in any Designated
Working Area. "
9.4

In short, what this meant was that the Programme was based on the Utility Works in
any Designated Working Area being complete before lnfraco commences the lnfraco
Works in such Designated Work Area, and that no works were required to be
undertaken by lnfraco to enable the MUDFA Contractor to proceed. If the Utility works
carried out by the MUDFA Contractor and/or other utilities works had not been
completed in accordance with the requirements of the Programme, and/or the
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Programming Assumptions were not met (the MUDFA and utilities diversion works are
not completed by the dates shown in the Programming Assumptions document
included at Schedule Part 15 b of the Agreement), then a Notified Departure had
occurred which entitled lnfraco to additional time and money.
9.5

As I've mentioned above, delay by the preceding MUDFA Contractor was the major
contributing factor which delayed the lnfraco Works. Under my comments on Princes
Street, there was a delay of almost 2 months to the Contract Programme, at the time
that the Contract was signed [as a result of the change in revision to the SOS
programme]. The situation only got worse from there. The lnfraco had no contractual
relationship with the MUDFA Contractor. tie controlled that relationship entirely. We
struggled to get updated information from tie as to when the MUDFA Works would be
completed. We needed that information in order to be able to properly programme the
lnfraco Works.

9.6

As I mention above, the original MUDFA Contractor was Carillion pie. tie replaced
Carillion with Farrans Construction and Clancy Docwra but gave the Infraco no notice
of this. At no point did tie provide the Infraco with notice of a) the reasons for the delay
to the completion of the MUDFA Works, b) when tie became aware of such delays and
c) reliable anticipated completion dates for the MUDFA Works (which would have
allowed us as lnfraco to know when we could expect reasonable access dates for the
commencement of our Works). Had tie provided us with this information, it would have
made our job much easier. The closest we got was sporadic marked up drawings from
tie's sectional Project Managers on site regarding anticipated completion dates for
certain MUDFA activities in various locations. There was no formal communication of
this information from tie.

9.7

In a report to Council dated 12 March 2009, tie reported that the MUDFA works were
'on target to be substantially completed by July 2 009''. In the Edinburgh Tram MUDFA
Update Report dated 22 March 2010, tie reported to the Council's Tram Sub
Committee that ''The majority of the utilities works are complete ( 9 7%) with the
remaining work being concluded by September 2 01 0. " In the corresponding report
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dated 24 June 2010 tie reported ''The utility diversions are now substantially
complete ''. In the Edinburgh Tram Update Report dated 14 October 2010 tie reported
that the utility diversions were ''over 95% '' complete. The Audit Scotland Report of
February 2011 states ''Utilities work is now 97 per cent complete ''. The substantial
utilities diversion works carried out post Mediation (including planning, design and
approvals) indicate that the above percentage completion rates were inaccurate. The
utility diversion works were finally completed in late 2013. Clearly, the reports issued
by tie to CEC reporting MUDFA completion percentages could not be relied on. I
believe that it is clear from the above (assuming that tie did not deliberately report
inaccurately to CEC) that tie did not at any stage have a grasp of the full scope, cost,
timescale or impact of the utility diversions required.
9.8

As it was, half the time we were acting in a vacuum and simply had to make
assumptions about when the MUDFA Works might complete in the absence of any
concrete information coming from tie. Any dates from any information we did get (e.g.
from the site managers) or assumptions we made on that information about
anticipated completion dates for the MUDFA Works, repeatedly lapsed (that is the
dates were missed), without any explanation from tie. The majority of the time, we had
no reliable information on when the MUDFA Works would be completed and when we
could get access to the various areas of the site to enable our works to proceed. This
made it impossible to plan works or engage meaningfully with subcontractors.

9.9

Not only were there Programming and Pricing Assumptions about the MUDFA Works
having been completed before we commenced our works, as I've noted above, Clause
18.1.2 also provided that we were granted ''an exclusive licence to..enter and remain
upon the Designated Working Area for the duration of the time required (pursuant to
Schedule Part 15 ( Programme)...for completion of the lnf. raco Works to be executed
on such Designated Working Area.'' The Project was broken down into 7 Sections and
many intermediate sections within those main sections. We had programmed on the
basis that each of the intermediate sections was a 'Designated Working Area'. On the
on-street sections of the Works, the continued presence of utilities and the MUDFA
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Contractor meant that we did not have exclusive access to really any area of the Site
which curtailed our ability to work in the on-street areas.
9.10

As a result of the ongoing MUDFA delays, it meant that we were continually working to
outdated programmes. We had various obligations in relation to Programming and
were required to produce updated monthly Programmes to tie (clause 60 of the
Contract contains our obligations in relation to progress reporting and providing
updated programmes}. Where there was to be a change to the Programme (by which I
mean the main Programme for the whole of the works which we were working to), we
were to submit that to tie's Representative for their acceptance of any change (which
could include the revised order or manner in which the lnfraco proposed to carry out
the lnfraco Works). As noted, even Revision 1 to the Programme (which related to
delays which had happened even before the Contract was signed) was difficult to get
agreement on. This was despite the fact that tie were supposed to respond to an
updated Programme within 5 days of receiving it.

9.11

Early on, and in fact before I had joined the Project, I understood that our programmer,
Stephen Sharp, had started a series of meetings with tie's Tom Hickman (tie's
programmer), to try and agree a revised programme which took account not only of
MUDFA delays, but also late design and tie Changes etc. The approach that they took
to this exercise was to analyse the impact of these delays on each Section of the
work. This exercise was stopped after a while as tie required that Stephen instead
work on recovery programmes (i.e. how we could make up lost time).

9.12

After that, and in my time on the Project, we continued to try and get agreement with
tie on a realistic Programme. tie seemed to refuse to accept what we were telling
them. They refused to accept that we couldn't mitigate the delay and they had a very
different approach to us as to what they believed mitigation would involve. The lnfraco
Contract does require us to mitigate delay. However, tie seemed to believe that
mitigation also included acceleration, by which I meant they thought that we should
introduce a huge number of additional resources at our own cost and do all that we
possibly could to pull back the delay caused by MUDFA. It also appeared that tie didn't
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really want to agree a revised Programme because if they did, they would have to go
public with the truth that there was no way that the Project would be completed by the
original completion date for the final section of 16 July 2011. This was yet another
example of tie refusing to accept what reality was telling them, and refusing to accept
the mechanisms built into the Contract to deal with these matters.
9.13

On 30 April 2009, tie issued 'MUDFA Programme Revision 8' which was the first time
that they had formally communicated anticipated completion dates for the Utility Works
across the project. As I explained, until this point in time lnfraco had not been made
aware of the extent of the delays to the Utility Works in any reliable detail.

9.14

The Project was to be completed in four Sections (described as Sectional Completion
A, B, C and D). By showin.g the effect of these MUDFA dates on the Programme we
were then working to (Revision 1), it was clear that these dates were going to have a
huge impact on our completion .dates for each of the four Sections. We considered this
was a Notified Departure and in July 2009, we issued INTC 429 in respect of the
MUDFA delays. This intimated that a Notified Departure had occurred to the extent
that the completion dates provided by tie in the 'MUDFA Programme Revision 8' were
at variance with Pricing Assumptions 3.4.24 and 3.4.32. The notice intimated that the
Notified Departure mechanism therefore applied.

9.15

On 3 September 2009, tie formally confirmed that it agreed that a Notified Departure in
respect of the effect of the 'MUDFA Programme Revision 8' had occurred. However,
tie fundamentally disagreed with our assessment of the effect of the delays to the
MUDFA Works.

9.16

In August 2009 and in accordance with the procedure for Notified Departures which
I've outlined above, we provided an Estimate to tie to show the effect of these MUDFA
delays. We reserved the matter of cost to after the time elements had been
determined. The Estimate showed slippage to the completion dates as follows:
(a)

Planned Sectional Completion Date for Section A: 187 Calendar
Days (to 13 December 2010)
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(b)

Planned Sectional Completion Date for Section B: 185 Calendar
Days (to 10 January 2010)

(c}

Planned Sectional Completion Date for Section C: 251 Calendar
Days (to 22 November 2011)

(d)

Planned Sectional Completion Date for Section D: 257 Calendar
Days (to 20 May 2012)

9.17

This programme included all mitigation measures which Infraco considered to be
reasonable (and which complied with the contractual obligation to mitigate). This was
a 9 month delay to the Programme, and only reflected delays to the MUDFA works.
There were other delays associated with BODI to IFC design Change etc, but we were
hoping at least to make some headway.

9.18

Ultimately tie would not agree the impact on the programme of these MUDFA delays.
We referred the matter to adjudication in May 2010. tie took many technical points in
defence: that the Estimate we had submitted was inadequate; that we should have
accelerated (that is by spending our own money to add additional resources to the
job); that as well as being a Notified Departure, this was also a Compensation Event
under a different clause of the Contract (clause 65) and that the method we had used
to evaluate delay was wrong. The matter was referred to Robert Howie as Adjudicator
and tie failed on all of these points. We were awarded an extension of time for Section
A, although the Adjudicator found against us on one important issue - namely that he
didn't agree with the way that we had approached the issue of what was a Designated
Working Area ('DWA') (we had equated this with the intermediate sections in our
Programme when the Adjudicator held that it was not as wide as this and that we
should have looked instead at the DWA being the area of ground at any particular
point which lnfraco needed to do the work safely and reasonably economically). We
didn't get as much as an extension of time as we had wanted, but this decision
provided some very important points of principle, decided in lnfraco's favour, which we
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were able to take forward to prepare a subsequent claim for even more delays caused
by the MUDFA Works.
9.19

Although the first adjudication was based on the MUDFA Revision 8 programme which
we received in May 2009, in February 2010, and at our insistence, tie started to
provide on a monthly basis, access maps showing where lnfraco had access to areas
of the site and forecasting when lnfraco would get access to other areas of the site.
However, even this information was misleading and differed from other information we
received. By doing a cross-check against other documents, letters, Change Orders
etc, we prepared another INTC (no. 536) which was submitted in January 2010, and
followed that up with a further Estimate which this time included costs (of circa £40
million plus Euros 4 million) on 17 September 2010. This new Estimate approached
matters entirely in line with the adjudicator's decision in the first adjudication on
MUDFA ('MUDFA 1'). By September 2010, we were reporting a delay of almost 15
months to the final completion date (for Section D) and this was in respect of MUDFA
delays alone. Even at this stage we were reporting against Programme Revision 1 as
tie had steadfastly refused to acknowledge the delay we were reporting and had not
agreed an updated Programme. We were reporting against a very out of date
Programme. Again, tie refused to accept our Estimate and raised many of the points
they had raised in the MUDFA 1 adjudication. It is worth putting some of this into
context. By the time we went to mediation in March 2011, the MUDFA Works were still
not complete in accordance with the MUDFA Programme. This was 34 months into
the original 38 month lnfraco Contract period. Even at that stage, tie could not provide
any certainty as to the sequence and timing for completion of all of the MUDFA works.
This had such a massive effect on our ability to progress the works which cannot be
underestimated. tie's refusal to even acknowledge the effect this was having, and
continually stating that we could mitigate any delay, was simply exacerbating an
already very difficult situation.

9.20

tie's failure to acknowledge principles which had been already determined at
adjudication, and its failure to properly administer the Contract (which I touch on in
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greater detail below) was exemplified by the fact that the first time we received a
formal response to our Estimate for these further delays, was in the mediation papers
submitted by tie's lawyers in February 2011. tie suggested that we were entitled to not
a single day of extension of time despite the massive delay to the MUDFA works and
all of the problems this had clearly caused us. In addition, the grounds tie relied upon
for not awarding us any time, were matters which had already been decided against
them at adjudication. For example, tie's main argument was that the MUDFA delays
were not a Notified Departure, but a compensation event and that we had applied for
the extension of time under the wrong clause of the Contract. This was simply wrong it flew in the face of the decision we had received at adjudication in relation to the
operation of Notified Departures (clause 80) against Compensation Events (clause
65). This was a key issue between the parties and by this time, had been decided in
lnfraco's favour (in an adjudication before Lord Dervaird associated with the
Murrayfield Underpass which I discuss below). Another complaint was that we had
impacted the wrong Programme because we were showing delays against the
contract Programme Revision 1 and not any updated programmes. We could not
believe this - the reason there was no updated Programme showing actual progress
was because tie had continually refused to accept any Programme which showed
delay. Their whole approach in this document showed a complete disregard of points
of principle which had already been decided in the MUDFA 1 adjudication before
Robert Howie QC.
9.21

It should be remembered that although our approach in these two applications for an
extension of time was to focus on the MUDFA delays, there were also other delays
caused as a result of design changes and failures by tie to obtain third party approvals
which they were contractually obliged to obtain. In the end, we never received an
extension of time to the completion dates because the lnfraco Contract was entirely
renegotiated following the mediation.
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10.

DESIGN

10.1

Design - Backg round to the Design in relation to the Contract:

The original

concept of the lnfraco Contract was to essentially be a "Build only" contract with the
SOS design already completed in advance of the main construction works. It should
be noted that there was always a requirement for the lnfraco proposals (i.e. systems
design) to be integrated into the SOS design; however, this was envisaged to have
been carried out in parallel to the initial civil construction works. If the SOS design had
been complete as planned, this would have allowed for the construction works to be
accurately priced and for the contractor to carry a much greater proportion of the risk.
However, quite early on it was clear that the SOS design would not be complete and
the contract effectively became a "Design and Build" Contract, whereby Infraco was
also to take on the obligation of completing the design and constructing the works. As
an aside, but for completeness, I would surmise that the reason for the "Design and
Build" Contract was to move the risk of design from the client to the Contractor. This is
fairly standard in construction and is the most common way in which an Employer will
seek to ensure that a contract is a fixed price, lump sum, with the obligation on the
Contractor being very much to do all that is required to deliver what the Employer
wants (as reflected in a document which is usually called the Employer's
Requirements - as it is in the lnfraco Contract). I would also note that subsequently
the maintenance of the constructed works was bolted on to the lnfraco Contract.
10.2

As I've noted above, tie had engaged SOS (Parsons Brinkerhoff) to develop the
preliminary and detailed design and this design was based on the initial outline design
carried out by others to inform the Parliamentary Process required to obtain the
consent to construct the Edinburgh Tram Network. SOS was constrained by the Limits
of Deviation that had been set by the initial designers and agreed to at the
Parliamentary stage and included within the Tram Acts.

10.3

SOS was instructed by tie in 2006 to develop the design and the initial design
programme showed the SOS design being completed prior to award of the lnfraco
Contract. This design clearly did not progress as initially programmed. I am unable to
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comment on why this occurred; however, I would speculate that perhaps the design
was delayed for the same reasons as occurred during the lnfraco Contract and which I
explain as follows.
10.4

Under the lnfraco Contract (i.e. post novation of SOS), SOS would continue to develop
a design based on the design and requirements included within the Tram Act. Once
this was at a preliminary design stage, it would be issued for initial consultation to tie
and the approval body. This was to obtain an early understanding of any requirements
the approval bodies or third parties would have, such that these requirements could be
incorporated into the detailed design and avoid unnecessary re-work of the detailed
design. SOS would then develop the detailed design incorporating the necessary
requirements. SOS would issue the detailed design for formal consultation and
approval. Following formal approval, SOS would finalise the design and issue this for
construction (i.e. 'Issued for Construction' ('IFC') status). The entire process from
initial consultation to issue of the IFC design should take no more than 90 days. It was
the obligation of tie to ensure third parties and approval bodies provided their
comments in line with the design programme (with reference to Clause 10.1 of the
Infraco Contract).

10.5

I have already described how we had to price against a baseline design (BODI as of
25 November 2007) in order to attempt to "fix" an initial Contract Sum. However, the
design had not been completed to a sufficient degree that would have allowed lnfraco
to accept the novation of the designer's contract from tie and all of the risk for the
development and evolution of the remainder of the design. In addition a large
proportion of the third party approvals required to deliver the Project had not been
obtained by tie. Schedule Part 4 included for a number of Design related Pricing
Assumptions some of which I reference further below. However, I note below an
extract from Clause 3.4.1 .2 of Schedule Part 4. It is clearly evident that this Contract
was and never could be a "fixed price lump sum" Contract.

10.6

Clause 3.4.1.2 and 3.4.1.3 state that ''The Design prepared by the SOS Provider will
not ....be amended from the Base Date Design Information and lnfraco Proposals as a
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consequence of any Third Party Agreement '' or "be amended from the drawings
forming the Base Date Design Information as a consequence of the requirements of
any Approval Body ."
10.7

Design Status at M ay 2008: At Contract signature, SOS were novated to lnfraco and

it was Infraco's obligation to both complete the design of the Project and carry out all
construction works. However, this obligation is tied to Schedule Part 4 and the other
risks that still remained with tie.
10.8

The Edinburgh Tram Acts (Line 1 and Line 2) were passed with a number of third
party requirements to be addressed. There were brought about due to impacts on a
third party due to the tram - for example, loss of land, loss of access etc. The third
party agreements were the obligation of tie to obtain and then ensure the thir.d party
requirements were included for within the design.

10.9

However, at the time of Contract Award, third party input into the design had not been
completed and the detail of Accommodation Works required to meet third party
requirements had not been fully defined (e.g. Forth Ports, Network Rail etc.).
Furthermore, a significant number of approvals were outstanding. tie were responsible
for the approvals and also for the costs (and time) associated with changes to the
design brought about by late issue of the third party requirements. Pricing Assumption
3.4.1 of Schedule Part 4 as quoted above clearly demonstrates that this risk sat with
tie.

10.10

In addition, the design at Contract award was the original SOS design only and
required the incorporation of the Infraco proposals. The Infraco proposals included a
different trackform (Rheda), a new Overhead Line Equipment (OLE) system, different
substation equipment, increased size of duct chambers, and different Depot
equipment (tram wash, wheel lathe etc.).

10.11

In addition, the tram vehicle procured by tie through CAF differed from the assumed
vehicle on which the SOS design was based. The CAF vehicle was a larger tram
vehicle with a different and larger Dynamic Kinematic Envelope (DKE). The change in
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DKE impacted the tram stop, roads and OLE location design. As a result of the late
addition of CAF to the lnfraco Consortium, the new vehicle was also an lnfraco
proposal. It is worth noting the Pricing Assumptions from Schedule Part 4 which dealt
with these issues.
10.12

Pricing Assumption 7 states ''That the tram meets the DKE parameters mentioned in

the track alignment criteria document (ULE90130-SW-SPN-00001 v2. 1)''. This means
that the CAF tram DKE should be the same as the SOS "assumed tram" DKE. Pricing
Assumption 9 states ''Except for the normal development and completion of

designs . . .. there shall be no changes to the design resulting from the impact of the
kinematic envelope of the Trams on the civils design''.
10.13

The process by which the Infraco Proposals would be integrated into the SOS .design
was through the Development Workshop Process.

10.14

The Development Workshop Process (defined within Schedule Part 23 of the Infraco
Contract) involved holding workshops to identify misalignments. The workshops were
to be held as soon as reasonably practicable and attended by all parties. At time of
Contract award, it was known that misalignments existed between the SOS design
and the lnfraco Proposals. The workshops were held to determine the development of
the lnfraco Proposals and any consequential amendment to the design deliverables.
A Misalignment Report would then be prepared and signed off by all parties identifying
the misalignments, detailing the conclusions in respect of each matter and payments
to be made to SOS in respect of the work to be carried out by SOS as a result of the
conclusions set out in the report. The work to be carried out by SOS to address the
misalignment was a Mandatory tie Change. tie should then have issued a tie Notice of
Change requesting an Estimate from lnfraco to carry out the necessary design works.
Following receipt and agreement of the Estimate, tie would then issue the
corresponding tie Change Order. tie also had the option to instruct the design in
advance of agreement of the Estimate through the appropriate contractual mechanism
(see Clause 10.18 of the lnfraco Contract).
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10.15

The ability of SDS to complete the design was being frustrated by a number of issues,
the vast majority of which were out with the control of lnfraco and SDS and were with
tie (directly or at least contractually in terms of risk) to resolve. At a high level, the
issues included CEC and Third Party Approvals, uninstructed design changes and
conflicting requirements. I take the opportunity to highlight some of these issues in
more detail below. I would add that of course there were some delays to the design
programme due to late issue of design by the designers; however, these were much
fewer in number and of less significance in comparison with the delays caused by the
failure of tie.

10.16

Approvals Process: There were numerous delays in receiving third party (mainly
CEC approval) for the design, this being a matter in respect of which tie has retained
the risk in terms of the Infraco Contract (under Clause 10.1, it was tie's contractual
obligation ''to procure that CEC reviews the Deliverables in accordance with Schedule
Part 14'). The approval delays were due to two main reasons. The first was the delay

in receipt of comments or approvals for sections submitted to CEC. The second was
that within comments received as part of the approval process or comments post
approval, CEC sought changes that constituted scope changes and hence become
Notified Departures. lnfraco/SDS were entitled to recover costs to amend the design.
The design change process then became "locked up" within the contractual change
mechanism and impacted the completion of the design to IFC status, the
corresponding approval and ultimately the construction works. This is before we even
consider lnfraco's entitlement to recover costs due to BODI to IFC changes.
10.17

tie had no control or management of CEC Approvals Authorities with resultant
continual scope changes (some that constituted Notified Departures) without any
recognition of additional costs, programme impacts etc. Throughout the Project, there
were also instances of CEC raising additional requirements post Approval that tie did
not manage or control appropriately. This led to additional costs and delays to the
Project.
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10.18

tie's failure to programme manage the approval process meant that some design
packages which were expected to be finished by May 2008 (prior to contract
signature) remained outstanding beyond March 2011 through a lack of approval by
third parties. Examples are contained within the early Design & Consent Control
meetings dated April and May 2011 that followed Mediation.

10.19

The lnfraco design (e.g. OLE design, track design etc.) was subject to the approval of
tie under Schedule Part 14 - the contractual Design Review Process. This was
envisaged as a tie-led, 4 week review process as set out at Section 2 of the Design
Management Plan (Part C of Schedule Part 14 to the lnfraco Contract). This required
the design to be submitted to tie who would then review and either approve (Level A),
approve with comments (Level B) or reject (Level C). However, tie also mismanaged
this design Approvals Process. tie did not manage this process in accordance with the
programme and comments were provided late or after the design had been issued at
I FC status resulting in requests for further (at times "superficial") changes that then
become "tied up" in the contractual change process. Furthermore, tie attempted,
contrary to the provisions of the Design Review Procedure, to "downgrade" the level of
approval given to design deliverables, preventing work being progressed which had
previously been approved by tie. tie's role as a design reviewer and approver was
halted following mediation. Schedule Part 14 was amended as part of the Settlement
Agreement in order to streamline the Approvals Process.

10.20

Conflicting Planning and Tech nical Req u i rements : In many instances there were
conflicting planning and technical requirements or conflicting requirements between
the approval authority and a third party. These were outwith the control of lnfraco or
SOS to manage. I provide a couple of examples below to illustrate this issue.

10.21

Picardy Place: The design for Picardy Place was delayed due to conflicting
requirements within CEC's Technical and Planning departments. The Planning
Department wanted to minimise the impact to the existing footway widths; however,
the traffic modelling element (CEC Technical) could not be approved without taking
some existing footway to provide additional junction capacity. tie failed to manage
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CEC in this regard leading to delays in completion of this design package and this
element of work was not approved or completed during the duration of the project.
This is despite numerous meetings between the CEC and SOS as well as
considerable money being spent by the project on numerous iterations of design.
10.22

Airport Canopy and Kiosk: This element of design could not be completed prior to
mediation due to tie's failure to manage the approvals and third party requirements. At
the time of Mediation, tie had still to issue to lnfraco a clear and defined scope to allow
the Airport Kiosk and Canopy design to be finalised. This had knock-on impacts to the
completion of Gogarburn Retaining Wall W14C. At this time, tie had still to agree the
interfaces between BAA and the Airport Tram Stop to allow the design to be
completed. Only when a design change was instructed by tie on 16 February 2011
were the Airport Kiosk and Canopy and W14C deemed sufficiently acceptable to CEC
Planning for them to recommend the design to the Planning Committee for Approval.

10.23

In addition to conflicting requirements, comments were often provided after approvals
had been obtained as mentioned above. This constituted a contractual change as
SOS were entitled to recovery of the costs to amend the design to reflect the late
comments. However, tie rarely agreed the valid changes and when they did, this was
generally after a protracted period that impacted the completion of the design and
ultimately the construction works. This can be evidenced by review of the minutes of
the Design Change Meeting held fortnightly between tie and lnfraco. When compared
with the Control meetings held post Mediation and the progress made therein, the lack
of progress made within the Design Change Meetings is all the more startling.

10.24

Betterment and Preferential Engineering: CEC through its Technical and Planning
Departments sought additional improvements to the city centre (new road pavements,
higher specification materials etc.) that, in other projects, would not normally have
formed part of the core tram works or tram budget. Usually, additional requirements to
be carried out at the same time (for cost efficiencies) would be funded by separate
budgets. Examples include high specification OLE poles and street lighting columns,
setts, etc. Whilst lnfraco did not have sight of the original tram budget, it would be
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highly unlikely for it to have allowed for the high specification materials ultimately
requested through the Planning Process. tie made few if any attempts to "reign in" or
control CEC or seek to value engineer any of the high specification items.
10.25

For example, in regards to road pavement works, lnfraco's initial proposal for certain
areas on-street was to only remove and replace the wearing course on the on-street
sections [refer Pricing Assumption 12 of Schedule Part 4]. tie and CEC did not accept
this and a design was developed for full depth reconstruction of all of the associated
roads on which the tram tracks were to be installed. This resulted in contractual
entitlement to lnfraco to claim the additional costs and time due to the increase in
scope. This was subsequently changed post mediation in a value engineering
exercise and brought back to the concept behind Infraco's initial proposal.

10.26

Third Party Issues: I would acknowledge that tie were frustrated by a number of third
parties that contributed to the delays and additional costs. tie failed to acknowledge or
recognise that this was their risk under the Infraco Contract and delays due to third
party issues entitled lnfraco to additional costs and/or time. For example:

10.27

Scottish Water: There are numerous examples of Scottish Water ('SW') impacting the
project through either not providing approvals in line with the design programme, or
altering their position on what the approval constituted. The difficult approach of SW
during tram infrastructure meetings was, in the opinion of my team, due to the
numerous unresolved MUDFA issues and tie's unwillingness or inability to resolve
these issues to the satisfaction of SW. I do have some sympathy with tie with regard
to SW as even when CEC took over the management of the project, SW was the most
difficult third party to deal with. It had been reported to me that at times it felt more like
a Scottish Water Asset Improvement Project with the potential of a tram at the end of it
rather than a tram project.

10.28

BDDI to IFC: The design changed substantially from BODI due to the late issue of
approvals and comments from the approval bodies (CEC, SW etc). The comments
that were eventually provided with or prior to the approval required the .design to be
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substantially amended from that priced by Infraco in the majority of instances. As had
been flagged to tie at the time by lnfraco, the level of design at BODI stage was
lacking detail and there was considerable risk that in finalising the design, there would
be significant additional costs. Once the IFC design was issued to lnfraco, this needed
to be reviewed against the BODI design to understand the changes and assess
whether the changes constituted a Notified Departure and the cost and time impact of
these changes. Due to the size, scale and complexity of the project, this was a time
•

•

consuming exercise.
10.29

tie's involvement: There are numerous examples of tie's failure to manage the
elements of the design process which they had the obligation to manage under the
Infraco Contract. I think part of this failure was a lack of understanding of their
contractual obligations as well as their fundamental need to keep the design "open" in
order to allow them to (incorrectly) maintain their positions that ""lnfraco was not
managing SOS" or "the lnfraco works could not commence as the design was not
complete" and deflect attention from the fact that they had insufficient funds to
complete the entire project.

10.30

tie did not seek to drive any Value Engineering or Co.st Engineering measures during
the design process post novation. Rather they effectively sat back and pushed
everything back to Infraco stating it was our obligation to secure all consents (whether
it was core tram scope and regardless of the additional costs) and to construct what
was consented to. An example of this is Roseburn Viaduct.

10.31

Roseburn Viaduct: This was a key element in the Programme and tie failed to
manage the Approval process (as described above) to allow the completion of the
design of these structures. This resulted in a delay of over 30 months. Infraco were
unable to mitigate this delay by issuing an instruction to SOS to develop the design as
it was not known what CEC and tie wanted or what they could afford. tie's approach
was that this was for I nfraco to resolve regardless of the costs or impact to the
Programme.
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10.32

The Ro.seburn Viaduct was a five span viaduct structure in the original SOS design.
Infraco offered a Value Engineering ('VE') solution with a saving to tie of approximately
£1.3 million during preferred bidder status. The VE Design encompassed 3 No. earth
retaining walls, a small portal structure and one bridge over Roseburn Street. This
solution was preferred by the Scottish Rugby Union ('SRU') and encompassed into
their third party agreement. The solution was put forward by lnfraco on the basis that
tie obtained the saving provided that the revised design was approved and issued at
IFC status to meet the Programme. Should the design not be approved and issued
IFC by the required date, lnfraco would construct the original design and tie would pay
the additional £1.3 million.

10.33

lnfraco instructed SOS to carry out the design in accordance with the VE proposal,
following Contract award. However, during the initial consultation with CEC Planning,
CEC Planning stated that they would not approve the VE design as it was not in line
with their vision for Murrayfield. They advised that there was no point in issuing this for
approval as it would be rejected. This was then raised to tie for them to step in to
resolve. Despite assurances from tie that a second informal consultation would ensure
the design could be taken forward, the result was essentially the same. It was in a
third informal consultation that some progress was made. CEC Planning stated that
cladding the structure and some other additional aesthetic measures would allow CEC
Planning to potentially grant approval. CEC Structures had granted Technical
Approval during this time for the VE structures.

10.34

This however was a departure from the agreed scope of the VE design and the
additional measures proposed by CEC Planning resulted in considerable additional
costs. The departure from the scope of the VE design constituted a Notified
Departure. tie did not agree that this was a Notified Departure and no Change Order
was issued to progress the design. Despite the efforts of lnfraco and SOS to seek a
compromise solution to resolve the issues, tie merely stated that this was an Infraco
issue to resolve. It was in our opinion madness to finalise a design that whilst
obtaining CEC Approval, would cost the project approximately an additional £0.5
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million, particularly when it was clear that the project was already well over budget and
with limited if any additional funds available at that time. The issue remained
unresolved until after mediation.
10.35

After mediation the approach by CEC (in the role as Project Manager) was to develop
the most cost effective solution. The matter was resolved expediently post mediation
once tie had been removed from the discussions and highlights the different
approaches as to how the project was managed by tie between May 2008 and March
2011 and CEC between March 2011 and project completion in May 2014.

10.36

Design Completion :

10.37

Development Workshops: tie departed from the Development Workshop process
contained within the Contract. As described above, the Development Workshop
process was necessary to identify misalignments between the SOS Design and the
lnfraco Proposals (i.e. trackform, overhead line equipment etc.) and amend (through a
Mandatory tie Change under the Contract) the Deliverables in order to achieve an
Integrated Design. Unfortunately, in the majority of cases, these Mandatory tie
(Design) Changes were neither acknowledged nor instructed by tie. A Mandatory tie
Change is contractually a .deemed Change and is automatic. By rejecting the Infraco
entitlement, tie effectively prevented lnfraco from carrying out any of the changed
works. This is due to the fact that by Clause 80.13 of the Contact, lnfraco is not
permitted to carry out any Works which constitute a Notified Departure until such time
as lnfraco's Estimate has been agreed or until the matter has been referred to the
Dispute Resolution Procedure. I expand on this issue below.

10.38

In a lot of instances, tie did not issue the Mandatory tie Change Orders for all civils
design changes required as a result of the Development Workshops. Of the nine items
identified through the Development Workshop process as requiring a civil redesign, tie
had agreed to 1 No item only at the time of Mediation. lnfraco decided to progress the
design in 2010 at Infraco's cost and risk for the benefit of the Project.
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10.39

For example, an Integrated Substation design incorporating Systems design was
required. lnfraco requested instruction from tie on 28 September 2009 following the
Development Workshop process. As at Mediation (March 2011), no instruction had
been issued by tie (18 month delay). lnfraco instructed SOS (at lnfraco cost and risk)
to commence work on this change on 15 January 2010 to mitigate further delay.

10.40

Civil Design Completion: lnfraco and SOS attempted to progress the completion of

the design to mitigate the delay to the programme and ensure that once the other
issues with tie were resolved (i.e. MUDFA, BODI to IFC changes etc.), the
construction works could commence as soon as practicable. lnfraco and SOS
engaged in a separate agreement which entailed SOS being paid additional monies to
progress the design in the absence of valid Change Orders and payment from tie. The
benefit that this process would have provided, was ultimately frustrated by tie due to
the lack of resolution of third party issues.
10.41

Design Ass u rance Statements: Whilst perhaps not the biggest of issues in

comparison to others detailed within my statement, I believe it is necessary to mention
Design Assurance Statements (DASs). These were requested by tie (pre-novation of
SOS) when tie realised that it could not review the design in a timeframe that would
meet the design programme. The DAS was created as a statement of assurance from
the Designer that the final design met the Employer's Requirements, the required
standards etc. It was not possible to provide a completed DAS until the design was
complete (including the incorporation of all design changes). However, tie continually
tried to hold it against lnfraco that the design was not fully integrated or assured as the
DASs had not been issued.
10.42

Whilst not a contractual requirement, Infraco and SOS issued draft DASs to tie to
demonstrate as much as possible that the design was as integrated and assured as it
could be notwithstanding the significant amount of design changes to be instructed by
tie.
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10.43

lnfraco Relationship with SDS: Whilst there were a number of issues between
Infraco and SOS (as would be expected in a project of this size, scale and complexity),
there were no disputes between the parties. SOS always managed to provide
sufficient design information so as not to delay the Programme.

10.44

Design Changes: between the novation of SOS in May 2008 and March 2011, over
300 design changes were raised by or issued to the SOS Provider. Whilst some
changes were raised by lnfraco, the majority of the changes were raised to address
additional CEC comments, new third party requirements or changes by tie or
Transdev (tie's tram operator). This demonstrates the lack of control of the overall
project by tie and their inability to manage CEC and other Third Parties in a timely
manner in line with the Programme. The design changes impacted the completion of
the design to IFC status and in some instances directly prevented the commencement
of the construction works.
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11.

THE OPERATION OF CLAUSE 80

11.1

As noted above, tie and Infraco had a very different view and understanding of the
operation of the lnfraco Contract. To summarise that difference, lnfraco's position was
that where any of the Pricing Assumptions were found not to reflect reality (e.g. the
design did change between BODI and IFC in any of the stated ways (design principle,
shape, form and/or specification) or the MUDFA Works were not complete in
accordance with the programming assumptions}, then a Notified Departure occurred
and clause 80 of the lnfraco Contract applied. This is clear from the wording of
Schedule Part 4 and from the wording of clause 80. Under Schedule Part 4, a Notified
Departure is defined as being "where now or at any time the facts and circumstances
differ in any way from the Base Case Assumptions save to the extent caused by a
breach of contract by the lnfraco, an lnfraco Change or a Change in Law''. In turn
Base Case Assumptions means ''the Base Date Design Information, the Base Tram
Information, the Pricing Assumptions and the Specified Exclusions."

11.2

Clause 80.24 under the heading 'Notified Departures' states that:
'' Where pursuant to paragraph 3. 5 of Schedule Part 4 ( Pricing) or pursuant to Clause
14 (tie Obligations), tie is deemed to have issued a tie Notice of Change as a result of
the occurrence of a Notified Departure, the provisions of this Clause 80 (tie changes)
other than Clause 80.1 9 shall apply''.

11.3

Clause 80 is titled tie Changes and sets out the procedure to be followed in respect of
tie Changes. This includes the duty on Infraco to submit Estimates within 18 Business
Days of receiving a tie Notice of Change (deemed to have been issued on the date
that either party gives notice to the other of the occurrence of a Notified Departure
clause 3.5 of Schedule Part 4). We could apply for longer to submit an Estimate where
it was considered to be too complex to submit within 18 days. Clause 80 also sets out
the detail of what should be included within an Estimate including cost and time
implications as well as proposals about how we could mitigate the impact of the tie
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Change. The Clause goes on to set out in detail how Estimates are to be agreed
between the parties and what is to happen where agreement cannot be reached etc.
11.4

The crucial part of Clause 80 as far as BCUK were concerned was clause 80.13 which
provides as follows:
''80.1 3

Subject to Clause 80.15, as soon as reasonably practicable a fter the
contents of the Estimate have been agreed tie may:

80.1 3.1 issue a tie Change Order to lnfraco, or
80.13.2 except where the Estimate relates to a Mandatory tie Change, withdraw the
tie Notice of Change, in which case lnfraco shall be entitled to claim the
reasonable additional costs incurred by the lnfraco in complying with this
Clause 80 in relation to that tie Notice of Change including the cost of any
abortive works where tie has instructed lnfraco to commence works prior to
the agreement of the Estimate.
Subject to Clause 80.15, for the avoidance of doubt, the lnfraco shall not
commence work in respect of a tie Change until instructed through receipt of a
tie Change Order unless otherwise directed by tie.''

11.5

I have highlighted the key words in bold above. In our view (and Lord Dervaird in his
August 2010 Decision), this prohibited us from proceeding with Works which were the
subject of a tie Change until we had received a tie Change Order from tie.

11.6

In contrast, tie's position was that matters such as delay to the MUDFA Works and
design changes from BODI to IFC were Compensation Events and could be dealt with
by Clause 65 of the Contract. Alternatively they argued that lnfraco were in breach of
contract by failing to submit Estimates in time and to the correct standard. This was a
big area of disagreement and one which was already ongoing by the time I joined the
project in March 2009.
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11.7

What cannot be overlooked on this Contract was the sheer volume of change that we
encountered from day 1. From very early on, and before my arrival, the team were
dealing with a huge volume of Notified Departures, which covered both MUDFA
delays and a huge amount of (BODI to IFC) design change. Each of these Notified
Departures required to be progressed in accordance with the clauses of Clause 80
which I've identified above. It was impossible for the on-site team to progress this
volume of change in accordance with the tight timescales which were contained within
clause 80 (18 days for the Estimate), or if we did produce Estimates within this time
period, to make them as fully encompassing as the clause requires. As a result of this,
the team had repeatedly sought agreement from tie (in accordance with the provisions
of clause 80.3) that we would get longer to submit Estimates. tie generally refused
these requests. They repeatedly made complaints about Estimates lacking detail or
being late and how this was hampering progress of the project. There was little or no
recognition of the sheer volume of change we were having to deal with or the fact that
some estimates first required the design to be completed that was also subject to the
change mechanism and also required SOS to submit an estimate (within 18 days) and
receive instruction prior to commencing the design works.

11.8

One of the very first letters that I signed dated 3 March 2009, deals with this specific
issue. This letter was issued in response to a letter from Steven Bell dated 12
February 2009 [PD CORR 145]. In response to criticism about lnfraco's approach to
Estimates, we stated the following:
'' Your description of how B S C are dealing with change estimates is inaccurate and
misleading. The extraordinary number and magnitude of changes being processed
clearly demonstrates both (the) incomplete state of design and the impact upon our
works of issues you should have already resolved through your enabling works
contractor.
B S C are required under the contract to notify you of changes, and are doing so as
quickly as possible. It is usually impossible to provide estimates within the required
period because the level of detail required is considerable. We are making significant
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efforts to inform you when estimates will be provided: for you to claim that you receive
no coherent explanation of why estimates are subject to delay is simply
disingenuous...''
11.9

It is not usually my approach to write letters in such terms or to use such accusatory
language. However, this is a good example of the tone of all of our correspondence
with tie. We were continually being accused of 'bad behaviour' and refusing to get on
with what we were there to do. tie used the media continually to this effect as well and
we were restricted by the lnfraco Contract from being able properly to answer these
accusations. However tie's accusations were unfounded. They would not accept how
the lnfraco Contract was intended to work and so everything became a battle.

11.10

The letter that I sent to tie on 3 March 2009, also went on to deal with the specific
issue of whether we could commence work which was subject to a Notified Departure,
without a tie Change Order or without the matter having been referred to the dispute
resolution procedure. On this issue the letter states:
'' You note in particular B S C's ''stated position of refusing to commence work directly
on activities affected by notified changes.'' B S G's true position is strictly in accordance
with the contract, which clearly describes the process for managing change. We have
repeatedly attempted to agree alternative methods with you for progressing urgent
works in key areas on an acceptable reimbursement basis, but are unable to obtain
your agreement to interim procedures that fairly compensate us. To be absolutely
clear, we are not refusing to work, even if there is no contractual obligation to do so,
but simply request an appropriate instruction.''

11.11

The reference in this letter to repeated attempts to agree alternative methods for
progressing urgent works, references an acknowledgement by both parties that the
processes contained within clause 80 were slowing down our ability to proceed with
works. However, despite this, we did proceed with works which were the subject of
Notified Departures, even where there was no agreement of the Estimate, and no tie
Change Order. Examples include large portions of the off-street works (where we
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were less affected by the continued presence of the MUDFA Contractor) and the
Haymarket Yards.
11.12

In the letter to Pinsent Masons of 18 June 2015 which contained questions which the
Inquiry would like to put to me, question 12 was in the following terms:
'' Why did Bilfinger insist on all variations being estimated and agreed in advance of
work starting ? In the event of disputes on one particular aspect of the project why was
work not moved elsewhere pending resolution of the dispute ?''

11.13

I do not agree with the wording of this question at all which misunderstands the
mechanisms in the lnfraco Contract and which implies that we refused to do work
where the value of 'variations' was not agreed. First of all, the Infraco Contract does
not recognise 'variations' in this context. There are Notified Departures to be dealt with
under Clause 80 and also Compensation Events (clause 65). In terms of Notified
Departures, these can only be dealt with under Clause 80 and by virtue of Clause
80.13, we were precluded from proceeding with work which was the subject of a
Notified Departure (and therefore a Mandatory tie Change) where a tie Change Order
had not been issued or the matter had not been referred to the dispute resolution
procedure. For the duration of the Project until Mediation, this was a key issue of
dispute between us and tie repeatedly refused to recognise what the lnfraco Contract
said. We were ultimately proven to be correct in our interpretation of how Notified
Departures were to be dealt with and I refer to this below.

11.14

Along the way we had tried to agree different mechanisms with tie which would allow
urgenU priority works to proceed, even though there was no agreement on outstanding
Estimates in respect of Notified Departures. Before I arrived on site, tie had proposed
a Protocol which would allow them to instruct works which they deemed to be 'priority
works'. This would have allowed tie to instruct works to proceed immediately, at the
same time as a process got underway to agree cost and time implications.

11.15

As a company, we could not agree to what was proposed by tie. This wasn't done out
of obstinacy or a hope on the part of BCUK of holding tie to ransom somehow (which
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is what tie tried to portray in the press). Rather, it was because there was little belief
that we could ever agree Estimates with tie where they fundamentally refused to
acknowledge the importance of the Pricing Assumptions under Schedule Part 4. I
understood from discussing matters with my colleagues and reviewing the relevant
correspondence (including our letter of 4 November 2008 - 25.1.201/CHBB/837) that
we wanted at least the reassurance of a cap on the level of work which could be
instructed in this way, and a commitment by tie to respond to the outstanding
Estimates which they were then sitting on. tie's Protocol had also suggested that they
could 'instruct' works to be carried out under Clause 80.13, and we did not agree with
that interpretation. However, it is simply incorrect to say that lnfraco were not
continuing with works without instructions. We did so and even looking at the letter I've
referred to of 4 November 2008, this is clear. The penultimate paragraph of that letter
provides:

''We have, notwithstanding this uncertainty (about the approach to clause 80. 13 being
proposed

by

tie)

and

following

assurances

given

at the

aforementioned

Gallagher/Walker/Flynn meeting, continued with the works for which a relevant valid
instruction has not yet been received. However, we are not willing to allow this
situation to continue. It is therefore crucial that you and we reach urgent agreement on
a mechanism for urgent instructed change that does not rely on clause 80. 13.. .. ''

11.16

We never managed to reach agreement with tie on this. We continued with what were
called the 'goodwill works'. tie never changed their opinion on how the lnfraco Contract
was to be interpreted on key issues. Ultimately, as tie got more and more entrenched
in their position, we took the decision to cease good will works but this was not until
September 2010 (I refer to this further below).

11.17

It should be noted that there was always a contractual remedy for tie if it wished to
have lnfraco proceed with works which it considered to be urgent. In these
circumstances, it was open to tie to refer a disputed Estimate to the Dispute
Resolution Procedure, in which case it could instruct lnfraco to progress with the
works which were subject to Change (including which were considered to be a Notified
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Departure) with lnfraco being entitled to be paid its 'demonstrable co.st' for such work
(this is with reference to Clauses 80.15 and 80.16 of the Contract). It was always
therefore open to tie to use this mechanism to have lnfraco proceed with works where
Estimates were not agreed.
11.18

M urrayfield Underpass Adjudication (I NTC 1 09)

11.19

Ultimately, we took the decision in mid 2010 to refer this whole issue to adjudication.
We did this in the hope of unlocking this particular dispute and in the belief that we
were right in our interpretation of the lnfraco Contract.

11.20

This dispute referred to the Murrayfield Underpass which was a reinforced concrete
structure at Murrayfield. tie had been notified that a Notified Departure had occurred
because the Design shown on the Issued for Construction drawings differed from the
Design shown on the Base Date Design Information. This was notified by way of INTC
109 in September 2008. The cost of this tie Change was estimated by I nfraco at
£134,296.71. On this issue, tie accepted that a Notified Departure occurred, but
disputed this value. However, tie had then issued us with a letter on 19 March 2010,
instructing us to proceed with these works under Clause 80.13 of the lnfraco Contract.
We believed that this was an instruction which tie were not permitted to give us, and
moreover, that we precluded from proceeding with these works until the Estimate had
been agreed.

11.21

This was referred to Lord Dervaird, one of the adjudicators named in the Contract. He
issued his decision on 7 August 2010 and found entirely in our favour. In short, what
he determined was that in the absence of an agreed Estimate, lnfraco is not obliged or
permitted to commence or carry out works associated with a tie Change (Mandatory or
otherwise). I expand on the key principles established by this adjudication in Appendix
1 to my statement.

11.22

Unfortunately, and as with the majority of adjudication decisions issued in our favour,
tie refused to accept what this adjudication decision determined. They continually
came up with arguments which ran contrary to this decision and continually insisted
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that we must proceed with the Works, whether or not they were connected to an
Estimate which had not yet been agreed by them. This continued right up until
mediation. It was also typical of tie's whole approach to any adjudication decision
which went against it (as they mainly did on all points of principle) - tie simply stuck to
its position and the parties became more and more entrenched.
11.23

tie issued a letter to us on 10 August 2010 as a result of Lord Dervaird's decision. This
letter intimated that tie believed they could still rely upon clause 34.1 which provides
that:

''The lnfraco shall construct and complete the lnfraco Works in strict accordance with
this Agreement and shall comply with and adhere strictly to tie and tie's
Representative's instructions on any matter connected therewith (whether mentioned
in this Agreement or not) provided that such instructions are given in accordance with
the terms of this Agreement and will not cause lnfraco to be in breach of this
Agreement . . .''
11.24

tie's position was that where it disputed a Notified Departure had occurred and either
there was an Estimate (provided by lnfraco) or there was not, it was entitled to rely
upon Clause 34.2. We did not consider that to be correct and it was not in accordance
with Lord Dervaird's decision. He makes the point that the question here is whether an
instruction given by tie under Clause 34.1 would 'be in accordance with this
Agreement'. He concluded (paragraph 21 (v)) that it would not i.e. that parties were
directed to clause 80 where there was a Notified Departure and that in terms of clause
80.13, tie could only issue an instruction where an Estimate had been agreed (the last
part of 80.13) or where Clause 80.15 applied. tie's interpretation of Lord Dervaird's
decision was wrong.

11.25

I am concerned that this question posed by the ETI seems to indicate a
misunderstanding of the Contract [this is question 12 of the ETI letter to Pinsent
Masons dated 18 June 2015]. If Clause 80.13 and Lord Dervaird's decision is properly
examined, it should be clear that we were correct that as far as Notified Departures
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were concerned (which is what we are talking about, rather than 'Variations'). We were
not obliged to proceed with works unless there was an agreed Estimate and tie had
issued a tie Change Order (or an order, where applicable, under Clause 80.15).
11.26

In terms of the second part of this question, where works were not held up by tie's
refusal to accept what the Contract said and to apply its provisions correctly, we did
proceed with works. What must be understood however is that the whole site was
generally held up by delays caused by a lack of agreement to critical changes, late
completion of design and incomplete MUDFA works. There were large stretches
where there was very little that we could do at all. In advance of the mediation which I
refer to below, two drawings were produced which showed the extent to which the
whole site was affected by INTCs which were either not agreed, or had been
specifically rejected. These drawings [ULE90130-SW-DRG-00803 and 804] were
shown to tie, although not produced with the mediation documents. They show that
there were only very small sections of the works which were not affected by non
agreed INTCs. I would dispute that we didn't try to mitigate delays where we could by
proceeding with work that we could do.
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12.

ADJUDICATIONS AND THE DISPUTE RESOLUTION MECHANISM

12.1

There were 12 adjudications in total between the lnfraco and tie during the Project.
There were other disputes which didn't quite make it to adjudication stage. As noted,
there was also an adjudication on Princes Street which never reached the stage of a
decision being reached by the Adjudicator, because it settled after the mediation in
March 2011.

12.2

As I mentioned above, we had discussed early on with tie that it would be good to get
clarity on the interpretation of the Infraco Contract and resolve the disputes between
the Parties, by referring certain key and important issues to adjudication. By way of
explanation, the dispute resolution procedures in the lnfraco Contract were contained
within Schedule Part 9 to the lnfraco Contract. This provided that where a dispute had
arisen, the Parties were to follow a staged process to try and resolve the issue. This
staged process included:
12.2.1

a meeting between tie and lnfraco's Representatives to be held within 3
business days of either party notifying the other of a dispute;

12.2.2

if that meeting either didn't take place or didn't resolve matters, the parties
were to serve a written Position Paper on each other within 7 days of the
notification of the dispute. That Position Paper was to state in reasonable
detail that party's position and what it was looking for, from the dispute, as
well as commenting on the other party's position;

12.2.3

Once the Position Papers had been exchanged, the Chief Executives of
lnfraco and tie were to meet to seek to resolve the dispute in good faith;

12.2.4

If that didn't work and there was no settlement of the dispute within 20
business days of the original notification of the dispute, then the Chief
Executives of both companies had a further 5 days to agree how to resolve
the dispute. That could be by
(a)
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12.2.5

(b)

adjudication again as per Schedule Part 9 procedures; or

(c}

litigation in the Court of Session

If they couldn't agree how to resolve the dispute, then mediation became
mandatory, before the party wishing to raise the dispute could refer it to
adjudication. There were many mediations which took place on issues which
I have discussed elsewhere in this Statement, including the dispute we had
in relation to the sums due to us under the PSSA, MUDFA 1 etc.

12.3

Normally, we would have welcomed a stepped dispute resolution procedure like this
because if parties can properly air their differences, there is always a possibility that
the dispute can be resolved without having to resort to formal adjudication or court
proceedings. However, here, because relations were so bad, there was never any
agreement at meetings, nor was there even an agreement of which method of dispute
resolution the parties wished to adopt to resolve the issue. It is perhaps
understandable why this came to be the case. As I've stated throughout this
statement, tie refused to accept what the lnfraco Contract said, and in particular
refused to accept the risk allocation as per Schedule Part 4 of the Infraco Contract.
This was a point of principle and a point of contractual interpretation, and not
something where concessions could be made in a meeting between the Chief
Executives.

12.4

The result of all of this was that the proposed meetings were merely perfunctory in
order to get to the stage of mediation. The mediations were almost exclusively before
Eileen Carroll who I mentioned above and who was the mediator in the mediations
which took place in summer 2009. Again and unfortunately, these mediations were a
waste of time because tie refused to concede that our interpretation of the Infraco
Contract was correct and we could not compromise on our clear contractual
entitlements. The mediations which took place never lasted the whole day they were
set down for and were really only held in order to allow the party wishing to refer the
dispute to adjudication to do so.
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processes, which could be extended by up to another 14 days with the approval of the
party referring the dispute or longer with the approval of both parties. The adjudicators
were obliged to issue reasons for their Decisions.
12.5

In Appendix 1 to this Witness Statement, I have inserted my understanding of the
importance of these adjudication decisions. On major points of principle, some of
which I've already covered above, the decisions without exception were in favour of
lnfraco. It was very frustrating for us that right up until mediation, tie refused to accept
the validity of these Decisions and refused to implement them, both on an individual
basis and by refusing to accept that they set broader precedents for how other
disputes would be determined. Had they done so, I believe that this would have
unlocked the ongoing battles and disputes, and should also have led to tie identifying
and confirming to CEC at a much earlier stage, that it did not have sufficient funding to
complete the whole of the planned Edinburgh Trams Network.
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13.

CORRESPONDENCE

13.1

From around early 2010 until mediation, tie ramped up the amount of correspondence
we received on a daily basis. On occasion we were receiving up to 50 letters a day.
These letters continuously made unsubstantiated allegations that we were failing to
perform and failing to comply with our contractual obligations. It took an enormous
amount of time, effort and manpower to respond to this correspondence. Our
commercial team, led by Kevin Russell who reported to me, took on board the task of
responding to these letters. At the heart of almost all of it was the same disagreement
about the way in which the lnfraco Contract was intended to operate. These letters
dealt with a huge number of issues, many of which I refer to elsewhere in this
statement.

13.2

For example, on 1 April 2010, we received a 10 page letter from tie [INF CORR 4648]
which covered a large number of issues and which was intended to provide a
response to letters which the lnfraco had sent to tie which were listed at the end of the
letter. I've read this chain of letters to remind myself of the issues which were being
discussed at that time. The letters which we were receiving from tie showed
fundamental disagreements on how the lnfraco Contract was intended to operate. The
sheer volume of correspondence which we were receiving from tie at this time made it
a real challenge administratively to respond to everything appropriately. For example,
in our response to this 10 page letter [letter 25.1.201/KDR/5689 dated 21 May 201OJ , I
made reference to the fact that we were having to respond to over 100 letters received
from tie in the space of one week alone.

13.3

The issues covered in this chain of letters included the following:
13.3.1

The complete inability to agree a workable Construction Programme with tie.
I mention above the fact that we worked with tie to try to agree a revised
Programme for the Works but it was impossible to get any agreement to this
with tie because of their failure to accept the delay which we were reporting.
tie's position remained throughout that we could do more to mitigate delays
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or that our programmes were in some way inadequate. We refuted this. In
reality, we believed that the real reason tie would not accept a revised
Programme was that they would then have to report to CEC and others that
the Project was at least 2 years in delay (for reasons which were not
lnfraco's responsibility);
13.3.2

Continuous disagreement about the operation of Clauses 65 and 80 and
their interaction. As noted above, lnfraco was subsequently found to be
correct in its interpretation of the Infraco Contract on these key issues;

13.3.3

Following on from this, tie continually insisting that we were obliged to
comply with instructions they issued to carry out works, either under Clause
34, clause 80.15, 80.16 or based on other interpretations of clause 80.13.
Again, tie were subsequently held to be wrong in their interpretation of the
Infraco Contract (with reference to the Lord Dervaird adjudication decision
on Murrayfield Underpass);

13.3.4

tie continually alleging that lnfraco's interpretation of Clauses 65 and 80
made 'no commercial sense';

13.3.5

Continuous allegations that lnfraco would have to prove that delay had not
been caused by its own mismanagement of the SOS Designer;

13.3.6

Allegations that one of the reasons tie could not issue the tie Change Orders
that were required by Clause 80.13 was because Infraco was inflating the
amount it was looking for as contained within Estimates;

13.3.7

tie stating that it could not issue tie Change Orders because of the absence
of competent Estimates submitted by lnfraco. We disputed this strongly and I
have made reference to this ongoing debate on Estimates (which again was
ultimately determined in lnfraco's favour). Notwithstanding this, it is rather
obvious that if tie rejected the principle of a change having occurred, then
the subsequent matter of an Estimate is irrelevant;
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13.3.8

By this point in time, tie was repeatedly referring to Infraco as a 'delinquent
contractor' and was accusing us of responding to their letters in 'abusive and
inflammatory language'. I accept that the wording of the letters going back
and forth between tie and lnfraco was more aggressive that I am used to
using in contracts of this nature. However, our need to respond robustly was
driven by the very aggressive position adopted by tie and its complete
refusal to accept what the lnfraco Contract said.

13.4

I believe that a letter which I sent to tie on 1 March 2010 [25.1.201/KDR/4836]
accurately sums up why we were obliged to enter into correspondence of this nature,
and expresses the frustrations we were experiencing:
''It would appear from this le tter [reference to tie's letter of 19 February 2010 [INF
CORR 4032] which was part of this chain] and from others received by us over the
past few days, that there has been a deliberate decision by tie to focus on areas
where it is alleged that lnfraco is failing in its contractual obligations. The continued
focus on Estimates is one such area. We are of course acutely aware of our
obligations to assist you with audits and to assist you in complying with your own
statutory duties, and will continue to oblige in this regard. However, if this project is to
move

forward

in

acknowledgement

any
by

tie

meaningful
of

its

way,

there

contractual

must

be

obligations.

a

This

corresponding
includes

an

acknowledgement that this contract (which was negotiated at arms length by large
organisations over many months and with considerable legal advice) is clear it its
terms. tie cannot now complain that certain conditions are not to its liking a.nd
therefore de facto seek to set them aside. tie must accept that this is not a fixed price
contract and that the convenanted pre -requests for the execution of the Works, have
not been fulfilled. Once this is acknowledged, we would hope that the project can be
administered in such a manner as to achieve real and substantial progress by
permi tting lnfraco to comply with its obligations under the contract.''
13.5

Unfortunately and as narrated elsewhere, tie never got to the stage of accepting what
the lnfraco Contract stated, nor did it acknowledge the contractual risks stated therein.
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It was another year (mediation in March 2011) before we seemed to get any
breakthrough at all in terms of tie/ CEC finally accepting that we had been in the right
in terms of our stated position on the Infraco Contract throughout. It was also a few
days after I sent this letter, that Richard Walker wrote to CEC on behalf of the lnfraco,
again expressing our frustration (letter dated 8 March 201 referred to in section 14 of
this statement). I refer to this letter as it is a good summary of all of the issues which
were ongoing at that time.
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14.

LETTER TO THE CITY OF EDINBURGH COUNCIL MARCH 201 0

14.1

One step which we did take was that the lnfraco consortium, all three members, wrote
to the City of Edinburgh Council in a letter of 8 March 2010. This letter is referred to in
the document which we prepared in advance of the mediation in March 2011. CEC
was the Financial Guarantor to the Project. The reason for sending this letter, at that
point in time, was to try and go above tie who we felt were not taking a pragmatic
approach to the Project at all, and who we suspected were not properly reporting
matters to CEC.

14.2

The letter references the following issues:
14.2.1

the ongoing MUDFA delays which were having a significant impact on our
works and where tie continued to be unable to tell us when the MUDFA
works would actually be complete;

14.2.2

tie's intransigence and its refusal to address the realities of where we found
ourselves in a constructive manner;

14.2.3

reference to
accusations

tie's
and

misleading

correspondence

representations

which made

of fact which

we

serious

believed

were

demonstrably incorrect;
14.2.4

that tie was wrong to continue to insist that it had signed a lump sum, fully
fixed price contract with the consortium as evidenced by the pricing
assumptions which formed an integral part of the contract. We stated that tie
had to accept the risks enshrined in Schedule Part 4 and that having done
so, tie either needed to make arrangements to have appropriate funds made
available or review the project scope with a view to agreeing a reduced
scope which could be performed within the available budget;

14.2.5

details of the points of principle which had been established by the
adjudication decisions which had taken place by that time and which were
entirely decided in Infraco's favour on the points of principle before the
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adjudicators (Gogarburn, Carrick Knowe and Russell Road Retaining Wall)
and the fact that tie refused to acknowledge what those rulings meant to the
Project;
14.2.6

the fact that tie had accused Infraco of 'delinquent behaviour' for not
proceeding with works which were subject to a change without prior
agreement of tie and the fact that lnfraco was only complying with the
lnfraco Contract in this regard which tie failed to acknowledge;

14.2.7

unfounded and publicly made accusations of tie in relation to the alleged
inflation of Infraco's cost estimates (with specific reference to the Russell
Road Retaining Wall 4 Dispute which I refer to below);

14.2.8

the reason why Schedule Part 4 existed and the agreed risk allocation in the
Infraco Contract;

14.2.9

the fact that lnfraco had proposed an On-Street agreement for the remainder
of the On-Street Works (similar to the Princes Street Supplemental
Agreement which I discuss above) but tie unilaterally terminated those
discussions;

14.2.10 We also informed CEC I that the Project was at least two years in delay and
that we estimated additional costs in excess of £100 million;
14.2.11 We referenced the fact that we were concerned that tie was considering
terminating the Infraco Contract and that we did not believe that there was a
legal basis for doing so;
14.3

This letter was sent by Richard Walker but was prepared by the wider team for BCUK
and I would have reviewed and approved it before it was sent. It is a very good and
accurate record of the issues ongoing at that time and I think expresses well the
frustration we felt with tie. The conclusion of this letter was however that we were
committed to finding a consensual approach with all project parties which would
enable the project to proceed with a defined scope and within an appropriate and
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available budget. It is very unfortunate, I believe, that CEC did not take the opportunity
at this time to discuss these matters with us. Tom Aitchison, the Chief Executive of
CEC at that time, sent a letter to Richard Walker on 21 April 2010 which stated that he
did not agree with the statements of fact in Richard's letter of 8 March, that he was
extremely concerned about lack of progress on the project but that the issues would
need to be resolved between the principal contracting parties. I believe that this was a
missed opportunity for CEC to step in and resolve the mess that the Project was in by
this time - this only happened once Sue Bruce joined CEC as Chief Executive in place
of Tom Aitchison.
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15.

USE OF THE MEDIA BY TIE

15.1

Clearly we had some very substantial disagreements with tie on many points of
principle including the interpretation of the lnfraco Contract.

15.2

Clause 101 of the lnfraco Contract deals with Confidential Information and provides
obligations on both parties (tie and lnfraco) to treat all Confidential Information
belonging to the other Party as confidential and to safeguard it accordingly.
Confidential Information concerned information which had been designated as
confidential by either party, including matters such as commercially sensitive
information and intellectual property rights.

15.3

Clause 101.14 provides that ·�ny public relations material, press releases, public
presentations or conference engagements in relation to this Agreement planned by
the lnfraco requires tie's prior approval''.

15.4

There is no such similar clause requiring Infraco's agreement to any such public
relations material or activities planned by tie. This was often referred to in the press as
a 'gagging clause' which prevented lnfraco from telling its side of the story in the
constant media campaign launched by tie and its individual members, which was
aimed at portraying BCUK in a very bad light in the Scottish press and beyond.

15.5

Throughout the Project, tie sought to portray us as the party who were creating all of
the delays and the problems and who were wrongfully refusing to carry out works and
holding the Project to ransom (usually expressed as demanding increased payment
before we would start any work). We felt we were unable to respond to this to explain
the truth - that we were only doing as expressly set out in the lnfraco Contract by
seeking agreement of Estimates and the issue of a tie Change Order before we were
permitted to start work which was subject to a Notified Departure. This came to a head
when David Mackay, the Chairman of tie, resigned from his post in November 2010. In
an article in the Scotsman newspaper on 3 November, Mr Mackay described BCUK as
a ''delinquent contractor who scented a victim, who probably greatly under-bid and
who would use the contract to make life extremely di fficult for the city.'' This resulted in
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BCUK for the first time feeling the need to respond to what was arguably a defamatory
statement. A decision was made by the Board of Directors of Bilfinger to commence
legal proceedings against David Mackay personally, in respect of this defamatory
statement. Although this action was withdrawn for commercial reasons and to prevent
escalation of the problems faced by the Project, it is another example of how poor our
relationship with tie was by this time.
15.6

At other times, rather than accepting that they had lost adjudications, tie used the
press to state that it had been necessary to take the dispute to adjudication in order to
push back on the exorbitant amounts of money which the lnfraco were looking for, for
individual changes. One such example is in relation to the Russell Road Retaining
Wall Two adjudication (which I have summarised in Appendix 1 to my statement). tie
were entirely unsuccessful in this adjudication, but still sought to portray this as a
'victory' of sorts, claiming that the Infraco had been looking for an additional £5 million
and had only been found entitled to payment of an additional £1.4 million. This was a
complete misrepresentation of the truth. The total value of the Notified Departure
(which including for removing contaminated materials and other matters) was in the
region of £5 million. However, the whole Notified Departure was not referred to
adjudication. The section that we did refer was only to do with the direct costs of the
changes to the piles and foundations. Our claim was for £1.8 million and we were
awarded £1.4 million in relation to that claim - a substantial win. For tie to claim this as
a victory and that they were "protecting the public purse" when compared with the
delay and legal costs to achieve a determination is frankly absurd.
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16.

FURTHER DISRUPTIVE TACTICS BY TIE IN THE PERIOD LEADING UP TO
MEDIATION IN MARCH 201 1

16.1

Rather than focus their energies on managing the delivery of the Project and finding a
way through all of the issues and disagreements, tie continually sought ways in which
to bring pressure on Infraco, with a view to forcing us to accept a compromise in
relation to our contractual position and contractual entitlements. We had rarely seen
such aggressive behaviour from an Employer on any project we had worked on
worldwide.

16.2

tie's approach was reflected in a number of campaigns to bring pressure on us. These
included the following:

16.3

tie's use of Aud its
16.3.1

In my opinion, tie sought to abuse the audit process provided for in the
Infraco Contract, for the purpose of trying to find evidence which it could use
against Infraco.

16.3.2

Clause 104 of the lnfraco Contract is headed 'Information and Audit Access'.
Clause 104.2 provides as follows:
''The items referred to in Clause 1 04.1 (all Deliverables, and invoices,
timesheets to support claims for reimbursement....) shall be kept in good
order and in such form so as to be capable of audit (including by electronic
means) by tie's Representative, tie, C E C, tie's auditors or C E C's auditors or
any other third party. The lnfraco shall make such records available for
inspection by or on behalf of tie's Representatives, tie, C E C, tie's auditors or
C E C's auditors or any other third party at all reasonable times during normal
working hours on not less than one Business Day's notice....''

16.3.3

The frequency of such audits was to be reasonable. Clause 104.2 also
stated:
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''In addition to the requirements of Clause 104. 1 and 104.2, the lnfraco shall
provide to tie's Representative, tie, CEC, tie's auditors, CEC's auditors of
their successors, any other information, documents, records and the like in
the possession of, or available to the lnfraco (and to this end, the lnfraco
shall use all reasonable endeavours to procure that all such items in the
possession of the lnfraco Parties shall be available to it) as may be
reasonably requested by tie's Representative, tie, CEC, tie's auditors of
CEC's auditors for any purpose in connection with this Agreement and/or the
lnfraco Works.. ''

16.3.4

From mid-2009, tie started to request a high frequency of audits and audit
meetings. From the start, the way in which tie managed the Audit process
was confrontational. It engaged a plethora of outside consultants at further
expense to the Project, to attend these meetings. The audits were also
attended by lawyers, and we instructed Pinsent Masons to attend on our
behalf. In my opinion, the approach which tie adopted at these audits was
entirely unreasonable. They were not looking for information to aid the
Project in any constructive way; instead they were looking for evidence
which they could use against us in their ongoing campaign to deny our
entitlements under the Infraco Contract. In the Audits held in 2010, there
was a clear design slant to the issues raised by tie. They were trying to find
evidence to prove that lnfraco was not managing the design process or fully
integrating the design.

16.3.5

I have reviewed a couple of the letters issued during this process, including
a letter from tie to me of 30 June 2010 (INF CORR 5464/RB) and my
response of 5 July 2010 (ETN(BSC)TIE$Q&ABC#051041). In tie's letter of
30 June 2010, they accused lnfraco of not co-operating and engaging in the
audit process. Attached to the letter was a schedule of additional information
required. This was all very much focused on our dealings and discussions
(commercial and otherwise) with the designers SOS. The list is huge, it was
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taking days and days of our time to pull information together and even where
we stated that we did not have some of the information tie were looking for
(such as hand written notes of commercial meetings between SOS and
lnfraco), they would not accept this as an answer. It is clear to me that tie
were looking for ammunition to use against us in their continuing allegations
that we were not progressing with the lnfraco Works and were not managing
the design process properly. tie had also been asking for information about
compensation events. Through Pinsent Masons we had confirmed that we
would be following the procedure in the lnfraco Contract in relation to
Compensation Events, that is, Clause 65. The general tone of this letter was
to complain about our lack of reactiveness to the audit request. My response
of 5 July 2010, sets out our position on a lot of these issues. We pointed out
that there did not seem to be any clear audit objective and that the time
spent in trying to comply with these audit requests, was time which would
have been better spent in progressing the Project. In addition, the schedule
that tie produced of the documentation they were looking for, made it clear
that they must already be in possession of this information they were asking
for. My conclusion in this letter sums up lnfraco's position in response to
these audit requests - we thought that the time that it was taking us to
comply with the audits was excessive and unnecessary and that tie were
trying to interfere and disrupt our ability to perform our contractual
obligations. I referred tie to clause 6.3.4 of the Infraco Contract whereby
under the partnering obligations, neither party was to interfere with the rights
of the other party or hinder or prevent the other from performing its
obligations under the Contract. I also referred to the duty contained in
Clause 118 which stated:

''Wherever in this Agreement a Party is required to make any determination
or give any decisions, instructions, opinions or consents or to express
satisfaction or approval or otherwise take any action, that Party shall act
fairly and reasonably within the terms of this Agreement (save where the
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Agreement expressly states that tie is to have absolute discretion), and
having regard to all the circumstances.''

16.3.6

We definitely did not believe that tie were acting reasonably in relation to
these audit requests, but rather, were looking for ammunition to use against
lnfraco in its ongoing attempt to wear us down and to persuade us that we
were incorrect in our interpretation of the lnfraco Contract and our attempts
to pursue our contractual entitlements.

16.4

Per,n it to Work
16.4.1

Before starting work on any particular site, we required to obtain a Permit to
Work which was to be issued by tie. The requirements for obtaining a Permit
to Work were that we had to submit certain documents as set out in
Schedule Part 3 to the lnfraco Contract (the Code of Construction Practice,
clause 3.4 thereof). In the areas where we were able to progress works, we
had been operating this system successfully and obtaining Permits to Work
from tie.

16.4.2

In around March 2010, tie started to change the basis of what it required
from lnfraco before it would issue Permits to Work. This came to a head in
the section of work between Shandwick Place and Haymarket. This area
had been badly affected and held up by ongoing MUDFA Works. However,
in early 2010, we understood that the works which by that time were being
carried out by Clancy Docwra, would shortly be completing.

16.4.3

tie's position was that we had failed to provide all of the documents we were
obliged to submit in order for the Permit to Work to be issued. They insisted
on the proposed work site being divided into smaller packages and required
additional documents (including Method Statements which we did not
consider required tie approval). They also stated that they would not issue
Permits to Work where we could not produce executed subcontracts to
which all three of the lnfraco members were party. We did not believe that
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any of this was a condition which was required before we were able to
commence our works in this area. There was a series of correspondence
between us and tie which dealt with this issue [see tie's letters of 8 April (IN F
CORR 4736 and 24 May 2010 (INF CORR 5133) and lnfraco letters of 22
April 2010 (25.1.201/BDo/5499)] and 29 April (25.1.201/DG/5564)
16.4.4

At around this time, I received a marked up drawing of the Haymarket area,
which showed that although the utilities works were shortly to come to an
end, there were a large number of utilities still below the ground in the area
where we would be carrying out our civil works. In addition and without
advising us in advance, we learned through the press that tie were intending
to reopen the Haymarket area to traffic to give drivers respite from the
utilities diversion work which had been going on and which had been
planned for completion by the end of 2008 (see Scotsman article of 30
March 2010). It therefore seemed clear to us that the reasons tie were giving
for refusing to grant us a Permit to Work in the Haymarket area were entirely
spurious. This was an area which had already been subject to a great deal
of design change (changes from BODI to IFC) and where there were many
Notified Departures which had not been agreed with tie, including in relation
to the delays caused by MUDFA. Nevertheless it was one of the areas
where we were prepared to carry out work on a 'goodwill basis'. Given that
the Project was so far behind schedule at this time, it was absurd for tie to
introduce spurious reasons (for not issuing the Permits to Work) which would
.

not have prevented us from progressing (such as subcontracts not signed by
all three lnfraco members) with the physical works. It seemed clear to us that
tie's real reason for refusing us the Permits to Work was that as soon as we
opened up the road to start carrying out our works, we would discover
utilities which had not been diverted which would mean notification of more
Notified Departures and a physical inability to proceed with our works. tie
had in any case decided that the road should be reopened to the public and
we were not therefore to be permitted access.
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16.4.5

Given that we were receiving so many letters at this point from tie
complaining about our refusal to carry out work where tie Change Orders
had not been issued, and complaining about our performance generally, if tie
had truly wanted us to progress with the works, they would not have put
barriers in our way in this manner. tie's position was also totally inconsistent
in this regard - there were other works underway elsewhere on the Site
where the absence of a subcontract signed by all three parties had not
prevented us from progressing (e.g. Barr's work at the depot, Expanded, and
MacKenzie). There was an adjudication on the issue of Subcontracts (which
I explain in Appendix 1 to this statement) and whilst tie were found to be
correct on the issue that all subcontracts required to be signed by all three
Infraco members, it still was not a condition precedent to the issue of a
Permit to Work.
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17.

ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS MADE BY INFRACO

17.1

Richard Walker's letter of 8 March 2010 to CEC, also introduced the fact that we had
been looking at alternative ways that the Project could be delivered. As I said above, I
came to Edinburgh to deliver the Project, not to get involved in protracted disputes
many of which were of a very legal nature. Also as a company, we wanted to finish
this Project as soon as we could and find a way to resolve the intolerable situation we
found ourselves in. We therefore made a series of proposals to tie, about what we
might be able to deliver for them for the budget that was available to them.

17.2

The first of these was called the On Street Supplemental Agreement. The basis for
this agreement was almost identical to the PSSA which had allowed the works on
Princes Street to proceed. This had been prepared by us but based on a jointly
proposed strategy to try and overcome the effect of the very delayed MUDFA Works
which were badly affecting the on-street sections of the Project, as well as the
changes (Notified Departures) which remained unresolved and which were therefore
holding up our ability to progress with the Works. In fact, this continuation of the PSSA
to all other On-Street works, was one of the issues which was part of the mediation
before Eileen Carroll at the end of June 2009, which I refer to above. Although we
didn't reach agreement on such a revised deal at that time, we agreed to continue the
discussions and proceeded to work up a proposal. We got so far with this proposal
and we believed that it would be a good workable agreement which would allow works
to progress even where the cost of changes and the impact of the MUDFA delays
were not agreed. The basis for this agreement was that all of the on-street works
would be paid for on a 'demonstrable cost', 'open-book' basis (the 'On Street
Supplemental Agreement' or 'OSSA'). Our final proposal was sent to tie on 19
February 2010 [25.1.201/KDR/47 40].

17.3

The On Street works could have proceeded under this arrangement in early 2010.
However, after six months of negotiations, and after receiving our final proposal on 19
February 2010, tie responded by way of letter dated 26 February [INF CORR 4262/RJ]
referring to 'our OSSA' proposal (when in fact it had been a joint initiative) and
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declaring that the OSSA would have been a breach of its obligations under EU
procurement legislation. Discussions on such a proposal were therefore abandoned at
the end of February 2010. It was frustrating that we had put so much effort into this for
tie subsequently to cut the proposal dead, on the basis of EU legislation which, if
correct, was something that they should have been aware of six months earlier.
17.4

P roject Carlisle:

In May 2010, the parties entered into discussions to reach an

agreement whereby the scope of the works would be reduced, a new programme
agreed, risk re-allocated in the Contract and a new price agreed. This followed on
from discussions which had taken place between Tony Rush, tie's consultant, and
Siemens' Michael Flynn. The discussion took place in Carlisle, hence the name of the
initiative.

Infraco produced two proposals on this basis ("Project Carlisle 1" and

"Project Carlisle 2") which were followed by detailed discussions on how the Project
might be completed. The proposals were based on delivering a reduced scope for the
funding which was available to tie, and seeking to simplify the contractual procedures
which had been at the heart of many disputes between the parties.
17.5

For BCUK, we brought in Mr Ed Kitzman to lead the discussions with tie on our behalf.
He mainly dealt with Tony Rush and his colleague, Jim Molyneux (they were both from
the Gordon Harris Partnership). Our original proposal was submitted on 29 July 2010.
tie's request had been for us to propose a Guaranteed Maximum Price ('GMP') based
on a reduced scope and an accelerated programme. Our proposal envisaged that the
tram line would run from Edinburgh Airport to the East end of Princes Street. At this
time, tie was discussing bringing in a replacement contractor for civil works east of
Princes Street. We proposed an amended change mechanism whereby work in
respect of a change could progress even where it was not agreed. However, there
were still many uncertainties and although tie wanted a fully fixed and final GMP, there
still remained risks which we could not accept. We therefore proposed retaining
certain Pricing Assumptions: the key ones being in relation to the discovery and
replacement of utilities, and ground conditions. However, the majority of the other
pricing assumptions would go, including those that related to design change. Our
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accelerated programme envisaged completion of construction and commissioning in
August 2012 (Section C Completion).
17.6

tie responded by way of a letter on 24 August 2010 which seemed to take us
backward rather than forward: this letter proposed an alternative GMP proposal but
the proposed GMP was entirely unrealistic and all Pricing Assumptions were removed.
Rather than looking at an achievable programme, tie went back to asserting that
lnfraco had not proved an extension of time but that tie would allow the time already
awarded by Robert Howie QC and a 9 month extension of time which tie had 'offered'
previously etc. tie's proposal would have meant that Infraco took all remaining risk for
utilities which might still be present. Schedule Part 4 would effectively be deleted. It
was an entirely unrealistic proposal and one that could not be accepted by lnfraco. tie
had also expressed a request for BCUK not to do any further civil engineering works,
except the remedial works on Princes Street. In discussions, tie had stated that it was
reflecting CEC's desire 'not to have Bilfinger Berger in Edinburgh Streets."

17.7

However, discussions continued and on 11 September 2010 we submitted Carlisle 2
('Project Carlisle - Revised lnfraco Full and Final Proposal') to tie. This letter made
reference to attempts to incorporate tie's requirements but that we had not been able
to incorporate all of them (for example, tie had made assurances about Third Party
Approvals being resolved but they had not managed to resolve a single outstanding
issue). There were therefore remaining risks which again, we could not take
ownership of. I also confirmed in this letter that tie's 'Counter Proposal' would not be
considered by us further as we considered it to be 'wholly and totally unrealistic both in
terms of it's pricing structure and level of risk transfer back to lnfraco' . Our new
proposal was to stop work at Haymarket. We took the transfer of risk in relation to
matters which we considered were quantifiable, but again, could not take other risks
as we still believed that these could potentially increase our costs substantially.

17.8

tie responded with a letter dated 24 September 2010. It was as if they continued to
refuse to believe what we were telling them about not being prepared to give a truly
Guaranteed Maximum Price, given the risk that remained. This letter in essence
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repeated much of tie's previous counter-proposal and continued to insist that any
agreement must provide price certainty for tie and its stakeholders. tie also wanted
complete veto over who lnfraco's Representative would be going forward, and to
request that only Key Personnel as approved by them be allowed to have day-to-day
responsibility for the Contract. Unhelpfully, tie also never provided a detailed
breakdown which would allow us to see where their numbers came from. Their
proposed GMP Price remained entirely unrealistic. I made this clear in a response to
tie on 1 October 2010 when I concluded that 'Until such time that tie formally proposes
increased amounts, we feel that Project Carlisle will most likely fail.'
17.9

Following this, we received a further letter from tie on 12 October 2010 with further
proposals in relation to Project Carlisle. We received this on the same day that we
received yet another Remediable Termination Notice. After this, relationships
deteriorated very quickly. Our letters to tie of 14 and 29 October 2010 show that we
believed that there was very little point in continuing the discussions: on our analysis
and based on tie's proposed GMP, tie were asking lnfraco to 'donate' (that is, lose)
around £45 million if we entered into the type of agreement tie was proposing. tie had
also stated in conversations that 'lnfraco must reduce its price by £45 million to avoid
termination' . tie's approach was entirely unacceptable and we saw no point in
continuing with these discussions. My letter to tie of 29 October 2010 referred to the
impasse between the Parties which I described as:
" . . . lnfraco will not agree to reduce its price, tie's non -payment of Preliminaries to

which lnfraco is entitled, tie's non payment of £3Mio for the demonstrable costs on
Princes Street to which lnfraco is entitled, tie's non payment of other parts of agreed
changes or Clause 80.15 instructed works to which lnfraco is entitled, tie's constant
threat to lnf. raco of termination and tie's general failure to act in a fair and reasonable
manner in administering the Contract. Clearly tie has di fficulty accepting the
entitlements arising for lnfraco therefrom.
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Each month tie continues to prevaricate and to not accept our Project Carlisle
Proposal, the cost of the Project increases, making the gap between available funding
and the cost to complete even greater . . .. ''

17.10

The Remediable Termination Notices referred to are dealt with in the following part of
my Statement. Reference to tie's failure to pay our Preliminaries was another 'tactic'
devised by tie in roughly March 2010. We subsequently took this matter to
adjudication (and won) and the background is explained in Appendix 1 to this Witness
Statement.

17.11

Perhaps not surprisingly, discussions on Project Carlisle came to an end at about this
time. However, when the decision to proceed to mediation was announced, we further
developed the Project Carlisle proposal. Internally we referred to this as Project
Carlisle 3. It was submitted to tie on 24 February 2011, which was shortly before the
mediation, and had by this point been christened 'Project Phoenix' by Richard Walker.

17.12

P roject Phoenix: As noted, this was a continuation and amendment of the previous
Project Carlisle Proposals. lnfraco proposed amending the lnfraco Contract on the
basis of a truncated Project scope that could fit within a budget that was available to
tie, finding a sustainable solution to the matters which divided the parties, and
proceeding on a new agreed basis. The key advantages of Project Phoenix which
were outlined to tie inclu.ded not wasting CEC's £400m invested to date; providing
greater price/time certainty to CEC, providing revenue earning service to CEC and
avoiding a costly and very protracted public dispute.
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18.

REMEDIABLE TERMINATION NOTICES AND UNDERPERFORMING WARNING
NOTICES

18.1

On 9 August 2010, we received the first 3 (of 10 Remediable Termination Notices) and
the first of 3 Underperforming Warning Notices from tie. The letters continued up until
late October 2010. This was happening at the same time as we were trying to
negotiate a solution with tie through the Project Carlisle I and II proposals. It was also
happening at the same time as the flood of correspondence, audits and ongoing
adjudications occurred. I believed then, and still do, that tie was trying to exert as
much pressure on lnfraco as they possibly could, to force us to agree to a compromise
arrangement with them.

18.2

The remediable termination notices covered the following issues:
18.2.1

2 letters dated 9 August 2010: Both dealing with defects on Princes Street;

18.2.2

Letter dated 9 August 2010: Clause 10.4 and 10.16 - Failure to Provide
Extranet and Information in respect of lnfraco Claims;

18.2.3

Letter dated 16 August 2010 - lnfraco Default (a) : Clause 60 (Programming
issues);

18.2.4

Letter dated 1 September 2010 - Bilfinger Berger/ SOS Provider Minute of
Agreement

18.2.5

Letter dated 8 September 2010 - Design: Trackworks

18.2.6

Letter dated 21 September 2010 - Failure to Progress Demolition Works at
Plots 97 and 102 Russell Road

18.2.7

Letter dated 29 September 2010 - Clause 80 - tie Change

18.2.8

Letter dated 30 September 2010 - Breaches Evincing Course of Conduct
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18.2.9

Letter dated 12 October 2010 - Failure to Manage Design at Gogarburn
Retaining Wall W14C and W14D.

18.3

18.4

The Underperformance Warning Notices we received were as follows:
18.3.1

Letter dated 9 August 2010: Defects on Princes Street;

18.3.2

Letter dated 7 September 2010: Clause 60 (Programme)

18.3.3

Letter dated 12 October 2010: Trackworks

It is worthwhile explaining the contractual context for these letters. Clause 90 of the
lnfraco Contract gave tie a right to terminate the Contract for an lnfraco Default. The
lnfraco Defaults were as defined in Schedule Part 1. All of the Remediable
Termination Notices we received were in relation to lnfraco Default (a) which is
defined as:
''a breach by the lnfraco of any of its obligations under this Agreement which materially

and adversely affects the carrying out and/or completion of the lnfraco Works''
18.5

Having served the Remediable Termination Notice, lnfraco had 30 days (clause 90.2)
to submit a comprehensive rectification plan setting out how it intended to rectify the
Infraco Default. Once that rectification plan had been submitted, tie had 10 days to
indicate, at its absolute discretion, whether it accepted the rectification plan or not. If it
did not accept the rectification plan, then after giving a further 5 .days notice, tie could
terminate the Infraco Contract.

18.6

Under Clause 56.7.1 of the Contract, tie was entitled to issue an Underperformance
Warning Notice to lnfraco if ''at any time the lnfraco has committed any material
breach of its obligations under this Agreement.'' After receiving an Underperformance
Warning Notice, lnfraco had 10 days in which to submit a plan on how it intended to
deal with the issues raised in the Notice. Our view was that these Underperformance
Warning Notices were really envisaged to be used during the Maintenance Services,
not
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Underperformance Warning Notices could be served in a particular period, and if a
threshold was reached, tie was entitled to increase its monitoring of the Project at
lnfraco's expense. If four Underperformance Warning Notices were issued within any
12 month period, this gave rise to another lnfraco Default (item (g) under this definition
in Schedule Part 1) and tie could then serve a Remediable Termination Notice on this
basis as well.
18.7

The first Remediable Termination Notices and the Underperformance Warning Notice
received on 9 August 2010, all related to defects on Princes Street. We treated the
receipt of these notices very seriously - the consequences of a contract termination
could have been extremely expensive for lnfraco given that, if it were right in its
decision to terminate, tie would have ultimately been entitled to bring in another
contractor to complete the Project and lnfraco would have been liable for all the
additional costs incurred in having to do so, as well as being required to pay the
difference between what tie would have to pay to that new Contractor, over and above
what it would have been obliged to pay lnfraco. It could have been very costly indeed,
but either way, would have lead to a huge and complicated dispute. We did not accept
the basis for any of the Remediable Termination Notices served on us and we would
have disputed tie's entitlement to terminate had it subsequently gone on to do so.

18.8

On 17 September 2010 (letter reference 25.1.201/KDR/6729), we responded to the
first of the Remediable Termination Notices. This response was drafted in conjunction
with our internal team and our lawyers. In fact, we established a group to keep track of
all of the Notices we received and to make sure that we took a consistent approach in
these responses. This group also looked at the consequences of immediate steps we
would need to take to protect our position in the event of a termination. It was a matter
which senior management in Wiesbaden were heavily involved in. Termination of such
a large and important contract would have been a major issue for BCUK and therefore
the line we took required Board involvement and approval.

18.9

In the letter of 17 September 2010, we refuted that there had been a breach of
contract in relation to the defects on Princes Street (which we considered at that time,
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were due to the manner in which the works were carried out and the road being
opened prematurely to traffic). We also made the point that although it was denied
that there was a breach, it did not 'materially and adversely affect the carrying out and
completion of the lnfraco Works'. This was on the basis that the timetable that we

proposed in the Rectification Plan also submitted at this time (without prejudice to our
position that there was no breach), showed that rectification of the Princes Street
works would not affect the carrying out and completion of the Works as a whole. We
disputed the validity of the two Remediable Termination Notices which related to
Princes Street and we made clear that we did not consider that tie had any grounds to
terminate on the basis of these Notices. However, and as noted, we did submit a
Rectification Plan on the basis that it was without prejudice to our position that the
Notices were not valid. My letter of 17 September 2010 also contained the following
statement:
''.As at the date of writing you have served Remediable Termination Notices in respect
of another 4 matters. None of these matters have been the subject of referrals to
dispute resolution. It appears to us that tie has abandoned the contractual mechanism
for resolution of disputes. This may be because every major issue of principle has
been decided against tie in adjudication. However that is no justification for now
abusing the termination provisions of the contract. It is clear that tie is now pursuing a
policy of serving a Remediable Termination Notice in respect of each and every
grievance it may have, regardless of the significance of each grievance and its
implications for the lnfraco Works. Whilst we will respond to each Remediable
Termination Notice in turn, we object to tie's adoption of this policy''

18.10

The letter also concluded:
''In conclusion, such matters as require attention in Princes Street are being attended
to. In no way do these merit the instigation of a process to terminate the lnfraco
Contract. Such a course of action is wholly disproportionate to the matters in question.
We assume that the Notices have been served to advance a tactical position on tie's
part, rather than any genuine belief that these matters merit the termination of the
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lnfraco Contract. This is entirely contrary to the parties' obligations at clause 6. 1 of the
lnfraco Contract.''

18.11

Some of the Remediable Termination Notices were for trivial matters, others related to
matters which were at the very heart of the disputes between the Parties. For
example, the other Remediable Termination Notice of 9 August 2010 related to
Infraco's alleged failure to keep documents in an orderly fashion and to allow tie
access to those documents; and to set up an Extranet. This seems an entirely trivial
reason to seek to terminate the contract. The Remediable Termination Notice of 16
August 2010, dealt with allegations that lnfraco had failed to update the Programme
and had failed to take all measures to mitigate the effects of any delay. I have already
described above, the extensive process we had gone through with tie to try and get
agreement on a contract programme which would actually reflect the delay being
experienced. It was through no fault on the part of lnfraco that we had not managed to
achieve this - rather it was tie's refusal to accept the extent of the delay being
experienced. By this point we were recording progress against Programme (Revision
3A) as being the most realistic programme against which to record progress. tie had
refused to accept that programme for reasons we did not agree with. In addition, by
this time, we had had Robert Howie's decision in the MUDFA 1 adjudication which
was very clear on what we were and were not obliged to do by mitigation measures once again, tie seemed to be refusing to acknowledge the effect of that Decision.

18.12

Another example of a Remediable Termination Notice which reflected a dispute which
went to the heart of the lnfraco Contract was the Notice sent on 29 September 2010
which dealt with Clause 80 and tie Changes. tie repeated all of its arguments about
Infraco allegedly submitting INTCs without detail, not submitting Estimates in time, not
delivering Estimates at all, submitting incomplete Estimates and again refusing to
comply with mitigation measures. We were also accused as we had been before, of
over-valuing estimates. The biggest bone of contention was lnfraco's refusal to carry
out work before a tie Change Order had been issued. By this time we had already had
a series of adjudications which dealt with Clause 80 issues, not least the decision of
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Lord Dervaird on Murrayfield Underpass of 7 August 2010 which made it clear that
lnfraco was both required and entitled to refuse to carry out Changes where there was
no tie Change Order issued. In our response of 9 November 2010, we made it clear
that tie's refusal to even acknowledge that matters were Changes (let alone
acknowledge the delay caused by them) had rendered the process unworkable and
frustrated production of Estimates. We did not submit a rectification plan in response
to this letter because we believed that we were complying with the lnfraco Contract. tie
were simply wrong to keep insisting on an interpretation of the Infraco Contract which
had already been determined to be wrong through the decisions in several
adjudications.
18.13

Perhaps the most extreme Remediable Termination Notice we received was on 30
September 2010, being the allegation of breaches 'evincing a course of conduct' . It
appeared that someone had sat with the lnfraco Contract doing a page turn.
Whenever an Infraco obligation was found, we were accused of being in breach of that
obligation: this ranged from allegations of a lack of supervision, disregard for
contractual mechanisms, an unwillingness to resolve difficulties or the lnfraco's
breaches, non delivery of the works (with no reference of course to the reasons why
we were delayed), to disregard for the client's public accountability and best value.
Attached to this letter at Appendix A, was a schedule which listed out 100 clauses of
the lnfraco Contract we were said to be in breach of. If the consequences of receiving
a termination notice had not been so serious, this would have been laughable. The
breaches we were accused of included lots of matters already the subject of other
notices or already decided elsewhere. For example, paragraph 2.5.2 again repeated
that we were in breach of contract for failing to 'continue with any works which are the
subject of a tie Change or Notified Departure prior to the issue of a tie Change Order
or the referral of the relevant estimate (if there is one) to the Dispute Resolution
Procedure'. This was just another example of a refusal to accept Lord Dervaird's
decision in the Murrayfield Underpass dispute. This letter also continued to accuse us
of 'delinquency' which had by this time, become tie's term of choice for describing
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lnfraco's 'behaviour'. Again, we did not submit a rectification plan in respect of this
letter.
18.14

Where we did submit rectification plans in response to receiving these letters, they
were never accepted by tie on any occasion. As this was all happening at around the
time that we gave notice (on 29 September 2010) that we would be stopping all
goodwill works (see below), we were fully expecting tie at any moment to terminate
the lnfraco Contract. We had contingency plans in place as to how we would deal with
this, from the practical (including how we would extricate our documentation and
belongings from the site office) to the legal and contractual (with various letters and
responses prepared in draft should we receive a termination notice). Our head office
in Germany was fully expecting that termination would follow as we really could see no
way out of the predicament we were in. We had proposed solutions to tie (Carlisle I
and II) but they seemed incapable of accepting or even discussing sensible solutions at the route of this I believe was their fundamental inability to accept what the lnfraco
Contract provided for, in particular to accept the risk allocation set out in the contract
and that the risks which fell with tie, were what was delaying and holding up progress
(e.g. MUDFA delays, and design changes from BODI to IFC in particular). As with all
other matters at this time, a huge amount of senior management time and resources
were tied up in responding to the letters and much money no doubt spent (in both tie
and lnfraco) on outside consultants and lawyers. All of this time, effort and money
could more usefully have been engaged in delivering the Project.

18.15

Against this background where we were anticipating termination almost daily, it was a
surprise when the suggestion of mediation was made in November 2010.
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19.

CESSATION OF GOODWILL WORKS

19.1

By late September 2010, and with no sign of any change on the part of tie to accept
what the lnfraco Contract said and to agree Estimates which they were currently
sitting on, we reluctantly took the decision to cease all goodwill works. Our letter of 29
September 2010 set out the Infraco's position in this regard. This decision was made
reluctantly and against the backdrop of all of the other correspondence and
communication we were having with tie at this time, as discussed in this statement
and as should be evident from the correspondence provided to the Inquiry. We had
come to build a tram system for Edinburgh, not to get embroiled in disputes. However,
faced with the intransigence of tie, we felt we had no other option but to minimise the
risk to lnfraco of proceeding with Works where tie were refusing to recognise our
contractual entitlement to payment and extensions of time.

19.2

Attached to the letter was a list of the INTCs where we had been carrying out works
on a good will basis and where work would now stop. This wasn't the entire site but it
was a large proportion of it. This is best shown by the 2 drawings which I refer to at
paragraph 11.26 above.

19.3

As a result of this decision, we had to make many of our staff redundant and terminate
our subcontractors. We made about 35 out of 80 Bilfinger employees redundant and
stood down 10 subcontractors with about 300 workers and employees. It was not a
decision taken lightly but we felt we had no option.
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20.

MEDIATION IN MARCH 201 1

20.1

As I've noted above, having received the Remediable Termination Notices, and having
made the decision to cease all good will working, we fully expected that tie would
terminate the Contract. We were therefore surprised when tie suggested mediation,
albeit that I believe this may have been driven by a Council Leader's Emergency
Motion dated 18 November 2010, rather than by tie themselves. By this point in time,
Sue Bruce had been appointed as CEC's new Chief Executive. I first met her at the
Mediation and I believe she was a key driver behind the disputes being unlocked at
the mediation which took place at Mar Hall in March 2011. She was assisted by Colin
Smith of Hg Consulting. We understood that Colin had worked with Sue on previous
projects.

20.2

Our approach to the mediation remained solutions orientated. We had not come to get
into disputes on this Project. We had come to build the Edinburgh Trams Project for
the City of Edinburgh. If this couldn't be achieved, which was looking increasingly
likely in the latter part of 2010, then we wanted to agree an amicable separation from
tie.

20.3

We worked as an internal team (lnfraco and SOS) to prepare our Mediation Statement
along with our legal team. We could have made this a very accusatory document, and
gone on at length about how we had 'won' at adjudication and how unreasonable tie
had been. However, we decided that the document should be far more open and
forward looking. Whilst we were reassured that our interpretation of the Contract was
correct, as had been determined at adjudication, we recognised that neither party
could continue as matters currently stood. We recognised that tie and CEC had
budgetary constraints. If they could not afford to build the entire Network at this time,
we came up with a proposal of what could be built for the budget that we believed was
available. This was Project Phoenix which I refer to above. If tie could not agree to this
or some form of amended deal, then we wished to discuss how we could best
extricate ourselves from the Contract (referred to by tie as Project Separation).
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20.4

In contrast to the position adopted by Infraco in its Mediation Statement, tie took the
approach of submitting a document which was very contractual, very confrontational
and accusatory, and which presented many contractual arguments (some with a
slightly different slant) which had already been progressed in adjudication, and where
on the whole and on all major issues of principle, tie had not been successful. The
Mediation Statement was also accompanied by 31 exhibits which were obviously
prepared by tie's lawyers, and which covered issues such as their view of how Clause
80.13 should be interpreted and so on. We then had to work with our internal team
and external legal team to prepare detailed responses to each of these exhibits.
lnfraco was fully prepared to present the evidence to the Mediator and tie/CEC at
M ediation to demonstrate the inadequacies of tie's arguments; however, as it turned
out, this was not necessary.

20.5

The mediation started on Tuesday 8 March 2011. The mediation was probably
attended by up to 60 people, all of whom had had to sign personal confidentiality
agreements prior to even being present. The fact that the mediation was even
happening had attracted a huge amount of media attention. Following on from initial
opening statements by both parties, the Mediator went with tie and CEC first to
discuss their position. The Mediator came back some hours later and stated that CEC
were looking for a solution to progress and deliver the project. It was evident that CEC
were taking the lead in the Mediation talks rather than tie. The subsequent talks were
between CEC and lnfraco with limited contributions from tie.

20.6

Although there was discussion around some of the issues which had divided the
parties, the focus through Mediation quickly became about how to deliver the project
(subject to funding), using lnfraco's Project Phoenix submission as the basis for the
discussions. The key issues and blockers were discussed and pathways to resolution
set out. The new approach by CEC (led by Sue and Colin) was to repair relationships,
build trust and work in a spirit of partnership. The challenge set at Mediation was to
turn the Project around and to jointly deliver the project under a new governance
structure that would be a success and could ultimately be a model for other projects.
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This was the challenge communicated to me following discussions between Sue
Bruce and Dr Keysberg at Mediation.
20.7

Ultimately, a way forward was found with CEC at Mediation. Heads of Term were
agreed on Saturday 12 March 2011 at the end of the week long mediation (the
mediation had by this time moved from Mar Hall to another hotel near by with far fewer
parties involved). The Heads of Term covered the agreement reached at Mediation:
we would enter into immediate further discussions with CEC to get agreement of what
were to be known as the Prioritised Works. The tram line would end at St Andrews
Square. The price for the Off-Street Works portion was negotiated and reflected in the
Heads of Term. This price was based on the Project Phoenix drawings with some
exceptions. The remaining On-Street section (Haymarket to St Andrew's Square) was
to be further negotiated but was to be based on a Target Sum. Clauses 65, 80 and
Schedule Part 4 would be renegotiated. tie would retain the risk associated with the
removal of the utilities in the on-street section. CAF were to leave the consortium and
be novated back to tie. Everything beyond the Prioritised Works was conditional on tie/
CEC securing additional funding and so there was a cut off date. If additional funding
to complete the truncated scope could not be found, the lnfraco Contract would
automatically terminate on 1 September 2011, and Infraco would be entitled to all
sums due to be determined by 1 July 2011, including sums in respect of materials etc
purchased for the section of the line which was not now going to be build (St Andrew's
Square to Newhaven). There was to be a concerted effort involving CEC to clear all
outstanding technical and planning approvals required, and for all other barriers to
progression and completion of the design issues, to be removed. The design for the
full line (to Newhaven) would be completed, albeit the St Andrew's Square to
Newhaven section would not be built. Clause 13.1 of the Heads of Term provided:

''There will be a cultural shift in the behaviour of all parties including interaction, co
location and empowerment.''
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20.8

This change in attitude and behaviour was crucial to how matters then progressed.
lnfraco was very keen to see a change of the tie personnel and in fact, tie were then
phased out with CEC taking over the running of the remainder of the Project.
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21.

P ROGRESS FOLLOWI NG M EDIATION

21.1

Period M arch 201 1 to September 201 1
21.1.1

Immediately following mediation, we then got into negotiations on Minute of
Variation No. 4 (MoV 4). This was finalised by 20 May 2011. MoV4 dealt with
the Prioritised Works which we were to start immediately, subject to certain
payments being made and approvals issued etc, which were required to
allow the Prioritised Works to progress. MoV4 essentially fleshed out the
deal reached as reflected in the Heads of Term agreed at mediation. A
revised programme for the Prioritised Works was agreed. MoV 4 envisaged
the need to enter into MoV5 which would be the full amendment to the
lnfraco Contract which was required. Timescales were laid down for when
that should happen by. The cut off points if funding could/ could not be found
by tie/ CEC were also outlined. MoV 4 also provided that as long as MoV5
was entered into, tie would not terminate the lnfraco Contract on the basis of
any of the Remediable Termination Notices or Underperforming Warning
Notices, and also that lnfraco would not pursue any claims under the lnfraco
Contract (which related to events occurring before the mediation). All
existing disputes were to be frozen until 2 July 2011, by which time it was
hoped that MoV 5 would be entered into at which point all claims would be
finally settled. A new Governance Structure was attached to MoV4.

21.2

Settlement Agreement (MoV 5) and Schedule Part 45
21.2.1

What was intended to be known as Minute of Variation 5, was effectively the
Settlement Agreement which finalised the agreement reached at mediation
in the Heads of Terms and as further detailed in MoV 4. At this point, funding
was in place for the remaining construction work to York Place. This
Settlement Agreement also introduced the full contract amendment which
was necessary to reflect the agreements reached. The timetable for it
slipped slightly but it was eventually executed on 15 September 2011.
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21.2.2

The key points to note about the Settlement Agreement are as follows:
(a)

The lnfraco Contract was 'unpicked' to remove CAF as a party to
the lnfraco consortium. The Tram Supply and Maintenance
Agreements were effectively novated back to CEC as Employer,
with various indemnities and waivers of claims which could have
arisen being dealt with. The Agreement held that CAF was to have
no further liability under the lnfraco Contract, and tie and CEC
waived any claims against CAF accordingly.

(b)

The Tram Supply and Tram Maintenance Agreements required to
be amended to .deal with the fact that CAF would now be carrying
out its obligations under these Contracts, directly for CEC.

(c)

Clause 3 of the Settlement Agreement dealt with the fact that it
was entered into by all the parties to it in full and final settlement of

''all Disputes claims and entitlements, whether past, present or
future, of any kind whatsoever and howsoever arising . . .. " with a
few exceptions (including in relation to disputes in relation to the
Prioritised Works which had been carried out under MoV 4, third
party claims, claims by tie in respect of systems integration and
claims in relation to the underlying construction of the Project (i.e.
latent defects etc)). This meant that by signing up to the Settlement
Agreement, all of the adjudication decisions previously issued
became finalised. It was not open to either lnfraco or tie to revisit or
challenge those Decisions by taking the underlying disputes to
Court.
(d)

Schedule A to the Settlement Agreement, dealt with all of the
amendments required to individual Parts and Schedules to the
Infraco Contract, to reflect the renegotiated deal. It was a major
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task to reach agreement on all of this and I deal here with some of
the major changes:
(e)

Schedule Part 2: the Employer's Requirements were amended to
deal with the truncated scope of what would now be delivered by
Infraco.

(f)

Schedule Part 4: this now contained an Off Street Works Price
which was genuinely a fixed price (of circa £362.5 million), and the
On-Street Works Price (circa 47 million) which was dealt with by a
new Schedule to the Contract - Schedule 45 (On Street Works). A
Schedule of Rates was inserted for arriving at the value of tie
Changes (other than those that related to the On-Street Works),
and a process was detailed for agreeing the value of those
Changes.

(g)

Schedule Part 45: this was the mechanism for dealing with the
Pricing for the On-Street Works Price. This was where some of the
terminology and concepts which had previously been in the
unamended Schedule Part 4, could still be found. This was to deal
with remaining uncertainties in respect of the On-Street Works
where tie retained the risk, i.e. the fact that it was known that
utilities remained to be diverted and a number of other matters
required to be finalised such as third party approvals and
outstanding consents etc. This meant that Clause 6 of Schedule
Part 45 still had the concept of Pricing Assumptions but there were
now far fewer of them. Although clause 80 remained in the main
lnfraco Contract, all changes to the price and programme for the
On-Street Works were only to be dealt with through the Schedule
Part 45 mechanism, which effectively meant that Clause 80 was no
longer relevant for changes to the On-Street Works. The changes
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were now known as Pricing Assumption Variations and not Notified
Departures.
(h)

The other very important change introduced by Schedule Part 45
was that the prohibition on proceeding with On-Street Works
before the value of the Change was agreed, was removed. The
concept of an On-Street Works Trigger Date was introduced. This
meant that if changes occurred as a result of the Pricing
Assumptions (i.e. the facts and circumstances differed from the
remaining Pricing Assumptions), and lnfraco applied for time and
money, which was then not accepted by tie/CEC so that the gulf
between what was applied for and what was certified rose to more
than 21 days in time, or £750,000, then the Trigger Date occurred.
What that meant was that the Joint Project Forum was to meet
within 4 weeks of the Trigger Date to discuss the claim. If those
differences rose to more than £1.5 million outstanding, then by
clause 8.1, lnfraco could suspend the On-Street Works and would
only be obliged to recommence once the difference got back to
£750,000 or below.

(i)

Schedule Part 45 also introduced a detailed Variation Mechanism
and a Schedule of Rates and Prices for calculating what was due
in respect of Pricing Assumptions Variations. It was a far more
workable mechanism that the previous Schedule Part 4 and
Clause 80 mechanism which had been at the centre of so many of
our disputes with tie.

21.2.3

There were many other parts of the lnfraco Contract which required to be
amended to reflect the agreement reached. Some other issues which relate
to management and the clearing out of remaining issues are worth noting as
follows:
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(a)

Following on from Mediation, a new Governance Structure (agreed
at Mediation) was put in place. The new Governance Structure and
changes from the pre Mediation situation are briefly outlined below.

(b)

The project would be led by CEC and directly overseen by the
Council CEO. tie would in effect take a step back prior to being
phased out. There were clear lines of communication set up
between the parties with a commitment at the highest levels to
work together in an open manner and spirit of partnership. It was
agreed that an Independent Certifier (Colin Smith) would be
appointed and would be charged with making determinations on
issues that could not be resolved swiftly by the parties.

(c)

A series of Control Meetin.gs chaired by the Independent Certifier
were set up for each of the key work streams (i.e. Utilities, Design
& Consents, Construction, Commercial, Princes Street etc.). The
Control meetings encouraged and allowed open and frank
discussions on any and all issues. The meetings were held in "the
room without corners" as phrased by the Independent Certifier.
The expectation was that any issues were to be aired in this forum
rather than through formal correspondence. The aim was two-fold:
to reduce the amount of project correspondence and to allow for
issues to be raised, discussed and resolved face to face. The
Control Meetings were attended by the key Project representatives
of each party.

(d)

Key stakeholders (e.g. Network Rail, Scottish Water etc.) were also
invited to all or parts of the relevant Control meeting. This was a
positive move to create a spirit of ownership of the project by third
parties and for them to understand the challenges faced by or from
the perspective of the tram project team as well as outline the
issues from their perspective. This greatly assisted in unlocking a
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number of key issues and encouraged open communication
between all the parties.
(e)

Any issues that could not be resolved in a timely manner through
the Control meeting process were then escalated. The escalation
process, whilst non-contractual, was agreed to by the parties to
ensure swift and cost-effective resolution of issues. For any issues
that could not be resolved through the Control meeting, briefing
papers were prepared by each party and issued to the
Independent Certifier. The Independent Certifier would then make
his decision promptly thereafter. Should the decision of the
Independent Certifier not be accepted, the issue could be
escalated to the Joint Project Forum. The Joint Project Forum was
chaired

by

the

CEC

CEO

and

attended by

the

senior

representatives of each party including Transport Scotland. Whilst
items and updates were reported to the Joint Project Forum, all
issues were resolved by the Independent Certifier and no issues
were taken to the Joint Project Forum for a decision. I recall that
there were only a handful of issues that necessitated briefing
papers being prepared - the vast majority of issues were resolved
through the Control meetings.
(f)

The formal contract dispute mechanism remained in place and
available for any party to use; however, this was not required post
Mediation.

21.2.4

In addition, a number of initiatives were set up immediately following
Mediation. This included the following:
(a)

P rioritised Works: A number of Prioritised Work areas were
identified to be started as soon as possible after Mediation. These
included the Depot and mini test track and Haymarket Yards. The
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intent was to make a start on key areas (i.e. Depot) as well as
demonstrating that the parties could work together and in turn
support the case for the additional funding that was required to
deliver the truncated line as far as St Andrew Square. The
Prioritised Works were completed on or ahead of programme and
within the allowable budget.
(b)

Co-location of CEC and P roject Stakeholders: The CEC Project

Management team as well as Planning and Technical Officers re
located to the Consortium Project Office. Additional CEC resources
were added to the Project allow for the outstanding approvals to be
progressed as quickly as possible.
(c)

New office space was added to accommodate CEC as well as the
Network Rail team who were brought in to allow for open and
immediate dialogue to resolve issues quicker and face to face
without unnecessary correspondence or through intermediary
parties. The same offer was made to Scottish Water; however,
they declined to take office space.

(d)

The CEC Approval bodies and lnfraco worked seven .days a week
during April 2011 to progress and resolve the vast majority of
design approval issues. tie were excluded from these meetings
and the CEC and lnfraco teams were charged to resolve the issues
which they did successfully. This was clear evidence of the new
spirit of working and partnership. There was a clear "re
energisation" of the project at this time.

(e)

Post Med iation Changes (PMCs): A new approach was taken

forward to changes post Mediation. Changes were identified,
discussed and agreed in a timely manner through the Control
meeting or separate ad-hoe meetings were necessary. Where a
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change was agreed, the correct contractual process was followed
to allow the works to proceed and mitigate any impact to the
programme.
(f)

As an example, "time sheet" PMCs were taken forward to allow
some design changes (i.e. due to the considerable utility conflict
issues still to be resolved) to be progressed. Coming out of
Mediation, a number of design changes were identified that could
not at that time be fully quantified. In order to avoid any delay to
the completion of the design, Clause 80.15 Change Orders were
issued by CEC with a not to exceed value to allow the design
works to progress. The costs were then tracked through
submission of weekly time sheets and costs agreed and tracked on
a weekly basis.

(g)

The aim of lnfraco at Mediation was for tie to be removed from the
Project to ensure a successful delivery. This was due to the fact
that lnfraco and SOS did not have any belief that the project could
be delivered with tie as Project Manager. Between March 2011 and
September 2011, tie were phased out and Turner and Townsend
were brought in to assist CEC in managing and delivering the
project.

(h)

Utilities - there were still substantial utilities diversion works to be
carried out (e.g. refer Utilities Control meeting dated 30 June 2011
- tie stated that 600 - 700 potential conflicts identified with further
information to be checked). CEC led the new approach which was
all parties working together to identify clashes and determine the
most appropriate solution (i.e. diversion of the utility, dispensation
from

the

statutory

utility

authority

or

amendment

of

the

infrastructure design). The period following Mediation involved
desktop review of the utilities issues and trial holes to inform the
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next steps. It was a surprise to CEC at this time the extent of the
utility works still to be carried out.
(i)

Value Engineering: A thorough review of the project was
undertaken and value engineering opportunities identified and
taken forwards by the Project. The focus post mediation was to
deliver the tram project. The value engineering opportunities taken
forward included removal of the Crew Facility at Haymarket
Viaduct, removal of the Canopy and Kiosk at Edinburgh Airport,
deletion of significant quantities of setts and deletion of the
requirement for full depth road construction.

21.3

Period September 201 1 to Project Completion
21.3.1

Following the signing of the Settlement Agreement on 15 September 2011,
with the project funding secure the project moved forwards under the same
Governance Structure.

21.3.2

Whilst there were still a number of issues to resolve (as would be expected
in a project of this size, scale and complexity), the new levels of trust built up
with CEC and the new project management team as a result of the
governance structure put in place by CEC, and expertly led by Colin Smith,
overseen by the Council CEO meant that these issues were resolved in a
timely manner and without any impact to the Programme. As the issues
reduced, the number and frequency of Control meetings reduced.

21.3.3

Approach to Utility Conflicts and Diversion works: The strategy for the
utility diversion works was also changed moving forwards. The intent was
the new Utilities Contractor would go in just ahead of Infraco to excavate
down to formation level and resolve the utility conflicts just ahead of lnfraco
coming on site. This was a more cost effective way to deliver the works.
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21.3.4

The CEC leadership team following Mediation were more open and honest
about the scope of incomplete utility works. This allowed for a more creative
and dynamic environment where ideas and Value Engineering for both
parties (CEC and lnfraco) could be expanded. The more open 'partnering'
approach led to better planning of resources and ultimately less abortive
works.

21.3.5

The CEC/Turner and Townsend team, from my perspective, had a better
relationship with the Utility providers resulting in faster turnaround on any
issues. The process of CEC taking possession of work sites prior to lnfraco
showed continuity of work streams to all stakeholders (as well as cost
savings for CEC as not all works required reinstatement). Furthermore, CEC
were more open and realistic when programming the utility works and
upfront on the issues and constraints.

21.3.6

Approach to Traffic Management: The approach to Traffic Management
was much more robust under CEC compared with tie. Following Mediation
and the signing of the Settlement Agreement a fresh review of Traffic
M anagement schemes was carried out with the emphasis now on 'getting
the job done'. With tie, the priority was very much on minimising disruption.
The approach from tie failed and in the majority of cases resulted in
increased disruption. Post Settlement Agreement we were allowed to
explore and demonstrate that larger work sites were a positive for the
Project overall, and these were better promoted by CEC. This also extended
to all aspects including City centre embargos and extended site hours with
CEC Utilities Contractor (McNicholas) taking site possessions at weekends
and nights to reduce the impact to the lnfraco Programme.

21.3.7

Under tie, a number of traffic management proposals put forward by BCUK
were rejected due to a perceived disruption factor to local stakeholders. The
proposals taken forward through tie resulted in longer protracted works that
impacted on the local stakeholders for longer. The approach by CEC post
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mediation was very much short term pain for long term gain and delivering a
more cost effective works plan that ultimately reduced programme durations.
A number of the traffic management proposals developed by BCUK for tie,
whilst rejected by tie, were taken forward by CEC post Settlement
Agreement.
21.3.8

CEC utilised Clause 80.15 effectively to ensure changes were progressed
ahead of agreement of an estimate. This ensured that there was no impact
to the Programme and the works progressed. Valuation meetings were held
each period and the Independent Certifier ensured that no issues dragged
on beyond two periods unless by prior agreement of both parties (perhaps
where the full extent of the issue could not be determined within that
timeframe). There were no disputes or estimates not agreed within an
acceptable timeframe.

21.3.9

Internal lnfraco relations and lnfraco - SDS relations: During this period,
whilst there were issues to be resolved between the lnfraco parties as would
be expected in a project of this size, scale and complexity, the relationships
between the parties remained strong and the issues were worked through
and resolved in a professional manner and without impact to the
Programme. There were no disputes between the lnfraco parties.

21.3.10 The Project was completed ahead of the revised Programme and within the
revised Budget with no disputes between the parties.
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22.

SUMMARY

22.1

It is difficult to adequately summarise the above but it still amazes me that tie should
have adopted such a fundamentally different view to the contract risk distribution since
a plain reading of the contract clearly placed the risk of large types of changes with tie.
It further amazes me that despite clear judgments in the adjudications from eminent
lawyers that tie continued to reject these clearly established principles. I have no
rational explanation for this behaviour by tie.

I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true .

••• •••

Martin Heinz Foerder
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Appendix 1 to the Witness Statement of Martin Foerder
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1.
1.1

1.2

I

ADJUDICATION PROCEEDINGS

i
i

As described e l sewhere in my Witness Statement, there were 12 adjudications
b.etween lnfraco and tie which procee ded all the way to a decision being issued on the
merits of the di spute. There were many more dis putes between the Parties , some of
which did not reach formal adjudication. There was one adjudication uhderway at the.
time of mediation (Princes Street), which wa s put on hold and subsequently se ttled
following the Parties entering into the Settlement Agre ement.
In terms of the Settlem ent Agreement, all of the disputes between ti e and lnfraco were
s ettled for all time. As I understand it, this means that the adjudication decisions are
final and binding and cannot be revisited by e ither party.

1.3

On all major issues of principle, lnfraco were found to be correct in the ir interpre tation
of the lnfraco Contract in the course of the adjudications ..

1.4

In order to assist the Inquiry, I have included he re a summary of all of the adjudication
decisions and their importance to the issues described e lsewhere in my Witness
Statement.

2.

EDINBURGH HILTON HOTEL CAR PARK WORKS

2.1

tie brought adjudication proce eding s ln respect of the commencement of the Hilton
Car Park Works in September 2009. tie wanted lnfraco to proceed with these works,
and we beli eved that the works in question fell within the ambit of Schedule Part 4 and
therefore require d the agreement of an Estimate (under clause 80) before we were
obliged to proceed with the works.

2.2

2.3

2.6

,f!
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I
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'

'
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I

l
'

Accommodation Works were defined as:

ii

Third Party Obligations were defined as :

'

l
1i
,,"

If thes e works were Third Party Obligations, then lnfraco was obliged to make sure
that it didn't do anything to cause tie to be in bre ach of Third Party Agreements etc.
However, if in complying with third party obligations and requirements, lnfraco incurred
additional costs or had to do additionaf work, then that was to be dealt with as a
Compensation Event (clause 65 which would potentially entitle lnfraco to time and
money).
Accommodation Works were an Undefined Provis ional Sum and were contain ed
within a table to Appendix B to Schedule Part 4. Essentially, these Provisional Sums
were items where tie may or may not instruct the work, where lnfraco had been as ke d
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''Third Party Obligations'' me ans the obligations which lnfraco is obliged to comply
with under Clauses 18.17A and B and se t out in Schedule Part 13 ( T/1ird Patty
Agreements) as that Schedule Part 13 may be amended from time to time as a result
of a tie Change''
2.5

I

The. real issue in question wa.s wh ether the work s to be carrred out at the Hilton Car
Park we re Accommodation Works (as lnfraco maintained) or whether the work s were
Third Party Obligations (as tie maintained).

''Accommodation Works'' means any works arising out of th e compulsory purchase
process (including the reinstatement of boundary walls, fences) or any other works tie
are obliged to procure are carried out for third parties associated with the Edinburgh
Tram Network."

2.4

µ

1

I

l

!
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!

I

•

•
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'

I
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to provide a price up front. In respect of Undefined Provisional Sums, no allowance
had been made for planning or programming of these works, and no inclusion had
been made for Preliminaries. Therefore, if tie was. to instruct these works, this would
amount to a tie Change under Schedule Part 4, which would lead to the requirements
to comply with Clause 80 and to get an agreement on the Estimate and a tie Change
Order issued, before lnfraco were obliged to .carry out the works (agaln with reference
to Clause 80.13 which I have dealt with elsewhere in this Witness Statement). If this
was not correct and the additional work was to be dealt with as a Compensation Event
(as per tie's argument), then lnfraco could not hold off from carrying out these works
pending agreement of the value of the Compensation Event.
2.7

Unfortunately I have no. t been shown all of the background papers to this adjudication
and so this is my recollection of the issue (I have only seen the Referral Notice). In his
decision d
. ated 13 October 2009, the Adjudicator (Robert Howie QC) found rn tie's
favour and records a declaration that lnfraco were obliged to proceed with the Car
Park Works without further instruction. There were no reasons given for the
Adjudicator's decision. I assume he must have made a decision that these works were
Third Party Obligations and not Accommodation Works but this cannot be determined
by his reasons.

2.8

In any case, this was a very minor matter particular to its own facts and of low value
(circa £30,000 I believe) and did not provide guidance on general points of principle
for use elsewhere in the Project.

3.

CARRICK KNOWE AND GOGARBURN BRIDGE

3.1

These are two adjudication which ran simultaneously before John Hunter as
Adjudicator. The decisions were issued on 16 November 2009.

3.2

3.3

These adjudications were commenced by tie in order to get clarity on an lnfraco
Notice of tie Change ('INTCs') raised by lnfraco in relation to changes between BODI
and IFC at these two locations.
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As mentioned above, one of the pricing assumptions in Schedule Part 4 (clause
3.4.1.1) is that:
''The Design prepared by the SDS Provider will not (other than amendments arising
from the norn1al development and completion of designs):

.
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\.

I
!-•
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•

in terms of design principle, shape, form and/or specification be amended
1.1
from the drawings forming the Base Date Design Information (except in respect of
Valu.e Engineering identified in Appendices C or D to this Schedule Part 4) .. .. ''
3.4

3.5

That meant that the price assumes there would be no design changes of this nature
between the Base Date Design Information (the design as it stood at 27 November
2007) and the Issued for Construction Drawings. As I've explained in the main body of
my statement, the design was developing as lnfraco were pricing the Contract. The
only way that lnfraco could provide a firm price, was to freeze the design at a
particular date, and price the changes which mig
. ht come thereafter ..

!'
[·
•

•

Clause 3.5 of Schedule Part 4 provided that:
'' The

Cont,·act Price has been fixed on the basis of inter alia the Base Case
Assumptio11s noted herein. If now or at any time the facts or circumstances differ in
a11y way from the Base Case Assumptions (or any part of them) such Notified
Departure will be dee1ned to be a Mandatory tie Change reql1iring a change to the
Employer's Requirements a11dlor the lnfraco Proposals or otherwise requiring the
lnfraco to take accou11t of the Notified Departure in the Contract Price and/or
program1ne in respect of which tie will be deemed to have issued a tie Notice of
Change 011 tl1e date that such Notified Departure is notified by either Party to the
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other. For the avoidance of doubt tie shall pay to the lnfraco, to the extent not taken
into account in the Estimate provided pursuant to Clause 80. 24. 1, any additional loss
and expense incurred by th e lnfraco as a consequence of the delay between he
notification of the Notified Departure and the actual date (not the deemed date) that tie
issues a tie Change Order, such payment to be made by tie following evaluation,
agreement or determination of such addit ional loss and expense pursuant to Clause
65 (Compensation Events) as if the delay were itself a Compensation Event.''
3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

t\..

In respect of both Carrick Knowe and Gogarburn, our positron was that a number of
design changes constituted Notified Departures, being changes between BODI and
IFC which were not simply n o. rmal development and completlon of designs. At Carrick
Knowe, tie accepted one element only as a Notified Departure (a change to the
Galleries). tie did not accept that any of the changes at Gogarburn constituted Notified
Departures.
These were very important adjudication for lnfraco as this exampl. e u nderpin ned the
entire issue of the meaning of Schedule Part 4 (Pricing Assumptions). If we did not
succeed on this adjudication, then we had a major issue in that the Contract Price
would be totally unworkable for lnfraco. By this I mean that we believed that Schedule
Part 4 had carved out of the 'lump sum fixed prlce' (which tie continually referred to),
those items where l nfraco had not been able to provide a price, and where the risk
remained with tie. In particular, this included the risk of the preceding utilities diversion
(MU DFA) works not being completed, and changes to the design given that the design
had not been finalised at the point at which the lnfraco Contract was signed {May
2008). If Schedule Part 4 did not operate as we believed it did, and we were obliged to
carry out work as per the amended design (for example), then we would lose a lot of
money on this Contract.
Likewise and from tie's perspective, this was also a very important adjudication . If they
lost on this issue, then they could not maintain that this was a lump sum fixed price
contract.
tie's argument in this adjudication was as follows. They considered that all of the
alleged design changes at Gogarburn, and all of those at Carrick Knowe (except those
that related to the galleries) were not Notified Departures but rather were simply part
of lnfraco's obligation to complete the design of the Edinburgh Tram Network
including, but n ot limited to, the achievement of full compllance with the Employer's
Requirements for the deliverab les to enable the Edrnburgh Tram Network to be
procured, constructed and commissioned. They maintained that all other items of work
which flowed from the l nfraco Notification of tie Change, came about through normal
development and completion of the designs.

3. 1 0

tie referred to l nfraco's general obligation to carry out and complete the detailed
design obligations set out in the Contract, and made much of the fact that the design
of the Works had been novated to the lnfraco. We did not dispute any of this and fully
acknowledged our obligations to complete the design. Where we had a dispute was in
relation to how we were to be paid for carrying out these works.

3. 1 1

In addition, tie took the view that in order for an entitlement to payment to arise in
respect of a Notified Departure, it was not enough for lnfraco to simply identify a
change between BODI and IFC. lnfraco would need to:
3. 11. 1

demonstrate and prove that the evolution and completion of the design to
Issued for Construction stage exceeds normal development and completion
of the designs.

3. 1 1.2

demonstrate and prove that a Notified Departure has occurred; and

3.11.3

provide a sufficient, adequate and competent estimate.
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3. 12

This latter point references the issue which tie continually took with us in relation to the
Estimates which we were to submit under C lause 80. They argued that if the
Estimates were late/ inadequate/ lacking in detail, then they were. not obliged to
consider them and no entitlement to payment i n respect of an alleged Notified
Departure could arise.

3. 1 3

Both we and tie had appointed expert engineers to review the changes between BODI
and IFC and provide a view on whether these changes were 'normal development and
completion of design' or whether they amounted to Notified Departures, being a
change of 'design principle, shape, form and/or specification ' outside of this concept of
'normal development and completion of design'.

3. 1 4

ln reaching his decision on both adjudications, the adjudicator looked at why Schedule
Part 4 had been included in the Contract. He concluded that it wouldn't have been
necessary if the lnfraco obligation was simply to meet the Employer's Requirements.
He stated at paragraph 7.17 of both decisions:
''My finding is that Schedule Part 4 was included becat1se the design was i11complete
and therefore some unknowns existed that were beyond the capabilities of the
Responding Party to include within their price. In other words how the BODI was to be
developed to IFC could be known in respect of certain factors but not all factors and
the unknown or insufficiently developed elements were captured by the provision of
the wording in Schedule Part 4. "

J'

•

3. 1 5

He also had to give meaning to the design development obligation which the lnfraco
were to include within their price. I n this regard he held that:
''My finding is that (the) position is best summed up as follows. The risk which ought
properly to be transferred to the Referring Party is wl1ere development and completion
of designs is outside of the normal course of development of the detail shown in the
initial design i. e. the Base Date information, into the d.etail needed to construct the
works as described all to meet the Employer's Requirements. I would go one step
further and clarify that the Employer's Requirements l1ave to be sufficiently well
developed within the BODI p1·ocedure as a baseline for proceeding in such a man11er. I
include this further step as it is clear to me that the Employer's Requirements have in
terms of the price for the works been limited by the BODI and the Schedule Part 4
agreement in respect of the agreed price. I find that to arrive at any otf1er conclusion
would, in my view, 1nake Schedule Part 4 meaningless. ''

3. 1 6

3. 1 7

He then applied a series of steps to work out whether something was a Notified
Departure or was normal design development. An example at Carrick Knowe was that
the Specification (part of the Employer's Requirements) called for bat boxes. The
performance specification stated that requirements for bats were to be taken into
account. Th.e BODI drawings showed nothing at all in relation to bat boxes. He
concluded therefore that there was nothing that lnfraco could have priced in relation to
the requirement to provide bat boxes and therefore that this was a Notified Departure
(essentially, we couldn't 'develop' a design which did not exist in the first place).
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He then went on to apply a test:
3. 17. 1

3.17.2

The first step was to establish whether any Pricing Assumption coul d be
shown to have occurred. Here the issue was whether the design prepared
by the SOS designer had or had not changed 'in terms of design principle,
shape, form . . . . ' etc.
Then the issue was whether the simple fact of a change in design principle,
shape form etc, meant that a Notified Departure had automatically occurred.
This was lnfraco's position. tie instead maintained that lnfraco could have to
prove that that change was outside of the evolution and completion of the
design to IFC in a way which was outside of normal development and
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completion of designs. In response to this, the Adjudicator came up with a
two stage test:
(a)

(b)

A comparison between the BODI and IFC drawings would reveal
whether the facts and circumstances had changed. The changes
would need to be changes in design principle, shape, form or
specification to fall within Pricing Assump.tion 3.4. 1 . 1.
Secondly, the change had to be assessed to conclude whether
they are categorised as design development in which case they
would not constitute a Notified Departure.
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3.17. 3

He then applied a third test to make sure that the change did not arise from
a breach of contract, an l nfraco change or a change in law.

3.17.4

At paragraph 7.42 of his decision, the adjudicator quoted from the
submissions made on behalf of lnfraco in the adjudication and which seem
to have influenced his decision. ft is useful to quote those paragraphs:
''The Responding Party accepts that it has carried out a due diligence
exercise on the design, it accepts that SOS was novated to it, it accepts that
it was responsible for development of design and ultimately for delivering the
Edinburgh Tram Network. There has been no omission by the Responding
Party in not referring to these obligations in its analysis of pricing assumption
3.4. 1. That is because Schedule Part 4 relates not to what the Responding
Party is obliged to do under this contract but how it is to be paid for
perfor,ning those obligations.. .. the Responding Party fully accepts that the
Employer's Requirements require anti pigeo11 rneasures. The Responding
Party's obligatio11 to provide anti pigeon measures is entirely distinct fron1
how it is to be paid for carrying out this wor/(. The same could be said about
all of the change identified, the Responding Party accepts that it has an
obligation to complete the design in all respects and to co11strt1ct in
accordance therewith, but this is a separate matter to how it is to be
recompensed for doing so. ''

3. 17.5

3.. 1 8.

3. 1 9
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The adjudicator went on to firmly agree with this analysis and stated that '' I
atn sufficiently persuaded by the Responding Party's argument on this point
to concur with them that there is a distinction between their obligation to
design the works and the price that they are to be paid and I reach this
conclusion as it is clear from claltse 4.3 o f the fnfraco Contract that ''nothing
in this agreement shall prejudice tl1e fnf,·aco's right to claim additional relief
01· payment pursuant to Schedule Part 4 pricing.''''

In applying these tests to the changes from BODI to IFC at both Carrick Knowe and
Gogarburn, the adjudicator found substantially in lnfraco's favour, albeit that in respect
of Carrick Knowe, he held that three of the many changes were design development,
and not a Notified Departure and so he awared his costs on a 75/25% basis with tie
picking up the 75%.
On Carrick Knowe, the adjudicator did not deal with the issue of what constituted a
relevant and acceptable Estimate for the purpose of establishing the value to be
placed on a Notified Departure as he had not been asked to do so. However, on
Gogarburn he had been asked by tie to decide that l nfraco had no entitlement to
additional loss and expense/ time as a consequence of or connected with the date of
issue by lnfraco of the JNTC and or the date of delivery to tie of the Estimate. The
adjudicator determined that these were matters associated with the administration of
the change mechanism and he held that 'timeous administration of the change
me.chanism is not a condition precedent to establishing whether or not a Notified
Departure has occurred and I therefore need say nothing further in refatio11 to the
submission s of the Referring Party on that point'.
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Although the main issue here was what constituted a Notified Departure, this finding
was also very important to us due to the many and ongoing debates we were having
with tie about late submission of Estimates etc. Mr H unter's decision was effectively
saying that the issue of whether something was or was not a Notified Departure, was
separate from the issue of how .it was administered. tie were found wholly ![able for the
Adjudicator's fees in the Gogarburn adjudication.
We were clearly very pleased with the results of these two adjud ications which we
considered established important points of principle which we could use in future
d iscussions with tie in establish ing what was and was not a Notified Departure where
there had been a change in design between BDDI and I FC. Unfortunately and as I
explafn in the main body of my Witness Statement, tie didn't see it like this and we had
further adjudications on very similar points where tie reverted to their original
arguments (see below on Russell Road Retaining Wall and Section 7A Track
Drainage).

4.

RUSSELL ROAD RETAINING WALL TWO: DECISION O F ALAN E WILSON
DATED 4 JANUARY 201 0

4. 1

This was another adjudication issued not long after Carrick Knowe and Gogarburn,
which dealt with changes between BDDI and IFC in relation to a structure known as
the Russell Road Retaining Wall Two.

4. . 2

Here, l nfraco had identified that the four sections of the retaining wall had changed
between BDDI and I FC. Two sections which had previously shown an L shaped
gravity structure for the foundation , had changed to a cantilevered wall on piles. I n
add[tion, the two sections which had originally shown cantilevered wall on piles, now
showed that the piles were of increased n umber, length and diameter than those
shown on the BODI drawings. lnfraco had raised an I NTC (no. 1 46) in respect of these
changes.

4.3

4.4

4.5
4.6

'

•

In the perio.d running u p to the adjudication, tie had indicated that it accepted that a
Notified Departure had occurred but wanted furth er details on who had instigated the
design change. J n the meantime however, tie issued a tie Change Order with
reference to I NTC 1 46 on the basis that the tie Change was urgent and therefore it
instructed lnfraco to proceed with the Works before the Estimate was agreed. tie was
entitled to do this with reference to Clause 80. 1 5 of the lnfraco Contract.
By the time the issue got to adjudication, tie took the view that there was no Notified
Departure and nothing was due to l nfraco. The issues referred were:
4.4. 1

Whether the change from t.he L shaped gravity structure to a cantilever wall
o n piles (the Foundations claim) amounted to a Notified Departure u nder
clause 3.4. 1 .1 of Schedu[e Part 4;

4.4.2

whether the changes to the Foundations and to the number, size and length
of the piles, being changes to the Piling, constitute Notified Departures and
hence deemed Mandatory tfe Changes

4. 4. 3

the value of each Change.
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It was lnfraco who referred this dispute to adjudication (and who were therefore the
Referring Party).
Many of the same arguments as had been relied upon by tie in the Carrick Knowe and
Gogarburn adjudications, were also relied upon by them in this adjudication (despite
the fact that they appeared to have accepted that a Notified Departure may have
occurred). tie therefore. argued that lnfraco was to deliver the whole of the works
specified in the Employer's Requirements and the lnfraco Proposals for a Jump sum,
fixed and firm price. tie also argued that he provisions for the possibility of change are

I
I

I
[

I
I

I
I

I
I
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not intended to place the risk or consequences of any and all changes on tie. Jn
particular, this applied to the normal development and completion of the design. tie
again took the view that lnfraco had to prove that the changes in dispute were not
normal development and completion of design and also to show that different facts
and circumstances apply to those changes, than existed prior to the date of the
Contract. tie stated that the Price was not just for what was shown on the BODI but
also for the Employer's Requirements subject to Specified Exclusions and Pricing
Assumptions. tie also maintained that the mere occurrence of the change did not
result in an entitlement for lnfraco as it must comply with the requirements of Clause
80. tie maintained that lnfraco had not complied with Clause 80 and therefore that it
had no entitlement on this basis either.
4.7

(

. ....

,,

4.8

4.9

,(i..
,;

4.10

4. 1 1

4. 12

In contrast and as set out at paragraph 46 of the adjudicator's decision, lnfraco's
position was again to accept that it was responsible for delivering the Infraco Works in
accordance with the Employer's Requirements and l nfraco Proposals but as in the
previous adjudications, that had to be distinguished from how much it was to be paid
and any consequential time effects. This was not a normal design and construct
contract where the contractor accepted all of the. risk. The Pricing Assumptions were
not unilateral statements in the nature of tender qual ifications but were agreed terms
of the Contract to provide a mechanism whereby lnfraco was paid for matters that
were uncertain - the alternative would have been a much higher Contract Price. In
response to the tie argument about compliance with Clause 80, our position was .that
that clause concerned valuation, not whether or not a Notified Departure had
occurred.
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Another issue which arose here were arguments concerning Ground Investigation
reports which although dated after BDDI, were available before the lnfraco Contract
was signed in May 2008. tie argued that this was knowledge which was within
lnfraco's possession and insofar as ground conditi.on issues lead to the changes in the
design of the foundations and piling, then it was something which was only the normal
evol ution of the design and should therefore have been included within the Contract
Price. tie also referred to a due diligence report which reviewed the design at Febr uary
2008 and which was included with lnfraco's Proposals {Schedule Part 30 of the
contract). tie's argument here was that in considering what was normal development
and completion of design, this information also had to be taken into account when
considering whether a design change was a deviation from Pricing Assumption 3.4.1.

'

••

In deciding how to interpret these issues, the adjudicator reviewed various clauses of
the Infraco Contract.

•
•

He noted that a Notified Departure was 'where now or at any time the facts and
circumstances differ in any way from the Base Case Assumptions save to the extent
caused by a breacf1 of contract by the Jnfraco, an lnfraco Change or a Change in law'.
He also recited Clause 3. 5 which I have referred to above, noting that what was
important in terms of whether a Mandatory tie Change had occurred, was whether or
not 'now or at any time the facts or circt1mstances differ in any way from the Base
Case Assumptions (or any party of them) such Notified Departure will be deemed to
be a Mandatory tie Change.. . '
Base Case Assumption is .defined as meaning the 'Base Date Design Information, the
Base Tram Information, tl1e Pricing Assumptions and the Specified Exclusions'. As
mentioned elsewhere, B D DI was the design information and drawings issued to
lnfraco up to 25 November 2007. Pricing Assumptions are as set out in clause 3.4 of
Schedule Part 4. The Specified Exclusions are 'the items for which l nfraco has made
no allowance within the Construction Works Price as noted in section 3.3 below..'. The
relevant part of the Specified Exclusions was 3.3 (c) which provided:

'' Ground conditions that re quire worl(s that could not be reasonably foreseen by an
experienced civil engineering contractor based on the ground conditions reports

I
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provided to BBS on 20 a11d 2 7 of Novembe,· and 6 December 2007. Additionally the
Contruction Works Price does not include for dealing with replacement of any
materials below the earthworks outline or below ground obstructions/voids, soft
material or any contaminated materials. "
4. 1 3

4.1 4

4.15

4. 1 6

4.17

4. 1 8

This latter Specified Exclusion became relevant in the adjudication because both in
the due dil igence report, and the GI reports themselves, there was information which
showed risk in relation to ground conditions at Russell Road which tie maintained
resulted in knowledge on the part of lnfraco which had to be taken into account in
considering the meaning of normal development and evolution of the design. I n other
words, even if there was a design change in design principle, shape, form a.nd/or
specification, that design change had to be viewed in light of the facts a. nd
circumstances known to lnfraco which had to be taken into account when deciding
whether a Notified Departure had occurred (because of the definition of Notified
Departure).
Ultimately the adjudicator agreed with l nfraco that the state of knowledge of lnfraco
was not relevant because the lnfraco Contract made express provision for the
1
information and knowledge upon which the Price and other obligations are based .
Clause 3.3(c) was not to be taken to have qualified Clause 3.4. 1.1.
On the meaning of clause 3.4. 1.1 the adjudicator sought to re-write this to include
definitions of design principle, shape, form and outline specification. He also sought to
rewrite the body of the clause which he claimed included a tautology.
Overall, applylng his defin ition of how clause 3.4. 1 . 1 was to be interpreted and applied
to the changes at Russell Road Retaining Wall Two, the adjudicator determined that
both the changes to the Foundations and the changes to the Piles were Notified
Departures and that as such, they were Mandatory tie Changes. He carried out an
extensive exercise to value these changes. He awarded lnfraco a total of
£ 1 ,46 1 ,857.2 1 out of the total being sought by lnfraco of £ 1 ,840,407. 73. tie's previous
'commercial proposal' had been only an offer to pay £292,237.22 (albeit this offer had
been withdrawn by the time of adjudication) which shows that we were justified in
taking this matter to adjudication. This was the adjudication where tie tried to
m isinform the media as to the true outcome of this adjudication. 1 have dealt with this
i n. the main body of my Witness Statement.
Whilst this adjudication confirmed the principle of our entitlement to treat changes
between BODI and IFC as Notified Departures, it was also very important in terms of
tie's arguments surrounding the inadequacy of our Estimates and o ur alleged failure to
comply with ClaL1se 80 of the l nfraco Contract. We had subm itted 'part Estimates'
which dealt with the cost elements but not time. tie had previously accepted this but
now argued that the onus was on l nfraco to comply entirely with Clause 80, and that
having failed to issue a competent Estimate, there could be no valld assessment of
the 'alleged Notified Departure'. tie argued that to be a valid Estimate, we would have
had to include for matters such as providing reasons for the design changes, showing
compliance with design submission requirements, providing details of the factual and
tech nical grounds for Change, showing that we had complied with the duty to mitigate,
and also confirming that there was no lnfraco Breach, lnfraco Change or Change in
Law.
In response to th is, the adjudicator held that the Contract does not provide a quality
2
standard for Estimates . The only consequence of an Estimate falling below what was
contractually or reasonably required would be that the other party can raise in defence
the absence of information and that the entitlement could be reduced due to lack of
evidence. A party could not reject an Estimate simply because it said it was badly
executed. He pointed out that Clause 80. 1 0 of the Infraco Contract provides that if
parties cannot agree 'on the contents of the Estimate' it may be referred to the Dispute
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1 para 58 of the Russell Road decision
2
para 1 1 8 of the Russell Road decision
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Resolutio n Procedure. He also agreed that on the evidence, tie had agreed in any
case to the submission of a 'patt Estimate'. He further concluded that there was no
express condition precedent to an Estimate being valued.
5.

TOWER PLACE BRIDGE: DECISION OF JOHN HUNTER DATED 1 8 MAY 201 0

5. 1

Thls was another adjudication which concerned changes between BODI and I FC , this
time at a structure known as Tower Place Bridge. Both lnfraco and tie accepted that a
Notified Departure occurred. There was a dispute about the value of this Mandatory tie
Change, which actually related to the change in scope between the IFC drawings, and
the BODI drawings. What this dispute actually related to, was whethe.r or n b. t certain
drawings were incl uded in the BODI definition, or not. tie claimed that they were not,
and we claimed that they were.

5.2

{
\

5.3

5.4

j

I
•

The definition of BODI in the lnfraco Contract was not particularly helpful here. C lause
2.3 of Schedule Part 4 (Pricing) defines the BODI as ''the design information drawings
issued to lnfraco up to and including 25th November 2007 listed in Appendix H to this
Sched ule Part 4." However, Appendix H was simply a one page definition with one line
on it which stated 'All of the Drawings available to lnfraco up to and including 25th
November 2007'. This was a circular definition which didn't help to determine whether
the relevant drawings were or were not included.
tie claimed that lots of design information was made available to l nfraco up to and
including 27 November 2007 and that it was necessary to look at the whole 'factual
matrix' to determine what was/ was not included in the BODI. Information was
uploaded to an electronic data room, and the information was also provided on
compact disc. tie maintained that the drawings they wante.d to rely on were included in
the BODI because they had been uploaded to the electronic data room.
In response, our position was that the data room was not accepted as being the
primary means by which the parties had agreed that design information would be
made available - it did not reflect what we understood to be the BODI. We maintained
that the share point (data room) system at the time of BODI (27 November 2007) was
very unreliable and hence, drawings had to be issued on CD and lists of d ocuments
prepared. The drawings that tie wanted to say were part of the BODI, were not on any
of our lists or CDs of availab le BDDl drawings.

5.5

On the facts and circumstances before him, the adjudicator could not find that the
drawings which tie were relying on, constituted the BODI. He agreed that the d ata
room seemed to have had operational issues and multiple functions. There was no
evidence of the drawings actually being included in the BODI. The drawings whlch tie
wanted to rely on could not be shown to be the correct base line from which to review
the design change as required by clause 3.4. 1.1 of Schedule Part 4.

5.6

Thereafter the remainder of the dispute concerned valuation of the changes from
BODI to l FC. There was mixed success for both parties on the valuation principles as
a result of which the Adjudicator found parties liable to pay his fees on a 50/50 basis.

6.

SECTION 7 A TRACK DRAINAGE: DECISION OF GORDON COUTTS QC DAT ED
24 MAY 201 0

6. 1

This is another adjudication which dealt with changes between BODI and I FC and
again concerned clause 3.4. 1. 1 of Schedule Part 4. The issue here was with the
standard of drawings available for us to price at BODI stage. There was only one
outline drawing for the whole of the drainage in this section, which seemed to d iffer
from an earlier preceding but more detailed drawing for part of the section.

6.2

•
!•

The issues before the adjudicator were really twofold:
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6.2.1
6.2.2

6.3

..

.
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6.4

•

.
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what was the correct BDDI drawing (and hence the base line) from which to
review the changes between BDDI and IFC status; and
what did the word 'amend' mean where it appeared in clause 3.4.1. 1 of
Schedule Part 4. tie ran the argument (which they had also run in Russell
Road Retaining Wall Two) that for there to be an amendment, there needed
to be a design there in the first p lace. If there was no design at all for part of
the drainage in this section, then it could not be said that there had been an
'amendme.nt' to the design by the time that it appeared for the first time in the
I FC drawings. I n this latter situation, tie maintained that it was simply
evolution and development of the design and was within the Construction
Works Prrce rn the Contract.

tie brought this adjudication b ut lost on both points of principle, with some issues of
valuation remaining in which there was a measure of mixed success. Although it is not
worth going into the details, on the first question, the adjudicator held that lnf raco was
right to rely o n the later of the two available BODI drawings, and where there was no
detail for a particular section shown, was correct to extrapolate the information that it
did have and to assume that the design of the d rainage would be substantially the
same along the whole length of the section, and to price on this basis.
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In relation to the second argument, the pricing assumption assumes that the Design
''in terms of design principle, shape, form and/or specification (shall not be) amended
form the drawings forming the Base Date Design Information . . . '' . The issue was
whether an amendment could be something which was never there in the first place
By reference to the Oxford Englfsh Dictionary, the adjudicator held determined that the
word 'amend' is defined as 'a change or addition to a document'. He also made
reference to the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, and noted
that it could not be said that this was not an .addition providing something which was
not previously showing. O n this basis, he preferred lnfraco's interpretation that the
change as shown on the updated I FC Section 7A drainage drawing, did fall to be
assessed as an amendment with reference to this pricing Assumption .

6.5

The adjudicator awarded his fees 80/20 with tie picking up the larger element given
lnfraco's substantial success in the adjudication.

7.

DELAYS RESULTING FROM INCOMPLETE MUDFA WORKS: DECISION OF
ROBERT HOWIE QC DATED 26 J U LY 2010

7. 1

This was again, a very important adjudication decision for us. It dealt with the
operation of the access and time provisions in the Contract and was an application, to
a certain point in time, for an extension of time for the de lays caused by the MUDFA
Works. I have referred to this in summary in the main body of my Witness Statement.

7.2

There was a preliminary issue in this adjudicat ion which the adjudicator had to deal
with first of all. This was to do with whether the Estimate which we had submitted for
th is Notified Departure, was adequate or nol As I've explained in my Witness
Statement, all Notified Departures were to be dealt with in accordance with Clause 80.
tie kept arguing that our Estimates were not 'competent' because they didn't include
inform-ation on miti.gation {or what we would call, acceleration) measures which they
believed were required. They had many other complaints about the format and content
of the Estimate for this particular Noti-fied Departure. I had to give evidence before M r
Howie at the hearing which took place on this Preliminary Issue, as did Steven Bell
and Susan Clark of tie.

7.3

I'

tie also argued that it wou ld have been open to lnfraco to pursue its entitlement to an
extension of time in respect of the M U DFA delays as a Compensation Event under
Clause 65.
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7.4

On this preliminary point, the adjudicator held in our favour. He stated that where a
Notified Departure had occurred, it could only be pursued under Clause 80. This was
a very important principle for us to win on because it meant that, if Clause 80 applied,
we believed we were not permitted to proceed with work which was the subject of a
Notified Departure, where a tie Change Order had not been issued (or the matter had
been referred to the dispute resolution procedure with reference to Clause 80. 1 5).
This was subsequently confirmed in the Murrayfield Underpass adjudication which I
discuss below.

7.5

The adjudicator also held that failure to produce a fully detailed Estimate, did not bar
our entitlement to seek an extension of time here. Again, this was a very important
decision given the many debates we had had to this point in time with tie, about
whether our Estimates were 'adequate'.

7.6

(

. -·

.

7.7

7.8

Following the determination of this preliminary issue, the Adjudicator had to go on to
consider our overall entitlement to an extension of time. This was based on our
Esti. mate of 6 August 2009, which showed the impact of the MUDFA Programme
received in April 2009 (MUDFA Revision 8). Pricing Assumption 24 in Schedule Part 4
assumed that the MU DFA Works would be completed in accordance with the
requirements of our Programme (that is, they would h ave been completed in advance
of our works). To the extent that thls was not the case (i.e. the M UDFA Works were
still ongoing), then this was a Notified Departure and a Mandatory tie Change which
had to be dealt with via Clause 80 of the lnfraco Contract.
At this point in time, we were looking only for a decision on the amount of delay
caused by the continued MUDFA Works up to March 2009. We knew that there were
further MUDFA delays beyond this, and other delays caused by design changes
(BODI to I FC) but we were looking for a starting point, given that beyond the original
extension of time (which was to do with the slippage in the SOS Design Programme at
contract award), tie had refused to agree any updated Programme.

•

•
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The extension of time we were looking for was as follows:
(a)

Planned Sectional Completion Date for Section A: 1 87 Calendar
Days (to 13 December 201 0)

'

•

(b)
·
1·
Ii
'\

(c)
(d)

7.9

7. 10

7. 1 1

Planned Sectional Completion Date for Section B: 185 Calendar
Days (to 1 O January 2010)
Planned Sectional Completion Date for Section C: 251 Calendar
Days (to 22 November 201 1)
Planned Sectional Completion Date for Section D: 257 Calendar
.Days (to 20 May 2012)

To put this into some context, by March 2009, we knew that the MUDFA delays to that
point had caused a delay to completion of over 9 months, and this was only for p art of
the delay that we knew about.
Lots of issues came up in this adjudication over the course of a three day hearing
before the adjudicator. Those issues concerned things such as, whether we were
obliged to accelerate the works by adding additional resources where a delay had
occurred (as tie maintained), or whether, in mitigating, we were entitled to stick with
the resources which we had planned to use (that is, not bring in additional resources
at our own cost in order to reduce overall delay), The adjudicator found in our favour
on this polnt.
In addition, there are lots of ways of proving delay. We had chosen a p rospective, and
in some ways, theoretical approach to showing delay by impacting the Programme
with the M UDFA Programme. In contrast, tie maintained that we should have carried
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out a retrospective analysis, by looking at the actual delay caused by the M U DFA
Works being delayed. The adjudicator found in our favour on thls, based on a proper
reading of cfause 80 i.e. the Estimate req uired that we give our reasonable opinion
about the impact on the Programme at the time the N otified Departure occurred (the
Est1mate to be issued within 1 8 days of the event arising, it could only be prospective).
7.12

{\.

7.13

When the adjudicator issued his decision, we were successful in obtaining an
extension of time rn respect of Section A, the depot and first tram delivered to site, of
1 54 days, which was the majority of what we were seeking. He did not give us an
extension of time for the remaining sections because of the way in whrch the
extension of time claim had been prepared: we had based this on 'Designated
Working Areas' (with reference to clause 18.1.2 of the Contract) being the same thing
as the intermediate sections in our Programme. The adjudicator unfortunately decided
that this was not correct. We were entitled under Clause 1 8.1.2 to an exclusive licence
to occupy the Designated Working Areas required to carry out our works but the
adjudicator decided that this was not the same thing a. s the intermediate sections
(which were too long) and that Deslgnated Working Area should be interpreted as only
'denoting so much of the land, worksite or public road as the JV requires to occupy at
a given moment i11 order to carry out that part of the lnfraco Works which, according to
the Programme, it ought the11 to be executing there.'

•

7. 1 3.2

that mitigating delay did not require lnfraco to spend its own money by
increasing resources beyond those provided for;

7. 1 3. 3

that tie still had to deal with our applications for paymenU time even if it
believed the Estimate was not as complete or full as it should have been ;
and

7.1 3.4

that it was correct that extensions of time be assessed on a prospective and
not a retrospective basis.

As there was mixed success for both parties, the adjudicator ordered that his fees be
paid on a 50/50 basrs between us and tie.

8.

MURRAYFIELD UNDERPASS (CLAUSE 80.13): DECISION OF LORO DERVAIRD
DATED 7 AUGUST 201 0

8.1

I have mentioned this adjudication decision at various points in my main Witness
Statement. It was the most important to lnfraco from the point of view that it dealt with
one of the major points of contention between tie and lnfraco: whether we were
entitled to stop work when the value of a Notified Departure had not been agreed and
tie had not issued a tre Change Order.

8.3

I

i

!

!

Ii

1!·'
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I
,1
I

'f

I

i
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I
I'

that Notified Departures had to be dealt with via Clause 80, not Clause 6 5 ;

7. 14

8.2

I

In spite of not getting a full extension of time, we had won some important points of
principle in this adjudication , not least:
7. 1 3. 1

(

''.'
'
l!·

We maintained throughout that the lnfraco Contract did not permit us to proceed with
Work which was the subject matter of a Notified Departure until we had a tie Change
Order. tie maintained that this made no 'commercial sense' and with reference to
various parts of the lnfraco Contract, including Clause 34. 1 , tie argued that we were
obliged to comply with any instruction issue by tie or tie's Representative, and that, by
refusing to comply with their instructions, we were a 'delinquent contractor'.
This adjudlcation related to a structure known as the Murrayfield Underpass, a new
structure adjacent to the railway line at Murrayfield. Again this was a BODI to I FC
change. We intimated that this was a change by INTC in September 2008. Our
Estimate was submitted in September 2009 and sought a total of £134,396. 71 . tie
accepted that this was a Notified Departure and had accepted the value of a small

I
I,
••

I

•

'

1··'
i

I
!

i

I
I
I·
i
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I
I

I

'
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portion of the Estimate (the security gates). The dispute did not concern the remaining
valuation of the change, but concerned a letter wh ich we received from tie on 1 9
March 201 0, which stated:

f
t
..

I
1!

!-

'
I

'' You are instructed to commence, carry out and complete the following works with due
expedition. In the event that any item of the said works is, becomes or is alleged to be
the subject of a tie Notice of Change, and lnfraco Notice of tie Change, a tie Change
Order or a Mandatory tie Change Order, at any time, this instruction shall be deemed
to have been given and shall operate for such work s pursuant to Clause 80. 13.

I·
t:

We remind you that pursuant to Clause 108, this Agreement con stitutes an entire
Agreement .and in particular refer you to tl1e terms of Clause 34. 1 regarding your
compliance with instructions from tie's Representative. ''

•

•

8.4

The issue was whether we were obliged to comply with tie's fnstruction as contained in
this letter.

8.5

In terms of Clause 34.1 , we were obliged to comply with any instruction from tie or tie's
Representative 'provided that such instructions are given in accordance wrth the terms
of this Agreement and will not cause lnfraco to be in breacl1 of this Agreement ... ''

-··. '

f.

•

8.6

Having received this instruction from tie, our position was to rely upon Clause 80. 1 3
which states the followlng:

j

,•!,

I•'

'
•'

!

to Clause 80. 15, as soon as reasonably practicable after the contents of an
Estimate have been agreed tie may:

'' Subject

i

80. 13. 1 issue a tie Change Order to lnfraco, or
80. 13.2 except where the Estimate relates to a Mandatory tie Change, withdraw the
tie Notice of Change, in which case lnfraco shall be entitled to claim the reasonable
additional costs incurred by the lnfraco in complying with this Clause BO in relation to
that tie Notice of Change including the cost of any abortive works where tie has
instructed ln fraco to commence works prior to the agreement of the Estimate.

••

Subject to Clause 80. 15 for the avoidance of doubt the lnfraco shall not commence
work in respect of a tie Change Order until instructed through receipt of a tie
Change Order unless otherwise directed by tie''.
1./

j_l:

8.7

We considered that the important words were the ones in bold above. We co.uld not
commence the work which was the subject of a Notified Departure, and hence subject
to the Clause 80 tie Change regime, until we had agreement on the relevant Estimate
by the issue of a tie Change Order.

8.8

If it didn't agree with the value we had placed on the tie Change Order there was an

8.9

8.1 a

a.nswer for tie - it could refer the matter to the dispute resolution procedure and
instruct us to proceed meantime under Clause 80.15. If we proceeded under clause
80. 1 5, we were entitled to recover our demonstrable costs under Clause 80. 1 6 . We
didn't think that Clause 34. 1 operated as tie intended - they could only instruct us to do
something which was in accordance with the Agreement and which wouldn't cause us
to be in breach of the Agreement. If we proceeded with the Work before we had a tie
Change Order, we would be in breach of Clause 80. 13.
tie's position was that they had the power to instruct under Clause 34. 1 and that the
last few words of Clause 80. 1 3 made it clear that tie could either issue a tie Change
Order, or it could 'otherwise direct' lnfraco to proceed. tie claimed that by its letter of
1 9 March 2010, it was 'otherwise direct(ing)'.
Lord Dervaird found in favour of lnfraco, his reasons being set out at paragraph 2 1 of
his Decision and beyond. He did not agree that the words 'unless otherwise directed'
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meant that tie could bypass the first part of Clause 80. 13. tie's only alternative to get
I nfraco to carry out the work was Clause 80.15, that is, refer the disputed Estimate to
the DRP provisions and then issue an instruction pursuant to that Clause.
8. 1 1

8. 1 2

9.

9.1

9.2

9.3

9.4

9.5

He also held that Clause 80. 1 3 and the Clause 80.15/80.1 6 regime, were there to
protect the interests of both Parties. l nfraco did not have to proceed where there was
no agreement as to cost - lt o nly had to do so if the Estimate was agreed, o r if it had
the protection of Clauses 80.15/16 in that its demonstrable costs would be
recoverable. Likewise tie get the protection of lnfraco not proceeding with work and
claiming in respect of that work, where the value of the change (Notified Departure)
has not been agreed. H owever, if the matter is urgent, tie can utilise Clause 80. 1 5 and
80.16 at which point it becomes liable for lnfraco's demonstrable costs. Clause 34. 1
and 34.3 did not offer a relief for tie here either - the valuation of t1e Changes has to
be dealt with fn accordance with Clause 80, including Clause 80.13.
We were therefore entirely successful in this Adjudication and tie had to pick up all of
the adjudicator's fees. Even despite this, and as I explain in my witness statement, tie
refused to accept this decision and looked for further ways to get round this issue.
This was disappointi ng. If tie had accepted what th1s, and all the other adjudication
decisions determined, we could potentially have found solutions much earlier than we
did.
DEPOT ACCESS BRIDGE:
SEPTEMBER 201 0

DECISION

OF BRYAN

PORTER

DATED

I

I
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This was a dispute which we referred to adjudication. It was about the valuation of a
Notified Departure at one of the trams structures - the depot access bridge (832). It
concerned changes between BODI and IFC and was accepted by tie as a Notified
Departure. We believed that we were entitled to an add1tional £1 .2 million for the
change, and an additional £550,000 in respect of the cost of the temporary works
associated with the Change. In contrast, tie valued the Notified Departure at minus
£4.8 million and minus £12,000 in respect of the temporary works. This meant that
there was a difference between us of slightly over £6m in respect of the valuation of
this change.
Part of the reason for the huge difference between us and tie was to do with the fact
that tie said that the valuation of a change to an adjacent structure - the A8 retaining
wall - also had to be taken into account when valuing the depot access bridge, We
raised a jurisdictional argument that it was not possible for the Adjudicator to conslder
the Retaining Wall argument as it was not part of the dispute referred to him.
Following a legal argument on what the adjudicator had to consider, tie were found to
be correct on this point.

�

'I
i
I

r.
i

'

'
'

However, when he went on to consider the valuation of the Notlfied Departure, the
adjudicator ( Bryan Porter) found that he did not agree with tie's argument that the
Retaining Wall could not be separated from the Depot access bridge as they were one
continuous feature. He found that they could be separated and that all he was being
asked to do was determine the value of the portion which related to the access bridge.

r

There were a number of other measurement/ valuation disputes between us . a nd tie on
various aspects of the change. On all of these, we were largely successful, the
adjudicator determining that the value of Notified Departure was approximately
£800,000 and the value of the temporary works was £433,000. As a result, we were
found liable for the fe.es l n connection with the jurisdictional challenge which I refe r to
above (which were minimal) and tie were found liable for all of his fees on the main
body of this dispute.

I!I

I
I

·�

•

This was another example of us having to take something to adjudication which, had
tie been behaving sensibly, should have been capable of being resolved by our
respective q uantity surveyors.
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1 0.

LANDFILL TAX; DECISION OF LORD DERVAIRD DATED 28 NOVEMBER 201 0

1 0. 1

This adjudication was concerned with payment by the lnfraco of Landfill Tax for the
disposal to landfill of contaminated material removed from the lnfraco Works.

1 0.2

10.3.

{,,
'

\

The lnfraco required to deal with contaminated material in the course of the lnfraco
Works. That involved disposal of contaminated material to landfill, at which point the
lnfraco required to pay the landfill site operator Landfill Tax corresponding to the
quantity of contaminated material disposed of.
The disposal to landfill of the contaminated material represented a Notified Departure
under the Jnfraco Contract as Specified Exclusion 3.3c (set out earlier in my
statement) provided that thE;i Construction Works Price did not include for dealing with
replacement of any materials below the earthworks outline or below g round
obstructions/voids, soft material or any contaminated materials. The Base Case
Assumptions also included Pricing Assumption 3.4.11 whlch included that ''The lnfraco
shall not encounter any below ground obstructions or voids, soft material or any
conta1nination ... '' As such, the
. fnfraco was entitled to recover from tie the payments
made in respect of Landfill Tax.

'

1 0.4

1 0.5

Change Estimates for INTC's 506 and 551 which related to the disposal of
contaminated excavation arisings at Russell Road Retaining Wall 4 were the fi rst
INTC's to be submitted which included costs for the payment of Landfill Tax. tie
responded to these INTC's denying liability for payment of Landfill Tax associated with
the disposal of the arisings.
Subsequent INTC's were issued by the lnfraco which included Estimates for
repayment of Landfill Tax for contaminated material. tie refused to agree the
Estimate.s o r pay any monies in relation to Landfill Tax.

1 0.6

tie's position was that the Infraco was not entitled to be reimbursed for the Landfill Tax
paid on the disposal of contaminated materials because the Jnfraco failed to apply for
an exemption to payment of Landfill Tax.

10. 7

The lnfraco disagreed with ti.e's position. The lnfraco was not obliged to apply for an
exemption, and even if it had, it would not have received one given that the
contaminated materials disposed of were not eligible for an exemption - exemptions to
payment of landfill Tax were limited to waste resulting from reclamation of
contaminated land falling within certain categories. Waste arising from construction
activities did not qualify, and so the lnfraco Works would not have qualified.

1 0. 8

Following tie's refusal to agree Estimates or make any payments in respect of Landfill
Tax, the Infraco raised adjudication proceedings asking for certain declarators in
relation to its entitlement to payment for Landfill Tax, the main ones being that (i) it
had not been established that the lnfraco Works would have qualified for an
exemption to payment of Landfill Tax; (ii) the lnfraco was not obliged to apply for an
exemption; and (iii) the lnfraco was entitled to be reimbursed for Landfill Tax paid on
the d isposal of contaminated materials.

10.9

The Adjudicator, Lord Dervaird, found wholly in favour of the lnfraco confirming that
the l nfraco Works would not have qualified for an exemption to payment of Landfill
Tax, but even if it had, the lnfraco was not obliged to apply for such an exemption, and
that the lnfraco was entitled to be reimbursed for Landfill Tax paid on the drsposal of
contaminated materials.

10.10

The Adjudicator found tie wholly l iable for payment of his fees and expenses.
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1 1.

APPROVAL OF SUB-CONTRACT TERMS: DECISION OF ROBERT HOWIE
DATED 1 3 DECEMBER 201 0

1 1.1

This was an adjudication which was concerned with the subcontracts which l nfraco
was to enter into. As will be clear, each of the three parties to the lnfraco had very
different skill sets and would be carrying out diffe rent elements of the work required to
complete the Project.

1 1 .2

As BC U K, we had prepared a number of subcontracts with subcontractors who we
wanted to appoint for various different parts of the works. In accordance with Clause
28 of the l nfraco Contract, we required to get tie's approval to enter into subcontracts
and then also to get their approval to the form of subcontract.

1 1 .3

...,./"
\

28. 4. 1 the sub-contract does not in substance reflect the lnfraco and the
relevant Key Sub-Contractor as parties to such sub-contract, the provisions listed
in Schedule Part 38 (Approved Suppliers and Sub-Contractors and Trades) Part II in
so far as they relate to the work that is to be sub-contracted; or
28. 4.2 the terms of the sub-contract will result in lnfraco being unable to perform its
obligations under this Agreement. ''
1 1 .4

I
11

I'

Paragraph 28.4 provided as follows:
''The lnfraco shall obtain tie's approval to the form of sub-contract for any work which
'.
is to be sub-contracted to each Key Sub-Contractor in advance of such sub-contracf s
execution. tie shall notify the lnfraco of its approval within 10 Business Days of a
request for such approval by the lnfraco which approval may only be withheld by tie
acting reasonably if:

••

I
I

The dispute which we eventually referred to adjudication was whether tie was correct
to hold that all th ree members of the l nfraco (BCUK, Siemens and CAF) required to be
partles to each and every subcontract that any one contractor entered into. We
believed it would cause a n undue administrative burden if this were to happen: it
would take a long time for each of the other parties to agree the terms of one of the
subcontracts that BCUK for example were intending to enter into. We considered tie's
position to be unreasonab le.

1 1.5

Ultimately, this was just another example of tie being u nreasonable but it was
beginning to impact upon our ability to enter into subcontracts and was therefore
holding up issues. We referred the matter to adjudication and Robert Howie as
adjudicator, issued his decision on 1 5 December 201 0. He found against l nfraco
holding that the correct interpretation of clause 28.4. 1 (and in particular the words
highlighted in bold above), was that all three parties had to enter into each and every
subcontract.

1 1 .6

U ltimately when we reached agreement at mediation in March 2011 , and as reflected
in the terms of MoV 4 which was negotiated thereafter, it was acknowledged that this
provision was actually unworkable. By clause [1 5. 1 1 of MoV 4 it was acknowledged
that there was no requirement for each lnfraco Member to be a party to any sub
contract with any Key Sub-Contractor.

12.

PAYMENT OF PRELIMINARIES

12. 1

In around March 2010, tie started to deduct sums of money from our interim payment
applications which we believed were due in respect of our Preliminaries costs.
Preliminaries are sums included in the Construction Works Prfce in respect of costs
which we incurred due to the passage of time. So for example, this would include the
cost of maintai ning the site offices at Edi11burgh Park, and other consumables such as
telephones, site vehicles etc. The Interim Certificates affected by tie's deductions were
numbers 29, 30, 3 1 , 32 and 33 from March to July 201 D.
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1 2.2

This was at around the same time as tie were trying to make our lives difficult on so
many fronts : they were serving Remediable Termination Notices, many tens of letters
per week (if not into the hundreds), performing audit. s , denying us permits to work and
was at the same time as many adjudications were under way. It seemed part of the
campaign to make life as difficult as possible.

12.3

tie's argument was entirely spurious. Schedule Part 5 of the lnfraco Contract set out
the sums of money we were to be paid on a monthly basis. There were sums due in
respect of Preliminaries which were set out in the Mile.stone Payment Schedule.
These were sums of money spread over the 42 month period of the Project. We
believed that these sums became payable on a monthly basis, simply due to the
passage of time.

12.4

Having paid these sums monthly until February 201 0, tie then decided that the
Preliminaries were Construction Milestones or Critical Milestones which required the
issue of the appropriate Certificate, before the sum became due for payment. We
disagreed fundamentally with this, and believed that in accordance with the relevant
clauses of the lnfraco Contract (Clauses 66 and 6 7), Preliminaries were due for
payment on a monthly basis being ''other costs or expenses which h ave been
expressly approved by tie and/or to which the l nfraco is entitled in accordance with
this Agreement . . . . " (Clause 66.5).

..

12.5

We referred this issue to adjudication in November 201 0. Lord Dervaird found in
lnfraco's favour on this point, determining at paragraph 1 6 of his Decision that:
''In these circumstances it appears clear that Preliminaries, not being identified other
than by reference to the passage of time, a,-e simply a time based cost. Schedule Part
5 refers to then1 solely in respect of the passage of each of the months specified. It
follows that the Preliminaries fall due for Payment under Clause 66 and 67 of the
lnfraco Contract as other costs or expenses to which the ln fraco is entitled in
accordance with this Agreement ''.

12.6

Again, we had won on a point of principle and a point of contractual interpretation. The
adjudicator however held that we had not submitted enough supporting information on
the valuation of the preliminaries in each of the affected months and so we were liable
for 25% of his fees with tie liable for the remaining 75% .

12.7

This decision was actually issued during the mediation process with tie from 8 to 1 1
March 201 1 .
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